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FOREWORD
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The course material was prepared over the period 1990-1994 in collaboration with
Omega System specialists from NAVCEN. In the month that the final version of the
Omega Course Book was published (July 1994), the name NAVCEN replaced the
older name, ONSCEN (Omega Navigation System Center), which appears through-
out the text of this book. Readers unfamiliar with the recent history of the Coast
Guard administration of navigation programs should be aware of this name change
when perusing the course material.

The principal authors of this Omega Course Book are from TASC: Peter B.
Morris, who wrote Chapters 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 11, and 12; Radha R. Gupta, who prepared
Chapters 5 and 10; Ronald S. Warren, author of Chapters 1 and 4; and
Paul M. Creamer, who wrote Chapter 13. These authors are also the primary contrib-
utors to Appendices A through G which follow the 13 chapters. Special recognition is
given to long-time Omega researcher Eric R. Swanson who authored Chapter 6. Rec-
ognition is also extended to Joseph A. D'Appolito of TASC who wrote the appendix
on Kalman filtering and David P. Frank, also of TASC, who contributed to Chapters 7
and 8. The text editing, graphics support, and formatting of the book were scrupu-
lously overseen by Frances C. Sansalone of TASC. Finally, the authors wish to recog-
nize the invaluable assistance and support of Vinicio Vannicola and other members of
the NAVCEN staff who helped to make this book a reality.
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PREFACE

The purpose ot this book is to provide a self-contained presentation of theoretical and operational

information needed to understand the characteristics, operation, and use of the Omega Navigation

System. It is designed to be used as a self-paced learning aid or in a classroom environment by those

primarily involved with operating and maintaining the Omega system. Therefore, it is structured and
written in the format of a course book, rather than a reference book. It is assumed that the reader has a

physics and mathematics background at the level of an associate of science degree, or higher.

The book includes 13 chapters with selected chapter-specific appendices and seven general
appendices. Chapter-specific appendices are directed at the more advanced readers and contain addi-

tional technical details that are relevant to the specific chapter. The general appendices include supple-
mentary material that expands upon selected topics addressed in the book and is intended to further
enhance the understanding of the Omega system. The course material addresses all major components

of the Omega system, with emphasis placed on signal structure and utilization. Topics include: Omega
system development background, signal generation, navigation and signal propagation principles,
system operations, system performance evaluation, system utilization, and the future role of Omega in

conjunction with other radionavigation systems. An overview begins each chapter and appendix,

followed by introductory material and the technical discussion. Abbreviations and acronyms are

defined at the end of each chapter and appendix. Sample problems with solutions and problems to be
solved by the reader appear throughout (answers are provided in a section following Appendix G).

Chapter 1 presents a general description of the Omega system, including the system signal
characteristics, system. i.ties and limitations, and system users. Chapter 2 traces the history of the

Omega system from its World War II origins to the present, including the development of Omega
transmitting stations and receiving systems, user support, and system management. An overview of the

station capabilities, equipment, and operational procedures is provided in Chapter 3, and Chapter 4
presents a general overview of the fundamentals of position determination, which are applicable to all

radionavigation systems, including Omega. A discussion of the hyperbolic and rho-rho techniques,

Omega lanes and their resolution, and position determination using Omega phase measurements are also
provided. Chapter 5 describes the very low frequency signal propagation characteristics and concepts
relevant to understanding Omega signal propagation characteristics. This includes a discussion of how
the Omega signal characteristics vary as a function of the signal path properties and modal interference

phenomena. Observed Omega signal behavior is addressed in Chapter 6. The sources, mechanisms,
and characteristic signatures (magnitude/duration/shape) of the normal and anomalous signal behavior

vi



are described as well as their impact on Omega navigation. This chapter also contains general guidance

for identifying Omega signal behavior under normal and anomalous propagation conditions. Chapter 7

discusses the synchronization of the Omega system, including internal/external synchronization measure-

ments and sources, procedures, and performance. ONSCEN's data collection, analysis, and processing

procedures are presented in Chapter 8 together with a summary of the Omega Regional Validation

Program whose objective was to confirm or modify predicted Omega system performance throughout the

oceanic regions of the world. Chapter 9 explains the need, development, and utilization of Omega

propagation corrections (PPCs). The chapter focuses principally on the structure and calibration of the

models and algorithms used to generate the PPCs. Omega Navigation System signal coverage products

that have been developed from the early period of the Omega system to the early 1990s are identified in

Chapter 10, This includes a discussion of the early version of the microprocessor-based coverage

prediction system, called Omega ACCESS. The overall assessment, evaluation, and quantification of

Omega system performance (availability) is addressed in Chapter 11. The chapter also discusses the
early version of the Omega system performance assessment and coverage evaluation computer

workstation, called PACE, which implements the system performance assessment algorithm. Chap-
ter 12 describes various uses of the Omega system signals and typical Omega signal processing tech-

niques employed in modem receivers, along with the effects of noise on the receiving system. Chap-

ter 13 describes other global radionavigation systems and signals that are frequently used by

multi-sensor (integrated) Omega receivers. Issues regarding the future of Omega in the context of

existing and planned global radionavigation systems are aiso addressed.

The seven appendices provide additional details on material contained in the 13 chapters. Appen-

dix A describes the models and algorithms available for predicting VLF signals, including those that have

been used to generate the Omega signal coverage/ performance prediction products discussed in Chapter

10. Appendix B presents additional details on the Omeri system availability index computational

algorithm (described in Chapter 11), a version of which is used in the Omega system performance

prediction computer workstation PACE. A detailed discussion of capabilities, features, and uses of PACE
is given in Appendix C. Details of Kalman filter techniques (some of which have been applied in the

Omega system synchronization procedure) are given in Appendix D. Omega synchronization uses GPS

(Global Positioning System) signals to obtain accurate timing information to synchronize the Omega

system stations. An overview of the GPS is given in Appendix E, and a discussion of typical GPS user

equipment is given in Appendix F. Appendix G provides the transmitting station parameters, including

system operational specifications, annual maintenance schedule, and transmitting antenna parameters,
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Chapter Overview - This chapter presents a brief introduction and overview of the
Omega Navigation System with an end-to-end, top-level view of the entire system. This
overview provides a basis for understanding how the detailed information presented in the
individual chapters in this book fit., into the overall context of the system. A summary-level
Omega tutorial is provided with references to the specific chapters where the details on the
subject are contained. Section 1.1 presents an initial introduction to Omega in terms of the
three major system elements. The transmnitting system is introduced in Section 1.2,
fundamental characteristics of Omega signal propagation are provided in Section 1,3 and
Section 14 addresses the use of Omega signals hy the end user. Problems, including both
worl'cd-out examples and those to be solved by the reader, are given in Section 1.5.

1.1 WHAT IS OMEGA?
Omega is a worldwide, internationally operated, ground-based radio navigation system, operat-

ing in the very low frequency (VLF) band between 10 and 14 kilohertz (kHz). Its purpose is to provide a
conltinuws, rncdium accuracy aid to navigation intended primarily for air and marine en route oceanic
navigation and domestic en route air navigation. The nominal fix accuracy of Omega is two to four nau-

tical miles (nm), While not originally intended for land navigation or non-navigation purposes, Omega

is heing used in a number of terrestrial navigation/location and time/frequency dissemination applica-

tions, The Omega system consists of eight widely separated transmitting stations that emit continuous-
wave VLF signals. An Omega receiver determines position from range measurements based on the
phase of the received signals from two or more Omega stations, or by phase comparisons between sig-
nals of selected pairs of Omega stations, which produce intersecting lines of position.

Omega grew out of research in long-range electronic navigation systems, which took place dur-
ing and after World War II. Operational Omega stations began broadcasting navigation signals in the

early to mid-1970s, and the system reached its final eight-station configuration in 1982. Omega, the last
letter of the Greek alphabet, was chosen as the name of the system because in the early system develop-
ment in the 1950s, it was thought that 10 kHz was the lower end (longest wavelength) of the usable radio

spectrum, The Omega System history is provided in Chapter 2.

The Omega System consists of three major elements:

* Transmitting System
, Signals in the Earth.,Ionosphere Medium

* Receivers and Navigation Computers.
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Although each of these major system elements is a separate entity, overall system performance and the abil-

ity to navigate satisfactorily with Omega depends on the perfonnance of each element. This book address-

es each system element and its important characteristics in detail. A complete understanding of the Omega

System requires an understanding of the characteristics of all three system elements and their impact on

navigation performance as viewed by the end user. This chapter provides a brief introductory overview of

these syctem clements, referencing the chapters in this book that provide the appropriate details.

1.2 TRANSMITTING SYSTEM

The Transmitting System consists of the eight transmitting stations and the procedures required

to maintain and synchronize these stations. The eight Omega stations are identified by a letter from A

through H and are presented in Chapter 2. Omega is operated as an international partnership between the

United States and Argentina, Australia, France, Japan, Liberia, and Norway. Each station is staffed and

operated by agencies of the nation in which it is located. The Japanese Maritime Safety Agency is

responsible for synchronization of the transmitted signals of all stations. The U.S. Coast Guard Omega

Navigation System Center (ONSCEN) has operational control of the system and is responsible for engi-

neering and logistics support of the station equipment. Overall coordination of operations and policy is

governed by the International Omega Technical Commission, which is composed of one member from

each of the partner nations that operate the Omega Stations.

The synchronization procedure integrates the otherwise autonomous stations into a system and

makes it possible to use the signals to compute a position fix anywhere in the wvorld where usable signals

are available. All operational radionavigation systems (e.g., Omega, Navstar GPS, Loran-C) control the

transmissions from each station so as to be synchronous. In simple terms, the ;deal system would derive

the signals for each transmitter from a single common frequency source. This would guarantee that each

station would transmit its signal at exactly the same time with exactly the same phase. Because the

physical separation of the Omega transmitter sites is thousands of miles around the world, it is neither

practical nor realistic to use a single frequency source for all eight stations.

Each station actually derives its transmitted frequencies from cesium oscillators (a primary and

back-up unit at each station). Cesium oscillators (commonly referred to as a clock or frequency stan-

dard) generate a frequency that is highly stable over long periods of time (better than 1 part in 1012 or a

drift of 2.6 [tsec/month). The synchronization procedure corrects (on a weekly basis) any small shifts in

the transmitted signal phase at each station so that from the user's viewpoint all eight transmitters appear
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to be operating from a single frequency source. Between the periodic synchronization corrections, the

station clocks are stable enough to hold the phase of the transmitted signals within the allowable toler-

ance of ±2 microseconds relative to the mean epoch of the eight stations. The mean epoch of the system

is synchronized to within ±_1 microsecond of Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). Omega synchroniza-

tion is addressed in detail in Chapter 7.

Primary components of the transmitting station include the timing equipment, VLF transmitter

and the antenna system. As is discussed and illustrated in Chapt- 2, three types of antennas are used

today: valley-span, grounded tower, and an insulated tower. Only Hawaii and Norway use the valley

span antenna. Three stations use the grounded tower antenna and three use the insulted tower antenna.

All stations radiate a nominal power of about 10 kW. Because of differences in the antenna system effi-

ciency at each site, the input power supplied by the transmitter ranges from 90 kW to 165 kW. The differ-

ence between the input power and the radiated power is dissipated in heat, primarily in the antenna

ground plane.

All stations transmit four common frequencies: 10.2 kHz, 11.05 kHz, 111/3 kHz, and 13.6 kHz,

In addition to these common frequencies, each station also transmits a unique frequency that can be used

by a receiver to unambiguously identify the station. All frequencies are synthesized from the Cesium

standard and controlled by the timing equipment. Transmissions are sequenced in a specified format

(shown in Chapter 2) so that no two stations transmit the same frequency at the same time. This is to

prevent confusing the receiver with simultaneous transmissions at the same frequency from multiple

stations since there is no way to separate the received continuous wave signals for processing. A contin-

uous wave is transmitted by each station at one of its five frequencies during each transmission segment

for 0.9 to 1.2 sec with a 0.2 sec silent interval between segments, This complete format repeats every 10

sec. The sequence of frequencies transmitted by each station in each of the eight time segments is unique

and provides the receiver with additional information for unique identification of the received signal.

Additional detail& on the transmitting system are provided in Chapters 2 and 3.

1.3 SIGNALS IN THE EARTH-IONOSPHERE MEDIUM

The signal is "launched" by the antenna system into the atmosphere between the earth and the

lower ionosphere, where it propagates in all directions for several thousand miles or, under some condi-

tions, completely around the world. The ionosphere is a spherical layer of electrically charged particles

(concentric with the earth), which bend and reflect the signals thus confining the signals to propagate
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below the ionosphere, rather than traveling straight out into space. This region in which the signals prop-

agate is referred to as the earth-ionosphere waveguide. The wavcguide is illustrated and discussed in

Chapter 5.

Ideally, Omega signals would travel with uniform intensity and phase in all dircction through

the waveguide, Unfortunately, VLF signals are influenced by various physical and electrical factors: the

height of the waveguide, which varies regularly each day and over the year; ground conductivity, which

varies by several orders of magnitude between seawater and ice; orientation of the signal path relativc to

the earth's magnetic field, which influences the propagation properties; and thle physical laws and char-

acteristics of radio waves, Because of these factors, thc phase of Omega signals is not a simplc, uniforuu-

ly increasing function of distance from the transmitter as would be experienced in frec ,pace, Vhcrcfoi, e

the uscr must apply propagation corrections to the phase mneasurements to obtain accurate position fixes

with Omnega (these. are. automatically applied by mnodern recciving equipment), Propagaation corrections

are referred to as PPCs and correct thc measuremnents at the user location so that the cori-ccted phase iN

close to what would bc observed in frce spauc. The perturbing Influence of the earth on the siignal is

effectively removed; this greatly simnplifies the position fix calculation% %incc u iiilinle pliwou Vt.,.loaw
model applies under all conditions. The propagation predictions, of courbe, are not per fect and cannot

correct for all of the disturbing influenices of thle real world. T[his is the primary reason whly ilhe adver-

tised accuracy of Omecga is 2 to 4 nim und not something much hinallcr, Dcvclopnicnt of the l'l'Cs is

prcsentcd in Chapter 9 and their use in thc position fixing process Is aiddressed in Chapter 4,

Dcta'icd treatment of signal propagation throry for Oniqcg is presented In Chapter 5 and

observed signal characteristics tile presented in Chaptrer 6, however, it is uscfuil it) introduce lhere soine of'

the more physically intuitive concepts rclatcd to Omega signal projuagittion since thec theory get% riviher

involved. A major influence on the signal propagation within the wavcguldc is the lieight of the wavce

guide, which is not constant, Thle wavcguide in daylight ha% a height of about 70 kmi whecreak lit, height lin

darkness is about 90 kill, due to the absence of solar radiation, Thc phase of usable hignals Is the mocst

predictable when the entire wavcguide Is in daylight or darknecss, i~c., when tlw( reficutive bounidary of'

the ionosphere is approximately constant along the path, The phase is less predictable onl pathls having
hoth dlayIi ght and dark port ions, 1Ior these paithsk, thecorr~cspoiimdlag l'l,'Cs are less accui~kra ,i~te icid suilt-

ing fix accuracy of Omega tends to be somnewhat worse,

aigfiiil p)WIpiigailikI i%()w beu jiwsIItA cuiiipk-'W %Vitw it paall, lmjct:luds b10111 day and niigh; poidul.mný

WhepI the Ll suni %e/Sunset line,. or termiulinator, cr'.Sses thle sign ii plopagiut lol pitlr, II piatl Is Said it) lie III
tranlsltioll. T[he tranlsitionl region I% Where tlie ionospjheric he61igt chaniges fm oiu its mmighmuimttvl umnaummIIlII to
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its daytime minimum. In some cases this transition is rather abrupt rclativc to the signal wavelength and

can introduce abrupt changes in the signal phase characteristic relative to the uniform prcdictable change

in phase with distance front the transmitters. This means that if a user is stationary and observing the

phase of a received signal, there could be a rapid change in the observed signal phase even though the

receiver is not moving. Thus, if the user is moving, it may be difficult to differentiate between the change

In phase due to vehicle motion and phase error Induced by transition, This rapid change in phase can lead

to a condition referred to as cycle jump or lane slip, which is addressed in detail in Chapter 6, The transi-

tion effect is less pronotunced when the terminator intersects the propagation path at right angles and

111,%t apparent when the tcrminator crosses the propagation path very rapidly at a very shallow angle. In

fact, for crossing angles of les, than 5 deg it is generally rcvomiicnded that the station he desclected and

hot Included in the position fix calculation,

Knowledge of the signal phase velocity i, ne•essary so thle receiving equippment can make.i the

trant•fi't-ationl betw¢en inemsured phase and distance to thc tralns!mlticr, At any of tie trati,,•titted frc-

quenicle-s, an Uniqeg signal may propagate in several different modes, however, for most signal paths

bcryoid about 1000 km fl-01o1 the tranUM ittcr, Mode I tend-. to bc dominant, ThlN It the fundatmintal mode

of the Ostesg sigual and the Mode I phase velocity is always used li the 11l2C algorithm that corrects the

signal phae prior to the positioni fix calculation, 'nhili gieans that if the s~gnal i% not domtiinated by

Mode 1, it significant error can be introduced into the fix culctilutions, Under thi. condition the signal Is

icrerred to aehflg being odal and 1I not usaible,

A figure of merit used to cha.acteriMe the degree to which a signial is modal is the Mode 1 D)uiii-

naive11' Margin (M I DM), which is its amesure of Mode I strength relative to thle total signal strength, For

kis uoihitiv.alt|d ri:•,ekr,,, ia M I I)M of 6 dtl 16 dvsired 1i th' lsicignal •h to he coilidered uhabll, M"iow

flopht,,ticatcd t'Ceiver', call' pet formi satisfactorlly with a M I )M as smiall a,, I dil, 11 i% difficult and tusuk-

ally inp1o1sible to dteit a I!odal igllinal in all operatiotnal environfellent, Therefore, modal Interf'crence is

gIICel ailly predicledaid signals tlha illay be iodal tire dewlelited by thie r•el ver or tle opet ator. Modal

Interference exhibits thie following chat!atleriktich It Is, present at ranges lw.s thaua I( )10 kill Ifrom the

!lanmIhliltcl it is h most l Icvalcnlt ai niihthl In area% 1o1thwelt and sutuhwest of 0h¢111C 1i,'ailit!"; it is parliclu-

hit-ly ,everw wheni 1 nuorthweht/soulthwvl paithi cr(sses the geniiagmieltic eqlator; and it always (ocLcIItS a

the t1i tmisiiiitel at t ianl de, which Is the p•int ont tile globe directly lppos ile thle asiittller,

l! O!'- ! •. .W. hen !hr ()!!!•-t.!! _!-_ a,. ,,rou.nd !!) ,-- Worl, n .nd : !, Xic r ,:ved fVd .! h'I 11f

oplposilt diloet'iol, lil-IV is div: l1,m%,Ili•i! o(''fl*eoIgpatli" J|lj atOl itf! luILl stl i- th IsI

,.t!! ~v! i thaI ty :,hna1•0t 4ihi stCIelgill l (which is la-sil•l), tile reccivel will Iineipleil the vehicle l• I •loving
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in the opposite direction, Long-path propagation is most likely to occur when the direct path is in all

daylight and the long-path signal propagates west to cast in darkness, particularly if the ground conduc-
tivity is higher on the long-path. The associated figure of merit for quantifying the severity of long-path
propagation is the short- to long-path ratio and the recommended value is consistent with the M 1DM:
6 dB foi less sophisticated receivers and I dB for more sophisticated receivers.

The signal attenuation rate (the rate at which the signal strength decreases with distance along the

path) is greater for sunlit paths than for night paths, The attenuation rate also increases as path ground

conductivity decreases, Seawater paths have the highest conductivity and cause the least attenuation
while paths transitioning fresh-water icc in regions such as Greenland and Antarctica exhibit the greatest
attenuation rate. The earth's magnctic field has a pronounced effect on the attenuation rate. Signals
propagating in the easterly direction experience the lowest attenuation rate the highest attenuation is

expericn.cd by signals propagating in the westerly direction,

Signal strength alone does riot limit the utility of Omega. It is the level of the signal relative to the

noise in the receiver bandwidth, generally assumed to be 100 Hz, that limits signal usability. Lightning

discharges associated with thunderstorm activity around the world are the primary source of noise in the
VLF band, The electrical discharges generate electromagnetic energy -n the VLF band, which propa-

gates like the Omega signal, At any moment hundreds of discharges occur randomly around the world;
the receiver perceives this energy as noise relative to the desircd Omega signal. The ratio of the signal
level to the noise level in the receiver bandwidth, expressed in dB and referred to as the SNR, is the figure

of nicrit used to dcterminc whether or not a receiver can detect and satisfactorily process the Omega sig-
nal. These and other signal usability factors are addressed in Chapters 10 and 11.

Older receivers and many aircraft receiving systems require an SNR that is higher than about

-20 dB (100 1 lz) whereas modern receiving equipment, especially for marine applications, can provide
usble phase measurements with an SNR as low as-30 dI3 (100 Hz). An SNR below these signal-access
thresholds produces noise-induced errors in the phase measurements that render the station signal unus-
able for computing a position fix, It is important to note that the noise level, like the Omega signal level,
1. a complex function of time of day, location on the earth and the time of year. Although atmospheric
noise is the dominant noise source, there arc also sources of man-made nois;e that can further reduce the
received SNR, Of particular importance in airborne applications is the placement of the Omega antenna

on the ,irc'aft and noise generated by other electrical equipment such as motors and generator s. Refer to
Chapter 12 for additional details on this subject,
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1.4 RECEIVERS AND NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT

The typical user equipment suite consists of an antenna, receiver, and a navigation computer.

The antenna system includes a loop (H-field) antenna, or a whip/blade (E-field) antenna and generally an

antenna signal preamplifier. The antenna preamp feeds an analog input stage in most receivers. The
outp.lt is sampled, or digitized, and the remainder of the receiver processing is digital. Older receiving

equipment performed all of the processing with analog circuits that could not achieve the processing

gain associated with modem digital processing techniques. This is why the SNR threshold for older re-

ceivers is typically assumed to be -20 dB, and -30 dB for modem equipment.

The receiver processing detects and tracks the received signals from each station and measures

the phase of the signals relative to a local reference or oscillator. The number of frequencies simulta-

neously tracked depends on the particular receiver implementation. Also, as part of the processing, the

receiver must identify the station that transmitted each of the frequencies in each transmission segment.
The received signal is of no use if it cannot be associated with its transmission source because the goal is

to obtain a measure of the range between the receiver and each transmitting station. Since the location
(latitude and longitude) of the stations is accurately known, some form of multilateration with the indi-

cated ranges is used in the navigation computer to determine the latitude and longitude of the receiver, or

more precisely, the receiving antenna. Although this is a rather simplistic view, it serves to introduce the
fundamental elements of the signal processing and position fixing/navigation process. A detailed pre-

sentation of navigation and position fixing with Omega is contained in Chapter 4,

At 10.2 kHz, the primary Omega navigation frequency, the signal wavelength is about 16 nm. In

terms of range from a station, each wavelength, or cycle, is called a lane within which the signal phase

varies from 0 to 360 deg. The receiver can only measure the phase of the Omega signal within a known

lane; the range to the transmitter is equal to the number of whole lanes plus the fractional part of the lane

indicated by the phase measurement. Therefore, as the platform moves, the receiver must "know" or keep
track of the number of whole lanes. The lane count can be determined in various ways. One way is to

compute the lane number at a location that is known with an accuracy of plus or minus half a lane and then

increment (or decrement) the lane count as the receiver moves from one lane to the next. Obviously, use of
the incorrect lane count (due to a lane slip) will introduce a significant error into the computed position.

A position fix can be determined by using two or more measurements of the range to the known
locations of the transmitting stations. Conceptually, with two range measurements, a user's position can

be located on a chart by determining the intersection of two circles with radii equal to the range measure-

ments and centered on their respective transmitting station. This is called the direct ranging, or rho-rho,
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mode of position fixing and the circles are referred to as lines of position (LOPs). Two circles will actu-

ally intersect at two poiLts: the true fix point and an anomalous fix point. These two points are generally

widely separated positions and it is usually straightforward to resolve the ambiguity. If a third range

measurement is available, the rho-rho-rho mode is used, the equivalent of drawing a third circle to pro-

vide an unambiguous intersection of all three circles at the fix point. Multiranging with three or more

stations is the preferred mode since the receiver does not require a precise reference oscillator (e.g.,

Cesium clock) that is needed to implement the rho-rho mode. Alternatively, the hyperbolic (range-

difference) mode can be used if three stations are available.

In the hyperbolic mode of navigation, the receiver measures the difference in the signal phase

between pairs of transmitters. The resulting LOPs are families of hyperbolas and the fix is established as
the intersection of hyperbolas. Before the availability of efficient on-board digital computers, Omega

navigation used precomputed hyperbolic LOPs plotted on paper charts. The receiver displayed the

phase difference which was then plotted by the navigator on the chart to determine the position of the

craft. Today, the fix determination process is fully automated and most navigation equipment uses all
available signals to provide a best determination of craft position. These signals may even come from

systems other than Omega, such as the Navy VLF Communications System or the Russian Alpha Sys-

tem, which is similar to Omega.

Most modern airborne Omega navigation equipment routinely uses the VLF communications

signals to supplement Omega, particularly in regions where there is insufficient Omega signal coverage.
Another mode of operation is differential Omega where a fixed monitor site is established at a known

fixed location to determine the "error" in the received Omega signals. These errors are communicated to
users in the vicinity of the monitor where they are used to correct the measurements made by the user's

receiver with a resulting positioning accuracy of 0.3 to 1 nm. Omega is also used in integrated systems

with inertial navigation and satellite navigation systems. Weather balloons use a very low cost Omega

receiver that retransmits the Omega signals on another frequency to the ground-based receiving site to

determine wind velocity profiles. Submarines use Omega because a hyperbolic position fix can be

obtained while the submarine and the antenna are submerged. Although Omega has been the only opera-
tional radionavigation providing continuous global coverage for the past 20 years, the Navstar GPS sys-

tem (Appendix E and Appendix F) is nearing operational status and according to the Federal

Radionavigation Plan will replace Omega. Additional details on these and other position fixing modes
are provided in Chapter 4 and Chapter 13.
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1.5 PROBLEMS

1.5.1 Sample Problems

1. Each of the eight Omega stations derive the transmitted signal from a cesium beam frequen-
cy standard which acts as a precise clock. Before the advent of GPS, the stations were syn-
chronized by adjusting the clock outputs based on reciprocal path measurements in which
monitors at each station concurrently measure the phase at each end of the station baselines.
From a qualitative viewpoint, why do you think these kinds of measurements would isolate
the synchronization differences between the stations?

Answer:

In principle, a single-path phase measurement of one station's phase by the monitor at
another station would, when corrected by the phase propagation delay over the
interstation path, indicate synchronization offsets between the stations. However, in
addition to propagation delay (based on some fixed phase velocity), Omega signals must
be corrected by PPCs (propagation corrections; see Chapter 9). Although greatly
refined, the PPCs have bias errors on the order of 7 to 10 microseconds, which, evn if
removed, leave random errors of about 4 to 6 microseconds, i.e., too much error to detect
synchronization offsets less than or equal to 2 microseconds. It is shown in Chapter 7 that
differences in reciprocal measurements tend to remove the PPC error but reinforce the
synchronization error (offset).

2. Why do you suppose the silent interval (or guard time) between the signal transmissions in

the Omega signal format was chosen to be 0.2 sec?

Answer:
The interval is designed for the worst possible case of interference in which a receiver
located a few kilometers to the west of a station receives the "long-path" signal from that
station, i.e., the signal propagating over the longer of the two arcs of the great circle
connecting receiver and transmitter. In that case, the trailing edge of a transmission
would reach the receiver after a time approximately given 2xRE/c, where RE is the
average earth radius (6367 km) and c is the free-space speed of light (about of x 105
kmn/sec), i.e., about 0.13 second. With a guard time of 0.2 sec, such a receiver would not
see a pulse overlap, with a remaining 0.07 second before the onset of the next signal
transmission.

1.5.2 Problems to be Solved by Reader

1. Give one or more reasons why a station signal might not be useful at the station's antipode.

2. Consider two 10.2 kHz signals dominated by the short-path Mode 1 component.

If Signal 1 propagates at night to the east over seawater and Signal 2 propagates during the day to
the west over frozen tundra, which signal attenuates more rapidly as a function of distance?
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3. Suppose the following set of crIt.eria defines the signal usability:

SNR (Signal-to-noise ratio) 2:-20 dB (100 Hz bandwidth)

S/L (Short-to-long path amplitude ratio) > 6 dB

MLDM (Mode I dominance margin);> 6 dB

If the short-path signal level is 25 dB (relative to 1gV/M), the long-path signal level is 19 dB
(relative to I[.V/m), the noise (100 Hz bandwidth) is 40 dB (relative to 1[LV/m), and the M1DM
is 8 dB, is the signal considered usable?

4. Why is the conductivity of seawater higher than the conductivity of fresh-water ice?

5. Given that the lane width of the 10.2 kHz signal is about 30 km, what is the lane width of the
13.6 kHz signal? If the two signals have the same phase at distance r from the station, what
is the smallest incremental range (away from the station) required for the phase to again be
the same?

6. What time of year would you expect the atmospheric noise to be the largest:

Summer afternoon

Winter night
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CHAPTER 2

OMEGA SYSTEM HISTORY

Chapter Overview - This chapter traces the history of the Omega system from its World
War II origins to the present. The chapter begins with a historical sketch of Omega in
Section 2.1, including the development of transmitting stations and receiving systems,
user support, and system management. Section 2.2 explores the early work in VLF sig-
nal generation, control of signal stability, and signal propagation which demonstrated
the viability of a long-range navigation system at VLF Experimental VLF transmissions
and prototype Omega transmitting stations are described in Section 2.3. Section 2.4
traces the evolution of Omega receiving systems used in surface, sub-surface, and air
navigation. Finally, the changing role of user support in the evolution of Omega from a
developing to a mature system is discussed in Section 2.5. Abbreviations and acronyms
used in the chapter are given in Section 2.6 and references cited in the chapter are found
in Section 2.7.

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Very low frequency (VLF; 3 kHz to 30 kHz) stations have been broadcasting radio signals since

the early part of this century. Prior to World War I, transmitting/receiving stations were located in The

Netherlands, France, Indonesia, Germany, Wales, and the U.S. (New York, New Jersey, and Massachu-

setts). Between World War I and World War II more powerful stations with better transmitters were built

in France, Great Britain (including Criggion and Rugby), and the U.S. (Annapolis, Maryland; Summit,

Canal Zone; and Haiku, Hawaii). Eventually, commercial radio stations moved to higher frequencies (in

the MF band: 300 kHz to 3 MHz) to gain higher data rates, leaving the VLF for mostly military stations

whose missions emphasized security and long range over high data rate. Following World War II, VLF

transmissions found applications in long-range dissemination of frequency and time, global navigation,

and geophysical prospecting, as well as long-range, secure, reliable communications (Ref. 1). It was the
early experiments in controlling long-range VLF signals during World War II that ultimately led to the

present-day Omega System.

One of the earliest radio navigation systems, known as Gee, was proposed in 1937 and

implemented in 1942 by a U.K. engineer, R.J. Dippy (Ref. 2). This system operated at 30 to 80 MHz and

supported allied aircraft missions across the English Channel during World War II, Since Gee operated

in the very high frequency (VHF) band, it was of relatively short range. Experimental systems in the

U.S. about this time focused on lower frequencies to obtain the longer ranges required for navigation
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support to troop convoys crossing the North Atlantic Ocean. These systems were used in a hyperbolic

mode, i.e., the time difference-of-arrival for each pair of signals received was used to establish position.

The transmissions were pulsed so that the differences in signal arrival times could easily be measured.

Some of the most active research in this area at the time was performed by a research engineer

named John Alvin Pierce attached to Harvard's Cnrft Laboratory. Pierce and others from the Radiation

Laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology developed a medium-range (several hundred

miles) hyperbolic system at 3 to 10 MHz in the hi lency (HF) band utilizing station-synchronized

transmissions. This system beca ae known as loi,.... 3ng RAnge Navigation) and, in the following
years, acquired thousands of users.

Following World War II, Pierce proposed a hyperbolic system at 40 kHz with a 200 Hz modula-

tion. An cxperimental system (known as Radux) was developed which differed from loran and Gee in

that it was continuous-wave (CW), not "ulsed. This rrcant that the navigational user measured the phase

difference rather than the ti,ae difference. To extend the range of this system, a phase-stable 10 kHz

signal was added to the Radux format in the early 1950s. The resulting system, known as Radux-Omega,
was designed to use the 200 Hz m•Julation to resolve the (approximately) 8 nautical mile "lane"* of the

10 kHz transmission. This system, which was expected to provide 5 nm fix accuracy at ranges of about

3000 n.m., was tested at the Navy Electronics Laboratory (now called the Naval Command, Control, and

Ocean Surveillance Center, NCCOSC) and the Naval Research Laboratory during the period
1954-1957. These tests showed that the Radux signal was stable within a few microseconds. The sys-
tem as originally conceived never became operational because:

"* The range of the 40 kHz signal was much less than that of the 10 kHz signal
"* The measured position errors were greater than expected
"* As a result of the 40 kHz range limitation, numerous stations would be required for

a worldwide system.

In place of fl- 200 Hz modulation, lane identification was to be achieved through the use of multiple

VLF CW transmissions at closely spaced frequencies. The transmission of CW VLF signals c',3ntrolled

by phase-stable oscillators then became known as Omega (Omega is the last letter if, the Greek alFha-

bet). The name "Omega" was chosen by Pierce to represent the "far end" ot tne radio spectrumn usable for
navigation (Ref. 3).

* In the hyperbolic mode of navigation, a lane corresponds to the distance interval between pairs of geo-
graphic points for which the phase difference (between two synchronized tuansmitting stations)
differs by a cycle (3601).
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Due to the high cost of constructing VLF antennas, the first experimental Omega stations were

advantageously located at sites where VLF/LF communication station antennas were in place. Thus, in

the late 1950s, experimental transmissions were broadcast from naval stations in San Diego, California

(Chollas Heights), Bainbridge Island, Washington, and in the Haiku Valley on the island of Oahu in

Hawaii. These stations transmitted on several frequencies in the VLF range and demonstrated many of

the characteristic features of VLF signal behavior that are known today (see Chapter 6).

In the early 1960s, three additional experimental stations were established at Summit in the

Canal Zone (Navy Communications Station), at Forestport, New York (Air Force test facility), and Crig-

gion, Wales (British Post Office Station). The transmitting facilitics at Chollas Heights and Bainbridge

Island were closed following the decision to discontinue Radux-Omega. The resulting network of four

stations was operated in the master/slave mode in which a slave (or secondary) station synchronizes its

transmission to the master station signal.

Based on the success of the initial experiments with Omega signals, the U.S. Navy formed an

Omega Implementation Committee in 1963, chaired by J.A, Pierce, to establish the transmitting,

receiving, and operational charac:e rist Lcs of a worldwide Omega Navigation system. In 1966, the com-

mittee's final report (Ref. 4) was putb'.ished and the U.S. Navy began preparing for implementation. The

final report served as the basis for most of the characteristics of the system we now call Omega. An

important exception was that few of the nations recommended by the committee for hosting station loca-
tions were represented in the final system configuration.

In 1966, the Criggion transmitter was relocated to Bratland, Norway, and the Summit transmit-

ting equipment was moved to Trinidad in the West Indies, Both the Norway and Trinidad sites were

outfitted with valley-span antennas that used natural formations (i.e., a fjord and a narrow valley) to
attain the necessary antenna height. The master/secondary mode of operation was abandoned following

introduction of stable atomic clocks/oscillators at the stations. The resulting four-station network* that
transmitted precisely controlled frequencies in a particular format and operated in the so-called "abso-
lute mode" (all stations operating independently) marked the beginning of the modei n Omega System,

The U.S. Navy authorized full-scale implementation of the Gmega System in 1968, based on the
Omega Implementation Committee report. Program management, including station construction and

funding, was assigned to a project office initially under the auspices of the Chief of Naval Materiel

(PM-9) and later to Naval Electronics System Command (PME- 119). In 1971-1972, under the terms of

*The stations were labeled as Station A -- Norway, Station B - Trinidad, Station C - Hawaii, Sta-
tion D - Forestport; this sequence was used in the frequency/tirnc multiplexed transmission format.
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Title 14, USC 82, operational duties were assumed by the U.S. Coast Guard's specially formed Omega

Navigation System Operations Detail (ONSOD), although the Navy Project Office retained overall

responsioility. One of ONSOD's primary functions at this time was coordinating station synchroniza-

tion through thl LSC of intzr-;tation phase measurements. As construction of the eight final stations

proceeded through the 1970s, ONSOD assumed the duties of engineering maintenance for those sta-

tions declared operational.

Except for the station located in Australia, all Omega stations in the final system configuration

became fully operational during 1971-1976, Table 2.1-1 (from Ref. 5) lists the dates of operational

commencement and bilateral agreement for each station of the final configuration. Separate bilateral

agreements were negotiated between the U.S. and the six non-U.S. host nations regarding construction

site, station operation, logistics, and finances, In most cases, the agreements were signed well before

operations commenced. However, in the case of La Reunion, the station was in operation for more than

five years before the Government of France formally signed the bilateral agreement, In August of 1982,

the Australia station became operational, thus, completing the full configuration of cigh" stations. Fig-

ure 2.1-1 shows the location of the eight Omega stations in the final system configuration,

Representatives from the seven Omega station partner nations formed the International Omega

Technical Commission (IOTC). The first IOTC meeting was held in June 1973 in Washington, D.C,, but

a forniul charter was not drafted until 1980. The chweter was formally adopted with all members' signa-

tures in December 1981. Meetings were held more or less annually until 1986 when it was decided to

hold TOTC and station manager conferences in alternate years.

Table 2.1-1 Important Dates for Stations in the
Current Omega System Configuration

Bilateral Station DeclaredStation Agreement Signed Operational

A - Norway November 1971 December 1073

B - Liberia November 1973 February 1976

C - Hawaii (U.S.) N/A January 1975

D - North Dakota (U.S.) N/A October 1972

E - La Reunion (Fr,) April 1981 March 1976

F-, Argentina December 1970 July 1976

G --Australia September 1977 August 1982

H -Japan August 1972 April 1975
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Figure 2.1-1 Present Ome~ga Station Configuration

In 1977, the Japan Maritime Safety Agency assumed the duties of coordinating the synchronization

of the station (internal and external). This helped to widen the international role for system operational sup-

port. Three years later, the U.S. Navy transferred system financial responsibility to the U.S. Coast Guard!

ONSOD, thus removing Omega operation from direct Department of Defense control. In 1986, ONSOD's

name was changed to the Omega Navigation System Center (ONSCEN) and its facilities were relocated to

the Coast Guard Information System Center (then known as Coast Guard Station Alexandria, Virginia).

2.2 EARLY EXPERIMENTS AND CONCEPTS IN VLF NAVIGATION

2.2.1 Signal Generation Stability

A major challenge in the early experimental transmissions of VLF signals for use :n navigation

was to achieve the necessary stability of the signal. For most kinds of signal modulation used in com-

munication (e.g., frequency shift keying, FSK*), high signal stability is not crucial, since detection of a

signal in a certain frequency interval (bandwidth) is all that is required. § Also, most of the early naviga-

tion systems were pulsed systems in which only the timing (or time intcrvals) of the pulses is important.

In a CW system, there is "nothing to hang your hat on" except the waveform itself which must therefore

*FSK is a modulation technique in which binary coded information. (consisting of ones and zeros) is
transmitted at two closely spaced frequencies.

§ The instability of signal generation accounts for a portion of the signal frequency spread over the
received signal bandwidth.
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be stable. To illustrate this concept, consider the phase of a VLF signal transmitted from a distant station

(e.g., a thousand miles). A phase reading measured at a given location should not change with respect to

a stable oscillator over a period of minutes unless the measuring location is changed (see Fig. 2.2-1).

However, if the signal is not sufficiently stable, the detected phase wanders erratically even though the

detection equipment remains fixed. If the measurements are made on a moving platform, it is impossible

to distinguish the phase change due to an unstable signal from that due to platform motion. Thus, signal

generation stability is an essential requirement for CW navigation systems.

An important milestone in the development of stabilized signal generation was achieved by

Dr. Louis Essen of National Physical Laboratory in Great Britain (Ref. 3). Dr. Essen, who designed the

first cesium beam resonator, designed a very precise crystal oscillator* known as a ring oscillator to stabi-

lize the LF and VLF transmissions from the Rugby station in the U.K. In 1953, J.A. Pierce and others at

Harvard began monitoring these signals which, at first, were transmitted daily for only one hour. Later,

the 16 kHz transmissions were generated almost continuously, thus allowing measurements of cycle

t= RECEIVER G-36996

TRANSMITTER 
229

AV
t = 1 hr

/-\, /' x, / \ - -/ ,

,/ ,'l ",,4 •'

Vk/V\ V V

, -l,

t l

SI PHASE CHANGE DUE
TO VEHICLE MOTION

a) Perfectly Stabilized Transmitted Signal

.4•* PHASE CHANGE DUE TO -•mI 1* PHASE SHIFT SEEN BY
FREQUENCY "DRIFT" MOTIONLESS VEHICLE

b) Imperfectly Stabilized Transmitted Signal

Figure 2.2-1 Effect of Unstable Signal Generation on Determining Vehicle Motion

* A crystal oscillator uses the natural mechanical oscillations of certain crystals to generate oscillations
(of the same frequency) in electric signals.
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changes in the measuring equipment. Ultimately, Pierce found that the day-to-day variation in the signal

could be detected with an accuracy of about two parts in 1011. To provide a feeling for what this stability

means, consider a 16 kHz signal which has a period of 1/(16x10 3) seconds, or 62.5 microseconds,*

Since there are 8.64x1010 microseconds/day, an accuracy of 2 parts in 1011 means an error of about 1.7

microseconds/day or about 3% of the signal period in a day. This means that over a period of several days,

a transmitted phase-stable signal could be tracked with high resolution and accuracy over long paths.

This experiment also demonstrated that VLF signals could be transmitted with sufficient stability to per-

mit navigation/position fixing.

2.2.2 Range of VLF Signal Propagation

The long ranges to which radio waves could be detected were not suspected until the discovery of

the ionosphere. As early as 1839, CFE Gauss speculated that electrical currents in the atmosphere caused

the variations in the earth's magnetic field (Ref, 6), Later in 1860, Lord Kelvin also spcculated that a

conducting layer above the surface of the earth was responsible for atmospheric electricity (Ref. 7), The

physical nature of such a conducting layer was not known, however, until after JJ, Thomson's discovery

of the electron and its role in forming conductive gases (Ref, 8). G. Marconi's falinou. dciozistruatiumi inl

1901 that radio signals could be transmitted across the Atlantic Ocean implied that the radio waves were

deflected towards the earth (see Fig. 2,2-2). In other words, simple refraction through the atmosphere as

it was then known (at the lower altitudes) could not explain Marconi's achievement, A, Kennelly and

0. Heaviside first suggested (in 1902) that free electrical charges in the upper atmosphere could rcflect

radio waves (Ref. 6). This was followed shortly by the suggestion that solar ultraviolet radiation acting

on the neutral atmosphere was the source of the free charges, The existence of this so-called Kennelly-

Heaviside layer was strongly doubted by many researchers until the experiments of Appleton and BDrnett
(Ref. 9) and Breit and'ruve (Ref. 10) in 1925-1926. These experimcnts, together with Chapman's pio-

neering work in solar control of the ionosphere in 1931 (Ref, 11), mark the beginning of ionospheric

physics as a modern scientific discipline,

The existence of an ionosphere permits detection of radio signals at long ranges, 'This is especially

true for the lower frequencies, which reflect from the ionosphere at large anlcs of incidence, therreby

losing a relatively small fraction of the wave energy to the ionosphere, Thus, the signal undergoe.s muli-

ple reflections from the ionosphere and the earth's surface betwcen the transmitting source and lie point

of signal reception. At very low frequencies such its 10 kHz, the radio waves 1',,c about half their encrgy

*The period of a signal is the time to complete one cycle and is the reciprocal of the fi'lqueiicy, A 1icro-

second is 10-6 second.
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users of the system knew their positions within a few hundred railes. The modulation frequency, however,
cannot be made too low, because the phase measurement accuracy may not be sufficient to identify the
correct carrier cycle. Thus, in the case of Radux, the ratio of the 200 Hz signal wavelength to that of the

40 kHz carrier is 200:1. This means that the 200 Hz phase measurement must be accurate to within 0.5%
of a cycle. When the 10 kHz signal was added to the Radux format, the ratio of wavelengths was reduced
to 50:1 so that the necessary phase measurement accuracy became 2% of a cycle. This greatly improved
the probability of identifying the correct 10 kHz lane.

2.2.4 Unniodulated VLF Signal Generation

In the 1950s, as dead reckoning procedures improved and became automated, lane ambiguity
became less of a concern for system planners (particularly in the military), Thus, the Radux 200 Hz
modulation was dropped, marking the first use of unmodulated VLF signals for navigation and also the
passage of Radux-Omega into a pure Omega system. Later, the resolution of ambiguities was improved
by transmitting several closely spaced frequencies (from a few hundred hertz to a few kilohertz), whose
differences served to provide a wider lane.

With the development of phase-stable signal generation techniques, described in Section 2.2.1,

and experiments that demonstrated the long ranges attained by VLF signals, J.A. Pierce proposed a navi-

gation aid which he called Draco (Ref. 3). This system would employ successive phase difference mea-

surements on a moving platform as a means of dead reckoning. Such a system relies on tying changes in

relative signal phase to changes in distance, Thus, when starting from a known location, Draco could be
used to incrementally track a user along a desired route. This method works best when: (1) the succes-

sivc measurcment events are closely spaced in time (so that the path propagation conditions don't

change), and (2) reasonably separate I in distance (so that they are effectively independent). Among the

platforms that use Omega for navigation, aircraft best satisfy these conditions. As a result, by the 1970s

most airctaft units were outfitted with VLF navigation units, similar in principle to Draco.

2.2.5 Synchronized/Unsynchronized VULF Transmissions

In addition to stabilized signal generation and sufficiently long range, a VLF navigation system
designed primarily for use in the hyperbolic mode must ensure that signals generated from each station

are synchronized. Synchronizing signals from widely separated stations to an accuracy of about one

microsecond was very challenging in the years before satellite dissemination of accuiatt; tiiaing signals.

In the early 1960s, the experimental Omega stations were synchronized through the use of a nmaster/

secondary procedure (similar to that used in Loran), In this scheme, a secondary station synchronizes its
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signal transmission to the phase of the received master station signal (including a fixed delay). This tech-

nique has the advantage of control by the master station but the disadvantage that the effective transmis-

sion time between the master and secondary station (as for any long path over which VLF signals are

propagated) varies over the course of a day. Thus, a user receiving both master and secondary station

signals would need to subtract the (nominal) master-secondary signaling time (and the fixed delay)

before computing the phase difference. Differences between the actual and nominal signaling times

would appear as synchronization errors.

In the late 1960s, the master/secondary operation was discontinued and very precise cesium

beam frequency standards were installed to control the signal generation at each station (the "absolute"

mode of system operation). With such stable frequency control, synchronization could be maintainzd for

longer time intervals. A good cesium standard has a long-term stability of about 4 parts in 1013 which

corresponds to a loss or gain of about one microsecond per month. Cesium standards are not easily

adjusted. so that phase correction is usually implemented via an external device, called a phase shifter,

located in the timer section of the station equipment suite. During the first few years of absolute mode

operation, each station recorded the signal phase of the other stations and subtracted the best estimate of

the inter-station propagation times (or phases) to determine the amount of the correction. Any significant

changes in the phase recordings over a week were investigated as potential equipment failui es. Later, this

procedure became more systematized with the use of statistical estimation techniques. Moreover, the use

of reciprocal path differences made the measurement of synchronization differences between station
pairs more accurate.

2.3 FOUNDATIONS OF THE OMEGA TRANSMITTING STATION NETWORK

2.3.1 Early Transmitting Stations

As mentioned 'n Section 2.1, the first experimental Omega stations were advantageously sited,:

locations where VLF/LF communication station antennas were in place. Among the first stations to

experiment with VLF transmissions for navigation purposes were those utilizing existing Naval VLF

communication antennas in San Diego, California (Chollas Heights), Bainbridge Island near Seattle,

Washington, and in the Haiku Valley on the island of Oahu in Hawaii. These stations were configured to

transmit on several frequencies in the VLF band to determine the most stable frequency and, in general,

to observe the diurnal behavior of the VLF signals. These stations transmitted low power (only a few

hundred watts) but the signals were easily detected by the receivers collocated at each transmitter.
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Most of these early transmitting stations were built to test the proposed Radux system,

introduced in Section 2.1. For example, from 1951 to 1958, the Haiku station transmitted 40 kHz
Radux signals with 200 Hz modulation. A single span across the Haiku Valley was used as an antenna

while the Naval Station (NPM) concurrently transmitted conumunication signals from the other spans

crossing the upper part of the Haiku Valley. Chollas Heights also transmitted Radux signals during this

period using a three-tower antenna system. In addition, test transmissions at Chollas Heights were con-

ducted at frequencies of 24, 52, and 72 kHz using the 200 Hz modulation. A third station, which was
set up at the Naval Station in Bainbridge Island, Washington, transmitted only Radux signals (40 kHz
with 200 Hz modulation) using a 20 kW transmitter. This triad of stations was used to test Radux oper-

ation and utilization in the hyperbolic mode. Data collected from a number of fixed and shipboard mon-
itor sites demonstrated the stability and repeatability of the system (Ref. 12).

In 1958, Radux was expanded to include a VLF transmission (ultimately at 10.2 kHz) and the
system name was broadened to Radux-Omega. The Haiku and Chollas Heights stations were recon-
figured to transmit at pairs of frequencies (separated by 1 kHz) from 9.2 to 18.2 kHz (one transmission at

about 7 kHz). Those signals, closely spaced in frequency, were used to test lane identification tech-
niques. The 40 kHz Radux signal was eventually discontinued since its range was much smaller than

that of the VLF signals. The idea of a global Radux system was also abandoned because the achievable
position accuracy (-5 nm) was not consistent with expected requirements for a global U.S. Navy
navigation system. With its relatively short range, the 40 kHz Radux signal would have required many

expensive ground stations to establish a global system.

2.3.2 The Network of Master/Secondary Omega Stations

The San Diego/Haiku pair provided much useful information but could not demonstrate VLF

hyperbolic navigation, which requires a minimum of three signals from physically separated statious.

As a result, in the early 1960s additional stations were established at Forestport, New York; Summit,
Canal Zone; and Criggion, Wales. Table 2.3-1 provides additional information on these stations which
operated in the master/secondary mode (similar to Loran).

With the exception of Criggion, all stations were outfitted with the same type of transmitter
equipment capable of delivering 100 kW of output power to the antenna (in the 10 to 14 kHz band).

About the time that these stations were brought on-air, the experimental station in San Diego ceased op-
erations, although monitoring of Omega signals continued for many years.
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Table 2.3-1 Omega Station Network of the Early 1960s
Operating in the Master/Secondary Mode

Station Commenced Master/Secondary Antenna Type Effective Radiated
Operations Status Fower Level

Haiku, (Previously Master (1959-1961) Valley Span 2 kW
Hawaii existing site] Secondary

(1961-1966)

Forestport, November Secondary Tower 100-300 W
New York 1959 (1959-1966)

Summit, 1961 Master (1961-1966) Tower-supported 700-1000 W
Canal Zone 'Valley Span"

Criggion, 1963 Secondary Tower-supported 300-500 W
Wales (1963-1966) "Valley Span"§

*The actual configuration consisted of active antenna spans suspended between six towers.
§Spans were anchored on 800' hills on either side of the valley and supported by three 600'
towers based on the valley floor.

As a historical note, the station at Criggion was built during World War II to serve as a back-up to

the VLF communication station at Rugby (GBR). The British feared that the Axis powers might destroy

GBR which was farther south than Criggion and thus closer to the European continent. Fortunately,
GBR survived the war ard continues to transmit VLF information today.

2.3.3 Omega Implementation Committee Report

In 1963, an Omega Implementation Committee was formed by the U.S. Navy's Bureau of Ships

to specify the requirements for a complete, worldwide Omega Navigation System, primarily for surface
marine, but secondarily for airborne and submarine users. Committee members with expertise in VLF

signal generation, VLF signal propagation, transmitting antennas, and receiving equipment included
J.A. Pierce (chairman), W. Palmer, A.D. Watt, and R.H. Woodward. Based on their collective
knowledge, perusal of observational data, experience gained with the experimental transmissions, and
knowledge acquired from VLF communication station design and operation, these experts formulated
and thoroughly described all major aspects of the Omega System.

Tý'e C irnittee's report (Ref. 4), published in May 1966, describes the basic principles of sys-

tem utilization (including geometry), signal propagation, signal format, and system synchronization. It
also provi .7 initial specifications for the transmitting stations, system monitors, receivers, navigation
charts, and" mpensation graphs."
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The report's section on system utilization covers use of the primary system frequency, station

geometry, and additional frequencies for lane identification and resolution. It was generally consid-
ered that the principal usage of the system would be in the hyperbolic mode but use of the ranging mode*

is also mentioned. A primary frequency near 10 kHz was proposed to minimize the contamination of the

signal by the presence of higher-order modes§ (expected to be more extensive at higher frequencies).

yet avoid the higher attenuation exhibited by lower frequency signals (whose wavelength is comparable
to the height of the ionosphere). The authors believed that the greater cost to build a station at a lower

frequency (10 kHz) was more than offset by the need for the wider lane provided by the lower frequency,
so as to minimize lane ambiguity. The selection of 10.2 kHz as the primary Omega frequency apparently
stemmed from the earlier Radux system that used a 0.2 kHz modulation frequency. It was thought at the

time that the 10.0 kHz frequency use would be limited to precise standards, so that "beating" of the
10.2 kHz signal with the 10 kHz standard would permit acquisition of the modulating signal. In the
10-14 kHz band, the frequency whose ratio with 10.2 kHz is the "simplest" (i.e., involving the lowest
integers) is 13.6 kHz, whose ratio with 10.2 kHz is 4:3. This provided a difference frequency of 3.4 kHz

(whose lane width is three times that of 10.2 kHz, i.e., 24 n.m. in the hyperbolic mode) to assist in lane

resolution. The ratio of 13.6 kHz to 10.2 kHz can also be expressed as 8:6 or 12:9 which suggests a third
Omega signal frequency in the ratio 8:7:6 (11.9 kHz), 12:11:9 (12.467 kHz), or 12:10:9 (111/3 kHz).
The latter ratio was chosen to provide a frequency difference of 1.11/3 kHz (111/3-10.2 kHz), which has a
lane width of 72 nm (hyperbolic mode). The report also recommended that these signals be modulated

to further reduce lane ambiguity. The report placed much emphasis on station geometry (for hyperbolic

fixing) and lane resolution. The authors concluded that the RMS (Root Mean Squared) fix accuracy

(accounting for all sources) would be half a mile in the day and one mile at night. They also concluded
that the probability of correct lane identification would be 0.97 to 0.99 with the use of the 3.4 kHz differ-

ence frequency.

Because of its role in determining station location, designed transmitter power level, station

synchronization, and the position error budget, VLF signal propagation was a very important consider-

ation in the report. The principal propagation effects considered were: (1) the size of the region (defined
as the near-field region) surrouding the transmitting station in which higher-order modes dominate or

*In the ranging mode of Omega navigation, phase measurements (rather than phase difference mea-
surements) are processed.

1 The Omega signal can be represented as the superposition (sum) of a number of modes. Use of
thc Omcga signal for navigation, howcvcr, is prcdicatcd on the assumption that the signal is well
approximated by a single mode (Mode 1); if strong higher-order modes are present, the signal cannot
be used for navigation (see Chapter 5).
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compete with the signal's Mode 1 component (see Chapter 5); (2) the east-west asymmetry in signal at-

tenuation; and (3) signal attenuation over low-conductivity regions. As indicated above, the near-field

region at 10 kHz, which is smaller than the near-field regions associted with the higher frequencies, was

a major factor in the selection of that frequency. The report did not, however, mention signals with sub-

stantial higher-order modes beyond the near-field region of the transmitting station. In the years since

the report was published, the discovery of extensive regions in which station signals contain higher-

order modes on nighttime paths revealed what is perhaps the most significant propagation problem en-

countered in the use of Omega signals. For station placement, the authors recommended the middle

latitudes to avoid both the east-west propagation asymmetry (effect (2) above) near the geomagnetic

equator and the high signal attenuation over the low-conductivity areas located mostly in the polar

regions. The proposed transmitting station power level was determined by first computing the minimum

expected signal level (daytime westerly directed short-path signals) for a fixed power level of 1 kW, sub-

tracting the maximum expected atmospheric noise level, and comparing with the minimum signal-to-

noise ratio expected for a typical receiver. The deficit indicates the required power level in excess of

1 kW. This rather simple calculation yielded a required station-effective radiated power level of 10 kW,

which served as a basis for the station transmitter and antenna specifications. Some 25 years later, the

effective radiated power at all transmitting stations continues to be maintained at this figure of 10 kW.

The signal format proposed in thu- report is shown in Fig. 2.3-1 and for comparison, the current

format is shown in Fig. 2.3-2. It is seen that, except for the precise value of the unique (station-specific)

frequencies and the addition of the common 11.05 kHz frequency, the current format is the same as that

recommended by the committee. The time/frequency multiplex format specified a pattern of time seg-

ment durations for each frequency transmitted by the stations. This pattern of frequencies and time
durations permitted a unique identification of the transmitting station signals for receiver synchroniza-

tion purposes.* The spacing bctween the segments (0.2 second) was selected to ensure that the signal

from the most distant station dies away before the signal burst marking the next time segment from a

nearby station begins.§ The committee proposed the unique frequency signals as an additional aid in

station identification and, with a suitable imposed modulation, to further aid in lane identification/

resolution. The proposed "central monitoring" scheme for station synchronization specified how phase

data on reciprocal paths (e.g., Station A to Station B and Station B to Station A) should be used to

*The assumption is that the signal level is sufficient to permit discrimination of time segment durations
dittering by as little as 0.1 second.

§ A shorler time would also lead to problems in switching the antenna relays for the different frequency
taps on the helix at the transmitting station.
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Figure 2.3-1 Omega System Signal Transmission Format as Originally Proposed

closely estimate station synchronization error. Although this estimation is now performed with a
sophisticated software package, the general synchronization methodology now employed is essentially

that described in the report.

4 The Network of Absolute Mode Omega Stations

Once the Omega Implementation Committee's final report was published, the U.S. Navy began

preparing for implementation. In the same year, the Summit, Canal Zone transmitting equipment was

moved to Chagaramus, Trinidad at the site of a valley span antenna. The Criggion, Wales equipment was

temporarily relocated to Novika, in northern Norway before moving in 1967 to the current Omega loca-

tion in BratlanwI Norway. Eventually, new equipment, designed by the Naval Electronics Laboratory

Center (NELC), ,. a.& installed at the Bratland site. The site at Novika was later used for construction of a
NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization) VLF communication station. The use of a fjord as a site for

a valley sFan antenna at Bratland typified early stations that used such natural formations to attain the

necessary antenna height. With the introduction ot stable atomic clocks/oscillators at all stations, the

master/secondary modc of operation was abandoned in 1966.
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Figure 2.3-2 Current Omega System Signal Transmission Format

Table 2.3-2 provides an overall description of the resulting four-station network. Identical sets

of transmitting equipment, consisting of input amplifier, driver amplifier, and power amplifier, were
built for three of the four stations (Trinidad, IHawaii, and Forestport, New York). The Norway transmit-

ter was a prototype version built by the Naval Electronics Laboratory. The stations were built and
operated generally in accordance with the Implementation Committee's guidance. An important excep-

tion, however, was that none of the transmitted signals were modulated by a lower-frequency signal. The

synchronization procedure recommended in the report was carried out by station personnel and con-
trolled by the Naval Electronics Laboratory. The resulting four-station network transmitting precisely

controlled frequencies according to the prescribed format marked the beginning of the modern Omega

System.
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Table 2.3-2 Omega Station Network of the Latter 1960s
Operating in the Absolute Mode

Commenced Monitor Station Antenna Type Effective RadiatedStation Operations Location Power Level

Bratland, March 1966 Hestmona, Norway Valley Span 1-2 kW
Norway

Chagaramus, February 1966 Piarco, Trinidad Valley Span 1 kW
Trinidad

Kaneohe,* [Previously Makapuu, Hawaii Valley Span 2 kW
Hawaii existing site] Pyramid Rock, Hawaii

Opana, Hawaii
Tower

Forestport, [Previously Rome, New York 100-300 W
New York existing site] I

*Closest actual jurisdiction to station; Haiku is name of valley in which station is located.

2.3.5 Construction of Operational Stations

Following the Implementation Committee's report, negotiations were initiated with several na-
tions regarding the siting of transmitting stations. Most of the committee's recommended sites did not
become part of the final configuration of stations. Table 2.3-3 compares the recommended sites with the
actual sites in the final configuration. Of course, it is difficult to make a one-to-one correspondence since
each of the recommended site configurations represent different rotations (with respect to the earth) of
equi-spaced network configurations. For example, Bouvet Island in the South Atlantic corresponds to
either the current La Reunion or Argentina site, depending on the rotation of the station configuration.

Table 2.3-4 lists the stations in the full and final Omega network configuration. The table lists
the date each station (in its present form) commenced operations, the location of the associated monitor
site, and the station antenna type. Figure 2.3-3 illustrates the three primary types of Omega transmitting
station antennas: grounded tower, insulated tower, and valley span.

Perhaps for economic reasons the Bratland site was retained as the A-station in the network.
Portions of the antenna system were refurbished and new station equipment was installed prior to the

formal operational on-air date of December 1973.

The station in Trinidad transmitted in the B-segment of the frequency/time multiplex format until
the Liberia station became operational in 1976. At that time, Trinidad switched its transmission format to
the G-segment of the pattern, where it remained until ceasing operation in December 1980. The Trinidad
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Table 2,3-3 Recommended and Actual Sites for Omega Station Locations

Recommended Sites Actual Sites

Balearic Island Spain Bratland, Norway
Spitzbergen, Norway
Western Ireland
Hebrides Islands (U.K.)

Nicobar Islands, India Paynesville, Liberia
Tristan da Cunha (U.K.)
Gulf of Oman (Iran)
Windward Islands (U.K.)

Galapagos Islands, Ecuador Kaneohe, Hawaii, U.S.
Marquesas Islands (France)
Eastern Hawaii, U.S.

James Bay, Canada LaMoure, North Dakota, U.S.
Leeward Islands (France/U.K.)
Southern Texas, U.S.
Aleutian Islands, U.S.

Bouvet Island (Norway) Plaine Chabrier, La Reunion, Fr.
Socotra Island (U.K.)
Delagoa Bay (South Africa)
Seychelles Islands (U.K.)

Tierra del Fuego, Chile Golfo Nuevo, Chubut, Argentina
McMurdo Sound, Antarctica
Chile (near 305 South)
Bouvet Island (Norway)

East Cape, North Island, N.Z. Woodside, Victoria, Australia
Broome, Australia
Southern South Island, N.Z.
Auckland Islands, N.Z.

Aleutian Islands, U.S. Shushi-Wan, Tsushima Island, Japan
Midway Island, U.S.
Northern Luzon, Phiiippines
Southwest Mindanao, Philippines

site was aiscontinued primarily because a base rights agreement (between the governments of Trinidad

and the U.S.) terminated in December of 1980. The decision to relocate the station in Liberia was made

principally on political grounds. The Liberia antenna was a "grounded tower"! (no large insulator at the

base of the mast), the first of its kind in the Omega network.

The site in Hawaii was retained, again probably for economic reasons, although four additional

spans were added and new transmitting equipment was installed prior to its designated operational date

of January 1975. From 1972 to 1974, this station acted as a kind of system "headquarters," when

ONSOD was located in nearby Kailua.
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Table 2.3-4 Present Omega System Station Configuration

Letter Commenced Monitor Station Antenna Type/ Latitud

Designation Station Operations Location Dimension Longitude

A Bratland, Norway December 1973 Utskarpen, Norway§ Valley Span (2 660 25' 12.68" N
spans)/ -11,500 ft 130 8' 13.07" E

B Paynesville, Liberia February 1976 Brewerville, Liberia Grounded Tower/ 60 18' 19.26" N
1400 ft 100 39'51.85"VW

C Kanoohe, Hawaii January 1975 Wahiawa, Hawaii Valley Span (6 210 24' 16.92" N
spans)/ -5,000 ft 1570 49' 50.96" W

D LaMoure, North October 1972 Dickey, North Insulated Tower/ 460 21' 57.40" N
Dakota Dakota 1200 it 980 20' 8.22" W

E Plaine Chabrier, March 1976 Riviere des Pluies, Grounded Tower/ 200 58' 26,90" S
La Reunion Island La Reunion Island 1400 ft 550 17' 23.62' E

F Golfo Nuevo, July 1976 El Tehuelchet Insulated Tower/ 430 3' 12.79" S
Chubut, Argentina 1200 ft 650 11'26.81" W

G Woodside, Victoria, August 1982 Carrajung, Victoria, Grounded Tower/ 380 28' 52.42" S
Australia Australia 1400 ft 1460 56' 7.06" E

H Shushi-Wan, April 1975 Ozakl, Tsushima Insulated Tower/ 340 36' 53.06" N
Tsushima Island, Island, Japan 1500 ft 1290 27' 13.12" E
Japan

Coordinates based on WGS-84 spheroid.
§ Established June 1991.
tEstablished September 1988,

In the late 1960s the D-station was planned for siting in Minnesota. However, efforts in the U.S.

Congress to have the station located in North Dakota were successful. Being the first of the fully opera-

tional stations, the North Dakota antenna is of the older base insulator type.

The station in La Reunion commenced operations in 1976 but the French parliament did not for-

mally approve the U.S.-France bilateral agreement until 1981. This station's antenna is the grounded

tower type, modeled after the Liberia station antenna.

Of the stations constructed in the 1970s, Argentina was the last to become formally operational,

although it transmitted signals at the three common frequencies long before the formal on-air date.

Because it was originally planned to follow the North Dakota station in the on-air sequence, Argentina

has a base insulator antenna, modeled after the North Dakota station antenna.

Up until 1970, the G-station had been planned for siting in New Zealand. However, a large

public outcry followed reports that Omega was used by missile-carrying submarines and the station

would be a target of the U.S.S.R. in the event of nuclear war between the two superpowers. The U.S.

Navy then bcgan negotiations with the government of Australia for a station located in that nation.
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2.4 EVOLUTION OF OMEGA RECEIVING SYSTEMS/USER PROFILES

2.4.1 First-generation Systems: Marine Receivers

Omega, as conceived by the U.S. Navy when it authorized implementation of the system, was

primarily intended for marine users, both surface and sub-surface. Omega was seen as a navigation aid

in the open ocean, far from coastal areas where existing radionavigation systems could be used. More-

over, the fact that Omega signals could be detected some tens of meters below the surface of the ocean

(depending on the signal-to-noise ratio at the surface) made it useful as a navigation aid for subma-

rines. The system was never considered accurate enough for weapons delivery from a submarine plat-

form but was look -d upon as an alternative navigation system for patrol craft.

The first operational Omega receivers were designed for shipboard platforms. These were large,

bulky units with a long whip antenna, analog phase-difference measuring circuitry, and a strip-chart

recorder to track lanes. Figure 2.4-1 (from Ref. 13) shows a block diagram of the AN/SRN- 12, the first

production-model receiver for U.S. Navy ships, designed in the mid-1960s. This receiver used all solid-

state components (no vacuum tubes), considered an advanced feature at the time. The receiver tracked a

single frequency so that separate units were required for multi-frequency use. Synchronization to the

Omega time/frequency pattern had to be performed manually. The unit was configured to track signals

from four stations and display three lines of position (LOPs)* with "nixie tube" lights. Two chart record-

ers were provided to furnish permanent records of the vessel's track and to maintain lane count.

G-27250

AntennRF/IF Digital Displays Power Standby 9-12-91

Coupler Ciitry Supply Battery

Omega Signal Clock Memory

I~t

CRT Keyboard Speed and Power Standby

IIHeading Supply Battery

Figure 2.4-1 AN/SRN-12 Block Diagram

*An LOP for hyperbolic navigation is an imaginary curve on the earth's surface for which the phase

difference between two station signals is a constant; the curve is a special kind of hyperbola on a
spherical surface.
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The first Omega recelvcrs received a mixed reccption from the (mostly US. Navy) users.

Although boinc round it accurate and reliable, othcrs did not and nearly all agreed that it demanded

contiderable time to operate. Mjnual synchronization to the Omega pattern (using blinking lights or

hcudphones) was difficult and error-pronc, Thick book% of tublcs were consulted to obtain propagation

corrections (known in lhe late 1960% as "iskywitvc corrections") for the appropriate station/frequency

ioinAlb, Tito propagation corrections were added to the displayed LOP values and the result plotted on

large navigational chartns overprinted with Omega LOPs, The chart recorders also had to be routinely

chocked to verify the correct lane identity.

Th-. early recclvcrs were "linear" in the scnsc that there was no limiting dcv ice for restricting the

level of the input _I(ignal, In th0 typc of meceivcr, the mcasurcd phase is very "clean," ie,, nopha.ie irregu-

luritles are Introduced by the receiver, but the detection circuitry ii easily saturated by in-band noise

bursts, OWmcusiuiitd nols burr,, (ubually causcd by lightning discharges froin both nearby and remote

lovation_) _citcrally rciiilt In only ininor crfcct*, hut it scrict of such bursts can seriously degrade the

phase Lracking cupability of much rc;eivcrs.

The earl lcit opcrational Omgca receivcr designed specifically for submarine use wits developed

in 1967 (dvltintcd AN/WRN-3), Thlh receiver was Incompatible with existing VLF receiver antennas

Nnd wi_ mepliced Iii 1909 by the AN/IIHN-4, Althoughi lIgnificant improvement over the AN/WRN-3,
thil icelver was htill considered too large for the submarine cnvironnmcit and the tinic rcquircd to

estalith •ine count (following loss of signals) was lengthy. The next version of the submarine Omega

icucive, (AN/!IRN-7), produced In 1972, borrowed hicavily from the technology used to dcvclop the

flut irilrturn Omega rcceivcr (%cc Section 2A4.2). '['hii thrce-ficquency, fully automatic receiver with a

floiltitig wire: ntenna wa" Acnerally considcrcd sucuc.sful (especiully in the Arctic) in spite of a scarcity

of ign1al0, Oieiaaioiill evaluation by the U.S, Navy Indicated position accuracies from a few hundred

Intcirk up tu two !'imlcr ;_ o'm ',' ,cplhets (f fivei mn'erl (Ret', 14),

2.4,2 Scond.g,,nerat oti Systems: AIrcirtift/Marine Reclverx

Although the Onnmiegt militity recciver dcvclopmcnt continued virtually unintcrruptcd through

the lite I 960-N und i•to the early 1970s, the second full generation of omega receivers fur civil applica-

tlois Wilk lilt rduuc!td In the Carly to mid. I970s. These second-gencration receivers utilized recent tech-

tiohlgi•ca ildvalicsif) I ili Ik oprocessork and high-plcrfrorzmacc, low-power CMOS circuits (Ref, 15), As

' Ii iplc; iiciat•l' if1 th4 ' III full 0)m1pt ,y'lteil lh just bcgtin in 1972 so that only four station signals were
1ivuIllI1C beto_, c 1975,
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a result, the receivers were lighter, smaller, and easier to operate. Synchronization to the Omega pattern

was automatic and, in most receivers, propagation corrections were calculated internally. More sophis-

ticated lane resolution techniques were possible with a microprocessor-based system which resulted in

greater accuracy.

Many of the advances that appeared in the second generation of Omega receivers were first

employed in the development of the first operational Omega receivers for military aircraft. The receiver
was designated the AN/ARN-99*and also served as the model for the AN/BRN-7 submarine receiver
mentioned in Section 2.4.1. This receiver processed signals on all three common frequencies trans-

mitted by the Omega system and contained a Kalman estimation algorithm for lane identification and
position computation (see Chapter 4 and Appendix D). Propagation corrections were computed "on the

fly" using an algorithm based on a model developed at the Navy Electronics Laboratory (Ref. 16). The
receiver utilized a loop (H-field) antenna which was mounted in an electromagnetically quiet location on
the aircraft skin. This type of antenna was generally superior to earlier blade (E-field) antennas in that it
avoided "precipitation static," i.e., the noise due to charged particles picked up when passing through

clouds or fog. To minimize in -band noise and improve signal detection, the signals were passed through
a limiter and converted to narrowband intermediate frequencies. A latitude/longitude readout of posi-

tion was also provided to save time for the pilot/navigator. Most of these features are still found in
modern Omega receivers.

One factor that greatly enhanced the navigation capability of Omega receivers in the airborne
environment was the inclusion of true air speed and heading data into the navigation solution. This "rate-
aiding" of the Omega receiver provided important additional information which is sometimes critical in

navigating through periods of poor Omega signal accessibility. Following each navigational update/
solution, true air speed was compared with the Omega-computed ground track to determine the speed

and direction of the winds aloft.

In the late 1970s, fully automatic receivers were offered for shipboard platforms. These receiv-
ers had features that were, in many ways, like their airborne counterparts; i.e., three-frequency signal
processing, propagation corrections supplied from an internally executed algorithm, automatic pattern
synchronization and lane identification, and a latitude/longitude readout. Most of these receivers were

rate-aided with speed and heading provided by the ship's electromagnetic underwater log (EM log) and

*An earlier prototype version was known as AN/ARN-88.
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compass. In spite of these advances, users reported problems which were traced to signal "self-

inter.erence," such as modal interference, cycle slip/jump, long-path dominance, etc. (see Chapters 5

and 6 for definition of these terms). As a result, hybrid systems that combined Omega and a satellite

navigation system (using the TRANSIT satellite) became popular. These navigation systems advanta-

geously combined the higher accuracy of the satellite fixes with the continuous navigation capability of

Omega. Such systems were reportedly quite accurate and reliable (Ref. 15).

2.4.3 Modern Omega Receiving Systems

Several developments over the years from 1975 to 1990 contributed to improvements which led

to the efficient, reliable, and accurate Omega-based navigation systems available today. Figure 2.4-2

illustrates a typical airborne Omega receiver system produced during this period. The system comprises

a receiver processor unit that performs all computations, a control display unit that acts as a user (pilot)

interface, and an antenna coupler unit.

0-'72'O0
9-13-91

Receiver Processor

Control Display Unit (RPU)

Unit (CDU)

Antenna Coupler

Figure 2.4-2 Typical Airborne Omega Receiver System used in the Early 1980s
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One development during this period that was suggested by the earlier Draco system (see Sec-
tion 2.2) was the utilization of the signals from the VLF communication stations for navigation. The

carrier signals from these stations (a partial listing is provided in Table 2.4-1) are modulated with a mini-

mum shift keying (MSK) format utilizing signals separated by 50 Hz. This small frequency separation

yields a 3000 kin phase difference "lane" which almost eliminates lane ambiguity. Unlike the Omega

stations, the VLF communication stations are not synchronized, so that only phase changes from each
station can be processed in a navigation mode. This means that VLF signal processing is used to supple-
ment Omega navigation rather than acting as a substitute. Moreover, these communication signals are
broadcast for national and international security purposes, so that stations can switch frequency, change
modulation, or temporarily cease operation with no advance warning. Thus, although VLF signals serve

a very useful supplementary function in many (mostly airborne) modem Omega receivers, they cannot

play a primary navigational role because the VLF communication signals are not intended for

navigation.

Another important development was the availability of improved signal prediction data. One of
the most important sets of these data were propagation corrections, which, prior to 1974, were made
available to the public solely in a tabular format. In 1974, the U.S. Coast Guard/Omega Navigation Sys-

tem Operations Detail (ONSOD) published a report explaining the basis of the algorithm and including a

Table 2.4-1 VLF Communications Stations*

Station Location Latitude Longitude Frequency Radiated
ID (kHz) Power (kW)

GBR§ Rugby, U.K. 520 22' N 10 11' W 16.0 45
JX§ Noviken, Norway 661 58' N 130 53' E 16A4 45
NDTt Yokosuka, Japan 340 58' N 1370 01' E 17.4 38

GQD§ Anthorne, U.K. 540 55' N 30 16' W 19.0 42
ICY§ Tavolara, Italy 400 55' N 5' 45' W 20.27 43
NSS- Annapolis, Maryland, U.S. 380 59' N 76" 27'W 21.4 213
NWCt Exmouth, Australia 210 49' 0 1140 10' E 22.3 1800
NPMt Honolulu, Hawaii, U.S. 210 25' N 1580 09' W 23.4 502
NAAt Cutler, Maine, U.S, 440 39' N 670 17'W 24.0,17.8 1200

NLKt Jim Creek, Washington, U.S. 480 12' N 121 0 55'W 24.8 245
NAUt Aguada, Puerto Rico (US.) 18' 23' N 670 11' W 28.5 100

Thi, table lists most of the VLF stations whose signals are utilized by conventional Omega/VLF receiving
systems; a complete list of VLF stations is given in Ref. 17.

§ Operated by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).

t-Operated by the U.S. Navy (USN).
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computer program listing (Ref. 18). This alloy, ed manufacturers to install a standardized PPC computa-

tional algorithm in a microprocessor-based receiver. An updated algorithm was published in 1980

(Ref. 19). Equally important were predictions of signal usability, usually in the form of coverage

diagrams/maps, which showed the regions and times for which signals from each station should be used

or avoided (see Chapter 10). This information was usually digitized and stored in the receiver serving as

a reference file by a signal selection algorithm. This use of signal prediction data was made feasible by

the continued development of smaller, faster, and higher-capacity microprocessors throughout the late

1970s and 1980s.

In the mid- 1980s, "integrated" navigation systems which intelligently combined outputs from

several navigation sensors, e.g., Omega and inertial navigation systems, began to displace single-sensor

units, especially in aircraft. This idea was carried even further with "interoperable" units which com-

bined the basic data (e.g., pseudo-ranges) from multiple systems into a single navigation output. This

concept also provides protection for the user in the event th.it one of the systems becomes temporarily

unusable or is phased out of service.

2.4.4 Changing Patterns in Users and Applications

As noted, Omega was primarily intended as a navigational aid for marine users. Thus, early em-

phasis was placed on tnie development of operational Omega receivers, such as the AN/SRN- 12 for ship-

board platforms. However, because of the inordinate amount of operator attention required, their

comparatively low reliability, and the relatively few stations available in the 1960s and early 1970s,

Omega marine receivers were not popular during this period, especially in the civil marine sector.

Instead, marine users turned to TRANSIT satellite navigation systems in which fixes were obtained

through Doppler measurements (i.e., measurements of the apparent signal frequency shift due to the

relative velocity between the user and the satellite). The TRANSIT satellites provided accurate fixes

(a few hundred meters for the two-frequency units) although the time between fixes ranged from two a o

six hours. Thus, by the time combined Omega/TRANSIT units (which were accurate, reliabie, and

required little operator attention) appeared in the late 1970s, the navigation system of choice for the ma-

rine transportation community was TRANSIT. Sub-surface use of Omega fared somewhat better since:

(1) the users were entirely nmlitary and (2) the initial unit (AN/BRN-7) was based on an innovative

aircraft design. Although expensive to produce, submarine Omega receivers have generally performed

well over the past 20 years.
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As explained in Section 2.4.2, the use of Omega receiver systems for aircraft grew rapidly dur-

ing the second generation of Omega receiver development. Thus, from the outset, airborne Omega

receivers enjoyed the reputation for requiring little operator attention, high reliability, and reasonably

good accuracy. Supplemented with signals from the VLF communication stations and enhanced with

signal selection/deselection algorithms and improved PPCs, airborne systems grew to dominate tb

Omega receiver markets in the 1980s. Following FAA certification of Omega on certain routes, many ot

these systems were acquired by air carriers for their overseas flights. In the late 1970s, there were large

acquisitions of Omega receivers for military aircraft, including the Navy's P-3 ASW (anti-submarine

warfare) fleet and the Air Force's C-141 transports. The systems were less popular on general aviation

aircraft, possibly because of their general confinement to continental regions, where more accurate sys-

tems, such as VOR/DME or loran were in place. Except for certain U.S. Army applications (Ref. 20),

rotary wing aircraft have seen limited use of Omega receivers.

One non-navigational application of Omega signals, probably not foreseen during the early sys-

tem implementation, was the tracking of meteorological balloons whose use developed rapidly in the

1980s. In these systems, balloon-borne radiosondes repeat Omega signals to a ground controller which

tracks the balloon position and computes a wind speed profile with altitude. By using Omega signals,

these expendable units are inexpensive and can be used practically anywhere on the globe. Recent fig-

ures (Ref. 21) indicate that over 100,000 of these units are deployed each year.

2.5 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS IN OMEGA USER SUPPORT

Much of the early work in Omega involved testing the feasibility of a long-range VLF navigation

system, including the stability of signal generation and the signals' day-to-day phase variation. Later

work was primarily devoted to station construction and receiver development. Perhaps the earliest

significant support provided to Omega users was the development of Omega charts and lattice tables by

the US. Naval Oceanographic Office and later the U.S. Defense Mapping Agency. Following construc-

tion of the stations (except for Australia) in the latter part of the 1970s, Omega user support, principally

by the U.S. Coast Guard, began to assume a more important role.

2.5.1 System Notifications and Communication

Because Omega is an open, freely accessible, global navigation system, it has always been a

challenging task to notify its users of planned station off-airs, reduced power operation, insertion of new

station signals, and other such critical information. The Omega Implementation Committee had recom-
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mended that the suggested modulation frequencies (which were never implemented) be used to warn

users of anomalous conditions, such as Sudden Ionospheric Disturbances (SIDs) or Polar Cap Distur-

bances* (PCDs) (see Chapter 6 for definitions of these terms). This recommendation was never

implemented so that Omega operations personnel had to seek other ways to notify users.

When ONSOD was formed in 1971, an operations staff was appointed to coordinate system noti-

fications and communications with stations, operating agencies, and users. Initially, notices of critical

importance to Omega users were relayed through the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA). These notices

included such events as:

"* Imminent station off-air

"* Occurrence of an anomalous event (e.g., PCD)

"• Longer-term scheduled station off-air

* Reduction of station power

* Bringing a new station on-line.

In response, DMA issued warnings through a marine communications network in the Atlantic

(HYDROLANT) and the Pacific (HYDROPAC) Ocean areas. DMA also disseminated the information

in (hard-copy) Notices to Mariners and Broadcast Notices to Mariners. Local Notices to Mariners are

issued by U.S. Coast Guard District Offices. As aircraft use of Omega increased, notices were also for-

warded to the Federal Avia "on Administration (FAA) whicb, in turn, sent out NOTAMs (Notices to Air-

men) through its network of airports and regional offices.

Some anomalous events such as SIDs are relatively short, so that a warning message requiring

many hours to deliver makes little sense. A PCD, on the other hand, can persist for several days, so that

occurrence notifications are appropriate. In the 1980s, a procedure (currently in effect) was set up to

increase the reliability of the PCD warnings. Stations on either end of transpolar paths (paths which

transit the north or south geomagnetic polar regions§) are asked to report when the phase on these patns is

depressed by more than 0.2 cycle for 1 to 2 hours. These reports are evaluated and compared with infor-

mation from the Space Environmental Services Center (SESC) in Boulder, Colorado, and a warning

message is issued by ONSCEN if all reports are consistent.

* Closely related to a Polar Cap Absorption (PCA) event.

§The geomagnetic polar regions are circular areas of approximately 1800 nm radius centered at the
north and south geomagnetic poles.
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Bcginning around 1930, Omnega status advisories and warnings were broadcast on frequencies of

2.5, 5, 10, and 15 MHz from 1-IF broadcasting stations WWV in Fort Collins, Colorado and WWVH on

the island of Kauai in Hawaii. A 40-second slot is provided at 16 minutes past the hour (WWV) and 47

minutes p)ast the hour (WWVH) for information regarding station status, planned off-airs, and event

warnings, Because of the widespread use of WWV/WWVH as a tim-ing signal, it is thought that this

mode of dissernination reaches the greatest number of Omega users.

Com munications with thc stations and operating agencies were initially by voice (telephone)

and ni:!o'1gc (tclctypc), These were frequently difficult with remote stations such as Liberia or

L4 Reunion,. Mes%-mge handling irnprovcd with the use of AUTODIN (AUTOmatic DIgital Network), a

mililitlary coIE'llitillicaltioflN Sysicni Oincga status messages are now sent to a variety of government

110ur'cs VviaAUTOI)IN and conimericial activitics via telex on a wcekly basis, In addition to warnings

anmd plantw'l. ýtamiin off-ajis. these miessages provide a detailed listing of station off-air times during the

prcccdir,, wc&k

2.51 Propangmitom C orrtecilomis

IJ'rol lagat Ion Corrmeud oils (PPITs) arc t id isp n sable for the propcr use of Omega signals. The PPC

i% dc"E~dgmed Ito djufjtt III( received signal pIIl'm to a "nominal" model in which the phase is a fixed linear

1IL1u11i i iOf (di%tdmmiCC, 11JO-21MI~lcmt of timec or direction of signal propagation. The limplenientation Comn-

tliti~cc iecugnilied tlhe need for "diurnal" corrections but recommne tded they be preparedl and distributed

ill 11iC 1111m (d! 'CulliJ)CI1itiol~l Eraplm%.' Subscquently, it was found simipler for the shipboiJrd navigator to

1,11W i~likl~ Of L01 metdiOmIS hVyed 10. location W4 NiattUde >e, 4' longitude) and time (hour, hialf-m-onth, and

yeiii)) 'I !me~c till-&- w4. e h.Isvd on a inodel deve'loped by the Naval El~ectroni-.% Laboratot-y (now NOSC)

awitd wcic j'm~duý:cd by thev Naival OXewiugm'aphiL Ufficc (later by DMA).

Aim ONSO Y! tpt ! (Rcf, I1H), Wid':ly disitl-011red inl 1074 explained the seiii-einpirical miodel of
111"liii Il ~i lt~'Ip ii'i WWII Icli mci ed V) a. Oli l'lC Jmodel) oil which the PPCs weie based, The miodel

L0IUI'Ii!litm I * M'ii 111 ComulejlX 011iCu~lcl C-1lCuLI1iouM With ublcm ved signal phase ditta to achievc it

111ltyNhLk-I WAAd, tl.1 diIkemi hiemll p1 I pred11c~iction lgdomithin. The mpr k msmtdtecddfr

Ilii' had11C 11'.vilill-111' l eab I.idily . i tamll~jd lI'lC anudel whue performittnce is universally under-
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The model was recalibrated several times for specialized cases (local regions and global/single

frequency) in the late 1970s. In 1980, however, an "official" three-frequency upgrade and recalibration

of the model was produced. This recalibration was based on ph, qe data collected at many locations
around the world from 1965 to 1979. In 1977, ONSOD purchased specially-developed Omega monitors

to provide a uniformly high-quality database for PPC model calibration. The monitor sets (MX 1104) that

were ultimately produced, however, were not fully deployed over the globe until the 1980s so that only a

small fraction of the new monitor data was used in the 1980 PPC model recalibration. In addition, the

1980 model contained a new "term" (in the computation of predicted phase), which was exponentially

dependent on year.* In the late 1980s, sufficient MX 1104 data had been collected to provide a full global

database for another PPC model recalibration. This high-quality data, together with reports of time-

dependent phase errors in the 1980 model led ONSCEN (formerly ONSOD) in 1989 to initiate an effort

to develop and calibrate a new PPC model.

2.5.3 Omega System Signal Prediction Products

Omega user information support products have evolved in consonance with a growing system, a

changing user pIpulation, and advancing technology. Figure 2.5-1 provides a time-line for the develop-

ment of the two principal categories of user information support products: coverage data and propaga-

tion corrections. For reference, other dates are also shown, including commencement of operation for

each of the current stations and ONSOD/ONSCEN.

As noted above, most effort in the early 1970s was concentrated on station construction and

bringing each new station's operations on-line. During this period, user support products emphasized

information on new transmitting stations as they were brought into the system. Thus, for example, cov-

erage information was intended to piovide only "representative" data (e.g., local day, local night) on
expected signal accessibility for each station and the system.

The marked shift in the Omega user/platform mix during the early 1970s also influenced the types

of Omega user support information produced, As the Omega user community evolved from marine-

dominated to airborne-dominated, corresponding changes w, ,ade in coverage information. Thus,
for example, coverage conditions applicable to the marine user, e.g., portrayal of local-time signal cover-

age, were changed to those tailored to the airborne user, e.g., sigAal coverage for several global times.

* By 1990, ONSCEN determined that this term had grown beyond that projected in the 1980 calibration
and was beginning to seriously degrade phase prediction accuracy. As a result, ONSCEN directed
that the term be deleted from all PPC model software (Ref. 22).
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Advancing information display technology also changed the format and use of Omega user sup-

port information. As shown in Fig. 2.5-1, early coverage products were provided exclusively in hard
copy. As microprocessor technology moved forward to make personal computers commonplace, cover-

age information was disseminated as a software package for use on a PC with a color graphics terminal.
The electronic medium not only allows rapid access/efficient storage, but also permits use of other fea-

tures, such as toggling and overlays to enhance understanding of the coverage characteristics.

Before Omega was declared fully operational, the system providers needed the fully operational
system coverage information to evaluate Omega as a replacement for Loran-A and other similar radio-

navigation systems. In response to this need, the first coverage product, in the form of signal coverage
diagrams, was developed in 1976. Due to changing Omega user population and requirements and im-

proving Omega receiver/display technologies, the content and display of the information have under-

gone several improvements (see Chapter 10).

The first coverage information product consisted of two hard-copy coverage diagrams displaying
the worldwide availability of coverage from the fully operational (eight-station) Omega system:

"* For the primary Omega navigational signal frequency of 10.2 kHz

"* For the "usable" signal access criteria consistent with known receiver characteristics

"* At two local timres having the supposed "worst" (local summer noon) and "best"
(local winter midnight) local propagation conditions for the Omega signals.

The diagrams were developed using the best available theoretical Omega signal propagation models.
These models have also undergone several improvements and have been used to develop later coverage

products. Although the hard-copy diagrams were extremely complex to interpret and use, there was no
other readily available way to display the coverage information with the available technology.

Later diagrams were constructed using improved coverage prediction models for eilht fixed global
times at 10.2 and 13.6 kHz. The eight times (0600 and 1800 UT in the months of February, May, August,

and November) were selected to provide an adequate sample of the time-dependent global coverage using a

manageable number of diagrams. Initially, these diagrams were provided in hard-copy format, but with the
advent of inexpensive microprocessors, this coverage information was incorporated into Omega ACCESS

(Automated Composite Coverage Evaluator of System Signals), a computer-based Omega coverage dis-

play and analysis product (see Chapter 10). This method of coverage display allows for greater flexibility in

portraying ;ignal coverage than hard-copy diagrams. Omega ACCESS was targeted for IBM PC/XT/AT

machines with CGA color monitors with or without a mouse. Although the underlying signal coverage data
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included only fixed threshold information, the use of color made the display more appealing. More impor-

tantly, the computer environment readily permitted the "compositing" of multiple single-station coverage

diagrams to display system coverage under a variety of conditions.

The eight-time coverage diagrams were found to vary: (1) little from one computed month to the
next, and (2) significantly between the two computed huurs. As a consequence, the eight-time coverage

information was useful, but not adequate to determine coverage between the two computed hours. It

was recognized that 24-hour coverage information was necessary to properly characterize the Omega

signal environment both as a prediction tool for users and as a means of system performance assessment.

In 1989, the Omega Navigation System Center (ONSCEN) sponsored development of a 24-hour-

a-day, four-month worldwide database of signal coverage calculations at 10.2 and 13.6 kHz. This database
was developed primaiily as a component of the Omega System Availability Model, a model that

establishes the framework for calculation of the overall Omega system availability (a system perform-

ance index), computed for a given scenario by means of a computer workstation known as PACE
(Performance Assessment and Coverage Evaluation). This new coverage database not only expands the

time domain of the signal coverage data by a factor of 12, but also spatially references the data in a matrix

format of latitude/longitude cells. The 24-hour-a-day, four-month/two-frequency signal coverage data-

base and some of the PACE features are included in an expanded version of Omega ACCESS, known as
Omega ACCESS II.

2.5.4 Omega User Group

Users of most large, freely accessible navigation or communication systems eventually form

user associations in order to obtain basic system information/access, make inquiries regarding future

plans, and share experiences with other users. Omega is no exception to this process and has had an

active user association in place since 1975. Until 1993 the group was known as the International Omega

Association (IOA). In 1993, the organization sought to widen its scope and became the International

Navigation Association (INA).*

*The INA address is:

International Navigation Association, Inc.
P.O. Box 2324
Arlington, VA 22202-0324
USA
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In February 1975, the first planning meeting for an Otticga lkiPpoii group was field, A link-up

with the Wild Goose Association (WGA, the Loran-C usier group) wait briefly con~idereJ but rejected

because of the perceived need for a distinctly international group, A conlmtitutiozt and set (if bylaws wcrc

drafted and approved later that year, As stated in the original const itution, the mission of (thc IOA wmt o;

* Advance the cuusc of Oniega as ant international navigation ald

* Encourage the use of Offega by all segments of the international navigation
community

a Disseminate informatiorn on tho staturi of tile syhtcml lind dcvClopme:;tsl rclattcd to It
0 Provide anl international forum for the cxchungc of information concerning Ometga
0 Work with other organizations for tile udvaticettent of' thle nil of'navigation

* Encourage standardization and thie generation of' specificIitloJns loitiall clas.%e, of
Omega users,

Thc bylaws of the INA (adopted March 1993) incorporated mo~t of these objecilveh hutt broadenecd thecir

scopc to include all long-range raldionavlgation hystcinm mure tItan 300 levrecntatitvc_% rruilo1C thett-r,

itidusity, governmnirt, and tile academlic commnunities attended thie I'irki annual IOA metIlng In Arling.

ton, Virginia in July, 1976, The attendcee- included rcpre-.cnt~iivc% f'ronm thc U.S., Auttrahill, Cainildn

England, France, and Norway (Ref, 211),

TIhe Linnnal meetings have linctn the chieff focti of thc IOA/INqAb tech~nievid activity, lin keepilng

with its charter, thr 1QA/INA has alternated Imeceting hitch between1 U.S and1( tioI)-UXS hwatiffons

Table 2,5-1 lists thec IGA/INA annual nlecting and Jocatlo11% throtighl 1993, T[eitet: Illogsl vnrieahly last1

one week and includc scvcral tutorial sessionls, a1 full programl of te111chica l Cheil lt lull%,s two H~cr
forums, a business meeting, aind at favigittion-rclated field trip.

Foremlost amiong IOA/I NA publlkatioit. 111C tile p1 (xiC(lltgh of thcmtit w1fuil t1Villp itis icluditag

transcripts of questions and cut an tctit s), which htvC-v w. 11 J)1.III WIy w liII %'(ll uinlisct foi (Mt seaitt t11otilila

tion, The INA also issuch a ne wsktitcr several timecs during thle Yeart 11d 1mtsa11intsin a4 Itibliogilaplay of

Omega pub)lications. Tlhe I NA is loosely af'fi Iimted with tl 1w 1 ut itv (11 Mi[ vigati nal and 1111111111111h ill

ill tornial relationship with the WGA and tilie Inlst I title of' 1 ,lcct rictil ,it id I lIci i i utc h I ~i nii nec rk, I Itimi ly, lit

keeping with its advocacy rolc, the I NA ctivoum'agrn 'ommcea ed USI5to iou 1 ma vliil~lilicille the6 Itppl- fol.) it ~

111c hysteml to Us. IDepartmaent of'I'maispotn muon which:1, togethIem with 'lie U.'s )epam inc ilt of I ef-lese,
publishes thle Federal Rathdinllvil"Itiolt l'lilw, Thlis phlzmt, Wilikht IS joitlyl) hillmCd bly tile SeCOeta he u1

Thi nsportatiora and Defen~se, pmonimtlil(CmtS 11,S pol]icy rgcdn tile 1011,11 roles off fderallytppttd

Inavigationt Ssy~temts, Culli~cm lai' ;11 thltu Otitlepg %Vill C11mitilml' ivw taiumiaol Ifitoughi u i cast the tuillillo

tile Century.
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ibbla 2.53. hinernutlonal Ontugs Assoclollun/Inturnalhrnul NnvIgluIlob Associlitlon

Meeting Yearl Louation

IOA 1 1970 Arirglon, VI(Virlsl

IQA 2 1977 LlnfliiuwtA 116i2111, Matylaind

I0A 3 19708 London, England

IQA 4 1979 Can Liogo, Cahlfof nis

IOA & 19fl0 flefu~n, tJlyrWay

IOA 0 ludOi m~,rlreaI, Wouqlig, (41014J

IUA 7 1 V92 Aflsiogicon, Virp'itm

IQA v0 1904 I ivaldig IWvi~futu4

IOA 10 1900 Itrfighln,, Emoritman

IOA 11 1200 QuOoc ON, 14 PU, Car13d#

IUA 12 11947 Illgnglulu, Ki.waii

IOA 14 19GB Munichi Ovrimany

IQA 14 1 YOY Lony Ommli,, Cgiovidgim

ItdA 1* 1 YqU Ianur, uali, loifnecinnb

IJA IW 100I Vanricuuer, U (;, Ganada

IVA 17 1WU~2 Arnileroam, 'te Naletigriande

INJA 10 1 U1JLrlatici4,D 1101114



2,6 ABBREVIATIONS/ACRONYMS

A Omega Station Norway

ACCESS Automated Composite Coverage Evaluator of System Signals
ACU Antenna Coupler Unit
AN/ARN-88 Prototype airborne Omega receiver for U.S. Navy
AN/ARN-99 First..gcncration airborne Omega receiver for U.S. Navy
AN/SRN-12 First-gcneration shipboard Omega receiver for U.S. Navy
AN/WRN-3 Prototype submarine Omega receiver for U.S. Navy
AN/BRN-4 First-generation submarine Omega receiver for U.S. Navy
AN/BRN-7 Second-generation submarine Omega receiver for U.S. Navy
ASW Anti-submarine Warfare
AUTODIN AUTOmatic Digital Network
B Omega Station Liberia (formerly Trinidad)
C Omepg Station Hawaii
CDU Control Display Unit
(RT Cathode Ray Tube
CW Continuous Wave
D Omega Station Nrth Dakota (formerly Forestport, NY)
DMA Defense Mapping Agency

WEM Distance Measuring Equipment
Omega Station La Reunion

F¢ Onicga Station Argentina
FAA Fcdcral Aviation Administration
F"r. Fraticc

I'SK Frequency Shift Keying
0 Omega Station Australia
I1 Omega Station Japan
lIF, High Frequency

HIYDROLANT llydrographic warnings for the Atlantic Ocean region
ItYI)ROPAC I lydrographic warnings for the Pacific Occan region
I7z I leliz

IF Interiliate Freqtency
INA International Navigation Association

IOA Interrational Omega Association
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IOTC International Omega Technical Commission

kHz Kilohertz

km Kilometer

kW Kilowatt
LF Low Frequency

LOP Line of Position

MF Medium Frequency
MHz Megahertz
MX 1104 Omega monitor receiver used by ONSOD/ONSCEN

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization

NOSC Naval Ocean Systems Center
NOTAM Notice to Airmen

N.Z. New Zealand
ONSCEN Omega Navigation System Center

ONSOD Omega Navigation System Operations Detail
PACE Performance Assessment and Coverage Evaluation

PCA Polar Cap Absorption
PCD Polar Cap Disturbance

PPC Propagation Correction

RF Radio Frequency

RMS Root Mean Squared
RPU Receiver Processor Unit

SESC Space Environmental Services Center
SID Sudden Ionospheric Disturbance
TRANSIT U.S. Navy navigation satellite system
U.K. United Kingdom

USN U.S. Navy
VHF Very High Frequency

VLF Very Low Frequency

VOR VHF Omni-directional Receiver
W Watts

WGA Wild Goose Assoc;iation (Loiai.i)
WWV Timing signal broadcast station - Fort Collins, CO
WWVH Timing signal broadcast station - Kauai Island, HI
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CHAPTER 3

OMEGA TRANSMITTING STATIONS

Chapter Overview - This chapter describes some important features of the Omega
transmitting station network, including its operation as a coordinated system and the
suite of equipment at each station. Following the chapter introduction in Section 3.1, the
system operating policy and operational procedures are explained in Section 3.2. This
section also contains a description of station maintenance procedures. Section 3.3 pres-
ents the Omega signal specification and other important system parameters and data.
Section 3.4 provides an overview of the major equipment subsystems at 4ach station: tim-
ing and control, transmitter, antenna tuning, and the antenna struzture. Finally, the
near-field behavior of the radiated signal and its relationship to antenna currents and
other parameters are explained in Section 3.5. Sample problems -nd problems to be
solved by the reader are found in Section 3.6. Abbreviations arn acronyms used in the
chapter are given in Section 3.7, followed by the cited references listed in Section 3.8.

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The signals from the eight Omega transmitting stations shown in Fig. 3.1-1 provide continuous

signal coverage over most of the globe. The signals are generated using electronics equipment that is

virtually the same for all stations in the system; the station antennas, however, differ substantially.

Because they radiate long-wavelength VLF signals, the antennas are the largest physical structures at the

stations. Due to its size, the antenna structure often makes use of the local terrain, for example, in

Norway, a portion of the antenna spans a fjord.
G-3078

4-2-92

Norwoy ,

Hawaii..'•<'Ai:.

La ~eunicrn
A!• stra;i•i ia Arg i!•i::s.M ndii•

Figure 3.1-1 Omega Transmitting Station Network
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Three types of antennas are employed in the Omega system: (1) grounded tower, (2) insulated
tower, and (3) valley-span. Beyond the antenna, about 20 to 50 km from the effective phase center, each
station has an associated signal monitoring facility. These unattended facilities perform several func-
tions, including monitoring the performance of the associated station, providing data necessary to phase-
synchronize the stations, and detecting the effects of solar-terrestrial events that cause anomalous shifts

-of the propagated signal phase.

Table 3. 1 -1 provides information on the eight Omega stations including the name of the munici-
pality nearest to each transmitting station. The associated transmitting antenna types and their approxi- _

mate dimensions are also included in the table.

The Omega signal transmission format is illustrated in Fig. 3.1-2. Across each of the eight rows
in the figure is a 10-second sample of the signal frequencies transmitted by a particular station. Important
features of this time/frequency multiplex format are:

"* Four common signal frequencies are transmitted: 10.2, 111/3, 13.6, and 11.05 kHz
"* One unique signal frequency is transmitted by each station
* An interval of 0.2 second separates each of the eight transmissions

* The transmission periods vary in length.

Table 3.1-1 Omega Transmitting Station Locations and Antenna Types

STATION LETTER NEAREST ANTENNA TYPE POSITION:*
DESIGNATION MUNICIPALITY (DIMENSION) Longitude

A Bratland, Norway Valley Opan (2 spans) 660 25' 12.68" N
(3505 m) 130 8' 13.07" E

Paynesville, Liberia Grounded Tower 60 18' 19.26" N
(427 m) 100 39' 51.85" W

C Kaneohe, Hawaii Valley Span i6 spans) 210 24' 16.92" N
(1524 m) 1570 49' 50.96" W

D LaMoure, North Dakota Insulated Tower 460 21' 57.40" N
S(366 m) 980 20' 8.22" W

E Plaine Chabrier, La Reunion Island Grounded Tower 20' 58' 26.90" S
(427 m) 550 17'23.62" E

F Golfo Nuevo, Chubut, Argentina Insulated Tower 430 3' 12.79" S
(366 m) 650 11' 26.81" W

G Woodside, Victoria Australia Grounded Tower 380 28' 52.42" S
(427 m) 1460 56' 7.06" E

H Shushi-Wan, Tsushima Island, Japan Insulated Tower/o.•- 34' 3j3' 55.ns" N
(457 m) 1290 27' 13.12" E

*Coordinates based on WGS-84 spheroid.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
-- 10 Seconds

Station 0.9 4+10_2 1.0 4.2" 1.1 4+02j4" 1.2 -++02j" 1.1 .1o2- 0.9 "io.2" 1.2 4o.210- 1.0 4.21
~/

BAL2. 10.2 113.66 11.33 12.0 1.05 LjT"12.U 1 J
-- • •L 112.0' 1.310.2 U 13.6 1133 •12.0 U"12.0 O 10 I12.0L-"

o--L_ 11 •_I .3U3 11.8 11.8 11.05

E 12.3 .1105 12.3 12.3 102 13.6 11.33 U 2.FJ

F-• 1, U 12.9 U 1105 U12.9 12• U 10.2 J 13.6 L i11.33L,

7 1J :1j33 U :13.0J ' 13 11.05 U 13.0 "13.0 10.2 U 13.6

"H 13 ! 1.33 12.8 j 12.8 12.8 12.8F U 0.2LJ

Signal Frequency in kHz

Figure 3.1-2 Omega Signal Transmission Format

The last feature makes it possible to synchronize a receiver to the format in the stand-alone mode
of operation. For example, if a user determines that a 10.2 kHz transmission segment (repeated every

10 seconds) is 1.2 seconds in duration, then, according to Fig. 3.1-2, the transmitting station could be
either Station D (North Dakota) or Station G (Australia). However, a measurement of the duration of the
succeeding transmission segment at a frequency of 13.6 kHz would discriminate between Station D
(1.1 seconds) and Station G (1.0 second).

At any given common frequency, Omega signals from each station are time-synchronized to
each other to within an accuracy of about two microseconds. Moreover, the statiom are also synchro-

nized to within I to 2 microseconds of the UTC epoch (a specific time marker). T'ime-sytchronization at
each station is measured with respect to the station epoch, the point in time (repeated every 30 seconds) at

which all station signal frequencies are aligned and the signal at the antenna is zero with the signal level
(voltage) increasing positively. Thus, the Omega epochs at all stations have an average value (the mean

system time) that is within 1 to 2 microseconds of the UTC epoch and a scatter of less than 2 micro-

seconds. On a scale of seconds, however, Omega and UTC time formats significantly differ due to the

injection of "leap" seconds. At 0000 UT on 1 January 1972, the Omega and UTC scales were identical
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(on the scale of seconds). Since that time, however, leap seconds have been introduced into the UTC

time scale on a nearly annual basis, while Omega does not include such leap seconds due to substantial

coordination and procedural difficulties. Thus, as of 31 December 1993, Omega time leads UTC by

18 seconds.

At each station, the electronics equipment and supporting structures are usually described in

terms of four major subsystems:

"* Timing and control

"• Transmitter

"* Antenna tuning

* Antenna structure.

The timing and control subsystem is the "master" equipment group at the station since it provides the

input signal at a precisely controlled frequency and phase. Control circuitry in this subsystem also gov-

erns the operation of equipment in other subsystems. The transmitter subsystem is responsible for signal

amplification necessary to achieve worldwide coverage. The function of the antenna tuning subsystem

is to efficiently match the amplified signal level/frequency with the antenna system impedance on a real-

time basis. The antenna structure itself is designed to efficiently launch the signal into the earth-

ionosphere waveguide.

Maintaining the operation of a full-time continuously operating navigation system within opera-

tional specifications is critically important and challenging. Wherever possible, redundancy has been

incorporated into the station equipment design to mitigate critical component failures. Component

replacement schedules are followed to minimize sudden failures. Maintenance requiring station off-air

is planned well in advance during specific months to minimize coverage and availability deficiencies.

Section 3.2 presents the operating principles and guidelines followed by ONSCEN and the part-

ner nations in their mission to operate and maintain the Omega stations and system. Much of the

information in this section is obtained from Ref. 1. Signal specifications are given in Section 3.3 and a

description of the four major equipment subsystems at each station is found in Section 3.4. Finally, a

discussion of the fields in the vicinity of the station antennas, together with the antenna currents, limiting

voltages and power levels, and pulse waveforms are presented in Section 3.5.
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3.2 SYSTEM OPERATING POLICY AND PROCEDURES

3.2.1 Omega System Operating Policy

The Omega navigation system transmitting stations radiate phase-synchronized very low fre-

quency (VLF) radio signals from eight stations that are more or less uniformly spaced over the surface of

the globe. Under normal propagation conditions, the expected 95 percent radial two-dimensional posi-

tion accuracy for a receiver with no previous estimate of location (but with knowledge of proper lane) is
3.6 lan. for mostly daytime paths and 7.2 km for mostly nighttime paths. The system is intended to pro-
vide a 95 percent system availability, i.e., a probability of 0.95 that a user at any worldwide location and

time can, with his properly functioning receiver, process three or more usable Omega signals to achieve

successful navigation.

In terms of operating elements, the Omega system is composed of the eight transmitting stations,

together with operating and support agencies of the partner nations, the Japan Maritime Safety Agency
(JMSA), and the United States Coast Guard Omega Navigation System Center (ONS CEN). A represen-

tative from each operating agency is a member of the International Omega Technical Commission
(IOTC), an advisory body that establishes and coordinates operating policy.

Under the direction of the Chief, Office of Navigation Safety and Waterway Services, U.S. Coast
Guard Headquarters, the Commanding Officer, ONSCEN, is responsible for operational control of the
Omega system. As the control element for Omega operations, ONSCEN issues directives and approves
requests regarding operational status. Three of the most important operational functions exercised by
ONSCEN are:

"* Approval of specific off-air maintenance periods

"* Calculating weekly synchronization data in parallel with MSA to ensure data
integrity

"" Issuing routine Omega status advisories and initiating navigational warnings due
to external events that may adversely affect Omega navigation.

Station off-air requests usually concern specific dates for a station's annual maintenance and are made
well in advance of the off-air time. Less frequent, but more urgent requests for station off-air stem from
failure or imminent failure of one or more equipment items that require repair and replacement within a
few hours to a few days. The back-up computation of synchronization corrections by ONSCEN is
important in ensuring system accuracy/integrity (see Chapter 7). Advisories are issued for a station's
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emergency scheduled off-air following approval of the off-air request. Warnings of polar cap distur-
bances (PCDs), which are detected by the station monitors and directly affect signal phase on transpolar
paths, are broadcast through standard dissemination channels. Other operational functions performed

by ONSCEN that are important but less urgent include:

* Monitoring overall system performance
S* Acquiring, processing, and analyzing Omega signal data from a network of moni-

tors and airborne data collection platforms
Performing system maintenance engineering facility functions for Omega electronic
equipment

* Coordinating logistic support for Omega stations
* Providing annual Omega training for station personnel

-* Consulting with other national and international agencies on Omega activities of
mutual interest
Maintaining liaison with Omega equipment manufacturers.

Signal monitoring and data acquisition/analysis activities are crucial to the continuing evaluation of system
performance (see Chapter 8). The annual training function performed by ONSCEN refers to a multi-week
course on station operation and maintenance given at ONSCEN for selected personnel from each station.
The last bullet listed refers primarily to ONSCEN's dissemination of new propagation correction (PPC)
models or coverage information to receiver manufacturers and the subsequent feedback from them
regarding the information's utility and accuracy.

3.2.2 Omega System Partner Nations

The Omega navigation system operates as an international partnership by a group of nations
whose members benefit from Omega as a safe and reliable means of global navigation. Each station is
staffed and operated by the country in which it is located, referred to as the partner nation. The operation
and administration of the system is governed by a series of bilateral diplomatic agreements between each
of the partner nations and the United States. Each agreement specifies the mutual responsibilities of the
partner nation and the United States, including the degree of material, technical, and financial support
required. Appended to the diplomatic agreements are technical agreements containing the technical and
administrative details of station operations.

Each station is responsible for continuous transmission and monitoring of radiated Omega sig-
nals as specified in the Operations Bill (see Appendix G). A constant watch is maintained by each station
to detect signal errors or propagation anomalies and insure proper operation. Each station provides
on-the-job training to ensure qualified personnel and properly operating equipment.
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Each partner nation is responsible for staffing, operation, and management of its transmitting

station as specified in the bilateral agreement with the United States. This responsibility is carried out by

an operating agency designated by the government of the partner nation. Additional coordination and

support may be required from other agencies within the partner nation government. The operating

agency normally acts as the partner nation's focal point for Omega matters. Table 3.2-1 lists the operat-

ing agencies associated with the eight stations.

Table 3.2-1 Omega Transmitting Stations and Operating Agencies

STATION OPERATING AGENCY

A Norway Norwegian Telecommunication Administration

B Liberia Liberian Ministry of Transportation, Commerce, and Industry

C Hawaii (USA) U.S. Coast Guard

D North Dakota (USA) U.S. Coast Guard

E La Reunion (France) French Navy

F Argentina Argentine Navy

G Australia Australian Maritime Safety Authority

H Japan Japanese Maritime Safety Agency

In addition to operating Omega Station Japan, JMSA is responsible for synchronizing of the sig-

nal phase from all stations. The synchronization process consists of determining the phase offsets and

corrections and applying the corrections at each station. The phase offsets are determined from daily

satellite timing measurements and reciprocal path phase measurements. This weekly data is indepen-

dently processed by both JMSA and ONSCEN who verify each other's results. JMSA issues the final

corrections to the stations where they are implemented within a few hours of receipt.

3.2.3 Station Operational Procedures

Personnel at each transmitting station control the transmitted signal in terms of time, frequency,

amplitude, and signal purity. The source signal (from the on-line cesium standard) is digitally processed

to produce signals at the four common frequencies and one unique frequency according to the signal

format assignment shown in Fig. 3.1-2. The signal time-frequency pattern for each station is given by

the format assignment, and the signal amplitude is controlled so that the output radiated power is nomi-

nally 10 kW (see Section 3.5).
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Each station maintains a 24-hour watch to ensure continuous, full-power transmission on each

frequency at each time segment according to the Operations Bill (Appendix G). Training and frequent

review of operational guidelines ensure that station personnel act to immediately restore signal transmis-

sions following an equipment failure.

At each station monitor receiver (see Section 3.3.2), the signal phase data received from remote

Omega stations is referenced to the signal transmitted by the local station and the results are used for

synchronization reporting and anomaly detection. Phase data to support system synchronization
includes both 10.2 and 13.6 kHz measurements on specific paths (remote stations) and times (UT hours).

This is necessary so that 10.2 and 13.6 kHz reciprocal path information can be derived and entered

directly into the synchronization program (see Chapter 7).

Received signal phase excursions from "normal" values exceeding 20 centicycles (cec) are
immediately reported to ONSCEN since they may represent the onset of a polar cap disturbance (PCD;

see Chapter 6). In this case, normal means the average of the phase data (path and hour) for the previous
five days. The initial PCD report issued by the station includes the onset time, the path, and the current

and reference phase values at 10.2 and 13.6 kHz. Following the initial PCD report, messages are sent to

ONSCEN on a regular basis (same times as those used from synchronization data reporting) specifying
the level (phase excursion) of the PCD. Remote data access (see Chapter 8) may also be used to monitor
the PCD with much better time resolution. When all or nearly all PCD reports indicate excursions under
20 cec, ONSCEN instructs all reporting stations to cease further reports.

Table 3.2-2 shows the measurement times for synchronization data as well as for PCD reporting.
Each measurement corresponds to a particular path-time in which the path is represented by a remote
transmitting station and monitor receiver site, and the time is indicated by UT hour. All measurements
are referenced to the time and phase at the station associated with the station monitor. In the case of
Loran-C and GPS, the receivers are located in the Timing and Control Room at the station. The transmit-
ting station codes are listed in the first column of the table and station monitor codes across the top.
Measurement times (UT hours) for particular paths are indicated for the entire year or for designated
monthly intervals. Path-times marked by a shaded cell indicate additional use for PCD reporting. As an
example, the phase reading on the path from Station G (Australia) to ARGE2 (Argentina's station moni-
tor) is measured (both for synchronization and PCD reporting purposes) at 0900 UT between April 1 and
September 30 and at 2100 UT from October I to March 31. Note that Loran-C measurements are made at
only three stations, whereas GPS data is recorded at all stations.
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contants are greater than one to two minutcs so that they arc "transparent" to thc user, Because these

cvents occur with eithcr no warning or on extremely short notice to station pcrsonncl, no advance notifi-

cation is given to Aystem users. ONSCEN, however, is notified as soon as possible of the unscheduled

off-air occurrence, including the probable time for reaumption of on-air. If the projected off-air duration

It sufficiently long, an advisory is Issued, Total unscheduled off-air for a month varies from tens of min-

utes to several hours, depending on the station (Ref. 6).

Scheduled off-air events are, a% the name Implies, planned conditions under which a station

ceases opcration, 'I'hce event% usually occur when station icrsonncl become aware of an imminent

componcrit failure that will vaus• the station to go off-air for more than 30 minutes, Thcsc typcs of off-

Airs are dittn•utilsled from thie longer-term annual maintenance off-airs that are not scheduled on the

bais of an immlnent casualty, In thcse cases, "planned" refcrs to both the time at which the off-air begin.%

and the off-air duration, The planning include han advance notice of the off-air conditions (start time and

duration) to symcmle ucri, although the amloUnt of Advance notice niay vary considerably, dcpcnding on

the urgecwy of the work to be done during the off-air. Typical advance notice for these evcnt.% varies from

4 to to days, though it Call| be shoricr or longer, Total mnonthly kehd•ulcd off-itr durutihw, vary ftnmu 30

iiiinutcs to i few days, depcendinS onl the ,tation (Ref, 6),

A vi'lJletm! an nuan!tal flifht!'native activity involves off-air pcriod. having Iwo rwain features:

r The off-alr period for maintenance and repair occurs In a specific, distinct month
for Cacvi htation (Nec Fig, 3,2-2)

0 Thc helhedulcd off-air period for annual btation nmtaintenance is planned well iii
advance so Ihuat byhtenli uers are gcenerally given I to 2 moinths' advance notice,

Anly anienna, cketirolic•, (or rtructural imnntcfiulla -w r. ri.I hi Iiatn'ui, that i's o. urg.m _%schedUl dur-

I ri thie bsltat•1 I11im !ual I! !l llaitcilict period, lcvausct• ' 0f the lCadvh.ic planning, several 11initn!iance or

repair projects can procxcd In parallel during Ihl off-idr, Station personrel and cortiractor often work

extra i!!hifl during thli% period, 0tlhougih, when fcasihl, (lie station Is iolnictiieh brought on-air during a

black period, eg,, local night, 'The offt-.r period for annual n!ihtiancc cannot exceed one month

(wrived only under vviy excepltioal condilton%) but the uctual period i% generally Inuch sho ter, slnce

Atlit)i!n 1!C 14fi-Ialir only at lo'•rits 1 qi ii Ofl or111cy COMLid1t % ditons dicthttC, YOU 11110st y illr.1, n11

i lllilitc!!nl!Ic' lit-! lods vaqy iln dutratl! f1i n at few day, to two wcek., in!friequent marajo! proji ct.,, su•'lhi
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Figure 3.2-1 Omega Sti.tion Annual Maintenance Months

Off-air statistics based on historical data (Ref, 7) have been compiled for use in calculating the

system availability index by means of the Performance Assessment and Coverage Evaluation (PACE)

decision support tool (see Chapter 11 and Appendix C), In the system availability model, unscheduled

off-air events at a station are nmodelcd as random events, independent of off-air events at other stations.

Scheduled off-airs are also modeled as random events (in terms of event knowledge by a user at the

bcginning ofat 11o01th) but are Plut indepcndcnt of scheduled off-air cvwnts at other stations, Because, their

ocCurrence time and duration are usually known at the beginning of a month, annual maintenance off-air

periods arc treated as detcrininistic (non- random) events in the system availability modcl (Rcf, 6), In

Chapter 6 of Ref, 6, an algorithm is described that determines the annual maintenance schedule that

zu1axinlizem, the vcraill system availability subject to the local station constraints (climatic conditions,

etc,) listed,

3.3 SYS'T EIM IPARAMETERS AND SPECII'IICAT'IONS

3,3.1 Slnul 'i'rTansnilslon lormat Asiginint

"Iltc O(mecga ,iyan•:ml allsui,,sion pattern (Fig 3,1 -2) hias a timc'i/tcqimcncy multiplex format ini

W1,01 Ii ,itjg'l iicquencmiy is tlfln%,Imittcd by only omw statiln at n•y L'ivcml q•,,Iwc.t Imi cFuilCommo



frequencies (10.2, 11.05, 111/3, and 13.6 kHz) are transmitted by all stations and, in addition, each station

transmits a unique frequency for a total of 12 frequencies transmitted by the system. Each station trans-

mits eight pulses approximately one second in duration within a time frame of ten seconds. The pulse
durations (or widths) in the pattern vary so that detection of two signals, each with its associated frequen-
cy and pulse width uniquely determines the transmitting stations, thereby permitting receiver synchro-
nization. A "guard" (or silent) time slot of 200 milliseconds (ms) sepa-ates each transmitted pulses.

Figure 3.3-1 illustrates the signal frequency/time format in a slightly different way than
Fig. 3.1-2. Note that each station transmits 10.2, 111/3, and 13.6 kHz in cyclical order, followed by five

transmission pulses. The first two and last two of these five pulses are at the station's unique frequency,
and the middle pulse is at 11.05 kHz. Both figures indicate how 10.2,111/3, and 13.6 kHz signals are shifted
with respect to each other by one time segment. The 200 ms guard time ensures that any long path signal

from the trailing edge of the pulse generated by a nearby station dies away before the station's short-path
signal from the leading edge of the next pulse begins. Note that the unique frequencies differ by a minimum

of 100 Hz which corresponds to the front-end bandwidth of conventional Omega receivers.

3.3.2 Locations of Transmitting St~tions and Station Monitors

The eight Omega stations are located on the sovereign territory of seven nations, including the

United States, Figure 3.1-1 shows the general locations of the stations on a world map. Note that the
stations are distributed fairly uniformly over the globe,

Table 3. 1-1 lists the station locations and coordinates that are given with respect to the WGS-84

datum. Antenna type/dimensions for each station are also listed since the antenna is the largest physical
structure at an Omega station. Antenna structures arc of three different types:

* Valley-span (Norway, Hawaii)

* Insulated tower (North Dakota, Argentina, Japan)

* Grounded tower (Liberia, La Reunion, Australia).

The types of antenn; ",ructures arc listed in order of their technological evolution so that the valley-span
is the earliest antenna structure and grounded towers are the most recent.

The monitor sitcs associated with each transmitting station have imponlant •operational functions
as noted in Section 3,23, 'The monitor site is equipped with a Magnavox MX 1104-MS Omega monitor
receiver sysctnm which inclu•lde anantecnna, pre -ampl i fier, receivcr/proccssor, recoidet, and nmodem (see
Clhapter 8 for Iirc details oil the basic receiver). 1'.- mc ontitor data is transi.nitted via a data link. to the
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MX1 104-LS unit for display at the station site. One of the most important functions of the monitors is
collecting phase data used to compute station synchronization corrections (see Chapter 7). This phase
data is also monitored (at the LS unit) to detect the onset of a PCD event for which navigational warnings are
issued (Section 3.2.3). In the longer term, these monitors provide phase data for the global propagation
correction (PPC) model and system performance evaluation using operational data analysis (see Chapter 8).

Important parameters for the station monitors are given in Table 3.3-1. The table lists the five-
digit monitor code, the ID number used in the data processing, and the calibration channel selected, i.e.,
the station for which no data is recorded. The last three columns include the monitor location (closest
-municipality and country) and two coordinates based on the WGS-84 spheroid.

Figure 3.3-2 is a photograph of the enclosure for the station monitor facility at Utskarpen,
Norway. Also shown is the antenna which is external to the enclosure.

Figure 3.3-2 Station Monitor Facility Enclosure (left) and Antenna (right)

3.3.3 Signal Specification
The signals generated by an Omega transmitting station must be controlled in three principal

domains: frequency, time, and signal quality. The signal transmission format depicted in Section 3.3.1
• •ecifie, dhe basic fiequency/LtiMIe •truture fUr dhe signais radiated by each station and embodies the first

signal specification:
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Specification 1: The signals generated by each station shall be transmitted
according to the time/frequency format given in Figure 3.3-1.

This specification governs the coarse-scale structure of the signal, i.e., the required timing intervals are speci-
fied only to about 100 milliseconds. The second specification refers to the behavior of the signal at the micro-

second level and requires the introduction of additional concepts before it can be adequately described.

At each station, the signal is synthesized from the 1 MHz output of a cesium standard that has an
intrinsic stability of n oout one part in 1012. This means that, in terms of time, an initially correct cesium
standard will be off by about 2.5 p.sec in a period of one month. In terms of frequency, the cesium devi-
ates by only about 0.01 Hz (with respect to the cesium standard frequency) in a month.

These ideas can be understood by noting that the signals generated by the station may be
expressed as

E = A sin(wot +0)

0 = at

Table 3.3-1 Station Monitor Locations and Other Data

CODE ID CALIBRATION MONITOR STATION POSITION*
DESIGNATION NUMBER CHANNEL LOCATION LATITUDE LONGITUDE

NORWY 53 G Utskarpen, 66.28970 N 13.55020E
Norwayt

LIBER 45 C Monrovia 6.31430 N 10,81720W
Liberia-

HAWAI 29 F Wahiawa, 21.5209ON 157.99640 W
Hawaii

N$DAK 31 E Dickey, 46.5596ON 98.6386oW
North Dakota

REUNI 38 D Riviere des Pluies, 20.90860S 55.51270E
La Reunion Island

ARGE2 18 A El Tehuelche,* 42.75330S 65.10080W
Aryentina

AUST$ 22 A Carrajung, Victoria, 38.3ý550S 146.66000E
Australia

JAPAN 33 F Ozaki, Tsushima 34.3247-N 129.20641E
Island, Japan

"Coordinates based on W(Vib--4 spheroid.
• Established June 1991.

a Established September 1988.
"Established at the American Embassy 24 February 19'32.
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where A is the amplitude, wo is the radian frequency, and 4 is the phase. If = 0 represents the condition
of perfect synchronization by the station, then at the end of one month, 4' will be about 2.5 centicycles

(cec). Deviations of the phase, 4', associated with the cesium standard output are usually assumed to

grow linearly in time, i.e.,

where a is sometimes called the "drift" rate. Combining these two expressions gives

E = A sin(o)t + at) = A sin((w) + a)t)

Thus, a may also be considered a frequency bias, or, more commonly, an "offset." At 10.2 kHz, the

typical offset for a cesium standard is therefore 10-12 cecC/tsec, or 10-8 Hz.

Each station has three cesium standards in operation at all times. One of these is designated the
on-line unit and the other two serve as backup units. Each cesium standard has a slightly different offset,
or drift rate, so that over time, the phases of the three standards eventually diverge from each other. Sev-
eral procedures are followed to reduce this divergence:

" Once each day, the phases of the back-up cesium standard outputs are aligned with
the on-line cesium standard output; with the older timing and control equipment
this procedure was known as "scoping"

" Frequency correction values for each cesium standard output, computed by the
weekly synchronization program and known as "ACCUM" values, are inserted
every four hours to minimize the computed offsets

"* Cesium standards with large computed offsets ( 0.3 !Lsec/day) undergo C-field
adjustments, an off-line procedure which can sometimes be used to bring a standard
back into specification.

The first procedure ensures that the off-line cesium standard output phases never diverge too far from the
on-line standard output phase so that they can be immediately substituted, if the need arises. For exam-
ple, if the maximum difference in the on-line/off-line standard offsets is 5x10- 13 cec/gsec, then the max-
imum phase variation between the on-line and off-line units over one day is about 0.05 cec (10.2 kHz).
The second procedure actively seeks convergence of on-line and off-line phase outputs to a system aver-
age (see Chapter 7). Typical ACCUM values are 0.01 to 0.05 pLsec so that daily corrections of 0.06 to

0.30 psec result from this procedure.

Omega epoch is defined as the regular occurrence of certain system "events" and is always
implicitly characterized with respect to "true" time. For the purposes of Omega signal timing, true time
;, considered to be Coordinated Universal Time (UTC, often written as just UT), which is essentially
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given by the output of the U.S. Naval Observatory Master Clock (USNO MC). At a station, Omega
epoch refers to the coincidence of the zero phase point of all radiated signals at 30-second intervals. The

zero phase point is the point at which the instantaneous vertical electric field of the transmitted signal is
zero (going from negative to positive values) at the center of the antenna system.

To fix Omega epoch with respect to UTC (USNO MC), an initial Omega epoch is taken to be

0000 UT on 01 January 1972, when Omega time was coincident with UTC. Since that time, on the scale

of seconds, Omega epoch has become earlier with respect to UTC so that the epoch of 0000 UT, 01 Janu-

ary 1994 lags Omega epoch by 18 seconds due to the insertion of leap seconds* into the UTC time scale

during some of the intervening years. This gradual divergence of Omega system time and UTC is illus-
trated in Figure 3.3-3. On the scale of microseconds, however, Omega epoch is quite close to UTC.

Through reciprocal path measurements and indirectly through the use of external system data,
the Omega synchronization procedure attempts to align all the station epochs (which differ slightly with
respect to UTC). This synchronization is necessary because all navigation algorithms assume the sta-

tions' signals are radiated with precisely the same time/phase relationship. Omega system time is the

UTC - Omega System Time
20

18 .4

16 ÷-÷

14

12

t 10 '4

I÷ *
6-÷

70 75 80 85 90 95

Year (.( - JUN; .5 - DEC)

Figure 3.3-3 Divergence of Omega System Time and UTC Due
to the Injection of UTC Leap Seconds

• Leap seconds arc introduced at roughly 18-month intervals to account for the noi,-uniformity of

the carth's rotation about its axis as mcasurcd with respect to atomic-referenced time (Ref. 9).
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average of all the station epochs, measured with respect to true time. System-internal synchronization is
achieved if all station epochs coincide with Omega system time. This leads to the following specification:

Specification 2: The epoch of each station shall not differ from Omega
system time by a magnitude of more than 2.0 psec, 95 % of the time.

Ideally, the synchronization procedure is also designed to align Omega system time with UTC
(USNO MC) at the microsecond level. Thus, if completely synchronized on an external basis, Omega
standard time would lead UTC by 18.000000 seconds (as of 01 January 1994). This is achieved through
the use of external system data (e.g., Loran-C and GPS) measured with respect to the cesium reference at
each station, The alignment of Or.,ega system time with UTC supports the increasing use of integrated
or interoperable receiving systems which rely on a UTC time base (see Chapter 12). Thus, the need for
external synchronization results in the following specification:

Specification 3: Omega system time shall not differ from the UTC epoch

(at the microsecond level) by a magnitude of more than 1.0 psec, 95 % of the time.

Current usage indicates that, under normal operation, Omega system time is within 0.5 gsec of UTC
(Ref. 3).

When it reaches the antenna, the source signal, which has been digitally processed and amplified,
becomes less precisely defined (in frequency and time). Since the antenna is electrically short
(compared to a half-wave dipole) and the grounding system has finite conductivity, the signal is radiated

into the far field with only about 10 percent efficiency. At the beginning of a pulse segment, the signal is
energized over a period of 5 to 40 milliseconds, which requires an average radiated signal bandwidth of
about 30 Hz (see Section 3.5). The antenna tuning system implements a feedback control procedure
which controls the zero phase point at the antenna by shifting the excitation drive to the transmitter (see
Section 3.4.3). This control is governed by the following specification on the radiated signal:

Specification 4: The radiated phase of each Omega signal shall be controlled so that
the phase error, when averaged over one minute, is less than one degree.

In this specification, the phase error refers to the feedback control loop error. The one-minute phase
error averaging is included in the specification in recognition of the fact that most receivers have time
constants of greater than 1 to 2 minutes, so that phase excursions (with zero mean) within a one-minute

period have no navigational effect.
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3.4 MAJOR SUBSYSTEMS

As the source of the signals detected and utilized by all Omega receiver systems, the eight Omeg.

transmitting stations represent the core of the Omega system. As noted earlier, the electronics and

mechanical equipment used at each station are virtually the same; the stations are primarily differen-

tiated by their antennas and locations.

The equipment at each station is generally described as belonging to one of four functional

groups or subsystems:

"* Timing and control

"* Transmitter

"• Antenna tuning

"* Antenna structure.

A functional diagram of these subsystems and some of their important interrelationships is shown in
Figure 3.4-1. The primary functions of these subsystems are briefly described in Sections 3.4.1 through

3.4.4. More detailed information can be found in Reference 8.

3.4.1 Timing and Control Subsystem

The principal functions of the Timing and Control subsystem are signal generation and phase

control as portrayed in Figure 3.4-2a. A photograph of the rack-mounted Timing and Control subsystem
equipment is shown in Figure 3.4-2b. The signal source is a precision cesium beam frequency standard

of 9.193 GHz with a stability of 1 to 5 parts in 1012. Three cesium standards are used for frequency drift
comparison and control, and are maintained as reserves in the event of failure of the on-line standard.

The on-line cesium standard controls the frequency of a 5 MHz crystal oscillator whose output signal is

frequency-divided to form a 1 MHz signal. The 1 MHz output is used to synthesize the reference carrier
signals and generate keying pulses which define the time/frequency format. The carrier signals include

Long Keying Pulses 0-30308
Antenna 6-6-94

Control I VRMS 150 kW Tuning

On-line * imign RFlga FSga nen

Cesium
Standard

Antenna Current Reference Signal

Figure 3.4-1 Major Functional Subsystems for Transmitting Station
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b) Timing and Control Subsystem Equipment at the Norway Transmitting Station

Figure 3.4-2 Tining and Control Subsystem
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the four common frequencies at 10.2, 13.6, 111/3, and 11.05 kHz in addition to the station-unique fre-

quency. Phase control is maintained by comparing the phase of the reference carrier signal to the phase

of the signal fed back from the antenna tuning subsystem. The signal phase is advanced or retarded to

ensure that its phasing at the antenna coincides with the appropriate UTC epoch. The carrier signals

output from the phase control circuitry are gated into the transmitter subsystem in the proper sequence/

time interval by standard-length keying pulses developed during the format generation process. Also

produced by the format generation are long keying pulses that precede and follow the standard keying

pulses by 100 ms. These pulses are relayed to the AntennaTuning subsystem to allow sufficient time for

mechanical switching pnor to the transmission of the keyed carrier frequency signal at that stage.

In terms of replacement precedence for the on-line cesium standard, one of the reserve standards

(and its 1 MHz output) is denoted as the primary back-up and the other as the secondary back-up. As

noted in Section 3.3.3, the 1 MHz outputs of the back-up standards are aligned with the on-line standard

1 MHz output once each day. These so-called "scoping" times are listed in Table 3.4-1.*

Table 3.4-1 Daily ACCUM Insertion and Scoping Times
UT HOUR*

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

A 16 16 16 16 16 16

B 46 46 46 46 46 46

C 11 16 16 16 16 16

FD 46 46 46 46 46

E 1E16 16 16 16 16

F 46 46 46 46 46

G 16 18 16 16 16
H 46 46 46 46 46 I

For each entry, the number refers to a measurement 16 (46) minutes after the hour at the top of the column. ACCUM insertion
times occur at all indicated times; scoping times are designed by a shaded entry.

3.4.2 Transmitter Subsystem
The Transmitter subsystem consists of those devices that amplify the signal generated in the

Timing and Control subsystem (Figure 3.4-3). Figure 3.4-3b is a photograph of the bank of transmitter

subsystem equipment. As shown schematically in Figure 3.4-3a, the carrier frequency signal from the

Timing and Control subsystem is first raised to a level of 160 V RMS by the input amplifier. The driver

*New Timing and Control Subsystem equipment being installed (May 1994) at the stations includes
the Omega Signal Generator (OMSGEN) and the Omega Signal Controller (OMSCON). Instead of
using the oscilloscope method, alignment of the back-up clock units to the on-line units is now made
by inserting the difference in the OMSGENS into the OMSCON. All information regarding these dif-
ferences is transmitted to the other subsystem units via a communication ring.
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amplifier further raises the signal level to a nrominal 520 volts RIMS and the final amplification is per-

formed by the power amplifier which boosts the signal voltage arid current to a peak power of 150 kW.

Following this final amplification stage, the signal is fed to the Antenna Tuning subsystem.

For purposes of redundancy, two transmitters are located at each station, The non-operational

transmitter is always in standby mode and can be rapidly switched on-line if needed. The standby trans-

mitter can be energized for testing by directing its output to a "dummy load." Transmission into the

dummy load is also sometimes used for maintenance purposes. To prevent arcing, the transmission line

connecting the output of the transmitter to the antenna tuning subsystem is sealed and dehydrated

(N2 gas is used if the dehydrator fails). The transmitter uses 480 V three-phase electric power.

3.4.3 Antenna Trining Subsystem

Figure 3.4-4 illustrates the functional stages of the Antenna Tuning subsystem. This subsystem

is designed to tune the antenna at the carrier signal frequency by inductively matching the antenna to the

input circuit. This ensures the maximum effective radiated power at the antenna for a given input signal

power. The output signal from the Transmitter subsystem is taken from the secondary coil of the antenna

matching transformer. The grounded side of the secondary is connected through a current transformer to

From Timing 6-&94
and Control 6-6-94
Subsystem

ToLong Keying
Pulses

ar n Cte r o TnF CFine Tuning Coarse Tuning

Trans mitte r ,m,-_ (Vario m eters (H elix)

Antenna|Current

rReferenceun
To TTiming Driave I

andControl C Antenn

Fiubssem 3.44 Fucioa DiIa fAtnaTnn usse

3-23t

f~l I, aHelix.

] • 0• 0 2Ft Station-unique
"-"• ' i " "frequency

Timing I _ ong Keying
Control J Pulses

Figure 3.4-4 Functional Diagram of Antenna Tuning Subsystem
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provide the antenna current reference signal used for phase control in the Timing and Control subsystem.

The output of the current transformer is also passed to the antenna tuning control module. Based on the

long keying pulses from the Timing and Control subsystem and the current samples received from the

current transformer, the antenna tuning control first implements fine inductive tuning through the

variometers.

The input to the antenna tuning control comes from the ground side of the secondary coil that is

directly connected to the ground "mat," a collection of buried cables extending over a large area under-

neath the antenna (Ref. 3). Since the ground current varies as the effective antenna inductance changes

(e.g., due to the effect of winds, temperature, or humidity on the antenna structure), this sigr acts as an

external feedback in controlling the variometers.

The five variometers (plus one spare) are essentially adjustable induction coils, each of which is

assigned to one of the keyed carrier frequency signals (see Fig. 3.4-4 and Fig. 3.4-5a). The antenna tun-

ing control signal activates a mechanical drive that moves the variometer coil to the appropriate position

for matching inductance, The long keying pulses activate antenna relays (through a power supply),
which connect the appropriate variometer into the main antenna circuit. At the onset of the long keying

pulses for the unique frequencies, all variometers (i.e., for all frequencies) are "gang-tuned" to minimize

the drive motion required to tune each variometer. Each variometer, in turn, is fine-tuned during the

period it is being used for transmission.

The RF signal is then transferred to the "helix," a large helical coil which acts as a coarse tuning

device for the antenna. The helix is equipped with separate taps for each signal frequency transmitted.

Since the lower frequencies require greater inductance (for impedance matching), the 10.2 kHz tap is at

the bottom of the helix (see the photograph of the 10.2 kHz tap and the lower part of the helix in

Fig. 3.4-5b), so that the signal inductance is generated for the entire helix; the higher frequency taps are

therefore at higher positions. F•ially, the RF signal is conducted to the antenna structure itself from
which the signal is radiated.

3.4.4 Antenna Structure

As mentioned in Section 3.3.2, the structural feature that most differentiates Omega stations is

the antenna structure. Two basic designs are utilized: tower and valley span. 'The tower antennas are

further categorized in terins of grounded and insulated types. The three basic antenna design/types are

illustrated in Fig. 3.4-6,

The valley-span antenna is a suspended cable system that advantageously uses the topography of

a natural formation, such as a deep valley, fjord, or volcanic crater. One or more antenna cables strung
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a) Vo riometer Used for Fine Inductive Tuzning

b) Lower Part of Helix Showing Fixed Frequency Tap Providing Coarse Inductive Tuning

Figure 3.4.5 Fine and Coarse Signal Tuning Equipment
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Figure 3.4-6 The Three Primary Types of Omega Antennas

across the open part of the formation are anchored on the surrounding ridges. Tie spans are connected by

jumper wires and fed down through a downlead cage to the building housing the helix. A counter-

weighted pulloff cable system permits extension of the downlead under high wind conditions. A ground
systcm, composed of buried conducting cables, extends outward from underneath the helix building.

The density and length of the ground wires depend on the soil conductivity of the site. Figure 3.4-7

shows a mock-up of the Norway station's valley span antenna system. The two downleads are at the

lowcr lcft in thc figure, and are pulled off to the left by the counterweight system. The two main spans are

attached by anchors on both sides of the fjord.
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Figure 3.4-7 Mock-up of Valley Span Antenna System at the
Norway Transmitting Station

A. tower, or top-loaded monopole, is a vertically mounted structure supported by a number of guy

wires. An insulated tower is isolated from the ground at the tower base by a large base insulator. Top-

loading (i.e., creating additional capacitance between the top of the antenna and the ground) of the anten-

na is achieved by using cables electrically connected to the top of the tower. These cables (known as

top-ioading radials) are mechanically. connected through insulators to secondary guy wires that provide

support from the ground. Power is ge-nerally fed to the tower at a point directly above the base insulator,

The antenna current flows up the structure and into the top-loading radials. A photograph of an insulated

tower (at the Japan station) is shown in Fig. 3.4-8. The tower is so tall that some supporting guys are

anchored on separate islands surrounding the main mast.

A grounded tower has a similar configuration except that it has no base insulator so that the tower

structure itself is -rounded, Top-loading radials are insulated at each end,j'oined together at the top, and

are fed with a downlead extending from one of the radials to the helix. To achieve the same performance

as the insulaLed tower antenna, the grounded tower antenna must be about 15 percent taller. Figure 3.4-9

is a photograph of a grounded tower antenna systemn at the La Reuinion iransmittingy station.
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Figure 3.4-8 Insulated Towerl Antenna Sx'sterr. at the Japar Transmitting Station

3-5 RADIAT'ED SIGNAL DATA

The sigynal structure ini the vicinity of the station antenna is quite different than that for most

receivers which sense the radiated field of the transitrtied signal. The complexity of the singnal near the

station/antenna arises both from the sionai itself, which contains many m-odes of approxlmateiv' equal

strenath (see Catr5.as we'll as the'local elements of Whe antenna structure, grounding system. and

itezram conductivity

315A Components of the Near-field Signal

To understand the signal behavior in the proximit;, of the station antenna. it is neiptul to consider a
simple.MOdei" of the signal generation proces see References' 4 and 5', Consider a vertical monopole

atenna t ,equiva.ient t-o '-haf of a-center-ted dipoi amn ',enna) in which cha.ne,-- oscillates between- t,-ie ground

and the top of the antenna-. The fact that Omega antennas are- short compared to the signal wavelength leads

to a relativewx sim1plC expi-ession for tue fields outside the immediate vicinity of the antenna, i.e..

-- il... ... " /- " .Nz=": : ... s -. - - • v i.3.5-I. .... '.. ...-
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Figure 3.4-9 Grounded Tower Antenna System at the La Reunion Transmitting Station

where I is the magnitude of the antenna current, k is the effective antenna height, w is the radian frequency,

k is the wave number (2nt/k, where X = signal wavelength), t is the time, r is the distance of the receiver

from the antenna on the (assumed flat) earth, and t is the unit vector pointing vertically upward. From
this expression, the total signal field may be considered to be the sum of three component fields which

are given as follows (in the same order as the terms in the parentheses in Eq. 3.5-1):

(1) Radiation field- varies as l1r

(2) Induction field - varies as 1/r2

(3) Electrostatic field - varies as 1/r3

The appearance of the i in the induction field term in Eq. 3.5-1 means that the phase of this field is shifted

by jt/2 radians or 900 (since i = ein12) with respect to the other fields.

The electrostatic field is the strongest component at distances from the antenna up to about l/k,

e.g., about 5 km at 10.2 kHz. For longer ranges, the radiation and inductive fields dominate the
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clectro-static field. At ranges greater than about 50 km, the radiation field is the only remaining signifi-

c,'•11 coluponent of the total signal field. The radiation field is, of course, the signal component required

for navigation and all other uses of the Omega signal.

At the station monitors, which are located at ranges between 17 and 40 km from the transmitting

antcnna, the radiation field is dominant but the induction field introduces a perturbation which cannot be

ignored for certain applications. Use of Eq. 3.5-1 and a simple phasor model show that the variation of

the total signal field phase from the radiated signal field phase, 60 (due to the small but finite induction

and clecirostatic fields), is given by

tan6• -" kr (3.5-2)
k2r 2-1

%%,here k' and r -' defined in connection with Eq. 3.5-1. Figure 3.5-1 shows several aspects of Omega

signal phase behavior in the near field. The upper left panel shows the total signal phase delay as a func-

tion of di, ..mce from the transmitting station for 10.2, 111/3, and 13.6 kHz. The total signal phase delay is

conipoed ol the nominal phase, kr (appearing in Eq. 3.5-1), and the variation 60, given by Eq. 3.5-2. In

the near field, the wave number, k, is often assumed to have its free-space value, i.e., k0 = wic, and the

resulting phase, kor, is called the free-space phase. The remaining three panels show the variation of the

total phasc from the free-space phase for 10.2, 111/3, and 13.6 kHz. In each panel, the predicted value,

i.e., 60 + (k-ko)r, is shown as a solid curve, while the measured values are indicated by small circles.

Although suniewhat, lower than the predictions, most of the measurements, which are from the North

Dakota transmitting station (Ref, 3), generally corroborate the theory.

3.5.2 Near-field and Antenna Parameters

The effective antenna height, he, appearing in Eq. 3.5-1, is determined by measuring the vertical

conpo)ient of the electric field amplitude, IEI, at several ranges from the transmitting antenna where the

radiated field is effectively the sole contributor to the total field. For these cases, the magnitude of

A.C]. 3.5-I may be written

- Ihek2
wv r

LVxprcscd in dli, VI. i% linearly related to log r, so that several measurements can be fit to a straight line

wh),.L, slopc can be used to determine he.
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Figure 3.5-1 Signal Phase Behavior in the Near Field

With knowledge of the effective height, a quantity known as the radiation resistance can be cal-

culated. Conceptually, the radiation resistance is the effective resistance associated with the antenna

current that yields the effective radiated power. This resistance thus does not include those resistive ele-

ments that carry the input energy away as heat losses or other field components. From Reference 4, the

radiation resistance (in ohms) for electrically short antennas is given as
2

R? - Pr 1602(-) , he < 0.1• (3.5-3)

where P, is the effective radiated power (in watts). Note that this expression is valid for the Omega

station antennas where, typically, he - 0.01.
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Table 3.5-1 lists some of the important parameters associated with the station antennas. Note that
the effective height is substantially shorter than the physical height listed in Table 3. 1- 1. The effective
height generally increases slowly with frequency, and from Eq. 3.5-3, the radiation resistance increases
more rapidly with frequency. In general, a larger effective antenna height means the antenna radiates
more efficiently, and a greater effective radiated power is normally obtained.

Table 3.5-1 Measured and Derived Station Antenna Parameters

FREQUENCY EFFECTIVE RADIATION ANT. SYST. ANTENNA BASE
STATION RESISTANCE RESISTANCE CAPACITANCE REACTANCEN (kHz) HEIGHT (i) (ohms) (ohms) (vzF) (ohms)

Norway 10.2 229 0.0957 1.230 0.0371 421
11.05 231 0.1143 1.302 0.0374 385
111/3 233 0.1223 1.320 0.0393 368

12.10 234 0.1330 1.396 0.0389 338
13.6 242 0.1900 1.553 0.0408 287

Liberia 10.2 178 0.0576 0.916 0.0387 403
11.05 182 0.0710 0.886 0.0398 362
111/3 183 0.0753 0.893 0.0413 350

12.00 183 0.0844 0.868 0.0404 328
13.6 183 0.1084 0.855 0.0442 265

Hawa!i 10,2 169 0.0523 0.718 0.0460 339
11.05 170 0.0620 0.751 0.0471 306
111/3 169 0.0646 0.750 0.0487 297

11.80 168 0.0688 0,746 0.0478 282
13.6 170 0.0936 0.769 0.0502 233

North 10.2 184 0.0619 0.429 0.0281 556
Dakota 11.05 184 0.0728 0.425 0.0282 510

111/3 184 0.0765 0.428 0.0292 496
13.10 185 0.1034 0.453 0.0287 424

13.6 185 0.1114 0.458 0.0288 406

La Reunion 10.2 163 0.0485 0.622 0,0406 384
11.05 163 0.0569 0.631 0.0419 344
111/3 163 0.0602 0.635 0,0436 332

12.30 168 0.0748 0.660 0.0440 294
13.6 170 0.0942 0.685 0.0470 249

Argentina 10.2 193 0.0679 0.561 0.0277 563
11,05 197 0.0827 0.541 0,0279 516
11/•3 197 0.0875 0.566 0.0288 502

12.90 196 0.1121 0.608 0.0284 435
13.6 197 0,1258 0.558 0.0285 410

Australia 10.2 192 0.067 0,630 0.0396 394
11.05 186 0.075 0.620 0.0407 354
111/3 189 0.080 0.620 0.0426 340
.3.00 191 0.108 0.650 0.0444 276
13.6 192 0.120 0.660 0.0457 256

Japan 10,2 210 0.0805 0,705 0.0382 409
11.05 209 0.0935 0,725 0.0380 379
111/3 209 0.0986 0,734 0.0400 362

12.80 211 0,1279 0,765 0,0397 313
1 13.6 211 0.1439 0.823 0.0402 291
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The antenna system resistance is a measured quantity that iaclua.,s the real part of the impedance in
the antenna tuning system and includes the ground resistance. The measured capacitance of the antenna is
associated primarily with the potential difference between the ground and the "top-hat" elements across the
insulators. The capacitance, C, generally increases with frequency since the effective antenna area
increases with decreasing wavelength. The base reactance (capacitive) is computed as 1/(wC).

3.5.3 Station Antenna Parameters

Table 3.5-2 lists the nominal and limiting antenna currents for each transmitted signal frequency
at each station. The third column gives the antenna current (in Amperes) necessary to achieve the nomi-
nal 10 kW radiated power, i.e.,

F10 k7W

where Rr is the radiation resistance in ohms (see 'able 3.5-1). This nominal antenna current is the target
value the stations attempt to maintain during normal operation.

As the antenna current is increased, two electrical characteristics of the station limit its value.
The first limitation is the transmitter output which cannot exceed 150 kW (see Section 3.4.2). The
second restriction is on the base voltage, i.e., the potential difference between the exit bushing feedline
and the ground. A base voltage exceeding 250 kV can lead to corona discharge and arc-over at the exit
bushing, thus leading to radiated power loss and component damage. The fourth column of Table 3.5-2
shows the maximum antenna current that can be achieved based on the 150 kW transmitter output power
limitation, which is calculated as

0.975 150kW

where Rk is the antenna system resistance in ohms (see Table 3.5-1). The factor of 0.975 accounts for a
portion of the current shunted to ground through capacitive coupling at the helix bushing, leading from
the antenna tuning system (with resistance &,) to the antenna structure (Ref. 3). The fifth column in
Table 3.5-2 gives the maximum antenna current that can be obtained without exceeding the 250 kV base
voltage limitation and is calculated as

0.975 ( 250kV
33
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Table 3.5-2 Limits on Output Parameters and Antenna Bandwidths

ANTENNA CURRENT (AMPERES) MAXIMUM RISE

STATION FREQUENCY OUTPUT BASE RADIATED TIME BANDWIDTH(kHz) NOMLkW) POWER VOLTAGE POWER (kW) (msec) (Hz)
LIMITED LIMITED

Norway 10.2 324 340 578 11.08" 9.0 35.4
11.05 296 331 633 12.40" 7.5 42.4

111/3 286 329 662 13.20* 7.0 45.5
12.10 275 320 721 13.60"

13.6 230 302 849 17.40* 4.0 79.6

Liberia 10.2 417 395 605 9.1" 13.0 24.5
11.05 375 401 674 11.5* 10.5 30.3

11 /3 364 400 696 12.1* 10.0 31.8
12.00 344 409 743 14.2*

13.6 304 406 919 18.0" 6.0 53.1

Hawaii 10.2 437 446 719 10.5* 12.0 26.5
11.05 402 436 797 11.9* 10.0 31.8
111/3 394 436 820 12.4* 9.5 33.5

11.80 381 437 864 13.3*
13.6 326 430 1046 17.5" 6.0 53.1

North 10.2 402 576 438 11.8** 23.0 13.8
Dakota 11.05 372 579 478 16.6"* 22.0 14.4

111/3 364 577 491 18.4"* 19.0 16.8
13.10 311 561 574 32.5**

13.6 300 558 600 34.6** 12,5 25.5

La Reunion 10.2 454 479 635 11.2" 13.0 24.5
11.05 419 476 708 13.0" 11.0 29.0
111/3 408 474 734 13.6* 9.5 33.5

12.30 366 465 829 16.3'
13.6 325 456 979 19.8 1 6.0 53.1

Argentina 10.2 384 504 433 12.7* 19.9 16.0
11,05 348 513 472 18,4"* 16.5 19.3
111/3 338 501 486 20.6* 16.0 19.9

12.90 298 484 560 26.2'
13.6 272 505 594 32,1" 10.5 30.3

Aurtralia 10.2 386 476 619 15,9*
11.05 367 480 688 18.2"

111/3 354 480 717 19.4* N/A N/A
13.00 304 468 883 23.7°

13.6 289 465 953 27,7*

Japan 10.2 353 449 596 16.4' 12.0 26,5
11.05 327 443 643 18.3" 10.0 31.8
111/3 319 441 673 19.3' 9.5 33.5

12.80 279 432 779 23.8*
13,6 264 416 838 25.2* 6.0 53.1

Limited by 150 kW output power ** Limited by 250 kV base voltage

where Xj, is the base reactance in ohms (see Table 3.5- 1). The factor of 0.975 again accounts for the helix

exit bushing current losses. The radiated power corresponding to the maximum allowed antenna current

is listed in sixth column in Table 3.5-2, Notice that the maximum allowed antenna current is actually the
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minimum of the values in colunns four and five, i.e., the antenna current is limited by the most restrictive

of the two criteria. A single asterisk attached to the entry indicates that the maximum radiated power

(12R, ; R, = radiation resistance) is computed based on the maximum antenna current (I) resulting from
the output power limitation. Two asterisks signify the base voltage limitation. Note that all but two sta-

tions have maximum output power (for most of the transmitted frequencies) which is limited by the max-
imum station transmitter output. Exceptions are North Dakota and Argentina which have (at most or all

of the frequencies) high base reactances.

The last two columns of Table 3.5-2 provide information on the envelope of pulse waveform
transmitted approximately once per second. Figure 3.5-2 shows the trace of the envelope of the pulse

rise and decay for the 111/3 kHz signal from the North Dakota transmitting station as captured on an
oscilloscope. The pulse rise and decay time profile is exponential in form so that the rise time is defined
as the time required for the pulse envelope to reach 1-e 1 (i.e., about 63%) of its maximum value. The
antenna bandwidth associated with the measured rise times is shown in the last column of Table 3.5-2.

The bandwidth is computed by assuming the process has an exponential envelope with rise time r; in this
case it can be shown that the 3 dB bandwidth is 1/(="r). The bandwidths vary from 13.8 Hz for North

Dakota (10.2 kHz) to 79.6 Hz for Norway (13.6 kHz). Bandwidth "resistors" (connected in parallel)
were once installed (and later removed) at the North Dakota and Argentina stations (insulated towers) to

effectively widen the antenna bandwidth by shortening the rise time, These were installed in response to

users exploring pulse time-of-arrival techniques as a means of eliminating lane ambiguity,
0-37125
3-15-94
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Figure 3.5-2 Pulse Rise (a) and Decay (b) of the 111/3 kHz Signal
from the North Dakota Transmitting Station
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3.6 PROBLEMS

3.6.1 Sample Problem

1. Equation 3.5-2 may be used to find the phase error (radiated field phase - total signal field
phase) accounting for both the inductive field and the electrostatic field.

a. What is the corresponding expression if only the perturbation due to the inductive
field is taken into account?

b. The shortest station monitor range is about 17 km (Liberia). What is the error in
computing 60 at 10.2 kHz for this station monitor if the electrostatic field is
ignored?

Solution:

a. The electrostatic field corresponds to the last term in Eq. 3.5-1. If this term is
ignored, the phase error results from the desired (radiated) signal (which varies as
k2/r) in quadrature with the inductive field (which varies as kWr 2 ), so that

tanA5 - kLL = 1/kr
k2/r

Note that this form is obtained from Eq. 3.5-2 in the limit of sufficiently long ranges
so that kr >> 1.

b. For a 10.2 kHz signal at a range of 17 km, the free-space phase is

kr = 2n X 17 km = 3.6342 radians
29.39118 km

where we assumed the phase velocity is the same as the speed of light in a
vacuum. With this value, Eq. 3.5-2 yields for a phase error:

69 = 0.289 radian

whereas the above expression (with no electrostatic field) givcs

69 = 0.269 radian

The difference is about 0.020 radian or 0.3 cec (also about 0.3 Rtsec).

3.6.2 Problems to be Solved by Reader

1. Which stations/frequencies have maximum radiated power levels that are limited by the
250 kV maximum base voltage requirement? In these cases, which antenna current is larg-
er: the output power-limited current or the base voltage-limited current (see Table 3.5-2)?
Why are the antenna currents for these limiting cases so much different than those at the
other stations?
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2. Assume that the pulse envelope has a rise time profile given by

S(t) = A (I - e-t/r)

where A is the pulse envelope amplitude after the antenna has been fully energized and r is
the rise time defined in Section 3.5.3. Based on the data in Table 3.5-2, what is the time
required for the 111/3 kHz signal pulse envelope at the North Dakota station to attain 90% of
its maximum value (A). Compare with Fig. 3.5-2.

3.7 ABBREVIATIONS/ACRONYMS

A Norway transmitting station

ACCUM Accumulative correction value inserted every 4 hours

ARGE2 Argentina's station monitor

AUST$ Australia's station monitor

B Liberia transmitting station

C Hawaii transmitting station

cec Centicycle

D North Dakota transmitting station

E East (referring to coordinates); La Reunion (referring to transmitting stations)

F Argentina transmitting station

ft Foot

G Australia transnitting station

GHz Gigahertz (109 Hz)

H Japan transmitting station

HAWAI Hawaii's station monitor

Hz Hertz

ID Identification

IOTC International Omega Technical Commission

JAPAN Japan's station monitor

JMSA Japanese Maritime Safety Agency

kHz Kilohertz
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km Kilometer

kW Kilowatt

kV Kilovolt

LIBER Liberia's station monitor

m Meter

MHz Megahertz (106 Hz)

ms millisecond (also abbreviated msec)

MX 1104-LS Omega Monitor System (local site)

MX 1104-MS Omega Monitor System (monitor site)

N North

N-) Molecular Nitrogen

N$DAK North Dakota's station monitor

NORWY Norway's station monitor

ONSCEN Omega Navigation System Center

PACE Performance Assessment and Coverage Evaluation (workstation)

PCD Polar Cap Disturbance event

REUNI La Reunion's station monitor

RF Radio frequency

RMS Root-mean-squared

S South

sec seconds

UT Shortened form of UTC

UTC Coordinated Universal Time,

V Volt

VLF Very low frequency

W West

WGS-84 1984 World Geodetic Spheroid

g.sec microsecond

aF microfarad
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CHAPTER 4

FUNDAMENTALS OF OMEGA NAVIGATION
AND POSITION FIXING

Chapter Overview - This chapter presents position determination using measurements
of radiowave signal propagation, based on distance from known locations, namely
transmitting station locations. Although the focus is on Omega, the fundamentals are
applicable to all radionavigation systems. A brief general introduction to navigation
and position fixing is provided in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 presents a general overview of
the general principles of position determination, which are applicable to most radiona-
vigation systems, including Omega. These fundamentals are approached from the
graphical, or geometric, point of view to provide a visual understanding of the position
determination process. Both range-range and hyperbolic techniques are introduced.
The relationship between distance and Omega signal phase is developed in Section 4.3.
The concept of Omega lanes and the process of lane determination are also introduced,
in addition to the use of PPCs, which permit a relatively simple propagation model used
for Omega navigation. Section 4.4 defines the navigation coordinates and introduces
the position determination process as one of coordinate conversion. The popular least-
squares algorithm, which is employed by most modem equipment, is developed and used
to illustrate a genericformulation and implementation of a practical position determina-
tion algorithm. The more common hybrid, or integrated systems, techniques involving
Omega are presented in Section 4.5 and some of the most important issues associated
with position accuracy are addressed in Section 4.6. Problems are contained in Sec-
tion 4.7, abbreviations/acronyms are defined in Section 4.8 and the chapter references
are identified in Section 4.9.

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Navigation is the process of directing the movement of a craft from one location to another
(Ref. 1). The craft can be any vehicle capable of purposeful motion. Navigation of a slow-moving craft

typically involves answering the question, "Where am I?" At higher speeds encountered with aircraft,
the questions may include, "Which way, and how far?" Although this process involves position, direc-

tion, time and speed, positio, n is the most fundamental output of all navigation systems. Classically,

positiorn de termination schemes have been classified (Ref. 1) as either position fixing or dead reckoning.
Position fixing is the determination of the craft's location, relative to a specified coordinate or reference
system, without reference to any former position of the craft. This contrasts with dead reckoning, which

is the process of extrapolating a known position of the craft to some future position using measurements
of direction of motion and distance traveled.
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These classical definitions are often blurred by modem navigation equipment that generally

integrates these two schemes, dead reckoning forming the basis for navigation, and position fixing being

used to update the indicated position. If position fixes are only available infrequently, then dead reckon-

ing is used between fixes to determine the position of the craft. On the other hand, dead reckoning is not

necessary if nearly continuous position fixes are available or if it is not necessary to know the craft

position between fixes.

The Omega system (Fig. 4.1-1) consists of eight transmitting stations strategically located

around the world. Transmitting stations broadcast omnidirectional continuous wave signals, which are

time multiplexed at 12 frequencies (see Chapter 3) in the VLF band: four common frequencies and a

unique frequency for each station. An Omega receiver processes the phase of the received signals, at one

or more of the frequencies, from two or more stations to determine the receiving antenna position in

terms of latitude and longitude on the earth. Theprocess of transforming the measurements of Omega

signals into indicated position is the focus of this chapter. Understanding this process is not difficult

40-34966 6-10-93
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Figure 4.1-1 Omega System Geometry
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once several fundamental concepts are understood. Each concept is introduced and explained in this

chapter using basic terms and examples. These fundamentals are then used to develop a navigation algo-

rithm that is typical of most modern receiving equipment. Specific algorithms used by actual equipment

are not provided since they are generally considered to be proprietary to the manufacturer.

Position accuracy is the fundamental measure of navigation system performance and is defined as

the difference, or error, between the true position of the craft and the position indicated by the navigation

equipment. In an ideal world without noise and with no Omega signal propagation or measurement errors,

assuming that the navigation algorithms are correct, no position error would occur. In the real world,

however, numerous error sources contribute to system navigation error. Some of the errors can be con-

trolled or their contribution to navigation erTor can be reduced to acceptable levels through mathematical

algorithms and operational procedures. Other errors are simply a fact of the real world and serve to define
the capability and accuracy of the Omega system. It is important to understand the source of these errors

and their impact on both the formulation of the navigation algorithms and the resulting navigation error.

Important sources of navigation error are introduced in this chapter along with the related concept ofGeo-

metric Dilution Of Precision (GDOP). GDOP is a commonly used figure of merit that characterizes the

geometry-related position error caused by Omega signal phase measurement errors.

Navigation with Omega using modern equipment is often accomplished with multiple sources of
positioning information to produce an integrated navigation solution. For example, most airborne

Omega equipment supplements the Omega system signals with signals from the Navy VLF communica-

tions system. Most Omega navigation equipment can also use position information and velocity
information from an independent source to initialize or aid the Omega navigation solution. Omega has

also been integrated with inertial and satellite-based navigation systems to provide an integrated naviga-

tion solution. Because all navigation sensors and systems have performance and operational limitations,

the process of integration attempts to exploit the positive aspects of each sensor or system to provide the

best navigation solution. Some of the most common example of integrated systems are introduced and

discussed in Section 4.5.

In this chapter, the primary focus is on providing a basic understanding of the process of position

fixing using measurements of the distance (inferred from phase measurements), or change in distance

from known locations like the location of Omega transmitting stations. Our goal is to develop a funda-

mental understanding of how the position of a craft can be determined using signals provided by the

Omega system. This is fundamental to understanding how Omega is used for navigation in either a

stand-alone or integrated mode.
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4.2 BASIC PRINCIPLES

4.2.1 Fundamentals of Direct Ranging Position Fixing

Before getting into the specifics of position determination with Omega, it is instructive to review

the fundamental principles of position fixing. All radionavigation systems, including Omega, depend on

measuring or inferring by some means the distance from a known location to the craft's current position.

Assume for the moment that the earth is flat and the locations of three points (TI, T 2 and T3) are

known on this flat earth. Further assume that we want to determine the position of the craft at point R1.

The geometry for this problem is illustrated in Fig. 4.2-1 a. Assuming that there is some direct or indirect

means for measuring the distance from TI to R1, we can use this measurement to plot a constant Line Of

Position (LOP1 ), which in this case is a circle centered at T, (Fig. 4.2-lb). Position R1 is somewhere on

LOP1, but a single (scalar) distance measurement is not sufficient to determine position in two dimen-

sions. At least two independent measurements are necessary to locate the two-dimensional position of

the craft. Assuming that a second measurement of the distance, from T2 to Rl, can be obtained, a second

U-3061I
10- 1-92

LOPI

T2  0 T2
0 0 \/Range.

\Meusurement~

0 0
T 1. T2, T 3 KIown Locations T3  T3
R I Craft Position

a. Flat Earth Position Fix Geometry b. Single.Range Line of Position (LOP)

LOPI LOPL

LLP2  LOP2

Fiu Measuremnent McPsurxry en
Range Range

Measurement RI Measurement RI~
Runge

Measurement

T3 T3
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c. Range-Range Position Fix d. Range-Range-Range Position Fix

Figure 4.2-1 Fundamental Position Fix Geometry
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LOP can be plotted and is shown as LOP2 in Fig. 4.2-ic. Now, it is easy to see that the location of R1 is at

the intersection oft OPI and LOP2. This is the basis for what is referred to as range-range (or rho-rho)

navigation.

Also note in Fig. 4.2- Ic that there is a second intersection of the two LOPs at Ra; this is called an

anomalous fix since it is not the desired position. It is necessary to identify which intersection of the

LOPs is the desired position. If the approximate location of R1 is known and Ra is much farther away

from R 1 than the error in this approximate knowledge of the location of R, then Ra is easily identified as
an anomalous fix. One way to resolve the anomalous fix problem is to acquire a third range measure-
me nt from T3 (Fig. 4.2-1 d). Now the intersection of all three LOPs unambiguously identifies R1. Also,

this is the basis for what is referred to as range-range-range (or rho-rho-rho) navigation. Any number of
indcr;,p'C it range measurements can be used; this is referred to as a multilateration or multiranging nav-

igatioi, .-.,Jution. Other methods for resolving anomalous fixes are available. It is generally not a.rob-
1cm in practice, particularly when navigating rather than position fixing. On a moving craft, the. , -keiit

indication of position is usually close to the previously indicated or known position and the ambiguity is

easily resolved. Notice that if Ra is close to R1, the range measurements in Fig. 4.2-1c are nearly collin-

c•tr. This represents "poor geometry" and resuilts in excessive navigation error treated this in the next
section. [This simple example is the basis for position fixing with all radionavigation systems, including

Omcga!J In summary, the position determination process combines multiple measurements of the dis-

tance from known locat-ons to ascertain the current position of the craft.

4.2.2 Real World Positioning Errors

If ..osition fixing is really as simple as indicated in Section 4.2.1, why is it necessary to write books

o01 1hC sub;ect? The answer is, "because we live in a real world rather than the ideal world assumed in the
preceding discusIsion." The most significant problem in the real world is uncertainty or "error." All mea-

surements are subject to errors that cause the position indicated by the navigation equipment to be in error.

Returning to the simple example in Fig. 4.2-1, assume that the distance measurements have a

bia.% error such that the measured distance is somewhat larger (or smaller) than the actual (true) distance.
Now, instead of the three LOPs intersecting precisely at R, there are, three distinct irtesections

R<1 1R21, and R12) near RI, as illustrated in Fig. 4.2-2. We now must pick one of the three solutions or
some how combinc the three solutions (e.g., using some form of averaging) to estimate R1, given that R,

is somewhere within the shaded region. In any event, the indicated position will probably be in error and

the position-fixing process has become abit more complicated. It is clear that some type of algorithm is

ricccss~ary to automate the process.
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Figure 4.2-2 Range-Range-Range Fix with Bias Measurement Error

In addition to bias, or systematic, measurement errors, we must also contend with random, or

noise-like, measurement errors in the real world. A random measurement error causes a "jitter" or
"randomness" in the computed position. Again building on our simple example, assume that the mea-

sured distance includes a noise-induced error such that each time a measurement is made a slightly differ-
ent value is obtained for the indicated range. The LOP crossings will differ for eacn measurement and the
indicated craft position will change with eacl, fomputation, even if the craft is stationary.

If the noise is a zero-mean random process (Ref. 2), the average of many range measurements (or

position solutions) can be used to determine an average (mean) indicatioa of position; this significantly

reduces the error in the position fix. Effectively, this is done by the so-called navigation filters used in

receiving equipment. If the craft is stationary, then averaging over many measurements is quite feasible,
resulting in a dramatic reduction in the effect of random measurement errors (noise) on the position fix.

However, the amount of "averaging" that can be performed on a moving platform is limited because each

measurement is associated with a new position of the craft. Unless this motion of the craft is properly

accounted for by the filtering algorithm, it may not be possible to distinguish true motion of the craft from
the apparent motion caused by -ioise. Consequently, additional error can be introduced by averaging this

dynamic effect. For example, an aircraft flying at 300 knots moves 500 feet in one second. Thcrefors., simply

averaging several measurements over tens of seconds will introduce a significant en or in the indicated posi-
tion of the aircraft since the true position of aircraft is significantly different at each measurement.
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Techniques to reduce the effects of dynamic errors on a moving platform include rate aiding of
the measurement tracking process and the use of dynamic models in a Kalman filter (addressed in
Appendix D). Rate aiding uses an external source of craft velocity, such as an air speed indicator in an
aircraft, and a heading indicator, a compass, or an estimate of velocity derived from the changes in posi-
tion as an indication of vehicle motion. Individual measurements that are separated in time can be
relate(' through dead reckoning; the current position is approximated by the previous position plus the
integral of velocity over the time between measurements. If the time interval is small and the velocity is
nearly constant, the integral is well approximated by the product of velocity and time between
measurement. Differencing the dead reckoned position with the craft position derived from the Omega
measurements yields an indication of the error. Because this error does not include the rapidly changing
position of the vehicle, it can be averaged over several measurements and used to improve the indicated
position of the craft. This process is expanded upon in Section 4.4. Kalman filtering is an advanced
filtering technique that allows time-varying dynamics to be modeled and included in the filtering pro-
cess. In spite of the available techniques for reducing the effect of noise, random positioning errors are
associated with all practical real-world navigation systems. The size of these random errors often limits
the utility of the system.

4.2.3 Geometry Effects

Along with measurement error, a related geometry effect is important in determining the fix error in
radionavigation systems. Returning again to the example in Fig. 4.2-1, note that the LOPs can cross with a
crossing angle between 0 and 900. The LOP crossing angles depend on the relative position (geometry) of
T1, T2, T3 and R1. In an ideal world the crossing angle would not be critical, except for the case where it
approaches zero and the previously identified requirement to resolve the ambiguous fix becomes difficult.

In the presence of measurement errors, geometry has a profound effect on the position fix accuracy
and is one of the most important characteristics that limits the performance of radionavigation systems.
This is easily seen by looking at the uncertainty associated with determining the intersection of two
LOPs in the presence of measurement noise. In Fig. 4,2-3, two LOPs (range-range position fix) are
shown with a large crossing angle near 90' and also for a relatively shallow crossing angle near 0°.
Assume that the measurement noise causes a random variation around the nominal (mean or average)
value of the LOP. Further assume that the maximum variation in the indicated position of the LOP is ±fl.
Because of this randomness in the measurement, the. indicated location of the LOP crossing (position
fix) can occur anywhere within the shaded area of uncertainty. Therefore, the size of this area of uncer-
tainty is directly related to the position fix uncertainty.
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If these two LOPs with thc samei associated fluctuation bouinds of~li happen to cross with a very
shallow crossing angle, the associated area of uncertainty is now much larger than for thc 90' crossing
angle (see Fig, 4.2-3). Since the indicated position can fall anywhere within this uncertainty region, the
resulting fix error also has thc potential to be much larger. This geometric effect is captured numnerically
by a figure of mierit called Geoptietirh Dilution of Precisiion (UDOP), which is the ratio of position error
divided by rangc meiasurement error, Therefore, a large GDOP is associated with large areas of unccr-
tainty and the associated position error will be larger than thc rangc measuremecnt error, For cxamplc, a
GDOP of 8 micans that the position error will be about eight. timecs larger than the range nicasuremncrt
error, Further discussion of GDOP is provided in Chapter 10 and additional insights arc provided later in
this chapter. Although this graphical interpretation of the effect of geomectry on fix error is somnewhat
ovcrsiniplificd, it capture% the essence of thc prohlcim arid provides a useful mecntal picture to support the
associated miathemnatics addressed later in thk chapter. Fix geometry must be accounted for in any prac-
tical navigation algorithmn and the nalvigaltionl Uscr should be aware of poor geomectry conditions that de-
grade navigation accuracy. Rememrber that rnefCatrflltroscuepsition fix uncertainty

(error) and poor geottietry (large GD0X)I) mlagnilfies the effect of the range error onl the posit in fl ix error,
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4.2.4 Range Measurement with Radlowaves

Thus far our simple example has assumed that it is possible to measure the distance from a refer-
ence point (T) to the desired fix point (R). The process of "measuring" this distance is fundamental to all
radionavigation systems. The reference points are the known locations of the transmitting stations and
the fix point is the location of the receiver antenna. No radionavigation system directly measures this
distance. At best, the time it takes for a radiowave to propagate over the distance can be measured and the
associated distance inferred from the "known" propagation velocity of the signal. The word known is in
quotation marks because the precise propagation velocity of a radiowave is generally only available for a
known uniform media; e.g., the propagation velocity in a vacuum (free space) is the same as the speed of
light: 299,792.5 km/sec.

The presence of the earth introduces variations from free-space signal propagation that can be
computed, but only if the electromagnetic properties of the path are known (see Chapter 5 for additional
details), In most applications, the propagation velocity of the signal can be adequately approximated.
Alternatively, the propagation velocity can be inferred from time or phase measurements over a known
path and then used to estimate the distance on other paths with similar physical and electrical characteris-
tics. This is in fact the basis* for determining the Propagation Corrections (PPCs) used to improve
Omega accuracy (Chapter 9).

In general, there is a need to measure the time it takes for a radio signal to propagate over the
desired distance so as to infer the distance. In the case of Omega, signal phase is the fundamental
measurement, However, we must address some additional complications associated with phase
measurements. These arc zeferred to Section 4.3 and time is assumed to be the fundamental measure-
ment in this section. If all transmitting stations are synchronized to transmit at precisely the same time,
and the receiver has knowledge of this time, all thai is necessary is to measure the time at which each
signal is received and compute the distance to each transmitter using the known propagation velocity of
the signal, Sounds too easy, right?

If all transmitters are synchronized to transmit at the same time, to, the time at which the signal is
received, 1, from each of three transmitters (1, 2, and 3) is

tj =t o + tri
t2 = to + tr2 (4.2-1)
t3 = to + tr3

*jFor 1PICs, the phase velocity (the apparent velocity of phase motion) is cstimatcd,
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where tr is the signal propagation time. If to is known, then any two measurements oft provide the neces-
sary information to compute a rho-rho fix. However, if to is unknown it introduces a bias in each

measurement and the indicated position given by the crossing of any two LOPs will be in error, as illus-

trated in Fig. 4.2-2. Four fundamental approaches get around this problem: 1) use an external indication
of to, 2) estimate to using a known location, 3) estimate to using additional independent measurements,

and 4) employ the range-difference (hyperbolic) mode.

Approach 1 requires an accurate external clock (e.g., cesium frequency standard) that is synchro-
nized at the stations and (conceptually) retains the value of to for subsequent use by the receiver.

Approach 2 requj res the craft to be positioned at a known location. The radionavigation fix is compared

with the known location and the value of to determined, which "forces" the indicated position to match
the known location. This value of to can then be used as the craft moves to their locations, assuming that
to does not change. Approach 3 is based on the fact that a minimum of two range measurements is
required to compute a rho-rho fix. If one or more additional measurements are available from other

stations, the added information can be used to estimate to. Returning to the example illustrated in
Fig. 4.2-2, to will introduce a range bias (RB) of equal value in all three range measurements (R). If we

can determine the value of the common range bias that must be removed to cause all three LOPs to cross
at a common point, the effect of to is eliminated. This is the basis for the rho-rho-rho mode of direct

ranging and is easily extended to handle any number of multiranging measurements.

Historically, Approach 4 has been the most popular due to its simplicity and low cost of imple-

mentation, Overcoming the need for the receiver to know when the transmitters transmit can be accom-

plished using the range difference or hyperbolic mode. The hyperbolic mode of navigation uses range
differences rather than the absolute range to obtain a position solution. A minimum of three stations is

required for a hyperbolic solution. Let us take a look at how the hyperbolic mode gets around the prob-

lem of the receiver needing to know when the transmission starts. Simply differencing the time that the

signal is received from any two stations (Eq. 4.2-1) eliminates to and provides a direct measure of the
time difference (td):

tdl2 = tl - t2 = tr1 - tr2 (4.2-2)
tdl3 = tl - t3 = trl - tr3
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Conceptually, the time difference can be measured by starting a stopwatch when one signal is received and

stopping the watch when the second signal is received. Notice that the unknown time, to, drops out of the
time difference expressions leaving only the differences between the signal propagation times. Multiply-
ing the time differences by the signal propagation velocity yields a measurement of the range difference.

Because of the popularity of the hyperbolic mode, further details are provided in the following section.

4.2.5 Hyperbolic Mode

The range difference approach is called the hyperbolic mode because the resulting LOPs are a
family of hyperbolas (as compared to the circles associated with the direct-ranging mode), which are
symmetric around the baseline (the direct path between the two station locations), as illustrated in

Fig. 4.2-4. Note that the hyperbolic LOPs are easily constructed from the circular LOPs for each station
by connecting the crossing points associated with equal differences between the LOPs from each station.
The zero-difference LOP is the perpendicular bisector of the baseline because the time for the signal to
propagate from T1 is equal to the propagation time from T2 . Also, the baseline extension is important
because it represents a region where a hyperbolic fix cannot be computed.

0 G-30615
ID-14-92
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Figure 4.2-4 Hyperbolic Lines of Position
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The hyperbolic LOPs for stations T1 and T2 are redrawn in Fig 4.2-5a to reduce the clutter
associated with the constant-range circles. Notice that, unlike rho-rho LOPs that have a constant repeti-
tive spacing, the spacing between the hyperbolic LOPs increases with increasing distance from the base-
line. This is significant since it gives rise to an associated increase in the GDOP, which means reduced
accuracy. It is important to recognize that the accuracy of a hyperbolic fix is notjust a simple function of
the LOP crossing angle, like in the rho-rho mode, but also depends on the relative spacing between the
LOPs. This point is further illustrated in the following discussion.

As with the rho-rho mode, at least two hyperbolic LOPs are also required to determine position
R1. A second set of hyperbolic LOPs can be generated by using stations T1 and T3. The resulting hyper-
bolic LOPs that cross at R1 are illustrated in Fig. 4.2-5b. Although T, is common to LOP12 and LOP 13,
there is no requirement to select T1 as the common station. Either T2 or T3 can be selected as the common
station with the same resulting position and GDOP. This is counter-intuitive since the relative gt.ometry
of the LOPs is quite different. This point is illustrated by comparing Fig. 4.2-5b and Fig. 4.2-5c. The
stations are identical in both cases but the hyperbolic LOPs crossing at RI have significantly different
geometry, depending the common station. One may be inclined to conclude that selecting T2 as the com-
mon station yields better LOP crossing geometry and hence a lower GDOP This is not true! Both geom-
etries provide identical GDOP. In practice, there may be slight differences in the fix error since the
GDOP calculation assumes equal and unbiased error levels for each station.

It should be noted in passing that a four-station hyperbolic solution can be obtained if four sta-
tions are available. In this case the position fix and associated accuracy (GDOP) does depend on the
particular station pairs selected. Because this is not a common mode of operation we will not address it
further here. Aside from the case in which only range differences are available because of data collection
or receiving equipment limitations, the four-station hyperbolic mode offers no advantage over the four-
station direct ranging mode implemented with a least-squares algorithm. As with the range-range
navigation mode, anomalous fixes can also occur in the hyperbolic mode and must be resolved by using
techniques similar to those employed for range-range navigation.

4.2.6 H!storical Position Fixing and Navigation

Before the availability of efficient on-board digital computers, navigation with Omega was
accomplished by using precomputed hyperbolic LOPs plotted on paper charts. These charts were devel-
oped and published by Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) for use available Omega stations, Measure-
ments made by a navigator using an Omega receiver were usually plotted on the chart to identify two or
more LOPs. The intersection of these LOPs provided the position fix. This hyperbolic fix point could
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then be related to the lines of latitude and longitude, or other navigational infomation, also plotted on the

chart. This process was repeated periodically by the navigator to determine the track of the craft as given

by the locus of fix points.

With the advent of microprocessors, Omega receiving equipment significantly improved. Paper

charts are becoming a thing of the past as they are being replaced with electronic coordinate converters.

Computer-based coordinate converters employ mathematical algorithms to process the measurement

data and directly compute the latitude and longitude of the craft. Not only does this eliminate the manually

intensive piocess of using paper charts, accuracy and overall capability of the receiving equipment are

significantly improved. There has been a general trend to move away from the hyperbolic mode to the

multi-rarging mode where all usable measurements from multiple stations are used to compute the fix

rather than selecting just three stations. Fix algorithms and processing techniques are addressed in Sec-

tion 4.4. However, it is important to have a basic understanding of the position fixing process first before

getting immersed in the mathematical details. Keep in mind the picture of intersecting LOPs, either circu-

lar or hyperbolic, since this is the basis for all radionavigation techniques. A comparison of the important

tradcoffs for the various techniques is summarized in Table 4.2-1.

At this point, it is important to have a basic understanding of the fundamental concepts of rho-

rho, rho-rho-rho and hyperbolic position fixing using time (or range) measurements. The rest of this

chapter expands upon these basic concepts to provide the details required to understand the real-world

Omega system and signal characteristics, in addition to the practical implementation of vehicle naviga-

tion with Omega signals.

Table 4.2-1 Comparison of Navigation Fix Modes

NAVIGATION MODE
ATTRIBUTE

HYPERBOLIC RHO-RHO RHO-RHO-RHO

Accuracy Better (under ideal conditions) Good Best

Geometry Dilutes accuracy Less effect Same as rho-rho

Stations Minimum of 3 Minimum of 2 Minimum of 3

Cost Low High Medium

External clock No Yes No
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4.3 OMEGA SIGNAL PHASE AND DISTANCE RELATIONSHIPS

4.3.1 Signal Characteristics

An electromagnetic radiowave has sinusoidal characteristics in both time and space. The best

visual analogy is to drop a stone in a pond and observe the waves (Fig. 4.3-1). The ripples in the radial

direction form a sinusoidal (spatial) shape on the surface of the water that appears to move (propagate)

away from the source of the excitation. There is no actual motion of the surface in the radial direction; a

cork floating on the surface will bob up and down but does not actually move in the radial direction along
with the waves. The motion of the waves at a fixed location in the water is up and down with a sinusoidal

(temporal) motion at a certain frequency. The distance between the peaks (or troughs) of the waves is

called the wavelength, which represents a phase shift of 2nt radians (or 3600). This is a simple visual

illustration of the temporal and spatial characteristics of a radiowave.

The above visualization can be represented mathematically:

E = E0 cos(at - kd) (4.3-1)

where:
(0 = 2;rf; t = time; f = frequency

k = 27r/A; d = distance; A, = wavelength

The quantity E0 is the peak amplitude of the wave, wt is the temporal portion of the phase and kd is the

spatial component of the phase, which is the product of the wave number, k, and the distance, d.
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Figure 4.3-1 An Electromagnetic Wave Travels Through Space
in Much the Same Manner as a Wave in Water
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A plot of the sinusoidal wave is shown in Fig. 4.3-2 at three different values of time. The ampli-

tude of the wave is plotted as a function of both phase on one horizontal scale and of the distance from the

transmitter on a second scale. In Fig. 4.3-2, if the point P (defined as a constant-phase point) is observed

as a function of time, it appears to move (propagate), just like the example of waves in the water, in the

direction of propagation at the phase velocity (v). At a fixed distance from the transmitter, the signal

amplitude exhibits a sinusoidal variation at frequencyf with a peak amplitude of E0 (see Chapter 5 for a

complete discussion of signal propagation effects).

In Section 4.2 it is assumed that the fundamental measurement is the time it takes for the signal to

propagate over the distance between the transmitter and the receiver. This is because it is easy for most

people to think in terms of the time it takes to move a certain distance. In actuality, Omega position fixing

and navigation use the signal phase rather than time as the fundamental measurement. Although some

additional complications are associated with the use of phase, there should not be any confusion or loss

of understanding of the position determination process since a direct relationship exists between the

propagation time (or distance) and the phase of the signal. The objective of either type of measurement is

to ascertain range, or distance, between the transmitter and the receiver, or the change in range relative to

a previously known position. Figure 4.3-2 and a few simple equations illustrate this point.

The propagation velocity (v) of a radio signal is defined as:

v =jfA (4.3-2)
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Figure 4.3-2 Sinusoidal Wave at Three Different Values of Time
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wheref is the frequency and A is the wavelength of the signal. From Eq. 4.3-1, the relationship between

the phase shift (p), in units of radians, associated with a signal propagating over a distance d during the
time interval t is:

=kd = od = ot (4.3-3)

where K is the wave number. It is easy to see from Eq. 4.3-3 how time, distance and phase are all related.
Therefore, the distance from the ieceiver to the transmitter can be inferred by measuring the shift, or
change, in the signal phase at the receiver relative to the phase of the signal at the transmitter.

As in the previous time measurement example where it is necessary to know the time at which the
signal is transmitted, the phase of the signal at the transmitter location must be known or determined;
alternatively, the hyperbolic phase difference approach can be used to get rid of the common unknown
phase. Operationally, all eight Omega transmitting stations have a stable signal frequency and the trans-
mitters are phase-synchronized. This is accomplished by using cesium frequency standards at each sta-
tion and a phase shifter, which is periodically adjusted to correct the transmitted signal phase for any
small drift in the cesium clock relative to the other stations and relative to an external time reference. The
required periodic phase adjustment at each station is determined with the SYNC3 software (see Chap-
Ier 7), which processes signal measurements from each station to determine the required phase adjust-
ments at each station.

At any given instant of time, the cumulative phase (kd) increases linearly with distance from the
transmitting station and is equal to an integral number of cycles plus a fraction of a cycle. The sinusoidal
spatial pattern repeats as the signal propagates away from the transmitter, as illustrated in Fig. 4.3-3. At
each wavelength, or cycle, the wave repeats; this distance between repetitions is called an Omega lane.
At the primary Omega frequencies of 10.2 kHz and 13.6 kHz, the respective wave lengths (lane widths)
are approximately 16 nm and 12 nm. Omega lanes are an important concept and are fundamental to
navigating with Omega. This important subject is treated in detail in Section 4.3.3.

The example in Fig. 4.3-3 shows a constant amplitude signal as a function of distance from the
transmitter. This is not true in the real world, which is a lossy medium. The actual amplitude of a plane
wave in a lossy medium is approximated by an exponential amplitude which decays with distance from

the transmitter:

E, = E0 exp(- ad) cos(wt - kd) (4.3-4)
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Figure 4.3-3 Omega Lanes Formed by Radio Waves

where a is the attenuation rate. Equation 4.3-4 is illustrated in Fig. 4.3-4. In the real world an additional

reduction of the signal amplitude is a function of the distance from the transmitter due to geometry and is

referred to as the "spreading factor" (see Chapter 5). The reduction in signal amplitude with distance

from the transmitter does not directly impact the position fixing process, but it does influence the accura-

cy of the position 1hx. This is because in the real world it is necessary to contend with atmospheric noise,

which limits the ability of the receiver to detect and measure the signal phase. If a signal level is very high

compared to the noise level, the noise has little impact on fix accuracy. However, when the signal and

noise leveels are comparable, accuracy is degraded due to the noisy phase measurements. The limiting

case, of course, is when the signal is buried in the noise and cannot be detected by the receiver. Although

signal level and noise issues are extremely important when it comes to understanding Omega system

a.vailability and accuracy performance, they are of secondary importance to the fundamentals of position

fixing. Only in the detailed consideration of the position fix algorithm design and implementation is it

necessary to address these issues. The details of signal amplitude and noise effects, and the associated

impact on the navigation fix, are addressed in Chapters 10 and 12.
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4.3.2 Propagation Corrections

Another real-world characteristic that impacts navigation accuracy and needs to be accounted
for in the navigation solution is the faLt that the true cumulative phase is not exactly a linear function of
distance as suggested in Eq. 4.3-3. In reality, the wave number (k) is not constant in the presence of the
earth and generally differs for each point along the signal propagation path. This means that the exact
expression for the phase shift is a rather complicated integral of the wave number over the path. Fortu-
nately, in practice, things are not as bad as this may lead one to believe. Using a single constant wave
nu rnher yields a total nominal jl hase that is within about 0.2% to 2% of the the result of the path integral
and real-world observations, The simple nominal phase model given by Eq. 4.3-3 is the fundamental
mnodel used in most Omega receivers to characterize distance as a function of phase.

Although an accuracy of one or two percent may be adequate for some applications, it is not suf-
ficient to support the advertised Omega accuracy of 2 to 4 nm, 95% of the time. To obtain the advertised
accuracy, the mr. ,mred phase must be corrected in the receiver for the real-world effects by applying a
PJC (propagation correction) to each phase measurement. After correction with the PPCs, the resulting
corrected phase rnecsurements correspond very closely to the nominal phase model. Therefore, for the
purpose of position fixing or navigation calculations, there is no need to worry abc it the real-world
phaa,;e complexities since it can be assumed that they are taken care of by the PPCs. The inability to pro-
vidc pcrfcct corrections of all real-world effects with the PPC produces a residual error which tends to be

the major contributor to Omega position accuracy. The development and application of PPCs are
addicscd in Chapter 9.
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4.3.3 Omega Lane Determination

Lane determination is important because the cumulative phase of the Omega signal at any point

along the propagation path is an integer number of cycles (lanes) plus a fraction of a cycle, as illustrated

in Fig. 4.3-2. Because of the 2n ambiguity associated with phase measurements, the receiver can only

measure the fractional part of a cycle. In other words, that the phase varies from 0 to 3600 (2n rad) in

each and every lane (see Fig. 4.3-3). A receiver arbitrarily placed somewhere in the signal coverage

region will indicate the phase within a lane. Therefore, without knowing the lane count it is impossible to

determine the location of the receiver on the earth. It is necessary to determine the lane count (number of

whole cycles) so that the total distance from the transmitter to the receiver can be determined.

There are three basic ways to determine the lane count and the associated coarse position. The

preferred way is to start at a known location and let the receiver keep track of the lane count as the craft

moves from the known position. This means that when the measured phase changes 360° and reads zero

degrees, a lane counter is incremented ýoj decremented). Obviously, the accuracy of the initial known

position must be no worse than plus or minus one-half of a lane width or the wrong initial lane may be

selected. Most of the time this approach works just fine. However, there is always the possibility that the

receiver will lose track of the lane count due to a power failure or a temporary loss of signal.

The second way to derive the lane count is to use another independent positioning system, such as

a known surveyed location, a celestial fix or an electronic (e.g., Loran-C or radar) or visual means. This

auxiliary fix must be accurate enough to identify the correct lane so that the Omega lane count can be

reinitialized. At an operating frequency of 10.2 kHz, the lane width is approximately 16 nm in the direct

ranging mode. Therefore, it is only necessary to know where you are with an accuracy of ±8 nm to deter-

mine the coarse lane count and then use Omega to refine this position within the known lane. The lane

width for each of the common Omega frequencies is listed in Table 4.3-1. Both the direct ranging and

hyperbolic (on the baseline) lane widths are provided.

A third approach is to use Omegafrequency differencing to determine the lane count. One of the

reason that Omega transmits at multiple frequencies is to support lane determination, Looking at the

Omega navigation frequencies, it is important to observe that there is an integer relationship between

these frequencies. For example, 10.2:13.6 is a ratio of 3:4. This means that the total width of three lanes

at 10.2 kHz is exactly the same as the total width of four lanes at 13.6 kHz, a total of about 48 nm. A
wavelength of 48 nm corresponds to a frequency of 3.4 kHz which is equal to the difference between
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13.6 kHz and 10.2 kHz. Differencing the 10.2 kHz and the 111/3 kHz frequencies results in an equivalent
lane width of 144 nm. The equivalent lane widths for selected difference frequencies arc listed in
Table 4.3-1. The lane width; and lane count are also illustrated in Fig. 4.3-5.

Table 4.3-1 Lane Width of Common Frequencies
and Selected Difference Frequencies

LANE WIDTH
FREQUENCY RHO-RHO BASELINE

(kHz) HYPERBOLIC
km nm (nm)

10.2 29.5 16 8

13.6 22.1 12 6

111/3 26.5 14,4 7,2

11.05 27.2 14.77 7.38

13.6-10.2 88.5 48 24
(3.4)

13.6-111/3 132.8 72 36
(2.22/3)

11 J3-10.2 265.5 144 72(1.11/3) _______ __ ____ I_____ ___

11'/3-11.05 1062 576 288
(0.281/3)
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Figure 4.3-5 Lane Width as a Function of Omega Frequency
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The receiver can easily synthesize the difference frequency using the primary frequencies.

Given that a fix can be gen.,rated using the difference frequency, it is only necessary to know the approxi-

mate position of the craft with an accuracy of at least that corresponding to the larger width of the differ-

ence frequency lane, Generally, the maximum allowable eiror is defined to be half of the lane width to

allow for the fact that the error could be positive or negative. The difference frequency fix is usually
accurate enough to determine the primary frequency lane. Theprimary frequency is then used to deter-

mine the position of the craft,

In the hyperbolic, or phase difference, mode of operation the width of all lanes on the baseline Is

exactly one half of the lane width in the rho-rho mode (Table 4,3-1 and Fig. 4.3-5) This means that the

lane width at 10.2 kHz is 8 nm and the 3.4 kHz difference frequency lane width is 24 nm, Using the 11.05

kHz signal with the 111/3 kHz signal yields a difference frequency with a hyperbolic lane width of 288
nm on the bascline, Apart from error considcrations, this is generally sufficient to resolve the lane ambi-

guity in most operational situations.

The hyperbolic lanes are illustrated in Fig. 4,3-6. Each lane Is defined by ihe contours of zero

phase difference. The difference between two measured phaxe relationships defines an LOP within each

and every lane establishcd by the zero-phuse contours, Again, since the LOPcan lie within any lane, lane
identification is extremely important. Note that unlike the direct ranging mode of operation, the width of

the hyperbolic lanes is not constant. On the baseline the lane width is A/2 whore A is the signal wave-

length, However, the lane width widens with increased distance from the baseline,

tI /34/ i T11) 4 "1

7ero Phows Lo lls
jfireren ce Cunwu

Figure 4.3-6 Hyperbolic Mode Lanes
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In this rcction, we have tackled the important relationships between phase and distance, Also,

thS. concept of Omega lanes has been identified along with various ways to determinc thc correct lane.
Tnis is important because Omega phase measurements only indicate craft position within a lane. If you
arc unsure of any of the fundamental concepts presented thus far, review this section before continuing.
The next section expands upon these concepts and the basics given in Section 4.2 to address more details
of position fixing and navigation with Omega.

4.4 OMEGA NAVIGATION/POSITION FIXING

Based on the fundamentals presented so far in this chapter. you should have a basic understand-
ing of how Omega signals can be used to infer range (or change in range) from the transmitter to the
rcccivcr, What isn't clear at this point is how ,modcrn microcomputer-based equipment implements the
navigation solution using signal phase measurements, This section "builds" a generic navigation algo-
uithm by addrcssing each of the important elements that must be accounted for in a practical implemcnta-
tion, Knowledge of these elements is fundamental to a general understanding of modern methods and
ngavijation equipment.

4.4.1 Phase Meaxurement&

Bcforc getting into the process of position fixing and navigation, it is instructive to look at how
the phase of an O!1cga signal is actually measured, Momt modern receivers use a phase-locked loop
0'LL) to achieve both phase tracking and filtering of tihe received signal, A PLL (illustrated in
Fig, 4,4- 1) has a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) with a nominal frequency equal to the received
Omegia signal (c,g,, 10,.2 kl 1z, 13,6 kl lz) and a phase comparator that produccý a control signal in propor-
tion to the difernI.'c betwccn the phasc of the ,ignal and the VCO ri fcrvncc hignal phasc. This control
signal iý. used to udjust the oscillator such that thcrc is a nearly consiat (average) relationship ((} or 90',

depending on the type ul phasc detector) bctwccn the reference signal and the signal, Under this condi-
tion, the PI1, is said to he locked to the Omega signal and it will continue to track the nominal signal

phase as tile craft moves, Further, between Omega signal transmissions the PLL oscillator will continue
to plJvidv 1 .0ontiiuous %indication of tile phase,

The conttiniuous output fromi the PI, Is quite useful because tlhe Olmlega signal is not Cottminuous

al each frequency, As Is shown in Chapter 3, ea,.h Omega frequency is transmitted for only 0,9 to 12 sec
with a 0.2 scc silent interval between ceaci scgmcrct, Also, all eight stations transmit tt a different
frclwquncy during each of the eight segments, 'l Ilis means that tile Samllc frequency is never si iiut-
ncotuly trirsmitted by two stationtis and the receivcr nev.r rccelves a given frecquviciy f,•m amwc,: thtan
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Figure 4.4-1 Typical Phase-Locked Loop (PLL)

one station at a time. The VCO used with the PLL is continuous and stable enough to maintain the

frequency and phase over the 10-sec period of the Omega signal format. Visualize a receiver having a

PLL for each frequency from each station. The outputs of these PLLs now provide continuous signals

that are phase -synchronized to the received Omega signals every 10 scc using the approximately 1-sec

frequency bursts transmitted by each station.

With relatively clean (phase-synchronized) continuous outputs from the PLLs, which are locked

to the desired station signals, determination of the relative phase between these outputs is quite easy. A
straightforward way to measure the relative phase in a digital computer is to simply use a counter to
measure the time between ze~ro-crossings for two signals and convert this count to the equivalent phase
difference for hyperbolic, If a very stable oscillator or clock (e.g., cesium standard) is available to the
receeiver, then the phase comparison of the PLL outputs can be made relative to this reference to imple-
ment thc rho-rho navigation mode.

4.4.2 Navigation Coordinates

Having acquired the desired phase measurements, it is necessary to convert them into an indica-
tion of position on the earth, Note that airborne applications are essentially the same as navigation on the
surface of the earth, and no special consideration is given to the effect of altitude. This is because the
nominal altitude is generally small relative to the radius of the earth. Also, Omega only supports two-
ditten nnal pnhisinn fixing sined, the signal propegation is confined to an essentially two-dimensional

farthqionosphcry shell - altitude must be determined by other means. This contrasts with Navstar GPS
(see Chaptcr 13), which provides a full three-dimensional fix capability.
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The process of converting the phase measurements into position is actually a process of coordi-
nate conversion. The Omega measurements and fixes are registered in station-centered circular
(or hyperbolic) coordinates; the location of a craft on the earth is desired in the earth-fixed angular coor-
dinates of latitude and longitude. Although this involves some geometry, the concepts are not difficult to
understand. On the other hand, implementation of the "exact" equations to compute latitude and longi-
tude in a computer is not straightforward since the equations do not lend themselves to a simple closed-
form solution. Numerous computational techniques have been devised by receiver manufacturers to
implement the position fixing and navigation solutions; most of the details of these solutions are closely
held by this receiver rrmanufacturers and are usually considered to be proprietary. The goal here is to
generally understand the process, not to become an expert on the details of coordinate conversion.
Therefore, we will focus is on fundamentals rather than on specific techniques and actual algorithms
used in operational equipment.

Before getting into the mathematics and equations, it is necessary to have a clear picture of the
navigation geometry. Thus far it is assumed that the earth is flat. A flat-earth assumption is acceptable
over short distances (a couple of hundred miles) but not over the distances covered by Omega signals.
The earth is generally represented by an ellipsoid of rotation around the earth's spin axis. A meridian
section of the earth is illustrated in Fig. 4.4-2. This reference ellipsoid is a sphere that is flattened some-
what at the poles and bulges out at the equator. The radius of the earth at the equator is taken to be
3443.92 nm and the polar radius is about 11.5 nm less than the equatorial radius. This flattening (f) is
generally expressed as the difference between the equatorial and polar radii divided by the equatorial
radius, with a numerical value of 1/298.2. Although the flattening is relatively small (about 0.34% of the
equatorial radius), accurate navigation calculations involving long distances (e.g., transmitter-to-
receiver) on the surface of the earth make it necessary to account for the flattening effect.

The geoid is a mean sea-level approximation to the shape of the earth. However, the shape of the is
not easily defined in a mathematical sense and is therefore not convenient for navigation calculations. For
navigation with most radionavigation systems, position is reported with respect to the reference ellipsoid,
which is an agreed-upon approximation to the geoid. Omega transmitting station coordinates are given in
the World Geodetic System World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS-84). Note, however, that WGS-84 is not
thc only datum used for navigation, charts, and maps. Otiher coiunonly used datums include WGS-72 and
the North American Datum 1927 (NAD-27). The relative offset (or error) between these systems is on the
order of 10 to 20 m. This error is small compared to the advertised Omega accuracy of 2 to 4 nm.. The
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Figure 4.4-2 Meridian Section of Earth Showing the Reference Ellipsoid

geodetic spherical coordinates are the spherical coordinates of the normal to the reference ellipsoid,
Geodetic coordinates are commonly used on maps and in the mechanization of dead reckoning system,
Additional details on navigation coordinate systems are contained in Ref. 1.

The basic coordinate frame for earth navigation Longitude is shown in Fig. 4.4-3. A point on the
earth is generally represented in geodetic spherical coordinates, Longitude which are the spherical coor-
dinates of the normal (vector) to the reference ellipsoid. Longitude (A) is an angle measured from the
Greenwich Meridian and is positive in the easterly direction; L is the latitude angle of the normal to the
reference ellipsoid measured from the plane of the equator and is positive in the northerly direction.
When traveling due north from the equator to the North Pole at a fixed longitude, latitude increases from
00 to 900; in the southern hemisphere the sign changes and the south pole has a latitude of -90'. Moving
in the easterly direction causes longitude to increase from 0' at the Greenwich Meridian to a full 360' as
you travel around the earth and back to the starting point. Generally, East Longitude is defined from 0 to
1800 and West Longitude is generally represented as a negative number from 0 to -180* (of course, 180*
and -180' are exactly the same meridian).
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Figure 4.4-3 Navigation Coordinate Frame (Ref. 1)

4.4.3 Range Determination

Geodetic distance, d, between two points on the spherical earth can be computed with an accuracy
of about 10 m or better, using the Andoyer-Lambert formula given in Table 4.4-1. The latitude and longi-
tude of each Omega transmitting antenna is known from surveys, Given the range measurements
(or range-difference measurements) inferred from Omega phase measurements, the problem at hand is to
find a way to solve for the latitude and longitude of the receiving antenna using the relationship between
range and position given by the nonlinear equation (Table 4.4-1) for distance, d, As can be seen, this is a
coordinate conversion problem because we must convert the indicated position in range measurement
coordinates into the latitude/lonoitude geodetic earth coordinates, Solving directly for L andA in terms

of d is not a viable approach, Therefore, we need to explore other ways of computing position on the earth
given multiple measurements of d from multiple known sites (transmitters).
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Table 4.4-1 Andoyer-Lambert Formula

i-he eoudetic distance, d, according to Andoyer-Lambert cau be calculated %,•dw an accuracy
of approximately 10 m using the following equations:

d = d, + E,(rad)

where
cos di - [sin(L,) sin(L,) + cos(L,) cos(L,) cos(Ar - A)]

L, = reduced latitude of receiver

L, = reduced latitude of transmitter

A, = longitude of receiver

A, = longitude of transmitter

Reduced latitude = tan-1 [(1 - f) tanL]

L =geodetic latitude of receiver or transmitter

f I fsin(d) - djl[sin(L) + sin(L,)] 2  -[sin(d) + dl[sin(L) - sin(L,)]2

~ I + cos(d1) I - cos(d2)}

f = 1/298.2

One way to solve for geodetic position would be to start with an initial "best guess" of craft lati-

tude and longitude, enter this best guess into the equation for d in Table 4.4-1 to calculate the associated

range to each transmitter, and compare these calculated ranges with the Omega-based range measure-

ments. If the guess is correct, the measured and computed ranges will be equal. If the guess is not correct,

z new guess can be used with the goal of converging on the indicated position of the Omega receiver

antenna, It is obvious that this process is quite tedious; even with a computer, it is not obvious how to pick

the latitude and longitude values which will converge to the observed set of range measurements. Simply

trying random numbers has no guarantee of convergence! Clearly, this is not a very practical approach

and a better algorithm is required which can be implemented in a computer. Note that the result is referred

to as the indicated position and not the true position. There are always errors associated with the measure-

ments and the processing; the indicated position is defined as the true position plus the error. If there are

no errors, then the indicated position is equal to the true position.

4.4.4 Linearizing the Process

The position determination process can be simplified and will lend itself to automation in a com-

puter if we can find a linear relationship, or approximation, between the measured range and the position
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(latitude and longitude) of the craft. A first-order series expansion of the range equation will provide a
linear relationship between a small change (designated by A) in position and the associated change in the
range to the transmitter. The desired linearized relationships between Ad, AL, and AA at a tangent point

on the earth (l Ar) are obtained by taking the partial derivative of di (Table 4.4-1) with respect to L4 and
toAr:

adi_ - cos(Lr) sin(L1 ) + sin(Lr) cos(L,) cos(A1r - A t) (441)
OgLr sin(d5)

ddi = cos(Lr) cos(Ld) sin(Ar -At)

M -r sin(d1) (4.4-2)

The partial derivatives given by Eqs. 4.4-1 and 4.4-2 are relatively simple linear relationships
that can be evaluated numerically by substituting the latitude and longitude of the tangent point and the
known transmitting station coordinates. These partials are generally quite accurate within about 200 nm
of the tangent point. Therefore it is nut necessary to know the exact position of the craft to compute the
partials.

The location of the approximate latitude and longitude of the craft, if known (possibly the last
computed position or a known reference), can be used for the tangent point. The measured range, as pre-
viously noted, can be derived from the cumulative phase by dividing by the familiar wave number, k.
(Notice that k will have a numerical value that depends on the frequency and the desired units of range and
phase.) Now d, and the partial derivatives can be evaluated for transmitter i. The computed range (di) can
be differenced with the measured range from transmitter i=1 to form Adj:

Ad, = 1511k - d1  (4.4-3)

The offset in the current position of the craft (indicated by the range measurement) relative to the
assumed tangent point is:

AL 1  Ad /id
aLr.

A Al !dl ad(4.4-4)AA 1 = •1•-

The corrected, or updated, craft latitude and longitude provided by the range measurement from trans-
mitter i=l is obtained by adding ALI and AAI to L, andAr, respectively.

*Note that for purpose of linearization, the error associated with ignoring ei in the partial derivative
is negligible.
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Although linearization provides a convenient and computationally attractive way to relate craft

position to the measured range, recall that a single measurement of range only defines one of the desired

LOPs. As shown in Section 4.2, range measurements from multiple transmitters must be processed to

unambiguously determine the location of the craft. The objective is to solve for a single latitude and

longitude that represents the best estimate of the true position (intersection of the LOPs) given the avail-

able measurements. Processing a second range measurement to determine a second LOP offset (Ad 2)

will yield a second set of latitude and longitude offsets which may or may not match the position offsets

given by Eq. 4.3-3 due to measurement errors and the linearization errors associated with the partial de-

viatives. Now it is necessary to combine the two sets of numbers to identify the best estimate of current

craft position based on the available range measurements. In addition to accounting for the geometry of

each measurement, it is also desirable to be able to account for phase measurement errors due to noise

and unmodeled propagation effects, i.e., errors in the PPCs. Clearly, we need a computational algorithm

to satisfy these requirements. The next section introduces the least-squares algorithm, which is the most

commonly used solution to this problem. The least-squares algorithm is then applied in Section 4.4.6.

4.4.5 Least-Squares Algorithm Definition

Here is where the process of position estimation is introduced. Most modern receivers use a

least-squares algorithm or a Kalman filter to estimate position. We will not present the details of deriv-

ing these algorithms here since the development and application of these algorithms is treated in Ref. 2

and Appendix D. Although the mathematics may appear formidable at first encounter, the concepts are

really quite simple. A nice feature of these algorithms is their vector-matrix structure that allows any

number of independent measurements to be included in the navigation solution. It is quite easy to incor-

porate phase measurements derived from more than one frequency from any or all of the transmitters. It

is also rather straightforward to include measurements (i.e., the change in phase from a reference posi-

tion) from the Navy VLF communications system to supplement Omega in areas of poor signal cover-

age. The least-squares algorithm involves using a set (or vector, Ref. 2) of measurements, z, which are

linearly related to th- unknown quantities (state vector, Ref. 2), x, by the expression

z = Hx + v (4.4-5)

where H is the me .. urement matrix and v is a vector of additive measurement noise - this is the general

formulation of the Aationship between the measurement and the state vector. The goal is to compute an

estimate of , r of unknown quantities, denoted by x', that minimizes the sum of the squares of the

elements surement error, i.e., the cost function

J = vv= (z - Hx)T (z - Hx)
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where the superscript T denotes the matrix transpose. The least-squares estimate is obtained (from

Ref. 2) as

A= (Hr-HT z (4.4-6)

where-1 denotes the matrix inverse. Note that the least-squares estimate ofx is simply a linear scaling of

the measurement vector, z.

Alternatively, a weighted least-squares estimate can be employed that allows non-uniform

weighting of the measurements (e.g., in accord with the associated phase measurement noise) by mini-

mizing the weighted cost function

J = (z - Hx) W(z - Hx)

to obtain the least-squares estimate

= (HTWH) - 1HTW z (4.4-7)

Note that the weighted least-squares algorithm reduces to the least-squares algorithm when the weight-
ing matrix, W, is the identity matrix (unity diagonal elements, zero off-diagonal elements).

The ability to weight the measurements from multiple stations allows the algorithm to place a
lower dependence on questionable or noisy phase measurements; this de-emphasizes the contribution of

the erroneous phase measurements to the position fix. Further, the weighting matrix can be used to
account for noise that may be common (correlated) between two or more phase measurements. For
example, if phase differences are used, there is a common element of phase measurement noise

associated with the common phase measurement in each of the phase differences. Measurement noise

weighting can be implemented by defining Wto be the inverse of the phase measurement noise covarian-

ce matrix (R) defined as

R = E(vvT)

where EO denotes expectation. If the measurement vector noise elements are independent, then the

diagonal elements of R are simply the variance of the noise associated with each measurement and the

off-diagonal terms of R are zero.
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If desired, a relative indication of the measurement noise statistics (variance) ca,i b; obtained
from the PLL (Section 4.3.1) and used to automatically weight the phase measurement. Note that the
phase measurement noise level is not the same as the atmospheric noise at the antenna. Phase measure-
ment noise is the residual phasejitter in the processed output of the PLL and tends to vary as a function of
the inverse of the signal-to-noise ratio. Note that it is not required to use the inverse of R for W. It is
possible to use Wto weight measurements for other reasons, such as a signal that is suspected of being, or

becoming, modal (see Chapter 5).

It may not be obvious, but we have identified the necessary pieces of the puzzle. It is simply a
matter of defining the vector quantities and the elements of the least-squares algorithm matrices in terms
of the previously defined scalar equations. Numerous techniques have been developed (Ref. 2) for
implementing the least-squares algorithm in software, and they will not be addressed here. It is more
important to understand how to define the elements of the matrices and to understand the relationship
between the mathematics and the graphical interpretation of the fix process.

4.4.6 Least-Squares Fix Algorithm Implementation

Let us first look at the general direct ranging scheme where it is assumed that multiple range mea-
surements are available from two or more transmitting stations. To implement this direct ranging
scheme, the phase measurements are made relative to a common oscillator or local clock. This is gener-

ally a crystal oscillator, which does not have the long-term stability of the cesium (or rubidium) clock
used in the rho-rho mode of operation. Although the crystal oscillator exhibits a phase drift (due to a
frequency offset relative to the signal frequency), which is much larger than a cesium standard, the drift
rate (frequency offset) is relatively constant over the Omega measurement period. This being the case,
the navigation algorithm can be formulated to account for this clock drift and actually produce an esti-
mate of the clock frequency error. This estimate is then used to correct the common clock error in each of
the phase measurements.

For navigation with Omega, the three unknown quantities of interest are clock frequency error,
latitude offset, and longitude offset. The position offset to be determined is the difference between the
previous position and the new (i.e., current) position. It is assumed that the correct !ane count is known

and other techniques have been used to synchronize the measurements. Therefore, the least-squares
solution is to be used to determine the change in position associated with the change in the measured

phase as formatted in Section 4.4.4, A minimum of three range measurements are required to estimate
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the three unknown quantities. In the case of rho-rho navigation with a cesium clock, clock dfift is
,.assumed to be negligible; it is not included as a stat, and is not estimated by the algorithm. Theretore,

only two range measurements are required.

First. let us define the measurement vector, z, which is needed to compute a navigation offset in
terms of the available range (derived from phase) measurements. Three measurements are assumed but
thC diMensionality can be easily increased to accommodate additional measurements:

[Ad] ]
z Ad 2  (4.4-8)

Ad
3

where Adi is the measured offset, or change, in the range associated with transmitter i (cf. Eq. 4.4-3).

The frequency offset, Awe, of the clock is assumed to be constant (bias) between Omega mea-
surements that occur every r sec. Notice that if Aw, is known, it can be multiplied by r to determine the
pha•l, error associated with this constant frequency offset during the time period T. For the moment,
assume that there is no bias phase error associated with tl~e measurements and the measurement noise, v,
is negligible.

The goal is to define a state vector, x, with states that can be related to the measurements and can
he ctinmated with the leas:-squarcs algorithm to update the indicated location of the receiver:

AL]
x AA (4.4-9)

Aco.1

sI,,timates of the two position states (AL, AA) will provide the desired corrections to be applied to the
tangent position (14 andAr). An estimate of the reference frequency offset (Awc) can be used to correct
for the iissociated clo"k-induccd phase error in the measurements. The H-matrix is simply the partial
derivatives (partials) , .acb of the station range (phase) measurements to be included in the navigation
solution. These partial derivatives arc obtained by evaluating Eqs. 4.3.1 and 4.3-2, using the known
locations of the transmitting stations and the assumed location of the receiver, Lr andA,
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Using the notation that the subscript "i" identifies L. -s associated with station i, the corre-

sponding H for three stations is

a3d, ad1 iSOAr

H- d2  ad2  -0
S d d 2 (4.4-10)

ad3  ad3 , 3

Note that the known time bt'ween measurements (;i) for each measurement is included in the third col-

umn of H. Equations 4.4..8 and 4.4-10 can now be used in Eq. 4.4-6 (or Eq. 4.4-7) to estimate the state

vector. Notice that this is the "best estimate" of the position offset and the clock frequency offset, given

the available measurements. These estimates can be used to correct the indicated position in an iterative

scheme, as shown in Section 4.4.7.

Implementation of the hyperbolic mode solution is also quite easy with the least-squares algo-

rithmn. Because the clock error can be ignored, (cf. Section 4.2.4) the state vector becomes

x = AL] (4.4-11)
XAAj

and the measurement vector can be formulated as follows:

z = Adj- Ad 2  (4412"Ad, - Ad 3]

It is quite easy to see that H becomes

(Ld I ,d2) aýd - ad2

H = (4.4-13)( , ad1 O,. ad1  ad3.a - 8Lr )! O•r) -

Note that although Station 1 is used as the common station, exactly the same result will be obtained if
either of the other two stations is selected as the common station.
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It is quite easy to see how any number of independent measurements can be included in the fix

calculation by simply increasing the dimension (number of rows) of the measurement vector (and H). It
is important that the measurements are independent or the required matrix inverse operation in the least-
squares algorithm will be ill-conditioned and it will not be possible to obtain a solution. For example,

simply entering the same measurement (from a single transmitting station at a single time) in each of the
two or three measurement vector elements will not work. Also, the matrix inverse becomes ill-
conditioned in cases with poor fix geometry, corresponding to a large GDOP (cf. Section 4.2.3), which
is related to the lack of observability associated with the geometry.

The same geometry conditions that lead to LOP crossing angles near zero degrees also cause

pi oblems with the matrix inverse operation. For example, if two transmitting stations lie on the same
great-circle path to the receiver, the geometry associated with these two measurements is not indepen-
dent. In fact, as previously noted, this is the baseline or baseline extension of the two stations and it is not
possible to compute rho-rho position fix. This follows from the matrix inverse definition:

A -' = (adjA)/IAI

where IAI is the determinant of the square matrix A, and adjA is the adjoint (Ref. 2) ofA, If LAI equals zero,
then the inverse ofA does not exist. This means that no row or column of A can be a linear combination of
the other rows or columns. Therefore, it is only necessary to examine the determinant of HTH, which is
the quantity that must be inverted in the least-squares algorithm, to determine if there is sufficient

observability in the measurements to compute a position fix. Calculation of the inverse with a computer
becomes ill conditioned as the determinant approaches zero.

4.4.7 Implementation

It is instructive at this point to integrate all of the individual pieces of the position determination
process into a basic representative computer-based implementation. Again it must be recognized that

each equipment manufacturer has its own proprietary approach to position determination and navigation
with Omega. Special features of specific equipment such as waypoint navigation, external aiding, use of
VLF signals, integration with other sensors, etc., all serve to dictate specific and possibly unique realiza-

tions of the position determination process. Also, it is beyond the scope of the text to address many practi-
cal issues and considerations associated with an operational implementation of the navigation
algorithms. The following discussion is directed at tying togethcr the fundamentals presented thus far in
this chapter to summarize and illustrate the overall position determination process in the form of a repre-

sentative implementation.
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A generic implementation diagram for position determination with Omega is presented in
Fig. 44-4. This diagram supports the discussion in thefollowing paragraphs. All processing in the dia-
gram proceeds from left to right and then loops back in an iterative manner. This means that determina-
tion of the new, or current, position uses variables (e.g., Oppc, H, j,, Aof) that are based on the previous
known or computed craft position. Each of the inputs and variables are related to the important issues
and considerations presented in this chapter.

The input on the left of the diagram (0) is a vector of phase measurements from the receiver
phase tracking and filtering function (e.g., as discussed in Section 4.4.1) The vector could contain any
number of independent measurements, or could even contain phase difference measurements if they arc
appropriately handled by H. Note that 0 is the phase within the current lane, not the cumulativc phase.

The phase bias correction input (0b) is not necessary in all cases but is included to support the
generic configuration. For example, if an external cesium reference is employed to implement range-
range navigation, this bias correction could be used to correct for the phase offset between the cesium
reference and the phase of the signals at the transmitting stations. Because even a cesium reference has
unacceptably large phase drift ovf.r long missions, range-range navigation requires some type of periodic
synchronization to estimate this phase offset (0b), generally not at the station but at some known geodetic
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rcfcrencc point or by using ,rother position detcrmirtation system, The accuracy of the phase bias esti-
mate depends on the accuracy of the PPCs at the reference point-, It should be obvious that the associated
estimation errors will impact subsequent positioning accuracy.

The next step is to correct each clement of the phase nicaiuremcnt vector with the appropriate
PPC (Scction 4.3.2), denoted as OppC In Pig. 4,4-4, There appears to be aconflict here in that it is neces-
sary to know the craft position in order to determine the PPC, This is true, but in practice it is only rieces-
sity to know the approximate location of the receiver to determine a sufficiently accurate PPC value.
Therefore, the PPC is determined (using an algorithm or table look-up) from the best e.stimante of posi-
tion, usually the most recent update of the navigation ,olution, which is identified in Fig. 4,4-4, as the
Previous Position (44 A).

The measurement vector must be corrected for the frequency offset in the local oscillator of the
receiver, This can be accomplished by taking the available frequency offset estimate provided by the
Icast-squares fix algorithm and multiplying this frequency offset estimate by the time, r, since the nieu-
suremcnt was last proccscd, The clock phase correction, A i. is applied to the measurement vector;
note that the clock frequency error is common to all elenmcnts of thc measurement vector, Also, 4 is
shown as a vcctor so that the appiopriate value caan bc Is assijncd to each clemcnt of the measureient
vector, The result is a corrected phase incasurement vector, 0., which corresponds to the "nominal
phase" within a lane, as discussed io, Sections 4,.,1 and 4,3,3.

Most Omega equipment iprocesses the change in phase from an assumncd or known prcvious loca.
tion to determine the current ipo(ition, L iven the prvious osit Ion (le1r);tnd the kntown hw~itioi- uf the

stations % an ostirite of the (previous) phase can be computed •siing the Andoycr-.,ainhcrt fornmu-

la in Tablc 4,4-1, Differencing the corrected phase measurement r. with the cstimate 4, provides an
indication of the change in phase AO, since the last measurement was processed, If this change in phase
is relatively small, then the subsequent linearized processing of this change in phase by the least-squares
algorithm to cstiniale the change in position (Ai, A/i) is generally quite accurate. This imans that if'4
and A, (the ".,et Previous Position" block In Fig. 4,4-4) are set equal to u. ndA, rehpectivcly, and a new
valuc for I computed, the resulting value of 0,, will be ailmnost zero, In other words, $ will be

nearly equal to the corrected nieasurement, 0,,. Notice that this Is an Iterative scheme and additional
iterations can he c'iploy,:d if AO, is larg. and the linear ustumptions do not hold, Therm aie 1ta1wn-i'''"
wIays 1t iatluLlly imuCplement the equations in a computer to ltChicV y 1omputat'1 oti al ci ll icnCy,
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The previous phase, OP, is computed in a block that is also assumed to keep track of the lane
count, Again, there are a number of realizations of this process (see Section 4.3.3), the details of which
are beyond the scope of this document. It is sufficient to note that 0, can be used to keep track of the lane
count, and/or the computed range based on the most recent position information can be used. When all
else fails, the frequency differencing scheme discussed in Section 4.3.3 can be employed to determine
the lane count.

The change in phase, A0, is converted into a vector of incremental changes in range, Ad, by

simply dividing by the wave number, k (cf. Eq. 4.3-3), which is then processed with a weighted least-
squares algorithm (cf. Sections 4,4,5 and 4.4.6) to determine the corresponding change in latitude and
longitude (position increment), along with updating the estimate of the frequency offset. The previous
indication of position is updated (or corrected) with the position increments to produce an estimate of the
current position, The previous position is then set equal to the current position and the indicated com-
putations arc performed to ready the iterative process for the next phase measurement. As previously
n•enlioned, additional loops through the calculations car, be made with the same phase measurement if
convergencc (ic,, Au; - 0) is not achieved in one pass. Note also that like the determination of Oppc,

computation of the measurement matrix, H, uses the so-called previous position. Again, if the current
and previous positions are close, the computational errors due to algorithm linearization are negligibly
tanall and a single pass through the position calculations is sufficient,

Notice that if the craft position is known at some initial time or even at some time during the

mission, this position (/4j,Ao) can be entered as the current vessel position (LA) and used to determine
A

the corresponding Value of 0,,' The resulting value of AO, now represents the phase offset between the

nicasurement and the reference position. Conceptually, if this offset is excessively large, it could be sub-

tractcd from the bias correction (,) to drive AO,. to zero, This corrected value of 0, can now be used to

correct subsequent phase measurements, In any event, the goal of the entire iterative process illustrated

in Fig, 4,3-3 is to drive A0, to zero, Under this condition, the current position yields a predicted (pre-
vious) phase that is equal to the corrected phase measurement. Again it must be recognized that this

ex ample is only one of many ways that a practical navigation algorithm for Omega may be implemented

in a computer, It is, however, a viable mcchanization and serves to illustrate the computational process.
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4.5 HYBRID METHODS

The airborne digital computer has made multisensor navigation system integration common-

place. System integration is motivated by the fact that all navigation sensors and systems have inherent

performance and/or operational limitations. Therefore, the goal of system integration is to exploit the

synergy of various navigation systems and sensors to maximize overall navigation performance and to -
overcome the inherent operational limitations of individual systems.

As a stand-alone navigation system, Omega provides an advertised worldwide navigation capa-
bility, 24 hours a day with an availability in excess of 95% for most users. Using the best available PPCs,

accuracy is on the order of 2 to 4 nm with a 95% probability. This level of system performance is suffi-

cient to support a number of users, however, there are users and missions with navigation requirements

which cannot be supported by Omega as a stand-alone system. The limiting factor may be operational

requirements, accuracy, or both. In some cases Omega is used to aid another system and in other cases

Omega is aided by another system or sensor. It is wo ahwhile to look at some typical system integration

efforts involv:ing Omega since they are an important part of achieving an overall appreciation for the use

of Omega in modern navigation applications.

4.5.1 Omega Integration with Inertial Navigation

One of the earlier integrated applications of Omega was to aid an inertial navigation system

(INS). Inertial navigation systems use inertial sensors (accelerometers and gyros) to sense the motion of

a craft and to determine position. An INS is a rather sophisticated realization of a dead-reckoning system
and has the desirable attribute of autonomous operation - in other words, it does not require external
measurement information like signals from a transmitter. The INS has the desirable characteristic of
providing continuous indications of craft position, velocity and attitude. Unfortunately, the INS also has
the undesirable characteristic of unbounded growth in the navigation errors as a function of time. This

means that after some period of time, the navigation error will become excessively large and the INS

outputs are no longer suitable for navigation of the craft. A typical airborne INS has a position error
growth rate of 0.5 to 1 nm/hr. Therefore, depending on the duration and accuracy requirements of the

mission, it may be necessary to estimate and correct the INS error during the mission.

For applications aboard submarines or on certain aircraft, the self-contained capability of the

INS is ideal; however, periodic navigation fixes from an external source are required to reset, or correct,

the errors in the INS. This has been accomplished on both aircraft and submarines using Omega as the

external position fix source. One significant attribute of Omega use on a submarine is that a hyperbolic
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fix can be computed with a submerged antenna. This means that the submarine does not need to surface

and give away its position to a potentially hostile observer. Further, the worldwide coverage of Omega

means that submarine operating regions are not dictated by the availability of the external fix. The rea-

sons for using Omega to aid airborne INS applications are quite similar. Certain military aircraft have a
requirement to operate in any region of the world at any time of the day. It would not be prudent to
depend strictly on Omega because there are regions and times at which modal interference or other prop-

agation limitations make Omega signals unusable (see Chapters 5 and 6). Also, there is always a possi-
bility that an Omega station will not be available due to equipment failure or even due to potential
political and military hostilities. Therefore, continuous navigation information is obtained from the INS

and periodic aiding of the INS is provided by Omega.

The heart of most modem multisensor navigation systems i ; the Kalman filter (see Appendix D).

The Kalman filter can be considered to be a generalization of the least-squares algorithm presented in the
previous section - under the appropriate assumptions and constraints, the Kalmian filter reduces to a
least-squares algorithm. The Kalman filter includes dynamic models of the errors associated with the
navigation system(s) and sensors. Estimates of these errors and the associated navigation errors are

obtained by processing the outputs of the navigation systems. These error estimates are then used to
correct the indicated output of the navigation system. A representative block diagram for the integration

of Omega with an INS is illustrated in Fig. 4.5- 1. In this implementation, Omega is the external position
fix source which is periodically used as a reference to correct the INS. Notice that the position outputs of

both systems are differenced to form the input to the Kalman filter. This difference, or divergence,

between the two outputs contains only errors associated with the two navigation systems. This is
because the indicated position, and the associated rapidly changing dynamics, is common to both sys-
tems and cancels in the divergence. This simple difference operation is important because it provides the
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desired observability of the errors which typically have much slower (lower frequency) dynamics than

the craft position information. The Kalman filter can process multiple measurements to realize the

advantages of measurement averaging without incurring dynamic errors associated with the changing
position of the craft.

Although this example uses an INS as the primary navigation system, this common architecture
is used in many hybrid navigation systems. Estimates of position error are obtained and used to correct
the indicated position output of the primary navigation system. In some implementations, Kalman filter
estimates of component errors are used to correct errors within the navigation system. For example,
estimates of INS gyro errors are often used to correct the gyro errors in the INS computer. Another possi-
bility is to estimate Omega phase or clock errors and feed these estimates back to the Omega navigation
receiver. The Kalman filter can also be used to initialize the Omega receiver and to support laning.
These are all very specialized applications and the details will not be addressed here.

Notice that any number of independent navigation systems can be included in the architecture
illustrated in Fig. 4.5-1. For example, Loran-C and NAVSAT could be included in this architecture by
forming the associated divergences with the INS oltput and entering these additional divergences as in-
puts to the Kalman filter, Additional error states may be required in the filter, but the resulting estimates
of position error will now be the optimal combination of information from all of the available indicators
of position. The Kalman filter automatically exploits the synergy associated with multiple systems to
provide the best single indication of position error; this is because the Kalman filter contains dynamic
models of the error characteristics associated with each system. Also, if one of the systems is not avail-
able due to a failure or any other reason, the integrated system will still provide an indication of craft
position based on the remaining available systems, although it will be somewhat degraded in accuracy.

4.5.2 Differential Omega

Another hybrid system is Differential Omega. In this configuration, an Omega reference receiver
is located at a surveyed location. Because the geodetic location of the receiver is known, any difference
between the position indicated by Omega and the known survey position is an error in the Omega-
indicated position, Omega errors are both temporal and spatial in character, Temporal errors have a cor-
relation time which is on the. order of 15 to 30 min and spatial errors have a typical correlation distance on
the order of 250 to 500 nm, This means that any receiveroperating in the vicinity (less Itian the correlation

distance) of the reference station will tend to see the same spatial errors as seen by the reference. The
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correlation time provides an indication of the time period over which the error will not change signifi-
cantly and the correction is expected to be valid. This dictates the minimum update rate of the differential

corrections.

The differential system broadcasts the errors seen at the reference location over a communica-
tions link. These errors are received and used to correct the indicated position of the roving receiver.
Although the corrections could be applied to the indicated position, the preferred approach is to correct
the errors at the phase level before the position fix is formed. This is because the position fix error
depends on the specific stations used to compute the fix and the associated implementation of the fix
algorithm. Therefore, if the phase errors associated with each signal are determined and broadcast, each
user can take maximum advantage of the corrected phase to determine position. Referring back to

Fig. 4.4-4, the differential corrections can be entered as the Phase Bias Correction vector, 4 b"

Operational Differential Omega systems currently in place (1993) are tailored primarily to
marine users, although a number of experimental systems have been tested. The correction information

is normally broadcast using a 20 Hz modulation of low-frequency (285 to 415 kHz) radio beacon signals.
Measured position accuracies vary from about 0.3 nm at about 100 nm from the reference station to
about 1 nm at 500 nm from the reference station, 95% of the time (Ref. 3). As of 1990, 30 differential
systems were operational throughout the world, including the Atlantic coasts of Europe and Africa, the

Mediterranean Sea, the Caribbean, eastern Canada, India, and Indonesia (Ref. 4).

4.5.3 NAVSAT-Omega Integration

Omega has been integrated with NAVSAT (TRANSIT satellites). This was one of the earlier
integrations of Omega (Ref. 5) with another radionavigation system. NAVSAT is a satellite-based navi-
gation system with a positioning accuracy on the order of a fraction of a mile, as compared to the

2 to 4 nm accuracy of Omega.

Because of the polar orbits of the satellites, a fix is typically available only every 2 to 5 hr. Here is
an example of a system with much higher accuracy than Omega but which may not support certain
operational requirements because of the rather long interval between fixes. Therefore, NAVSAT can be
used to peiiodically estimate the error in Omega and the corrected Omega can be used between NAVSAT
fixes to provide improved navigation accuracy.
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If the system is being used on a slowly moving ship, the Omega errors will not build up too rapidly

and there will be a net improvement in position accuracy over the duration of the mission. In effect,

NAVSAT permits the observation and correction of the Omega propagation errors at each NAVSAT fix.

Because of the temporal and spatial correlation associated with Omega errors, the corrections are valid as

simple bias corrections between NAVSAT fixes. This integration can be accomplished quite easily with a

Kalman filter.

It should be obvious at this point that there are numerous advantages in performance and opera-

tional capability afforded by system integration to form a hybrid navigation system. The integrated per-

formance has the potential to be better than any of the systems operating in a stand-alone operational

mode. In practice, however, the accuracy of most integrated systems tends to be dictated by the highest

accuracy source of position information. In many cases the operational advantages tend to outweigh the

accuracy gains. The computational capability, high speed and relatively low cost of modern digital com-
puters make such systems both practical and affordable.

Entire books are wiitteiin o die subject of integration and hybrid systems. The objective here has

been to simply present the basic fundamentals of practical integration techniques and to provide some

operational system examples.

4.6 POSITION ACCURACY

Specifying the position determination accuracy obtained from the use of Omega signals is quite

complex for a variety of reasons. First, it must be kept in mind that Omega is a worldwide navigation

system so that accuracy depends on the region of operation and the associated geometry to the stations,

time of day, available stations/signals, navigation equipment, external aiding (if used), integration with

other equipment, and operational procedures. Position error data at fixed sites has been collected and

analyzed (Ref. 6), but it is difficult to translate this information to specific navigation errors, where the

space and time dependence of position errors are mixed and operational procedures are highly variable.

Omega position error can be traced to a variety of sources, including station synchronization off-

set, receiver dysfunction (e.g., lane slip/jump), operator mistakes (e.g., initialization coordinate inser-

tion error), and temporal anomalies (e.g., a PCD), The predominant error source, however, is the

propagation correction (or PPC). Recall that the PPC is a predicted quantity obtained from tables or

algorithms, and is applied to the measured phase to transform from the highly complex, "real-world"
phase variation to the "nominal phase" which varies Jiihearly with distance.
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The PPCs are obtained from a semi-empirical model/algorithm (see Chapter 9) of Omega signal

phase behavior which is calibrated largely from phase measurements at globally distributed fixed
Omega monitor sites. Analysis of these measurements can thus reveal important features of Omega
phase behavior as well as provide insights into PPC error. A basic property indicated by these measure-

ments is that, at a fixed location, Omega phase (and phase error) generally exhibits a larger variation over
24 consecutive hours than over a year at a given hour. Because the observed phase measurements show
little systematic change over a month or half-month at a fixed hour, the average observed phase over 15

to 30 consecutive days is a robust aggregate measure of the phase for a given hour and specific month (or
half-month). The predicted phase (obtained from the PPCs) over the same time period is nearly constant

but often differs significantly from the average observed phase. This difference is referred to as the PPC
bias erroi; which varies in magnitude from 0 to 30 cecs. Also occurring in this 15- to 30-day period at a
fixed hour are random (non-systematic) day-to-day variations in the observed phase on the order of I to 5

cecs. Since these random variations (which are due to ionospheric fluctuations) are not reflected in the
PPCs, they make up the random component of PPC error. Measurements also indicate that the random
phase error due to ionospheric fluctuations is usually much larger than the phase error due to interfering
noise in the signal processing bandwidth of the receiver (Ref. 7, Appendix A) which is typically 1 cec.

When processing phase measurements to determine position, the bi~as and random components
of phase error produce corresponding bias and random components of position error. Transformation of
the phase error to position error depends upon the individual phase errors of all signals processed by the
fix algorithm and the geometrical configuration of the receiver and stations corresponding to the

received signals. Because this is a rather complex process, simplifying approximations have been
adopted by the user community to enable the approximate characterization of expected Omega accura-
cy. If the magnitude of the random phase errors is assumed to be the same for all signals received and the
bias error is assumed to be zero, then the radial position error standard deviation (up) can be obtained by
multiplying the phase error standard deviation (oro) by the GDOP figure of merit. For a least-squares

method of position determination, in the multiranging mode, the following dimensionless form* of

GDOP (Ref. 7, Appendix B) is obtained:

q- 1 q 1/2

1 Z sin2( )

GDOP 1 1 j i--1

2 q-2 q--I q

I sin2 (1k_1) si2( sin2L-k)
Li1 jmi+i k-j+l

*Dimensionless GDOP = crp/(XuO) where A = signal wavelength.
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where q is the number of usable signals received andfli is the geographic bearing of the signal path to the
ith station (corresponding to the ith usable signal). The GDOP becomes very large whenever at least q-1
stations have bearings which are nearly equal. Another interesting property is that the GDOP for q sta-
tion signals is never greater than the GDOP for any subset ( a 3 stations) of q. This means that, for least-
squares position processing, the use of additional (usable) signals does not degrade, and most often
improves, the resulting position accuracy. It is important to remember that GDOP is only a figure of
merit and its utility for predicting position error given phase error is subject to the stated assumptions.

It is instructive to look at the position errors associated with actual phase measurements for dif-
ferent combinations of stations to illustrate the biq• and random position errors, hour-to-hour variations
in the position accuracy and the correlation of the observed error with the computed GDOP. Figure 4.6-1
illustrates the north/east position error derived from PPC-corrected phase data recorded at the monitor
site in Hawaii, using the indicated stations. Each plot point represents the mean position error (using a
least-squares algorithm) at a given hour of the day, based on an average of data recorded over 15 days.
The indicated mean is the error that a user would expect to encounter at a given hour of the day during the
first 15 days of January at the Hawaii monitor site. The open-circle plot points are local-day hours and
the crosses are local-night hours; notice the shift in the grouping of day/night errors, which is character-
istic of Omega.

The lower right panel of Fig. 4.6-1 also shows the standard deviation (radius of circle around
each mean value) of the error at each hour, which illustrates the expected day-to-day variation of the
position error at the given hour. Notice that the spread, or scatter, of the hourly mean error tends to be
greater for station combinations with a larger GDOP. Also, the specific errors are a function of the sta-
tions used in the solution. Figure 4.6-1 is representative of the position error encountered by an observer
on a stationary platform. A craft moving through the regiva would encounter these errors. However, as
the craft moves away from Hawaii, the fix errors will change due to the spatial variation of the fix geome-
try and propagation conditions. Although the specific errors change along the track of the craft, the
(statistical) characteristics of the errors will be similar to those illustrated in Fig. 4.6-1.

For moving vehicles performing navigation, the bias position error can be effectively removed
by initializing at a known location, JeAving only phase error due to noise during the initial segment of the
mission (30 minutes to one hour). However, the paths from the stations to the receiver eventually change
(both in space and time) enough so as to become decorrelated with the initialization conditions and the
initial correction no longer applies. From the initialization time until the next position update, the
Omega position solution is subject to phase bias and random errors and the associated magnification of
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these phase errors by GDOE Omega-only accuracies have been reported for aircraft (measured when

the aircraft comes under radar control at the termination of the flight) of 2.7 to 3.3 nm, 95% of the time

(Refs. 8 and 9).

When integrated with navigation aids other than true air speed and heading, Omega receivers

exhibit accuracy figures that differ considerably from those obtained in a stand-alone mode. In the usual

case, Omega is combined with a sensor having an intrinsically higher absolute position accuracy, but

providing data at discrete times. As a continuous navigation aid, Omega data provides incremental posi-

tion data between the discrete times. In these cases, the accuracy of the integrated system (averaged over

all times) dpends on the length of the intervals between the discrete times, but will be bounded by the

unaided Ormega accuracy and the higher accuracy of the auxiliary sensor.
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4.7 PROBLEMS

1. Given the indicated geometry with two transmitters, (TI and T2) identify the receiver
locations (A-F) that will provide:

a. The best position accuracy
b. The worst position accuracy

Assume a range-range position-fix algorithm and assume that the errors
associated with range measurements unbiased, random and uncorrelated with equal
standard deviations. Base your decision on geometry (crossing angle) consideration
and give your rationale for each selection.

c. Is the accuracy at E expected to be better than the accuracy at B and why?
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2. a. Using the geometry and definitions shown in the figure, show thatL the range-
range GDOP is

GDOP- F2
sin0

under the conditions:

GDOP = a.

Range measurement errors 8 I and 62 are unbiased, random
and uncorrelated .

x, y are the rectangular coordinates of position.

Recall that - Ex 2 + y2} where El I denotes expected value

b. Use the GDOP formula to compute the GDOP for each user position indicated in
Problem I and compare with your answers in Problem 1.

y (North) G-30624
y 10-14-92

L P Indicated Position (Xp, yp) due to range
LOP'! • measurement errors el and E2

Indicated LOP due to
range measurement error

C2
LOP'2

LOP True Position (x0. yý)
_ 0 x (Sast)

LOP2

T2 T 4
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3. The hyperbolic GDOP for three range difference measurements with random,

unbiased and uncorrelated errors on each range measurement is:

GDOP = _ 1 +1 1 COs(0 3/2)
T = e ,/sin(03/2) ;i=n2_(O1/2) +sin'(02/2) sin( 1 /2) sin(02/2)

where

e= standard deviation of the measurement error associated with each range

ap standard deviation of radial position error

G-10625
10.-2-9i2
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a) In-line Station Geometry b) Delta Station Geometry

a. Assume that you are a navigator at point A and you want to navigate to point
B using a hyperbolic navigation system. Which of the two station geometi es
(a or b) would you select and why?

b. What i, the GDOP for the delta station geometry in (b) assuming that the station
baselines are of equal length and you are located equal distance from each sta-
tion? Is this the minimum GDOP for this station geometry? What is the GDOP
if you are located on the midpoint of the T1 -- T2 baseline? Confirm that a hyper-
bolic fix can be obtained on a baseline.

c. Based on the results obtained from (b), compare the hyperbolic GDOP with the
range-range GDOP. Is the minimum range-range GDOP smaller or larger than
the minimum hyperbolic GDOP?
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4. Show why the lane width of Omega in the hyperbolic mode on the baseline is only
half the corresponding lane width in the rho-rh J Aaude, What 6IppwjIs tu ihN. hyper-
bolic lane width at all operating points chat arc not on the baseline,

5, Explain why Omega can be used aboard a submarine to rompute a hyperbolic fix
with a submerged antenna but cannot be used in the rho-rho mode, What is the
approximate wavelength of the 10.2 kHz signal in the water, (Hint: the signal attenu-
ation rate at 10.2 kHz in seawater is approximately I dB/ft and the signal phase shift
is approximately 2 ee/ft. Due to refraction, the propagation direction is nearly
vertical.)

6. Use the matrix formulation of the least-square position fix aigorithm to show that
a rho-rho fix cannot be determined a) on the baseline extension or b) by using two
measurements from the same station, (Assume that the local clock is pcrfcct,)
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4.8 ABBREVIATIONS/ACRONYMS

cec - Centicycles(s)

dB - Decibel(s)

ODOP - Geometric Dilution of Precision

Hz - Hertz

INS - Inertial Navigation System

kliz - Kilohertz

km - Kilomcter(s)
kt - Knot(s)

LF -- Low frequency

LOP - Line of Position

m - rnctcr

min -- Minute

Mm -. Megameter(s)
Navstar OPS --. Navstar (Satellitc) Global Positioning System

nTM - Nautical mile

PCD - Polar Cap Disturbance

PLL - Phase-Locked Loop

1P1C - Propagation Correction
RMS -- Root Mean Squared

SNR - Signal-to-Noise-Ratio
VLF .-- Very Low Frequency
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CHAPTER 5

OMEGA SIGNAL PROPAGATION THEORY

Chapter Overview - The signals radiated by an Omega transmitter reach a receiver by
traveling (propagating) through the earth-ionosphere (El) waveguide formed along the
great-circle path from the transmiiter to the receiver: The electromagnetic properties of the
waveguide vary along the signal path. Furthermore, the earth's magnetic field makes the
ionosphere a magnetized plasma which, in turn, introduces anisoiropic behavior to Omega
signals. This chapter presents VLF signal propagation concepts/mechanisms relevant to
understanding Omega signal propagation characteristics. Section 5.1 gives an overview
of the VLF propagation environment and discusses alternative approaches to describe and
model VLF signal propagation behavior. The electromagnetic properties of the El
waveguide are reviewed in Section 5.2. Because of the complex nature of the El
waveguide, Section 5.3 presents waveguide propagation mechanisms for a rudimentary
model of the El waveguide. This includes waveguide-mode definition and development of
the waveguide-mode equation. Section 5.4 applies the waveguide propagation mecha-
nisms to an idealized El waveguide with homogeneous properties, including a constant
geomagnetic field. Section 5.5 describes an approach to approximate the real-world El
waveguide as a concatenated series of homogeneous segments and presents the signal
field computation expressions for the real-world waveguide. As some readers may not be
familiar with the fundamentals of basic electromagnetic theory needed to understand the
subject material, three appendices to the chapter (Sections 5.6 through 5.8), containing
these principles, may be consulted as needed. In particular, Section 5.6 describes the
electromagnetic field units/dimensions and reviews the scalar/vector field representations
and mathematical tools used to describe the fields. Section 5.7 reviews the basic
electromagnetic principles and fundamentals relevant to wave propagation. Section 5.8
presents the equation for the electromagnetic field excited by a source in an El waveguide.
Abbreviations and acronyms are defined in Section 5.9, and the chapter references are
identified in Section 5.10.

5.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents mode theory based VLF signal propagation concepts/nechanisms rele-

vant to understanding Omega signal propagation characteristics. The concepts/mechanisms invove

scalar and vector quantities. In this chapter, scalars are denoted by italic Greek or italic English charac-

ters such as cx, 0, e, or E; vectors are represented by bold Greek or bold English characters, such as H, or e;

while matrices are represented as upper-case roman English characters, such as R. Roman English let-

ters are used for multiple character symbols that refer to standard functions, such as sin x, while numeri-

cal digits are always roman. Subscript and superscript variables, except for numerical digits, and

coordinates axes appear in italics.
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Omega is a long-range, ground-based radionavigation system operating in the very low fre-
quency (VLF) band* between 10 and 14 kilohertz (kHz). The signals radiated by an Omega transmitter

reach a rect iver by propagating through the space between the earth's surface and the lower part of the
ionosphere (the D-region). The space acts as a waveguide and is frequently referred to as the "earth-
ionosphere" (EI) waveguide. VLF signal propagation in an EI waveguide is analogous to microwave
propagation in a lossy waveguide. The height of the El waveguide varies between about 70 km in day to
90 km at night. Because the waveguide height is comparable to VLF signal wavelengths, approxi-
mately 30 km at 10 kHz, the characteristics of a signal propagating along a transmitter-to-receiver path
are functions of the electromagnetic properties of the boundaries of the El waveguide formed along the

signal path.

The spatial and temporal characteristics of a propagating signal along a path can be obtained by
applying Maxwell's equations (see Section 5.7) to the path waveguide boundaries. The EI waveguide is
a spherical waveguide with spatially varying ground conductivity of the earth's surface, and spatially
and temporally varying ionospheric conductivity, along with the earth's spatially varying magnetic field
(also called geomagnetic field) which affects the signal as it interacts with the ionospheric boundary.
Exact electromagnetic field solutions in such a waveguide are extremely difficult to obtain. Several ana-
lytical approaches (with corresponding computer programs; see Appendix A) have been developed for
determining approximate full-wave solutions§ for VLF signal propagation in the waveguide (Refs. 1
through 5). These approaches arc based mostly on "wave-hop" theory (Ref. 6) or, by the mathematical
equivalent, "mode theory" (Refs, 7 through 12).

"The wave-hop theory represents a signal at a point (receiver) as a sum of the groundwave (i.e., the
wave that results in the absence of ionosphere, as in the Loran-C system) and a series of "wave-hops"
(also called skywaves) reflected from the ionosphere and earth's surface by successive wave-hops, as
shown in Fig. 5.1-1. The wave propagation is described by wave-hops that are reflected according to the
rules of geometric optics. In the figure, the received signal is composed of the groundwave (not shown)
and three wave-hops (j = 1, 2, and 3). Note that wave-hopj is reflectedj times from the ionosphere and

*The VLF band includes frequencies from 3 to 30 kHz.

§ A full-wave solution means Maxwell's equations have been applied to the problem without any
approximations relative to the variability of electromagnetic properties of the wave propagation
medium (Ref, 11). These properties can vary significantly for Omega signals over a distance of
the signal wavelength. If, however, the path properties do not vary significantly over a wave-
length, as is usually the case for the low- and high-frequcncy propagation signals, one could use
the conventional ray or geometrical optics theory.
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Figure 5.1-1 Diagrammatic Representation of Wave-hops

U - 1) times from the earth's surface. This description is of particular interest when the distance (Q)
between the transmitter and receiver is relatively short, e.g., t<1000 krn for Omega signals. For these
short distances, it is usually enough to consider the wave-hops that have been reflected from the iono-
sphere two or three times. The number of wave-hops needed to represent a signal increases as L

increases. Because Omega is a long-range navigation system with signals propagating over distances of

10-15 thousand kilometers, currently available propagation algorithms based on wave-hop theory are

not practical for Omega/VLF signal description.

Although elements of mode theory are not easily visualized as those of wave-hop theory, mode
theory provides a useful model for certain characteristics of VLF propagation, such as "modal interfer-

ence" (Section 5.5.2). In mode theory, the signal along a path is represented as a sum of the "normal or
characteristic modes" of the EI waveguide formed along the path. A sketch of the electric field pattern of

a VLF signal propagating in an EI waveguide is shown in Fig. 5.1-2. At short distances (500-2000 km),

from a transmitter, called the "near-field region" of the transmitter, the signal field pattern (see

Fig. 5.1-2) is generally complicated (irregular) due to the signal being a sum of several competing
strong-amplitude modes of the waveguide. However, at longer ranges (several thousand kilometers

from a transmitter) along most signal paths, the signal is dominated by its Mode 1 (the lowest-order
mode) component as the signal's higher-order mode components are attenuated much more rapidly than
Mode 1 component. The signal pattern is therefore much more regular (approximately Mode 1 signal

pattern) at the longer ranges.
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Figure 5,1-2 Electric Field Patterns Within the Earth-Ionosphere Waveguide

5.2 THE EARTH-IONOSPHERE WAVEGUIDE

From the Omega transmitting station source (antenna), Omega signal waves propagate outward

inside the space between the earth's surface and ionosphere with circular wave fronts as shown in

Fig. 5.2-1(a), assuming a spherical and homogeneous earth, and an isotropic and homogeneous iono-

sphere. The wave front is a constant phase surface. If a single point along any circular wave front is

selected as a receiver, a signal path is defined between the transmitter and receiver as the shorter of the

two great-circles arcs between the transmitter and receiver (see Fig. 5.2- 1(b)). It is the electromagnetic
properties of the earth's surface and the ionosphere medium along this path that determine the signalfield

characteristics detected at the receiver.

Figure 5.2-2(a) shows a side view of the earth-ionosphere waveguide formed along a typical
short path, TR, shown in Fig. 5.2-2(b). The path is a mixed-conductivity, mixed-illumination path. Path

segments TA, AB, BR, have day, transition, and night illumination conditions, respectively. The next two

subsections describe the electromagnetic properties of the lower and upper boundaries of the wave-

guide.
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5.2.1 The Lower Boundary - The Earth's Surface

The earth's surface consists of many different substances such as sea water, soil, and ice. The

electromagnetic properties of the lower boundary are described by its two parameters: the ground con-

ductivity,* C1, and associated relative permittivity, Ar - -/E0 .§ The conductivity relates the electric

field to the electric current flowing in the earth's surface, and relative permittivity relates the electric

field to the electric flux density in the earth's surface; see Section 5.7). These parameters vary with loca-

tion on the earth's surface. Each parameter at a location is the average value of the local parameter over a

distance of several skin depthst below the earth's surface (see Section 5.7). A worldwide, ten-level,

ground conductivity map is available (Ref. 13) for use in the VLF signal calculations. The map is

derived from empirical data, and theory wherever empirical data were unavailable. Typical values of the

parameters for the various types of earth materials are given in Table 5.2-1.

Table 5.2-1 Typical Conductivity and Relative Permittivity of the Earth's Surface Materials

CONDUCTIVITY, RELATIVE
MATERIAL (nIho/IT) PERMITTIVITY,* a/weCr ý- 6/€O

Sea water 4 80 9x10 4

Rich damp soil 10-2 20 9x102

Dry soil 10-3 1 U 1.8 x 102

Fresh-water (average lake) 10-3 80 2.25 x 101

Permafrost (tundra) 10-4 10 1.8

Fresh-water ice (Greenland ice) 10-5  5 3.6

*Dimensionless quantity.

Note that the table includes values of U/WE of the earth materials for the signal frequency
(f o-) /2:) of 10 Hz. The 0/we is the ratio of "conduction current" and "displacement current"

flowing through a material. The current through a pure resistor is the conduction current, while the cur-

rent 'through' a pure capacitor is the displacement current (c.f. Ref. 19). A material is said to be a good

conductor at the frequency f( = w/2 n) if it has a/we >> 1. From the table, we note that, except for

* Conductivity is proportional to the reciprocal of the resistance.

§ It is the permittivity relative to the free-space permittivity, o0 (= 8.854 X 10-12 farad/meter).
"tAt 10 kl4z, the skin depths for sea water (or = 4 mho/m), rich damp soil (C = 10-2 mho/m) soil, and

fresh-water ice (a = 10-5 mho/m) are approximately 2.5, 50, 112, and 1590 meters, respectively (see
Section 5.7.6).
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the tundra and fresh-water ice regions, the earth's surface is a reasonably good conductor at Omega/VLF
signal frequencies (10-30 kHz).

Notice that the ground conductivity of the earth's surface varies more than five orders of magni-
tude (i.e., 105) while the associated permittivity varies by an order of magnitude. The waveguide modes
which have electric field vectors nearly perpendicular to the earth's surface carry most of the Omega
signal energy and are most affected by the ground conductivity variations. The propagating signal in an
El waveguide is attenuated (i.e., the signal energy is lost due to path properties' effects) by as little as
0.5 dB (decibel) per 1000 km over sea water and as much as 30 dB per 1000 km over fresh-water ice.
This large attenuation rate at Omega frequencies is the source of the term "Greenland shadow,"
especially in connection with the Norway Omega station signals, as observed in North America.

5.2.2 The Upper Boundary - The Ionosphere

The earth is surrounded by an ionized region above the neutral atmosphere called the iono-

sphere, which has an extremely important influence upon the propagation of radiowaves at very low
frequencies as well as in other frequency bands. There are several sources of ionizing energy which tend
to produce charged particles, ions, and free electrons from the neutral air molecules (Refs. 8, 9, 14,
and 15). The fundamental source of ionization is the sun, with other stellar objects as secondary sources.
Ion-neutral collision, excitation, recombination, and diffusion control the amount of ionization at a
given location. The ionosphere extends from about 50 to 1000 km above the earth's surface. Since dif-
ferent solar radiation frequencies are most active as ionizing agents in different height regions, there are
several ionospheric regions: the D-, E-, and F-regions. The ionosphere layers differ in several proper-
ties: constituent particle composition and density, principal sources of ionization and recombination
mechanisms, and profiles (distribution with height) of particle density and collision frequency. Propa-
gation of VLF radiowaves to great distances is made possible by the high reflectivity of the lower iono-
sphere, i.e., the D-region and the lower E-region which extend from 70 to 100 km above the earth's
surface. The latter is due to the relatively sharp gradient of the electron density in the D-region of the
ionosphere (see Fig. 5.2-3).

The structure of the ionosphere is quite sensitive to the net incident solar illumination. During
the day, solar photoionization maintains a small but stable ionized component between 70 and 80 km.
The amount of ionization depends inversely on the angle between the sun and the local solar zenith
angle, i.e., the maximum ionization occurs at a solar zenith angle of 0 deg. For the nighttime ioi osphere,
the only major source of ionization is radiation scattered from the dayside, which has much smaller solar
fluxes than direct solar radiation. As a result, the nighttime D-region almost entirely disappears, so that
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Figure 5.2-3 Electron Density for- Sunspot Minimum Latitudes (Ref. 16)

VLF waves are effectively reflected from the b~oz:om of the F-region (80 to 90 kin). The solar control of

the ionosphere is the source of the strong diurnial dependence of OmegaiVLF signal propagation. The

effective height of the El waveguide increases 15-20 percent fromn day to night, leading to substantial

differences in received signal characteristics over the same path.

The electron density and the effective electron collision frequency (average nun.1

per second with neutral pa~rticles) of the D-region determine thc characteristics of proz

waeThe ionosphere is not, in general, homogeneous, cspecially in the direction perpen, L he

earth's ,surface where bothi thecelectron, (icrsity and electron col-'lision frequenicy vi.'Vifl, it~ igih.. I r

VLF !-ignal calculations, the D-region ionosphere is modeled by the foliowing exponential

height-dependent ionospheric conductivity profi*!e (Refs. 5 and 7)

cu~kz) =2.5 x 165 exp [fl(z - 1") 1-)2-1)

where z is the altitude (kin) above the ear-th's surface;ý is the ionospheric coIIW ii. 'iw : cnt (m)
"Id h' is a rcf-reric, rgh (knin), also called the -reference retlection hecight. Typikal values of V' are

JO) k-m ini day a'id 87 k-n, at riighl. andfl is 0.3 I-a-I in day mnd 0.3-0.5 kni- 1 at nighit. The hi' and fi
provide a convenient, but zipp-xiinate, meiansi of (lesci ihing Ike avvra,iýLI onospliere Coriduci.i viOtN,
which is eqial toCowT,. appromiiately l0-' rnho/m 1fhusý, isotropic. ioncisphe.ý i :I vcry poor conduc-

at VIat comiparcd. to sca water which lia,. co' doctivity of 4 tuho/ji-i.
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The above model is more a description of the mid-latitude ionosphere. The ionosphere in the

higher-latitude (auroral/polar) and lower-latitude (equatorial) regions is quite different from the mid-lat-

itude ionosphere. Some researchers have suggested the use of latitude-dependent h' andfi values which

are functions of season, in addition, to the solar illumination condition (Refs. 17 and 18).

The action of the earth's magnetic field on the constituent charged particles makes the iono-

sphere a magnetized plasma. This introduces anisotropy into the behavior of VLF signal waves interact-

ing with the ionosphere, i.e., the signal propagation characteristics depend upon the direction of signal

propagation, in addition to other isotropic ionospheric properties. Because of this anisotropy, a wave

traveling from east to west (perpendicular to the geomagnetic field) is reflected much less efficiently

from the ionosphere relative to west-east propagation. In contrast, signals propagating parallel to the

geomagnetic field (i.e., north or south) are unaffected by a 180-degree shift in the signal propagation

direction. Because the anisotropy is strongest on paths perpendicular to the geomagnetic field, this phe-

uomenon in which signals propagating to the east having lower signal attenuation than those propagat-

ing to the west is often referred to as the "east-west effect."

Orientation and magnitude of the geomagnetic field are the parameters of interest to VLF signal

propagation. The field orientation at a locol path point is conveniently characterized by the local dip

angle, D (or, alternatively, the local geomagnetic latitude, 0,) and the local path azimuh, P,,. (bearing

from the geomagnetic north). Dip angle is the angle between the geomagnetic field vector and its hori-

zontal compoonent, Geomagnetic latitude and dip angle at a point are related to each other (based on an

earth-centered dipole field) by the relationship: 2 tan 0,:, = ,an 1). Figure 5.2-4 i!lustrates the dip angle

and p',,h aýimuth aT a local path poirt, P.

?%Su (-- ?.N - I / j( 1 1,I d/11 (2".., L I -i- Tie I 11liPiiX Ift (d1ciu'.t11,' Coill',t,1lt) ulI IC., ,1 -'.Cc.
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5.3 GUIDED WAVE PROPAGATION

The earth-ionosphere waveguide is an extremely complex waveguide due to its spatially varying
properties, some of which are also anisotropic, thus introducing propagation direction-dep!endent signal
behavior. lo better understand wave propagation phenomena in an El waveguide, we will analyze a
rudincritary model of 'his waveguide. The model to be considered is a waveguide with parallel bound-

aries (planes), each withi uriform and isotropic properties; we will call the model the isotropic,'planar
waveguide. Specifically, in tois section, we will describe what a "mode" is and develop the "mode equa-
tion" fc r an isot•oý f../.planax waveguide. Also, we will present electromagnetic fields of the modes in

this wa'•1L,,bde as well as in ? spec-.0 ca,;e ofthis waveguide. As the real-world El waveguide has aniso-
tropic propertics, we Will e;tXnd the i,otrol,/plaoar vaveuide mode equation to the El wavcguide,
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Note that waveguides, in general, are structures which guide propagation of radiowave signals.
Everyday examples of waveguides are electrical transmission lines bringing electrical power or tele-
phone service to homes and coaxial cables bringing TV information from the cable companies. In study-
ing guided waves in a waveguide, it is common to classify the wave solutions (of Maxwell's equations)
into the following types (Ref. 19):

" Waves that contain electric field but no magnetic field in the direction of propaga-
tion. Since the magnetic field lies in the transverse plane, they are called the trans-
verse magnetic (TM) waves. They have also been referred to as e-waves or waves
of the electric type.

" Waves that contain magnetic field but no electric field in the direction of propaga-
tion. These are known as the transverse electric (TE) waves, and have also been
referred to as the h-waves or waves of the magnetic type.

In the El waveguide, the ground-bas,,d vertical electric monopole antennas, such as the Omega
transmitting antennas, excite mostly TM modes in the waveguide; while, airborne antennas with hori-
zontal electric dipoles excite mostly TE modes in the waveguide. Figure 5.3-1 illustrates the vertical
(denoted by the subscript Von a field quantity), transverse (denoted by the subscript Ton a field quanti-
ty) and longitudinal (denoted by the subscript L on a field quantity) components of the electric (E) and
magnitude (H) field vectors of the TM and TE modes. The figure also shows the height-dependence of
Ev of TM modes and ET of TE modes. Note that the electric field (Ev) of the TM modes is largest at the
ground while the electric field (ET) of the TE modes is zero at the ground.

The above is not the only way in which wave solutions may be categorized, but is a useful way in
that any general field distributions excited by a source in a waveguide may bc divided into a possibly
infinite number of the above types with suitable amplitudes and phases. The propagation constant, also
called wave number, of each of these waves tells how an individual wave changes its amplitude and
phase as it travels down the guide, so that these waves may be superposed at any later position/time to

0-31437
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give the total resultant signal field. In principle, only one of the possible infinite number of these waves
may propagate in the guide if it alone is excited and if guide conditions are favorable for its propagation.

5.3.1 Isotropic/Planar Waveguide

Consider an isotropic/planar waveguide, whose side view is shown in Fig. 5.3-2, with the lower
boundary (atn idealized planar earth's surface) at z = 0 and the upper boundary (an idealized planar iono-
sphere bottom) at z = h; the height h of the waveguide is two or more signal wavelengths, which means a
minimum height of 60 km at Omega frequencies. The waveguide signal propagation direction is in +x
direction and the waveguide is infinitely long in the ±y directions and thus has no side walls. Both
boundaries are assumed to have homogeneous (uniform) and isotropic properties, and the medium
inside the waveguide is assumed to be free space (vacuum). Let the waveguide be excited b" a small
(relative to sign al wavelength) vertical electric monopole antenna located at the earth's surface (z = 0) in
the waveguide. The signal radiated by such a source is composed of the three parts: electrostatic, induc-
tion, and radiation. The first two parts dominate the total field for distances of up to one wavelength from
the source (approximately 30 km at 10.2 kHz); beyond these distances, the third part dominates. The
third, or the radiation part, provides the energy carried by the waves propagating in the waveguide. A
further discussion of the source signal field components is given as an appendix to this chapter,
Section 5.8.

The radiation part of the signal field has vertical electric field component of the form

j° cos(o)t - kp)

where L is the radial distance from the source; w = 2-rf;f= frequency; = = time; and ko (= 2,/rAO) is the
propagation constant in free space, whereA0 is signal wavelength in free space. The radiated part of the
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signal field produces waves with approximately spherical wave fronts. By the time the waves are inci-

dent on the upper boundary (the ionosphere), the wave front radius of curvature is so large that the wave
fionts can be considered approximately planar, as shown at points A and B in Fig. 5.3-3. Therefore, dif-
ferent points along the ionosphere boundary can be viewed to receive plane waves which appear to be
coming at different incident angles from the source, For example, at points A and B in Fig. 5.3-3, the
plane waves appears to be coming at incident angles 0,,. and OB, respectively. Upon reflection from the
ionosphere boundary, each of the incident plane waves undergoes successive reflections from the lower
and upper boundaries of the waveguide as the wave moves down the waveguide.

There are certain plane wave incident angles for which the waveguide exhibits the "resonance

condition," as described later in this section. That is to say, a plane wave incident at any of one of these
angles leads to a propagating wave down the guide. This is due to phase coherence in the wave fronts of
the reflected upgoing and downgoing plane waves in the guide (see Fig. 5.3-1). A plane wave, incident
at any angle other than the resonance condition angles (e.g., at Oc in Fig. 5.3-2) has negligible amplitude
in the guide dtue to destructive interference between the phase fronts of the reflected upgoin, and down-

going waves in the guide. Thus there is no resulting propagating mode for the plane wave incident at Oc.
The signal field "configuration," i.e., the spatial variations of the electromagnetic fields in the plane per-
pendicular to the waveginide propagation direction, of each propagating wave at a fixed time is called a

mode, and the resonance condition is expressed as the mode equation.

For developir.g the resonance condition (Ref. 10), consider a plane wave, with the propagation
constant k0, incident at the ionosphere at an angle 0 fim the vertical (z-axis) as shown in Fig. 5.3-1. Let

R9(0) and R'(0) be the reflection coefficients of the plane waves incident at the ground and ionosphere

G-30965
7-3-92
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boundaries, respectively, at an angle 6 at either boundary. Furthermore, let the upgoing wave, U 1, in the

waveguide has the field dependence, in complex notation, of the form

F1 = Foexp [iwt - k . r] (5.3-Ia)

where exp (iwt) is the assumed complex time dependence; i = -"i'; Fo is the amplitude of the wave;

and the propagation constant vector, k called wave vector whose ma),nitude is called wave number) and

distance vector r are given by

k = ko ( sinG + Y cos 0)

r = x+ y

where X and Y' are the unit vectors along the x- and y- coordinate axes, respectively, of the rectangular

coordinate system (see Section 5.6); x, y are the magnitudes of the distance vector r along the x- and

y- coordinate axes; k0 is the propagation constant (wave number) in free space. Substituting k0 and r in

Eq. 5.3-1(a) gives

F1 = Fo exp [iwt - ik0(xsin 0 + zcos 8)] (5.3-Ib)

Since all field quantities will have the same time dependence, we will henceforth drop the time depen-

dence term from the field expressions, unless otherwise noted. When the upgoing plane wave U1 meets

the ionosphere boundary at z = h, it is reflected to produce a downgoing wave, D2, with the field

component

F 2 = F 20 exp [-iko (xsin 0 - zcos 0)] (5.3-2a)

At the ionosphere boundary (z = h) of the waveguide, F 2 must be equal to F1 Ri(8) which requires that

F20 = Fo R'(0) exp (-2ikohcos 0)

Therefore F 2 in terms of F0 and R'(0) is given by

F2 = F0 R'(0) exp [-iko(xsin 0 - zcos 0) - 2ikohcos 0] (5.3-2b)

The downward wave D2 is then reflected from the earth's surface boundary (z = 0) of the waveguide

and gives rise to the upgoing wave U3 in which the field component is

F 3 = 1"30 exp [-iko(xsin 0 + zcos 8)] (5.3-3a)
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At the earth's surface (z =0) F 3 must be equal to F2 R9(O) which requires that

F 3 0  F 2 0 R8 (0)

= F0 R'(O) R9(O) exp (-2iko hcos 0)

-Therefore F 3 in terms of F0 , R'(0), and R9(0) is given by

= Fo R9(0) R'(0) exp [-iko(xsin 0 + zcos 0) - 2ikohcos 0] (5.3-3b)

For UP, D 2, and U3 waves to represent the upgoing and downgoing components of a self-

consistent traveling wave in the waveguide (see Fig. 5.3-1), U3 must be identical to U1 except for a

phase change* equal to an integral number (p) of 2;r radians. Mathematically, it means that

R9(O) Ri(0) exp (-2ikohcosi9) = exp (-2inp) (5.3-4)

where the reflection coefficients are complex quantities as described below

RE(O) - iRg(O)l exp (iog') (5.3.-5a)

R9(O) = IR'(O)l exp (ivti) (5.3-5b)

where 15g and Oi are real quantities. Equation 5.3-4 is the resonance condition for the propagating modes

of the waveguide. It is a fundamental equation of mode theory and, in general, involves complex quanti-
ties. It has a unique complex angle solution, 0P, for each integer value ofp. The angle Op is commonly

referred to as the eigenvalue or eigenangle of the pth mode.

The mode equation, Eq. 5.3-4, is conveniently written as a set of the following two expressions,

obtained by equating the magnitude and phase terms, respectively, of both sides of the mode equation

(Eq. 5.3-4):

IRg1 IR'i - exp [-2kohfIm (cos 0p)1] (5.3-6a)

p9 + 0' -1 2k0h{Re (cos Op)} = -2.;rp (5.3-6b)

where Re () and Im () are real part and imaginary part, respectively, of the quantities in the paren-

theses ( ); and I I denotes the magnitude of the quantity inside the bars I I. It is important to note that mag-
nitude and phas-, of RR and Ri in Eqs. 5.3-6a and 5.3-6b are dependen, on the valun of the phyical angle

*The minus sign must be used in the physically real case since F3 is one compete reflection farther
along the propagation direction in the guide than Fl.
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of incidence and therefore an iterative method must be employed to solve the mode equation. For a non-

lossy waveguide, Op is a real quantity and thus the mode equation for the non-lossy waveguide is given

by Eq. 5.3-6b.

A mode, as mentioned above, is formed by the upgoing and downgoing waves in a waveguide

and thus the field polarization of the resulting mode signal fields is the same as that of the constituent
upgoing and downgoing waves. Hence, like the plane waves, there are TE and TM modes in a wave-
guide. These modes, like the corresponding plane waves types, form a complete set of mathematical

functions to describe a propagating signal at any point in an isotropic waveguide.

Mode Signal Field Components - A mode signal in the waveguide, as noted earlier, is the result
of the upgoing and downgoing plane waves forming the mode signal, as shown in Fig. 5.3-1. The mathe-

matical expressions for the upgoing (U) and downgoing (D) plane waves of a mode are

U = U0 exp [--iko(xsir 9 + zcos 0)]

D = Do exp [-iko(xsinO - zcos 9)]

Applying Maxwell's equations (see Section 5.7) to the upgoing and downgoing waves of a mode, we get
the electric field components (Ex, Fy, Ez) and magnetic field components (H., Hy, Hz) for the pth TM and
TE modes as listed below for the EI waveguide shown in Fig. 5.3-1.

The phasor expression for the field components o0 the pth TM mode are (Ref. 19)

IHyp = 2U0p cos (k0zCp) exp (-ikoxSp)

Ep = 2i;/0UOp Cp sin (kozCp) exp (-ikoxSp) (5.3-7a)

EZ = -21ioUpo Sp cos (kozCp) exp (-ikoxSp)

The phasor expressions for the field components of pth TE mode are (Ref. 19)

Eyýp = -2iU(p sin (kozCp) exp (.-ikoxSp)

-2iUo
Hxp -= sin (kozCp) exp (-ikoxSp) (5.3-7b)

-2iUo
H'I, 77o Sp sin (kozCp) exp (-i&xSp)
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where

p = Mode index
U pt mode dependent field

Op = Eigenvalue (a complex quantity) ofpth modecp - cosep
-Cp Co p
Sp - sin Op -_

u0 c =• = Velocity of light in an unbounded medium having the
same dielectric properties as the waveguide propagation
medium

770 = e = Characteristics impedance of an unbounded medium
having the same dielectric properties as the waveguide
propagation medium

k0 -2 _ - Propagation constant (wave number) of the signal wave
10 u° in an unbounded medium having the same dielectric

properties as the waveguide propagation medium.

In the field component equations (Eqs. 5.3-7a and 5.3-7b), some of the field components have two sub-
scripts, while other quantities have one subscript. For the two-subscript field components, the first sub-

script indicates the x, y, or z component of the field and the second subscript denotes the mode index of

the field. For example, Hyp denotes the y-component of H-field for pth mode.

We will now examine the spatial variations of the field components of the TM and TE modes in

the waveguide shown in Fig. 5.3-1. The height (z)-dependence of the mode signal field components,
called height-gain functions, is a cosine function in z for the TM modes and a sine function in z for the TE
modes. As a result, the signal components at z = 0 (the earth's surface) are zero for the TE modes and

maximum for the TM modes. Although this height-dependent behavior is derived for an idealized EI
waveguide, it is very nearly the same for a real-world El waveguide. This is the basis why Omega navi-

gation employs the lowest-order TM mode for Omega navigation.

The x-dependence of the field components is given by

exp (ikoSp)

where Sp (= sin Op) is a complex quantIty for lossy waveguides and is real for non-lossy waveguides.

Incorporating the time dependence term exp (iwt), dropped earlier from the field equation, we get the
x-dependence of the field components to be

exp [i(w - koxSp)]
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For a lossy waveguide, the complex quantity

SP = [Real Part of (Sp) + i Imagery Part of (Sp)]

= Re (S.) + i Im (Sp)

The x-dependence of the field components thus becomes

exp [i{ot - kox Re (S,))] exp[- k0x Im (Sp)]
- _ - , _ ,(5.3-8)

First Term Second Term

The first term of Eq. 5.3-8 provides the phase velocity with which the mode propagates along the wave-
guide (the x-direcion); the second term describes the way the mode signal is attenuated exponentially
with distance (x) along the waveguide as it propagates inside the waveguide.

If ap is the signal attenuation rate andflp is the propagation constant for the pth mode, then

ap = k0 Im (SP) neper/meter (5.3-9a)

lip = k. Re (Sp) radian/meter (5.3-9b)

The attenuation rate is sometimes expressed in decibels per megameter* (dB/Mm) of signal path length,
as described by

A (dB/Mm) = 20logl 0[exp (-.106 x ap)] (5.3-10)

= -8.686 ko Im (SP)

where k0 = 2x/XO and X0 is the wavelength in meters.

The phase velocity (up) of the pth wave, denoted as Upp, is given by

C o = - O( V _ u 0( .

UJJ~ Pp k 0Re (Sp) Re (Sp) (5.3-1l)

To provide further insight of what the mode signal fields looks like, we will apply below the

mode equation and the associated electromagnetic field formulas of the isotropic/planar waveguide de-
veloped above to the case where both of the waveguide boundaries are perfect electrical conductors (i.e.,

the waveguide boundaries have the conductivity, or, equal to oo); this is a typical microwave waveguide.

51000 km.
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Perfectly Conducting Boundaries Isotropic/Planar Waveguide

For this waveguide, the reflection coefficients, given by Eqs. 5.7-6 and 5.7-7 (Section 5.7),

become
R9 = Re = 1 forTM modes

R9 = R, = 1 forTEmodes

For either TM or TE modes, the mode equation, Eq. 5.3-4, for the pth mode, simplifies to

CP = Cos OP = p jr PAo
koh - 2h(5.3-12)

Thep = 0 mode has Cp = 0, Sp = 1, and UpO = uo. This (p = 0) is the zeroth-order TM (TMo) mode,

also called the transverse electromagnetic TEM mode. Note, from Eqs. 5.3-.7a, that the electric and mag-

netic field vectors of the TEM mode are transverse to the direction of propagation. The phase velocity,

upp, of the pth TE or TM mode is given by

S=SP (5.3-13)

It can be shown (Ref. 11) that the phase velocity of a mode is always higher than that in an un-

bounded medium having the same dielectric properties as those of the waveguide propagation medium.

An intuitive way of determining the phase velocity of a mode in a waveguide i s by comparing the

alternative ray path lengths travelled by the incident and reflected waves of the mode with the corre-

sponding distance traveled by the mode signal along the guide direction. For example, in Fig. 5.3-4, we

note that when the wave front of the plane wave moves from A to B in the wave propagation direction, it

simultaneously travels through a distance EB along the guide. Since the wave velocity is uo along AB,

G-30792
6-24-92

Wave • Wave Front , '
Propagati~on A , "hDirection "I "

E B 'Earth'

Figure 5.3.4 Phase Velocity and Wave Velocity Relationship Geometry
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the phase velocity upp of the pth mode signal is uc/sin Op (= uo/Sp); it is the same expression as as
Eq. 5.3-13. Note that the phase velocity of a mode is greater than the wave velocity uo. Furthermore, as

the mode index p increases, Cp (in Eq. 5.3-12) increases and thus Sp decreases, which causes the phase
velocity (Eq 5.3-13) to increase with the mode index.

Note that Omega navigation is based on the assumption that received Omega signals are Mode 1
signals. It is the information on the relative phases, derived from the phase velocity of Mode 1, of the
received signals which are needed to compute on Omega navigation position fix. However, in addition
to the phase velocity, there is another velocity, called the group or energy velocity, which is the velocity at
which the Omega signal wave-packet tiavels. The wave-packet is a series of approximately one-second-
long pulses. Each of these pulses has characteristic rise and fall times. The time of detection of the lead-

ing edge of the pulse is determined by the group velocity of the signal. Once the signal pulse is
established, about after 50-100 cycles the phase velocity of the received signal becomes the important
parameter as it determines the phase of the received signal. The group velocity, ugp, and phase velocity

Upp, of the pth mode signal are related by (Ref. 19)

U-
Ug p p u (5.3-14)

where uo is the velceity of light in an unbounded dielectric medium having the same dielectric properties
as those of the waveguide propagation medium. The above relationship states that the group velocity is
always less than or equal to the phase velocity which itself is always greater than or equal to uo. In a

non-dispersive medium (i.e., one where the phase velocity is independent of signal frequency), such as
free-space, the phase velocity is the same as the group velocity of the signal.

Since the signal wavelength is proportional to the signal phase velocity, the guide wavelength,

of the pth mode in guide is given by

9gp - A0 (5.3-15)

Note that since Sp < 1, the guide wavelength of a mode is greater than the signal wavelength, )A0.

Combining Equations 5.3-12 and 5.3-15 gives

= _ 
2
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which shows that for AO < TA8, is imaginary and, hence, the mode associated with index p is evanes-

cent.* There is a minimum cut-offfrequencyfcp, for theptl mode, below which waves will not propagate

in the waveguide. The cut-off frequency is
: PC (5.3-16)

fcp 2

where c is speed of light in free space.

The cut-off frequency for the mode with mode index p = 1 is, therefore,fcp =fc I = c/2h. Assum-

ing, It = 90 km for the height of nighttime (D-layer) ionosphere boundary (see Section 5.2), we getf, 1 =

1.66 kHz indicating that p = 1 mode in this (90 km height) waveguide will not propagate below

1.66 kHz.

We will now illustrate the spatial dependence of the TM1 mode of the example waveguide (i.e.,

perfectly conducting isotropic/planar waveguide). The instantaneous field expression for the TMI

mode are obtained by: (1) substituting for Cp (Eq. 5.3-12) and Sp (= 1-C 2) for the example waveguide in

phasor field expressions of TMp mode, Eq. 5.3-7a, (2) multiplying the resulting phasor expressions with

the time dependence term, exp (iot), and (3) taking the real part of the resulting product. Thus forp equal

to one, we get
E,(, y t = A 1 sin (•- hCos (Wt - YX)

Ex(x, y;t) A i

E,(x,y;t) = Yh AI cos 9-Z sin (ct - Vx) (5.3-17)

a nc h )

t)y(x,yt) = h A 1 cos (n_) sin (cot - yx)

where

A 2

*An evanescent mode is a nonpropagating mode with the fields decaying exponentially along the

direction of the guide (Ref. 19).
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electric field of an Omega signal (which is mostly the TM1 mode) is nearly perpendicular, and its mag-

netic field is nearly parallel to the earth's surface everywhere in the world except over permafrost regions

(in the northern part of Canada) and fresh-water regions (Greenland/Antarctica).

5.3.2 Geomagnetic Field Effects

Thus far in this section, we have analyzed and discussed the waveguide propagation environ-

ment free of the earth's magnetic field. Of course, the real-world El waveguide has geomagnetic field

which greatly influences the motion of the electrons in the D-region ionosphere, the upper boundary of

the waveguide. As a result, the ionosphere appears as an anisotropic medium to a wave incident below

the upper boundary. Consequently, the reflected and transmitted waves* from such an anisotropic

boundary, as shown in Fig. 5.3-6, do not have the same wave polarization (i.e., orientation of the electric

and magnetic fields of the wave; see Section 5.7-6) as the incident wave, but have elliptical polarizations
which are independent of the incident wave polarization. An elliptically polarized wave (see Sec-

tion 5,7.6) has electric field components both in the plane parallel (11) and perpendicular (.L) to the plane

of incidence (i.e., the plane perpendicular to the boundary which contains the incident wave propagation

Jirection). To fully describe the reflection characteristics of an anisotropic ionosphere boundary relative

G-30795
6-2-4-92

4 '" " :O. dinary a~td Ertraordin i. - . .
.' .': [ ,.. Transmitted Wavos . .-ii:. i i::• : '- :

E Electric Field 'Tasitd ac
/H Magnetic Intens y..
R Fleflectioncoefl lent /
' Angle of incider A . . A"'s-i - - .:

ýMedia

k- I Medium

Incident Wav, -- . .Reflected Waves

Figure 5.3-6 Incident, Reflected, and Transmitted Waves at Isotropic
and Anisotropic Media Boundary

*Jor the case of isotropic rnedium, the reflecting and transmitted waves have the same wave
polarization as the incident wave.
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to an arbitrary polarized (linear, circular, or elliptical) incident wave, we need four reflcction cocffi-

cients, instead of the two reflection coefficients ( iiR'i1 and .R'.L; Sec Section 5,7,7)* needed for an iso-

tropic ionosphere. The reflection coefficients of an anisotropic ionosphcrc boundary are conveniently

described by the following 2 x 2 matrix (Refs. 5 and 9)

L1 R 111 JRlR' 11R .j. L.R' I

The subscript on the left of reflection coefficient Rii ndicates the parallel (11) or perpcndicuIar (.L ) polhi.

ization of the electric field of the asc;ciated incident wave; the subscript on the righf of he iflectnion

coefficient RI indicates the parallel (11) or perpendicular (.L) polarization of the ekectric field of the

reflected wave.

We will now determine the impact of allowing the upper botulnhdry of Ihe wavcguidr to tit a1
anisotropic boundary due to the presence of the geomagnetic field, The revulting waveguide ik _ictc-

forth called an anisotropic/planmr waveguide, The mode equation for the ani sot .pic/plantr wiaveguhi!e

is readily obtained by substitutiiig" the matrices Ri and Rk for Ra/ind Rl, respectiv.cly, in 'i iUtIUs4pi/

planar waveguide mode equation, Eq. 5.3-4, The resultiig cquatiun in the matn iv noattion i%

det II R9 R' -- i exp (-2ilrp) II - 0 (5,3-19)

where "det I 11" denotes the determinant of the quantity within the bars ii; /. a2 .-: 2 ikotitiy' :iji in,, andII!

R9 is

R'= [I.~ R•I ± '] (5.3 2W.;

On developing the determinant of Eq. 5.3-19, the mode equation becomiies

Note that the last term in the above equation is ZciO for an i,,ut opic ionosphere bounldary a•itII thc ec•,t!
ing equation is basically the same equation as the isotropic/planar waveguide mode etjieat iona, q. 5.3 -4,

* Section 5.7.7 employs different notations for the reflection coefficients; ,pecifically, III & ( M .,I(/ /I I
are denoted in section 5.7,6 3,asR',. and Ri .

§ Note that the reflection coefficient of the arClth's surface is not affcctcd by thei tilkotli)pic Iiattlu ofI
the ionosphere; the matrix representation for R, in Eq. 5.31- ,', usd ]t( Pm CSc011at.11u(ill c a leg t:
only.
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5.4.1 Signal Propagation Characteristics

Thc sphcrical geometry of the El waveguide makes mode theory based VLF signal propagation
prediction algorithms computationally cumbersome. However, reasonably accurate signal propagation
predictions have been obtained using a first-order approximation for the spherical shell waveguide. In
this approximation (Refs. 11 and 21), the spherical boundaries of the waveguide are replaced with flat
boundaries and the refractive index of the propagation medium inside the waveguide (which is actually
unity) is replaced by ;in artificial refractive index functiun which varies linearly with height above the
earth's surfacc. We will consider below a parallel-plane approximation for the spherical waveguide
bLDunidadics.

Omega transmitting antennas arc effectively electrically short vertical monopoles located at the
earth's s•ur'ace and they excite electric fields orentcd mostly in the direction perpendicular zo the earth's

acerfc, 'I lthref ore, Oniega-receiving antennas are either vertical electric dipoles (called whip orE-field
1l1tcrnilas) which uieasurc the vertical electric field, or loop antennas (called H-field antennas) which
lc;•,,ur, the horizontal componrint of the magnetic field. Note that the vertical electric field and horizon-

tud wlagiietic field arc components arc of the same signal. Although, both E-field and H-field antennas
mIeasurc the samc 1.ignal, there arc operational reasons (outside the scope of this chapter) for choosing
,inc over the other type of receiving antenna.

We will therefore fOCus our discussion in this section to the reception of the vertical component
of the electric field, from which the horizontal component of the magnetic field, if desired, can be readily
obahiicd, I lcIcc oithi, in this chapter, for convenience, we will use signal, signalfield,field, or electric
.i,/d to mean the vertical component of the electric field of a propagating signal.

5.4.1.1 Total Signal -- Recall that a propagating signal in a waveguide can be described as a
hum o, the sinwls of the modes propagating in the waveguide. In general, an infinite number of modes
cain propagate, I lowever, in practice, only a few lowest-order modes are needed to approximate a VLF
.signial, especia lly at Omega frequencies, If Ez(o z) is the signal of the mih mode at radial distance o from
hourcc (see ig, 5.4-1 ) and at height z (above the earth's surface), the total signal Ez at q and z, in general,

is gi\'C!I1 by the ")1lj aSor-sUl,''

E,(p) Ev,(p,z) (5.4-1)

Note tc t bhlth l'1,j and I.'. are phasors, i.e., eaca. auS an amplitude and a phase and thus phasor algebra
11t.Nt hC tLICtl in lq. 5.4-1 (see Section 5,6),
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Figure 5.4-1 Homogeneous Earth-Ionosphere Waveguide

5.4.1.2 Individual Mode Signal-- The mathematical steps involved in deriving the individual

mode signal equation (Eq. 5.4-2) are tedious and can be found in Refs. 12 and 21. In a homogeneous and

anisotropic El waveguide, assuming the time dependence of the form exp (iwt), the signal field Ezra at a

distance p from the source and a height z is given by

-- npJl/2 S3 / 2 Azm G' (z) exp (- a,49 - iy,,o)
Ew'(P'Z) =~ 1/2 h' (a sin p/a)1/2 (5.4-2)

where

o = Characteristic impedance of free space

Pe Current moment = 1o 'o = (oI407r) ý'mo;

1o = Source current magnitude

eo = Length of the source dipole

P = Radiated power

f = Signal frequency

Gr'm(Z) = height-gain function of the z-component of the electric field of

the mnth mode evaluated at the receiver location (Q,z)

Smn sin 0,

O' = Complex angle (eigenvalue) of the mth mode
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c - Velocity of light in free space

h? Reference height of the ionosphere reflecting boundary

a - Earth's radius

Azm = Excitation factor of the z-component of the field of the mth mode
excited by the source (transmitter antenna)

)'n--27rf (1 t-

un= c/[K { Re (sin Om) } I = Phase velocity of the 111th mode at the
earth's surface

a= Kko { Im (sin Om) } = Attenuation rate of the mth mode at the
earth's surface

0= signal wavelength in free space

K = [1- (h'/a)]-1

[a sin (ela)] -1/2 = Spherical spreading factor

Note that Re ( ) and Im ( ) are the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of the complex quantity inside

the parentheses ().

We will now discuss the following items related to the signal field equations (Eqs. 5.4-1 and

5.4-2): mode parameters, waveguide modes, phasor-sum, and spreading factor.

Mode Parameters--The signal propagation characteristics of a mode signal are fully character-

ized by the four mode-specific parameters. These parameters have been described earlier in cLntext of

an isotropic waveguide in Section 5.3; they are briefly reviewed below:

Attenuation rate (a) - the spatial rate at which a mode signal dissipates (reduces)
its energy in the waveguide.

Phase velocity (u) - the spatial velocity at which a mode signal wave front appears
to propagate in the waveguide.

Excitation-factor (A,) -- a measure of relative efficiency with which a mode signal
is excited in the waveguide by a source or received by an antenna in the waveguide;
it is a complex quantity.

High-gain function (G,1(z)) -- the variation of a mode signal field in the vertical (z)
direction above the earth's surface.
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In Section 5.4.3, the terms "phase velocity" and "phase velocity variation" mean the same thing.

Mathematically, the phase velocity variation, Au, is related to the phase velocity, u, by

A10= (5.4-3)Au :(u_ )•,'00)

Au has units of centicycles* per megameter of the signal path length. Thus, the two terms are related to

each other via the constants: speed of light in free space, c, and the signal wavelength, AO). Au is called

the phase velocity variation because it is a measure of the variation of ui from the free-space speed of

light, c.

Waveguide Modes - In a waveguide, the modes are numbered with an integer mode index

which increases according to the increasing value of the phase velocity of the modes in the waveguide.

In this type of mode-numbering system, TM and TE modes are the even- and odd-numbered modes,

respectively, of the waveguide, and Mode 1 is the lowest phase velocity TM (i.e., TM 1) mode. M de 1

usually has the lowest attenuation rate and highest excitation factor amplitude; as a result, it is usually

the strongest amplitude mode in an Omegi, signal.

Therefore, except in the "near-field" region of an Omega transmitting station and for paths with
certain properties, Omega signals are adequately approximated by their Mode 1 components. It is this

approximation feature which has made Omega navigation practical. The near-field region of a station

typically extends from the station up to radial distances of 1000 km during day, and 2000 km at night. As

will be seen in Section 5.4.3, certain nighttime paths with westerly-directed segments located at the
lower geomagnetic latitudes exhibit signals which are not well-approximated by the Mode 1 component

of the signal.

In the near-field region and along the special paths referred to above, 2-4 modes are usually

needed to approximate an Omega signal. Omega navigation is therefore not recommended in the near-

field as well as along the special paths. The number of modes needed for adequate signal approximation

increases as the signal frequency increases; for example, typically 6-12 modes are needed to approxi-

mate a signal at twice the Omega frequency.

Phasor-Sum - An example of the phasor-sum of a multi-mode signal is shown in Fig. 5.4-2. For

simplicity, the signal is assumed to be composed of two modes (Modes 1 arid 2) whose signal field

*A centicycle (cec) is one-hundredth of a cycle.
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0-25fll

6-18-92

El

Figure 5.4-2 Example of Phasor Sum of the Signals: E1 L-, and E2 /L--.2

phasors* are El L.9l and E1 Z"02. Assuming the amplitude and phase of each mode (i = 1,2) signal are

Ej and 0i, respectively, the amplitude, ET and phase, OT, of the total (mode-sum) signal are given by the

phasor-sum expressions

ET = [El + E2 + 2E1E2 cos 1]1/2

[- El sin 0 + E 2 sin 02]
0T ; tan- 1 T cos 01 + E2 COS 02J (5.4-4)

0 = 01 -02

When the signal is composed of many higher-order modes (e.g., Mode 2 and Mode 3, etc.), the phasorE 2

L 0 2 can be thought as the phasor-sum of these higher-order modes.

Signal Spreading Factor - The spherical spreading factor, [a sin (Q/a)]-112, in the signal field

equation, Eq. 5.4-2, is a direct consequence of the spherical geometry of the El waveguide. The factor is

correct everywhere except in the vicinity of the source as well as near the source antipode (i.e., the point

geometrically opposite to the source on a spherical earth). A suitable approximation for the factor near

the antipode can be found in Ref. 10.

The signal spreading causes the so-called "signal focusing;" we will present a heuristic explana-

tion of the effect of the factor for the case of a homogeneous waveguide, in the absence of the geomagnet-
ic field (Ref. 22). In such a waveguide, as the signal leaves the source (transmitter), it propagates

outward from the source in circular wave fronts, as shown in Fig. 5.4-3. Note in the figure that as the

*The phasor notation E1 Z-0 1 indicates a signal with amplitude E1 and phase 01.
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Figure 5.4-3 Propagation of Omega Signals on a Homogeneous,
Isotropic Spherical Earth

wave fronts travel outward, they become larger and larger until they reach the "equivalent equator" (the

equator corresponding to a source at the North or South Pole). At this point the signal energy per unit
length of the wave front (due purely to geometry) is a minimum. Beyond the equator, the wave fronts

diminish in size and the wave front energy density grows until the wave front converges at the source

antipode. This increase in the wave front signal energy between the source equator and the source anti-
pode leads to signal focusing.

The wave fronts, shown in Fig. 5.4-3, are circular only because we assumed homogeneous and

isotropic signal propagation environment. In reality, however, the wave fronts are substantially non-

circular, due to Anisotropy and inhomogeneity of the ionosphere and. the non-uniform distribution of the
earth's surface conductivity. This means that the total signal does not re-focus at a point (the source anti-
pode), but in a more complex fashion, with a much smaller peak for the signal amplitude than at the

source. An example of the signal focusing effect can be seen in Fig. 5.5-3 in Section 5.5.5.

5.4.2 Mode Signal Characteristics

This subsection first presents in graphical form general characteristics of selected Omega signal
mode parameters as functions of the signal path properties (see Figs. 5.4-4 through 5.4-11). Following a

discussion of the graphs, a broad summary of the general characteristics is presented.

The graphs are provided for the mode parameters: attenuation rate, phase velocity, and excita-

tion factor amplitude. Thc phase •,•ocity mode parameter is perseuset in two Iim ns:; (1) phase velociLy

variation (cec/Mm) in Fig. 5.4-5, which is [(u/c)-1] (100/1)}] where u is the mode phase velocity, c is the
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Figure 5.4-4 Mode 1 Attenuation Rate vs. Geomagnetic Bearing: Day and Night (Ref. 23)
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Day and Night (Ref. 23)
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For common ground conductivities, excitation factor amplitudc i,. usually hi lc1
forTM modes than for TE modes (see Fig. 5.4-1 l);; as a rcsult, Oncga transmitting
antennas excite TM modes much more strongly thOn TE. modes, Within cate%.Iolic%
of TE and TM modes, higher-order modes arc excitcd more htroitgly thal lowel-
order modes.

* For common ground conductivities, phase velocity of niodc. u,,ually delred,,s. n,
conductivity decreases (Refs. 23 and 25).

Geomagnetic Field Effects

* During the daytime, parameters of all modes show little variatim, %% ith gcomiwag•tctit
latitude or path azimuth (see Figs. 5,4-4 through 5,4-1 I).

* At night, paramneters of all modes show littic geonmgnietic 1.!iti(udc %,atitiatm ,lo
easterly path azimuths, but a strong latitudinal variation for wc•,tf ly p;•ft a/itwitl,
(see Figs. 5.4-4 through 5,4-11).

* Attenuation rate of most modcs iý. usually greater foi wcst than cast ( ,E lig%,, .A 4,
and Refs 31 and 32), the "east-west cffect,"

* Mode parameters of TM modes exhibit a reversal in lhir tluual 1clId fill the wCt
erly path azimuths over a small band of (imt:gnLic hlititutlcs it, III IJ Ihc k'COj ht)!-
netic equator (see Figs, 5,.1-4, and Ref!,, 31 and 3.2), for c lXamlic, kce
Fig. 5.4-5(b) for the reversal in the phase vvlocity trend over thc lafitude., holwrel
0 and 4 deg.

Mode 1 Frequency* Dependence

0 For common ground conductivities, atelnllatioll l'atC, V1 iscl h cl',•' y)', alld cX titilln'l
factor amplitude usually decrea,,c with initr;_m,ifig fieyiclnky (,ct 1l.,,. 5,4 -9
through 5.4-11)

For low ground conductivitics (i.c., c ndctivitic, .-i ! : '..k-4t,
in), frequency dependence trends of modc paIamlldet% aic h•dc (Nee J'l%, .5.4 9
through 5,4-11),

Ionospheric Effects

0 TM modes are generally more strongly 'xcitCd (high icI CA6CtAtiu I . t11K 0 ltnlhi tus j
than TE modes (see Hig. 5.4-8).

* Attenualion rates of mnost modes folr Ca,,terly palhtii ti tull u!' atl ItiVIc, (dt1 a t I It'
day than at night (see Figs. 5,4-4 an1d 5,4-7),

*Over Omega signal frequtencies.
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signal; as a result, the relative distribution of the signal energy among the component modes is different

for the incident and transmitted signals at an interface. This phenomenon is known as mode conversion

(or scattering) of signal.

A conceptual illustration of the mode conversion occurrence at an interface between the neigh-

boring segments (1) and (2), with dissimilar path properties, is shown in Fig. 5.5-1. In this illustration,

the incident and transmitted signals are assumed to be composed of Modes 1 and 2 only, and reflected

signals are assumed to be zero. E' and E' (k = 1,2) are the complex (phasor) values of the incident (i)

and transmitted (U) mode signals associated with kth mode at the interface; Sjk, is the complex mode con-

version (or scattering) co,.;fficient which is the ratio of the amplitude ofjth mode of the transmitted signal

and the amplitude of kth mode of the incident signal. Note, in Fig. 5.5-1, that as a result of the mode

conversion, the relative energy distribution bet veen Modes I and 2 of the transmitted signal is different

than those of the incident signal.

For signal paths where the path properties are such that the mode eigenvalues vary slowly along

the wavcguidc. the mode conversion cffccts at the segment interfaces are usually negligible and can be

ignored, That is to say Sjk - 0 forj;• k in Fig. 5.5-1. In other words, there is no significant exchange

(re-distribution) of energy among the modes at the mismatch interface. It is therefore reasonable to

compute signal field along such an inhomogeneous waveguide using the homogeneous waveguide sig-

nal field equation, Eq. 5.4-2, with the use of the "average values" for both the attenuation rate and phase

Interface G7-91267-3-92

Segment (i) Segment (2)

Incident Modus Transmitted Modes
M,1dc IEL .1  1  Mode l l Si E' + S12 E' (Mode 1)

E S21 I $22 EI (Mode 2)

Figure 5,5-1 Mode Conversion Phenomenon Occurrence in a Two-Mode
Signal (Reflected Modes are Not Shown)
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velocity of the individual mode signals. That is, for a waveguide composed of N homogeneous seg-

ments each of AQ in length, the average attenuation rate, am, and average phase parameter, Vin, of the

nth mode are

am ~L ainm

where amn and Yra are the attenuation rate and phase parameter, respectively, of the Izth mode along the
n1th segment.

Furthermore, the transmitter and receiver locations may have different path properties, including
the ionospheric reflection height which may be different due to differing solar illuminations at the loca-

tions. Therefore, the excitation term,Azm, and the ionospheric reflection height, h', in the homogeneous
waveguide signal equation, Eq. 5.4-5, must be modified to include the effects of both the transmitter and

receiver locations properties on the excitation factor and waveguide height, as described below

(Refs. 7 and 8):

Azm Replaced by -* /A z'm Arm

h' Replaced by -. /(h) t (h')r

where the superscript t and r refer to the transmitter and receiver locations, respectively. The result is a
WKB*-type approximation (Refs. 5 and 21) signal field equation given below for the mth mode of the
signal propagating along the inhomogeneous waveguide:

270 C2fW312(At Arn)1/2GrzZ {N

Ezm (,z) = - m ° P,., mm-o"z Z exp I [- (i Ymn - ain) AQ] (5.5-1)
c1/2[(h')t(h')r] 1/2[a sin (Q/a)]1/ 2 ex n = }

The total signal in the inhomogeneous waveguide is determined by the phasor-sum of the individual
mode signals, as described by Eq. 5.4-1.

*Wenzel-Kramers-Brillouin.
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For paths where mode eigenvalues are expected to change greatly along the waveguide, the sig-
nal cannot be adequately calculated using the WKB approximation. For such paths, mode conversion
effects must be included in the signal calculations. Examples of greatly changing mode cigenvalues are:

1. At the sunset or sunrise terminator crossing along a path where the ionospheric

properties change greatly

2. An abrupt change in ground conductivity along a path, such as from sea water to ice

3. Along nighttime, westerly-directed (path azimuth between 180 and 360 deg) seg-
ments located inside the geomagnetic equatorial belt (i.e., between ± 10 deg of
geomagnetic equator).

We will now illustrate in Fig. 5,5-2, the spatial variations of the daytime and nighttime mode
parameters and associated resultant signals along the signal path from the Hawaii Omega station tu
Guam. For the example path, both the daytime and nighttime signals are assumed to be composed of the
first two lowest-order modes: Mode 1 (TMI mode) and Mode 2 (TE, mode), In f•he figure ,ote that, as
expected: (1) for each path illumination condition, Mode I ha.a the lowest attenuation rate as well as

lowest phase velocity, and (2) Mode 2 (higher-order mode) is excited relative to Mode 1 less strongly in
(lay, and more strongly at night. In this example, the mode parameters vary slowly along the path. How-
ever, in general, they can vary greatly depending upon the path properties, For the example path, the total
signal is basically Mode I during day; while, at night it is mostly Mode 2 for up to distances of about 2
megameters from the station, when it changes to the combination of Modes 1 and 2. The signal ampli-
tude/phase vary gradually with distance during day but they exhibit oscillatory behaviors during night.
The oscillatory behavior is due to "modal interference" phenomenon discussed in the next subsection,

5.5.2 Modal Interference

An Omega signal, as previously mentioned, consists of many niodes, Except along pJathls with
certain properties, and those inside the near-field region of the station, the signal amplitude along most
paths at most times is dominated by the signal's Mode ) component, The resulting signal is referred to as
a Mode 1 dominated signal, In other words, the Mode 1 amplitude is much stronger lhan the amplitude of
the phasor-sum of the higher-order modes (e.g., Mode 2, Mode 3, etc,) and thuis the presIenCe of the
higher-order modes in the signal can be effectively ignored without any noticcable clrur in the restlting

signal characteristics.

The near-field region of a station is a region where the signal is composed of several strong-
amplitude modes, The region, as mentioned earlier, extends outward from the stationl up it) 500 to

1000 km when the region is in daylight and increases usually to 1000 2000 kiml wheC the regiol goes
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Figure 5.5-2 Predicted Spatial Variations of Omega Signal Mode Parameters and
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10.2 kltz and Daytiiic/Nighttinc Illumination (Ref. 3)
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into darkness (night). Requiring special consideration are westerly directed paths with nighttime or tran-

sition illumination conditions. These are typically the radial paths emanating from a station (especially

if located near the geomagnetic equator, such as the Hawaii, Liberia, and Japan Omega stations), with

geographic bearing angles between about 210 and 330 degrees at the station.

Omega navigation is predicated on the assumption that received Omega signals are Mode 1 dom-

inated signals. Therefore, an Omega receiver adjusts the measured phase of a received signal using a

Mode 1 phase model (see Chapter 9) so that the adjusted-phase of the signal closely matches the refer-
ence phase derived from a linear phase vs. distance model embodied in the Omega navigation receivers.

The lack of Mode 1 dominance in a signal, thereby not exhibiting the expected Mode 1 signal behavior,

is called modal interference and the associated signal is referred to as being a "modal" or "modally-

disturbed" signal. Thus a modal signal along a path is described by either of the following two character-

istics (Ref. 26):

1. Composed of several competing strong-amplitude modes (which may or may not
include Mode 1) which may alternately dominate the signal on different segments
of the path, as shown in Figs. 5.5-3 and 5.5-4. Because of differing phase velocities
of the modes, the signal amplitude/phase of the modal signal exhibits oscillatory
behavior with distance.

2. Dominated by a single mode other than Mode I (e.g., Mode 2 or Mode 3) outside the
station near-field region, as shown in Fig. 5.5-5. In this case, the phase is expected
to vary linearly with distance (i.e., constant wave number* for the mode); however,
the wave number can be significantly different from that of Mode 1.

In either type of modal signal, the phase can, and usually does, significantly differ from that of the

Mode 1 phase and thus a modal signal is unsuitable for use in Omega navigation.

In all of the three modal signal examples, the signal behaviors are predicted by assuming that the
signal is composed of the first four lowest-order modes. The paths in Figs. 5.5-3 and 5.5-5 are nighttime

paths, while the path in Fig. 5.5-4 is a mixed-illumination path. In Fig. 5.5-3, note that the signal is

modal (dominated by Mode 3) for distances of up to about five megameters from the transmitter and
then beyond these distances, the signal is non-modal and its wave number is almost the same as the

Mode 1 wave number. In this example, note that the increase in signal amplitude beyond ten megame-

ters from the transmitter is clue to the signal focusing effect discussed earlier.

In Fig. 5.5-4, the signal is dominated by its Mode 1 along the day and transition segments of the
path, and Modes 1 and 3 along the nighttime segment of the path. This is an example of the day to night

*The wave number is the same as the wave propagation constant, k.
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Figure 5.5-3 Example of Predicted Oscillatory Modal Interference Behavior: 13.6 kHz
Signal along Nighttime Radial at Geographic Bearing of 105 deg from
Liberia Omega Station (Ref. 26)

transition crossing along the path producing mode conversion effects in the signal due to rapidly chang-
ing ionospheric properties in the transition region. As a result, there is no, Mode 3 of the magnitude
comparable to Mode 1, and hence the signal along the nighttime segmer, -nodal.

In Fig. 5.5-5, the signal is dominated along most of the path b, . :de 2 and as a result the wave
number of the signal differs significantly from that of the Mode 1 wave number. This kind of signal
structure frequently happens along westerly-directed nighttime paths.

Examples of non-modal signals, outside the station near-field region are shown in Fig. 5.5-6(a)
for a day path and Fig. 5.5-6(b) for a night path. These paths show the signal behavior typically observed

along most worldwide Omega signal paths.

Modal interference at a path point is characterized as being "spatial" or "temporal" depending
upon the solar illumination condition along the path between the station and the path point. Modal inter-
ference during the day (or night) illumination condition along a path is classified as spatial interference
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Figure 5.5-4 Predicted Mode Conversion-Induced Modal Interference: 10.2 kHz Signal at
24 UT in August along Radial Path at 3 10 deg Geographic Bearing from Japan
Omega Station (Based on Data Generated in Ref. 27)

if the degree of the interference at each path point is nearly the same during the day (or night) hours along
the entire path (and thus depends only on spatial coordinates). The spatial interference is generally larger

in magnitude and persists to longer distances along a signal path during night than in day. This can be
seen by comparing amplitude/phase vs. distance behavior of the daytime and nighttime signals along the
path in Figs. 5.5-6(a) and 5.5-6(b). Furthermore, the spatial modal effects are generally more severe
both in magnitude and (spatial) extent along nighttime paths emanating from the Omega stations located
at low geomagnetic latitudes. Examples of such Omega stations are Liberia, Hawaii, and Japan.

An example of the predicted temporal interference at a fixed location is shown in Fig. 5.5-7. The
figure shows a diurnal plot of the predicted signal amplitude of the Liberia Omega station's 10.2 kHz
signals received at the prediction point, P, which is ten megameters from the station along great-circle
radial path emanating from the station at the geographic bearing of 240 deg, The signal path undergoes
sunrise (and sunset) transition between the UT hours when the sunrise (and sunset) moves from Liberia
(L) to the prediction point (P). Note in the figure, the signal is non-oscillatory for the UT hours corre-
sponding to all -day or all-night solar illumination conditions along the path; and it becomes oscillatory
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13.6 kHz Signal along Nighttime Radial Path at Geographic Bearing of
300 deg from Omega Hawaii Station (Ref. 26)

for the UT hours for which the path has sunrise/sunset transition along it. An examination of the underly-

ing mode structure of the signal (not shown in the plot) reveals that the signal is a: (1) predominantly

Mode 2 signal for all-night path conditions, (2) combination of competing amplitude Modes I and 2

during transition illumination conditions along the path, and (3) predominantly Mode 1 signal for all-

day path conditions. The trans, don path behavior is caused by signal mode conversion at the sunrise/

sunset transition along the path.

As mentioned earlier, Omega navigation is based on the assumption that the received signal is a

Mode 1 dominated signal. However, there is no practical way for a receiver to determine from measutr-

ments alone if the signal is, or is not, a predominantly Mode 1 signal. Therefore, a priori information is

needed on the modal/non modal character,.zation, of Omega s gnals prior to thei u.se in O positi on-

fix computations; otherwise the computed fix could be insignificant error.
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field propagation concepts and mechanisms (c.f. Refs 3 and 19). The tools are vector analysis and

complex notation for harmonic (sinusoidal) time varying electromagnetic field quantities.

In this chapter, scalars are denoted by italic Greek or italic English characters such as a, 0, e, or E;

vectors are represented by bold Greek or bold English characters, such as H, or e; while matrices are

represented as upper-case roman English characters, such as R Roman English letters are used for mul-

tiple character symbols that refer to standard functions, such as sin x, while numerical digits are always

roman. Subscript and superscript variables, except for numerical digits, and coordinate axes, appear in

italics.

5.6.1 Units and Dimensions

A measurement of any physical quantity must be expressed by a number followed by a unit. In

this chapter we use the rationalized MKSA system of units, also referred to as the rationalized Interna-

tional System of Units (SI-units).* In this system, the quantities length, mass, time, and current are

expressed in me:ers (m), kilograms (kg), seconds (s), and amperes (A), respectively. From these units

and the velocity of light in free space, it is possible to derive all other units used in this chapter.

5.6.2 Vector Analysis

In the study of electromagnetics, a great saving in complexity of notation is accomplished by

using the notation of vector analysis. This section introduces vector notations and presents vector opera-

tions used in this chapter; the derivation of the results can be found in any electromagnetics textbook.

5.6.3 Definitions

A scalar is a quantity that is completely specified by its magnitude, positive or negative, together

with its unit. Example of scalars are mass, time, charge, energy, etc. A simple extension of the idea of

scalar is a scalar field, i.e., a function of position which is completely specified by its magnitude at all

points in space.

A vector is a quantity which is completely specified by its magnitude and direction, and is

denoted by boldface symbols, e.g., A, B, e. Force, velocity, acceleration, electric and magnetic field
intensities are examples of the vector quantities. The generalization to a vector field gives a function of

*An equivalent system is the rationalized MKSC system which uses the coulomb (ampcrc x
second), in place of the ampere, as the basic electrical unit. The system of units is said to be
rationalized because the factor 4.r does not appear in Maxwell's equations (the fundamental
postulates of electromagnetism).
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*The coordinate sytIll is S, said to he right -l udcd If , hlithli o0 t(h • i\ 1%1%h!ll() tfl Ih I,, ki• •lid
atlvtlicc a a right-l11litdcd ,ciew il thle ImSlk',b -: diit'.:t1i 1,i. I ll! ll V AId 'tuh nt u.L Al,_, fl t1i
handed sclew ill tile Ic ativc L tlcitC tiol, (hie cuo!,iiuwt telI . haitiU at4c Isp kiytovitl.
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where fi is a unit vector perpendicular to the plane containing A and B, as shown in Fig. 5.6-5. The direc-

tion of i^ is given by the "right-hand rule" which states that the direction of A X B is that in which a

right-hand screw would advance if rotated in the same manner.

Derivatives of a Vector - There is a derivative in vector analysis, closely related to each of the

two kinds of multiplicationjust discussed. The vector-like differential operator V (del) has the following

form in rectangular coordinates

ax ay 8V -ay a z -z

When V operates on a vector A in the dot product sense, the result is a scalar quantity called the

divergence (div) of A and is given by

div A _ V a A 8A. +Ay +A,
a + + az

If V operates on A in the cross product sense, one obtains the curl (or rotation) of A, which is a vector

qualntity. In rectangular coordinates, the curl takes the following form

(8Az _~ y (Y _ OýA
curlA =V xA = +_% - z)

+ a Oy]

The operator V can also be applied to a scalar quantity o, which is a function of x, y, and z. The result is

the gradient (grad) of 0 and in rectangulair coordinates it is the vector

grad - = + A LO + A -"
grd V5 xax Yay z 8

A x B G-30681
5-24-9255-18-92

A

V A

E'gure 5.6-4 Vectors A and B Figure 5.6-5 Vector Product Geometry
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Repeated application of the differential operator V to a vector or a scalar is sometimes required in

electromagnetic field theory. The following relations are of special interest:

.= 9 +2¢ +20

8X2  8y2  dZ2

VxVxA V(V.A) - V2 A

V. V x A 0 for all vectorsA

V X V = 0 for all scalars g

The operator V . V = V2 (Laplace's operator) is a scalar quantity and is extensively used in the electro-

magnetic theory. The expressionV2A, in rectangular coordinates, is

V2A =- V(V A) - V x V x A (V2Ax) + ^ (V2Ay) + z VEAZ)

Complex Notation - When the time variation of a function such as voltage or electric field is

harmonic (sinusoidal), complex notation is used to simplify mathematical analysis. The basis for this is

Euler's identity

exp (i/t) = cos (aot) + isin (cot)

where i = P], (o (= 2;rf) is the angular frequencyf is the frequency, and t is time. This gives a relation

between real sinusoidal functions and the complex exponential function.

Consider a sinusoidally varying scalar quantity, such as voltage u(t), of the form

v(t) = IV01 cos ((ot + 0) = ,/2 MI cos (tot + 0)

where I V01 and F IV0 1 are the peak and the rms (root-mean-square) value of the instantaneous voltage

v(t), respectively; and 0 is the phase. Note that specification of a sinusoidal quantity requires the

knowledge of its three parameters: amplitude, frequency, and phase.

In complex notation, v(t) would be interpreted according to

v(t) = ý/2 Re [V exp (itot)]
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where V= I l1 exp (iq5) is called the complex quantity, and the notation Re[ ] stands for "the real pIrt of' of

the complex quantity inside the brackets [].* Anothcr name for Vis the sc'aluirpliasor quanitity a,,ndI it hlas
both a magnitude and a phaso. Thus, in complex notation, Vis the complex voltage corresponding to the

instantaneous voltage v(t).

Throughout this chapter, we use complex notation for the clcctromnagnictic field quantities which

are interpreted according to the rules of complex algebra prcsenitcd in this subscction, Frequently, thc

time dependence factor is not written out cxplicitly for sinusoidally varying field quantities, -since- the

same time dependence is common to all field expressions.

Field vectors that vary with space coordinates and are sinusoidal functions ofi duin can hj,.
similarly represcnted by "vector phasors" that dcpcnd on space coordinates but not onl tim~c. Asan exam~

plc, we ca~n write at tirne-harmionic e field rcferring to cos ow time rcfcrencc6 as

C(X, Y,Z ;z1) E0 x 7~) cus (OWI + 0) - 2E(Xy.) Cos (WI + 4))

Re FE'( cxp (iUwo] = K~c [E, cxp (iow)]

where E0 and E are the peak and rins complex- vector (phasor-vcctor) field% containing informiation oil
direction, magnitude, and phase. The rectangular comtponcrnt of e, ej J/ =,y, z), ini comuplcx notationi, is

c)x .z;t) - ý2 Rc Ejcxp (/W1j

- J-2 Re [iiy) Cxp) l(awi
whcec tlic scalar phasor L2 = Il,)l exp (io).

5.7 A'PPENIIX: RADIO WAVE PROPA(A'!ON PRINCIPLE'S

This section prcscnts the basic c(oncepts in clectroma~iictic fi je theory rele vant to radi)wavc
propagation in at waveguidC. SpeCifically, it plesen~itS Maxwell's cqUatih ms (thle bask:c (-cktriuraynetic
theory p~ost ilates), wave equiations, and rellectioui ard refrtaction of wa ys, Th le wairterial in 116i s aplwiC 11ix
is cx tractedl fromi basic textbook onl electromagnetic tlicory (c, I,, 1W'%, 19 and 3 1 thlioUgl 316).

I he11 Convenlt oll 1)(I) =0111ii It/ CX p O1wl)] call also be used, W~lure Ji s tallds for tile i inaldinail
pairt of the quant11ity withinl th~e bra~ckets, I J,

§ It' the time ref~crcnlce is fnot CXjIl icitly sped ifid, it is custona ~irly taken its cots tot.
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5.7.1 Ba:k' Concepts

EIlcctroniagnetic phenomena can be described in terms of the free electric charge density Q, a sca-

lar quantity, and the five vector quantities listed in Table 5.7-1. These quantities are related by two dis-

tinctly different set of equations, The vector pairs J and E, E and D, and H and B are assumed to depend

linearly oil each other (linear media); no time or space dependence is involved. These relations are

known as the constitutive relations (Section 5,7.3) and depend on the properties of the medium in which

the &4 tromagnetic field exists, Thc ,,icond set of relations is the basic postulates of the electromagnetic

'lTable 5.7.1 'undumental Electromagnetic Vector Quantities

VECTOR QUANTITY SYMBOL UNIT

Electric field Intensity E volVmeter (V/m)

Electric flux density 1) coulomb/meter2 (C/ 2)
(Electric disrl'acomon",)

Magnetic fil0d intensity H ampere/meter (Aim)

Magnetic flux density 1 weber/meter2 (Wh/m 2)

Current density ,| ampere (A)

theory, c:alled Aiaxsvefl.• equations (S.ectiorn 5.7,2), They involve derivatives in time as well as in the

m.acc, At interfaces between media with different electromagnetic properties, the field quantities on

either side of the interfacc arc related through the boundary conditions or relations (Section 5,7.4). The

actual fields in a certain region are also dependent on the source or sources of these fields,. To determine

the clcciromaagnetic fields for a gi,,en problem, proceed as follows,

(a) Oblain Ia set of e'l('flltary solutions to Maxwell's equations together with the
constitutive rehltions, typically reprcsented in the form of plane electromagnetic
waves.

(b) Firnd the combination of elementary solutions that satisfy the boundary conditions;

these partial iohtlons or modes are specific for the region and usually form an
cnumerahle bul infinite set. (An enumcrable set is a set whose members can be enu-
1neatcd, iv,, assigned numbers 1, 2, 3 ... )

(c) Select the set of partial solutions that matches the distribution of sources at hand.

lIn the following subsections, we apply the procedure outlined above to develop expressions for the clec-

tloiiagllclit ic elds of propagating radiowavc signals,

5.7.2 Ma,,wellNs jutlmthons

'The iasic law" of Clectiuimlagf•etics arc summarized by the four Maxwell's cqUations whose

dci ivative Il ,ills and etluivalcnt integral loris ;tre given in Table 5.7-2,
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In Maxwell's equations, V is the divergence operator (see Section 5.6.2.4); V X is the curl

operator (see Section 5.6.2.4); -t) is the partial derivative of the quantity within the parentheses ( )

with respect to time t; f1 is the volume integral over the volume V; fs is the surface integral over the

'Table 5.7-2 Maxwell's Equations

BASIC LAW DIFFERENTIAL FORM INTEGRAL FORM

Gauss's law V'D * ds= L dv =Q

Ampere's law VD x H j+
H"--J " d.d ( .+ -• , s = I+ -'- + dsat a \ t IJa

Faraday's law Q = - E JdV x E =TB E- dl = •0 d

No isolated magnetic charge V.B= 0 B •ds = 0

closed surface S; f, is the contour integral over the closed contour C; dl is the path (contour) element

along the contour C; ds is the surface element over the surface S; and dv is the volume element of volume

V Note that dl and ds are based on the convention that dl encircles ds according to the "right-hand" rule*

(see Fig. 5.7-1) and ds points outward for a closed surface (see Fig. 5.7-2).

Gauss's law states that the electric flux flowing out of any closed surface is equal to the charge, Q,
enclosed; i.e., the electric flux lines begin and end on electric charge. Note that the Gauss's law is a direct

0-30677a
G-30677 7--6-92

6-7-6-92

/ds

dl

C

Figure 5.7-1 dl and ds on an Open Figure 5.7-2 A on a Closed Surface S
Surface S and Contour C

* The rule is that the fingers on one's right hand point in the direction of dl and the thumb points in

the direction of ds.
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consequence of Coulomb's law which states that the force between two charged particles is proportional

to the product of the charges of the two particles and inversely proportional to the square of the distance

between the particles.

Ampere's law states that the line integral of the magnetic field about a closed path is equal to the

total current, I, flowing through the surface bounded by the path. Note that the current density may con-

sist of a conduction current density, a F, caused by the presence of an electric field E in a conductive

medium with conductivity a and a convection current density g u due to motion (with a velocity u) of the

free charge distribution (. The surface integral of J is the current, I, flowing through the open surface S.

Faraday's law states that the line integral of the electric field about a closed path is equal to the

negative rate of change of the magnetic flux q5 flowing through the path. This means that the changing

magnetic field induces "enmf" (voltage) in a path surrounding the field.

The last of the four Maxwell's equations states that the surface integral of magnetic field, or total

magnetic flux flowing out of a closed surface, is zero. This expresses the fact that magnetic charges have

not been found in the nature.

As a consequence of the conservation of charge, the charge density, qv,, and the current density, J

are related by the equation of continuity which is

at

The principal of conservation of charge, like the principle of conservation of momentum, is a fundamen-

tal postulate or law of physics. It states that the electric charge is conserved; that is, it can neither be

created nor be destroyed.

5.7.3 Constitutive Relationships

To solve an electromagnetic field problem, we need, in addition to Maxwell's equations, the fol-

lowing constitutive relationships, which specify the properties of the medium in which the field exists.

Table 5.7-3 lists the constitutive relationships between the field pairs E and D, H and B, and J and E in

free space (vacuum) as well as in an isotropic/linear dielectric medium. In the relationships, co is the

permittivity, also called dielectric constant, of free space (= 8.854 x 10-12 farad/meter);,uo is the perme-

ability of frcc spacc (= 4 - x 10-7 henry/meter); Er is the relative peinditilvity, or relative dielectric

constant (a dimensionless quantity);,jur is the relative permeability (a dimensionless quantity); ar is the

conductivity (mho/m). Note that the free-space medium is a special case of isotropic/linear medium
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where Er = 1,,Ur = 1, and a = 0. In an isotropic/linear medium, the two vectors in any of the constitutive

relationships (e.g., between J and E) are oriented in the same direction and are related to each other via

the scalar properties (e,/u, a) of the medium.

Table 5.7-3 Constitutive Relationships

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
MEDIUM

D and E B and H J and E

Free space D=eoE B = ,oH J=0

Isotropic/linear D =E =rEo E B =,UH =•r I•o H J a E*
dielectric
*Ohm's law.

In the case of an anisotropic/linear dielectric medium, such as the magnetized plasma which is

the upper boundary medium of the earth-ionosphere waveguide, the dielectric constant and conductivity

may be different for different directions of the electric field as a result the dielectric properties, e and a,

and this they arc tcnsor quantities (Ref. 19). As a result, D and J depends on all thrce components of E.

For harmonically (sinusoidally) time-varyingfields (i.e., exp (iwt) time dependence), the dielec-

tric constant (permittivity) is, in general, a complex quantity and expressed as:

e = E' -- i E"

where both e' and e" may be functions of frequency.

The ratio e'/E " expressed by Eq. 5.7-1, is called loss tangent because it is a measure of power
loss in the wave propagation medium

tan' ' (5.7-1)

Note that the speed of light in a lossless medium is (E,4) - 1/2 which in free space reduces

to (Eo0) - 1/2. Furthermore, the i;zdex of refraction, n of an isotropic medium is 6 rIUr

(a dimensionless quantity). In the case of a lossy medium (i.e., 6" = 0), n is a complex quantity. In free

space, n is unity since er -- ur = 1.

On the basis of Eq. 5.7-1, a medium is said to be good conductor if >> wue', and a good insulator
(dielectric) if cos' » . Thus, a material may be a good conductor at VLF but m-ay have the popertie s of

a lossy dielectric at very high frequencies. For example, for a moist ground which has the relative dielec-

tric constant of about 10 and conductivity of 10-2 mho/meter, the loss tangent is 1.8 X 104 at 10 kHz,
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which makes the moist ground a relatively good conductor. At 10 GHz (10 X 1012 Hz), the loss tangent is

1.8 X 10-3 and thus the moist ground at 10 GHz behaves like an insulator.

5.7.4 Boundary Conditions

The field equations, described in Section 5.7.2, are valid at points in space in whose neighbor-

hood the physical properties of the medium vary continuously. However, at any surface separating one

medium from another, there occur sharp changes in the medium parameters e, tI, and a. These changes

result in discontinuous field quantities across the discontinuity between the two media. In solving elec-

tromagnetic field problems, we need boundary conditions, listed in Table 5.7-4, to relate the electric and

magnetic fields on the two sides of a discontinuity. The boundary conditions are obtained by applying

Maxwell's equations at the two adjacent points, one on each side of the discontinuity. In the table, each

field quantity has two subscripts. The first subscript t or n denotes the tangential or normal component of

the field, respectively, and the second subscript (1 or 2) indicates the medium to which the field compo-

nent belongs.

From the boundary conditions table (Table 5.7-4), we note that the tangential component of elec-

tric field, Et, and normal component of magnetic flux density, Bn, are always continuous at the interface
between any two media (see Fig. 5.7-3). For the case of source-free interace, both the tangential com-

ponent of magnetic flux intensity, Ht, and the normal component of electric flux density, D,,, are continu-

ous. Whenever there are sources, i.e., non-zero surface charge density, source i.e., Qs ; 0 (and

non-zero surface current density, source, i.e., js ;e 0), D,, (and HI) are discontinuous at the interface by

the amount equal to the electric (and magnetic) field source magnitude. From the table, note that for a

perfect conducto; there can be no electric and magnetic fields inside a conductor.

Table 5.7-4 Boundary Conditions for Electric and Ma'-netic Fields

Tangential Normal Component of Tangential Normal Component
Media 1 and 2 Component of Electric Flux Component of of Magnetic Flux

Electric Field (Et) Density (D0) Magnetic Flux oMneti Flux
Density (H) Density (Ba)

a,, u2 arbitrary Et1 I Et 2  Pl - n2 Ht, Ht2  BnI B,2

Medium 1 is a perfect
conductor (a, = -.) D n1  0 0h& =
with current sheet
density j. and charge Et? - 0 Dn2 = QS =is = 0
density ps at the inter- 0. .... ...
face between media

L 1a = 02 0;JS=0 EtI = Et2 Pnl = Dn2 Ht, = Ht2 Bn= Bn2
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-- ]- " • q 1, Htl ..

Medium I

P:.• : "#" :" - ~ I Dn2, Bn2""" '.•

Figure 5,7-3 Field Components at )oint P on ti -e Between Media 1 and 2

5.7.5 Wave E1,(quations

WV will now consider applying Maxwell's equations to wave propagation in an unbounded,

h,,nuiecu'ute, i.•otroplc, iand linear medium with no sources (current or charges). For harmonic time

del•indcncc of the wave field quantities (from which an arbitrary time dependent field quantities can be

casi!y dclivCd by the cprinciple of supci .,l,.•l). Maxwell's equations reduce to the following homoge-

Il0'.ut rc v'l il vtr' r'quatitnm., also called homiogenvotu" vector Iklhnholtz equations:

VE ', + k2 E = O
V2E + 02 H 0

whlce V2 is the Lapihcitll operator (see Section 5.6,2), k2 --w2el =(o 2•)C ) (ery(r)

1,11, - 4,!)2 n12; (1 & 2;rf.f is the signal frequency, and n is the refractive index of the medium. The

ktflm"ta!it i, called fie prop)agation constant (or w'ave number), In free space (Er =/r Pr 1)

k --o k~ = L=L

vJhcic is I•! hepcd olf lipht in flee splace.

Iil tIlc Cailksial coordiniatcs, the rectangular compoPents of E and II satisfy the scalar wave

V) 4+-k ;p - 0 (5.7-2)

v.'1ch C V, i s any ,calati coll) pocnt of IC or 11, We can con ;truct elcctronmagnctic fields by choosing solu-

lii i r, I ) 1 it, 5,7.2 111r .y, liid !:'., ori4, fly. and I1. Note th.,t all fields that satisfy M axw l!'s cqua-

1(11, is• O ',;Iti!sly ilte wave cqutions. The conwvrse is not tiuc, A pair of field vectors E and ii that ,satisfy

wviavc Cetli t i' lis co; istt rtie admtissible clectrolnangictic fields only if at the sanme timc they satisfy Max-

weii' c.:pl , ih l to ld itiichi•viu ihe a iicid:iniust ryhivc properly an tie boundaries i35 accorda.nc witi Lhe
I I, ildttly c u drio~illr .!', lk d ifl '1 ;ble 5.17.3 If thle wave l)l'olpagatioln region is ulnbounded, attenltionm lust

iir) ,. lie i,,t u, , the' I c hl bclh i vxiuira i il•'iity (Se~c rldd iltiO ln conlditionl in R ef. 35).



5.7.6 Plane Waives
vfhc harmonic plaric wave iiolution of Maxwell's cqualtion% IN of bulth thrurctical and ptaciitkal

importancc in understanding 0mcgit/VLF 1aigrna wave propigit~lon, it- the ckcetoitimgrtlic field% of
very general form can bc represented by it %upcrpoxitlon of harmnonic plane wavch. A plane wave 1% a
particular solution of Maxwell's equittionx, with the electric field EIC (%imlarly. [tic magnetic field 11) In
thc iiame lretion and sume pliaw ovcrcach of the Inintiatr planes perpenidiviular to th1C (ieC~tion of waivc
propagation, The cquiphasc surface of ,I wavc Is called W(AvfwiMl C1I iahaRcftonit A plant, wilv 14 unI-
form whenl thC an1Plitludes Of E' anld 11 11T Constant over thle equiphine hvurfacms Viim~, weiwill consldc
plane wlive piropagiittioni an a non *COndUCt ifig (lOSSle s) 1Citil eiullad tl) II Ac inum oduct nig(lussy)
mediumn. Iinally. we wilIl discuss refleCt ion and ; diatiloil Uf p1lane wavesho ,Is'sa p1liflat boundmy,

Non Conductihg Medium -Th 'iseidiumi 1% ossumed to be im~mrojdic and linciti, IIn thuis cil
consider it Uniformil phlane wavc cl aractcrl,.d by a unifoual /. LA olstil;it nlag~iitude and L:onstant1 phs)IIIC
over 1plMne sUrfaces l)Crp)cndiCulut1 to thle Z 16 ax i of e sclangtilmr Couondiisae hyltem,3 Notc that thle fielcd
LI it pliasoi an~d dcpcnd& only on 1,1.i Z dnae I ,I 0thk cajc, the iludoiu ul On!~ W;i."'eL: eUiaiuli,

Eq. 5.7-2, is

EAz A4 exp) (-4Ikz-) + l c xl (1kA-)(5')

where EA" and E;' 11rc arbitrary (inl rencral, coniplcx) colstaimts tha1t L1rC detes a iliiacl by tile boundarhiy
conditions and k is tile~ pi opiigitioii constant in tlhe medium,.

Now let us examine what the first phascm- termi onl the right-hand side of liy, 5,7-3 represents III
rcall l1.1ed onl tile Coi p1 cx notation rcpresentailon dc"Cibc.d Ill Scct ion and a1"suuiling that1

"'*A - o 10bc it real constanit (1cro phlasc at11 0), the instiantancouls dependence of LA
1 is given by

~A4 (:') e LACXI) (-.ikz) exi) (/vi)] (5,7.-4)

L" cos (wI - k4,)

Eq. 5,7.4 has been plotted in Fig, 5,7-4 I'r scvcral valtues of time 1. At I = 0, L' 4(-,0) = L' cus k, a

iosg~ cuve it I anampltudeL~J, AtN~ceS~iye tmes theci rve effecti vely travels inl the positive

dii-ecti on. We have, thenl, a tratveling wave, 11' WC fi xLl our aCtetion Onl a pi t icu lar point (a point of a

pari'u L pa~-c)ol thc ae it Ie~.t) mouve .ih velocity Vp. callcd p/:ul'w 1veloch~y, whlich i.,

gViVCe by

ill kJIJE
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I=0 1•, 1 t

Figure 5.7.4 Wave Traveling in Positive z Direction: E.• (z,) = cos (Wt--koz)
for Several Values of Time t.

Note that in the free space, er -/ur = 1, and hence n = 1 and vp = c -- : x 108 meters/second.

The wavelength, A, of a wave is defined as a distance (see Fig. 5.7-4) in which the phase of the
wavc increases by 2:% radians at any instant, Thus, AA = 2.,r, or

2- _ 2.tvp Up _ c

T W' f f /•?Zr

In free space, the wavelength A A• 0 =c/ff. Note that the wavelength is used as a measure of whether
a distance is long or short, At Omega frequencies (10-14 kHz), the wavelength in free space is approxi-
mately 30-21.5 kin, whereas the free-space wavelength at 1000 kHz is only 0.03 km. Thus, a distance

of 1 kni is very short at Omcga frequencies but very long at 1000 kHz.

It is obvious, that the second phasor term on the right-hand side of Eq. 5.7-3 represents a sinu-
soidal wave traveling in the --z direction with the same phase velocity as up. If we are concerned only

with the wave traveling in the +z direction, then E0= 0. However, if there are discontinuities in the wave
propagation medium, reflected waves (i.e., Eo) traveling in the opposite direction must also be consid-

ered in the electromagnetic field solution of Maxwell's equations, as we will see later.
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The magnetic field H associated with E, can be found by solving Maxwell's equations. Thus for

the case of the electric field E+(z, t) in Eq. 5.7-4, the rectangular components of the associated magnetic

field H phasors are

H - Ex(z) (5.7-5)
H7=

where 7( = pe) is called the intrinsic impedance of the medium. In free space (e = ,ur = 1)

71 =, 710 = 120r = 377 Q (ohms)

Because ? is real in a non-conducting medium, HJ+(z) is in phase with L7 (z) and thus we can write the
instantaneous expression for H as

H(z,t) =5H+(z, r) = 5ý Re[Ht(z-)exp (ion')]
EO+

= -V - cos (wot-kz)

Hence, for a uniform plane wave the ratio of E and H is the intrinsic or characteristic impedance of the
medium. We also note that H is perpendicular to E and that both are normal to the direction of propaga-
tion. Figure 5.7-5 shows an instantaneous picture of E and H fields in a traveling uniform plane wave.
Note that our specification of E = x E, as an electric field parallel to the x axis is not as restrictive ,i% it

appears, inasmuch as we are free to designate the direction of E as the +x direction, which is normal to
the direction of propagation uz.

6 19 91

A12

Figure 5.7-5 Instantaneous Picture of E and H in a Traveling Wave
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then the fields are given by

Ex+ - E" exp (-k"z)cos (wt -k'z)

H+ exp (-k"z) cos (Cot -k'z -

Due to the phase angle ý, the E and H fields of the wave are not in phase. Figure 5.7-7 illustrates the

effect of attenuation in a wave of this type. Note that the envelope, (the curve connecting minima and

maxima of the waves) is propc.-tional to exp (--k"z).

For the case of a high conductivity medium (or >> we'), as displayed in Table 5.7-4, we have

(JAUOk' " k" - ý_'_U •

2

CO/

2 2. 7rT

k" Vucr

Thus, for a high conductivity medium, the attenuation constant is very large and H lags E by 45 deg, and

the wavelength is very small compared to the free-space wavelength. For example, at the Omega signal

E ÷+or HY+ G-3619a
A Direction of Travel ----- 7-3-92

Envelope -exp(-k"z)

wt 7U
... ,.• ""tot = ffJ

mto = 0d

Figure 5.7-7 Ex+ or HI+ in a Plane Wave Traveling Along
the z-Axis in a Lossy Medium
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frequency of 10.2 kHz, the wavelength is approximately 29.4 km in free space and 15.6 meters in sea

water (a >> we'), a difference between the two wavelengths of about a three orders of magnitude.

A wave starting at the surface of a good conductor and propagating inward is very quickly

damped (absorbed) to insignificant values. The wave field is localized in a thin surface layer; this phe-

nomenon is know. n as skin effect. The distance in which a wave is attenuated to Ile (i.e., 36.8 percent) of

its initial value is called the skin depth or depth of penetration, b. This is defined by the condition that

k" 6 = 1, or

F2 4Cwdu= -k -,

where ,Agc is the wavelength in the good conductor. The frequency dependence of the skin depth of the

various soils/materials forming the earth's surface is shown in Fig. 5.7-8. In the figure, note that the skin

depth of Omega signal waves (10-14 kHz) is approximately:

1. 2.5 meters in sea water (a = 4 mho/m), which means Omega signals attenuate very
rapidly in sea water. For example, the signal is attenuated more than 99 percent over
a distance of about 15 meters in sea water and therefore Omega navigation is limited
to several meters of depth below the sea surface.

0-30860
106 17-3-92

1-4 niho/m (Fresh-Water Ice)
10-4 mhofm (Tundra)
1- I3 mho/m (Frcsh.Water Lake)

1o5 10- 2 n•ho/m (Dry Soil)
Ir0" mho/m (Moderate Soil)

1020 102 I0• 101 I0-

Frequency (Ilz)

Figure 5.7-8 Skin Depth vs. Frequency for Various Earth Materials
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2, 1600 meters in a frcsh-watcr ice region (o7 = 1O'5 mho/n) such as Greenland/
Antarctica, which means that Omega signals attcenuate vcry slowly in all ice cap
region and therefore Omcga navigation is posible under (tic polar ice cip.

5.7.7 Reflection and Refraction of Plane Waves

Omega signals propagate from a transmitter to a receiver by successive reflections from the

earth's surface and the ionosphere boundary of the carth-ionusphcrc wavcguidc. Therefore, in this sub-

section we will discuss reflection and rcfraction of plane waves incident on a planar boundaiy between

two dissimilar nedia, as illustrated in Fig. 5.7-9, Lct the Ichh'int wave (in medium I ) make an angic 0O

with the y axis (the normal to the boundary), the rtfl'cted wave (in mediuia !) makes an angle 0, with the

y axis, and tilc transmiittvd wave (in medium 2) make an angle O0 with the negative y axis, Note that tile

transmittcd wave is the r(frlacted wave and 01 ik, thc angle rifr,(,tatl~v. AM nmentionled in Section 5.7.5,

the incident signal. in general can have anl arbitrary polarizatio:m) (hincar, circular, or elliptical). For our

discussion, we will assume that the iacident signal has the nio,.t gcneral polarization, i.c,, clliplital. We

can consider such a wavc to be composed of two linearly polarized waves, one with the electric field

(, 4 W)4

I 4.24 •tj l~1Wil'c s C

1P/A qlr.ft I

di I

Fi~g ' 5.7-9 Plahn Wave' hi=!cidncc (Jictley
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vector parallel to the plane of incidence and the other with the electric field vector perpendicular to plane

of incidcncc. Thc plane of incidence is a plane containing the wave propagation direction and the normal

to the boundary between the two media, The waves with the electric vector field parallel and perpendic-

tlar to the plane of incidence are commonly referred to as the e-wave or transverse magnetic (TM) wave,

and h-wave or transverse electric (TE) wave, respectively

At the boundary between the two media, the electromagnetic fields of the incident, reflection,

and refraction waves must satisfy the boundary conditions listed in Table 5.7-3; as a result, we get

0i (angle of incidence) = 0 r (angle of reflection) (5.7-6a)

(sin 8i/sin 0,) = (nl/n 21) (5.7-6b)

where n1 anid n2 are the refractive indices of media 1 and 2, respectively; the second relationship,
Eq. 5.7-6b, is familiar in optics and is known as Snell's law,

For Oniega/VlVF signal propagation, two types of two-medium boundaries are of interest. The

first type is the boundary between air (medium 1) and ground (medium 2), similar to the air-groutid

boundary of the El waveguide. The second type is the boundary between air (medium 1) and magnetized

plasma (anisotropic medium 2), similar to the air (magnetized) ionosphere boundary of the El wave-

g.uide, Therefore, we will present below the reflection and transmission (refraction) coefficients for the

case where both media are isotropic, homogeneous, and conducting. As the reflection and refraction

forimulas for the second type of boundary, the air-(magnetized) plasma, are quite complex, we will give a

qualitative discussion of the reflection and transmission of the waves form such a boundary.

CASE I.'ý7eflvction and Refraction at the Boundary Between Two Isotropic Media

The reflection coefficient R and the transmission coefficient Tfor the plane wave incident at the

boundary y = 0 in (see Fig. 5.7-9) are obtained by applying of the boundary conditions at the boundary.

There are giver, in the first row of 'fable 5.7-3, which considers al and 0"2 as arbitrary quantities. As a

result, for an incident e wave, the reflection coefficient, R., and transmission coefficient, Te, are given by

(Ref. 10)

c I0 -- 0,)1/2
12 Cos 0 - n 1(n2 - 2sin2 ,l/

Re =31/2 (5.7-7a)

It, cos 0i + nl(n - n2 sin 2O0
2 I I2 -

T, = (1 + Re) (cos 0i/cos 0,) (5.7-7b)
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Similarly, for an incident h Wave, we get the reflection coefficient, R;1, and the transmission coefficient,

Th, given by

SCos o0 - - 20 .)1/2

R- = _ n s /2 (5.7-8a)
n Cos +(n2- sin 2)'

Th =l + Rh (5.7-8b)

Recall that the refractive index, nf, for the medium I (= 1,2) is given by

n = (e/e)(1 + i tan 6 ce)

tan 6,e = ae/(wae E')

where e'e and 6ce the real part of the permittivity and loss tangent of th medium. The reflection coeffi-
cients are also called the Fresnel reflection coefficients.

For the case where medium 2 is a highly conducting medium (1n21>>l because ao we')

Re and Rh=' (- 1)

Te and Th 0

Note that the above expressions for the reflection and transmission coefficients are consistent with the
boundary condition (see Table 5.7-3) which requires that the tangential component of the electric field
vector must vanish on the surface of perfect conductor (Inl = - because = -00). For the case of a TM
plane wave incident at a plane dielectric (lossless) boundary, the incident angle at which there is no
reflection from the boundary is called the Brewster angle for the TM waves. Similarly, there is a Brew-
ster angle for the TE waves. However, if both media are non-magnetic (i.e.,4 # 1, ='U2 =--0), there is no
Brewster angle for the TE waves. If the dielectric medium is a lossy medium, the Brewster angle is a
complex angle in which the real part of the incident angle yields the smallest reflection from the bound-
ary. The physical incident angle associated with the Brewster angle condition for a lossy medium bound-
ary is called the pseudo-Brewster angle (Ref. 35).

For the air-ground boundary, the reflection coefficients have the following general characteris-
tics, an example of which is shown in Fig. 5.7-10 (Ref. 36).
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0-30859"7-3-92
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"- --- h-wave fj 45 --- h-wave
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0, o 0 ,

90 60 30 0 90 60 30 0

Incident Angle (deg) Incident Angle (deg)

Figure 5.7-10 Reflection Coefficients for an Air-Ground Boundary with the
Ground Conductivity of 10-4 mho/m (Ref. 36)

TE Wave Reflection Coefficient

1. The magnitude of reflection coefficient increases regularly with increasing angle of
incidence and with increasing frequency; the magnitude is higher when the ground
conductivity is greater and the frequency is lower.

2. The phase of reflection coefficient is always in the proximity of 180 deg.

TM Wave Reflection Coefficient

1. The magnitude of reflection coefficient first decreases with increasing angle of
incidence, 0, until 0 has attained a critical value, the "pseudo-Brewster incident
angle;" the magnitude then passes through a minimum after which it increases very
rapidly towards the grazing incidence (0 = 90 deg) to the boundary.

2. The angle 0 corresponding to the minimum value of the reflection coefficient is
smaller when the conductivity is greater.

3. The phase of the reflection coefficient starts at a very low value at normal incidence
(0 = 0 deg) a, . then increases very slowly until 0 reaches in the neighborhood of
pseudo-Brew,,ter incidence, after which it approaches 180 deg for the grazing
incidence.

CASE II: Reflection and ,,efraction at the Boundaiy Between Free-Space and Anisotropic Plasma

This case e i Case I in that now medium 2 is anisotropic (magnetized plasma). Note that

in Case I, where are isotropic, an incident TE wave gives rise to a reflected wave with the
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same properties (i.e., another TE wave); similarly, an incident TM wave causes a reflected TM wave.

However, in Case II, the anisotropic medium causes the reflected wave to be elliptically polarized (i.e.,

having both TE and TM wave components as shown in Fig. 5.3-6), independent of whether the incident

wave is TE or TM wave.

Furthermore, the anisotropic plasma medium has a double-valued refractive index. As a conse-

quence, there are two transmitted waves for each incident wave (Ref. 15). They are (nearly) circularly

polarized in opposite sense and are called the ordinary and extraordinary waves. The ordinary name

comes from the fact that for a vertically incident wave, the ordinary wave behaves as though there is no

magnetic field in the anisotropic medium. We will not present the reflection coefficient expressions for

this case as these expressions are quite involved and can be found in any book on wave propagation in

magnetized media (cf., Ref. 15).

5.8 APPENDIX: ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD COMPONENTS OF A
TRANSMITTING SOURCE

Consider the transmitting source to be a small (relative to the signal wavelength), vertical, elec-

trical monopole on the surface of a flat, perfectly conducting earth (see Fig. 5.8-1 (a)). Assuming a uni-

form current A(t) = F2I cos wt (where I is the rms current) along the monopole of effective height he*, the

resulting rms electric and magnetic fields at the distance L (meters) from the monopole are given by

(Ref. 8).

2no (Vp 11(p I1 ]

Electrostatic Induction Radiation

1i L I
Induction Radiation

where Ez is the rms vertical electric field (volt/meter), H10 is the rms tangential magnetic field (ampere/

meter), Eo is the free-space permittivity (=8.854 x 10-12 farad/meter) uo is the speed of light in free space

(= 3x10 10 mis), co = 2,7rf,f is the signal frequency, and i = •2-i".

* It is the integral of the electric current 1(t) over height and divided by the base current, (V-2I).
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It is interesting to note the effects of distance upon the various components (electrostatic, induc-

tion, and radiation) of Ez and 1/4. At() = 0/2.r (note that vo =l-o where AO is the signal wavelength), the

induction and radiation components are equal. Beyond one wavelength, the radiation component domi-

nates and its Ez and [4 fields decay as (g)-1. Figure 5.8-1(b) shows the distance dependence ofE. and

14 for distances of up to one wavelength from the source. In this figure, it can be seen that for 0 _ Q/20 <

1, all three components are contributing; while, for p/AO < 0. 1, the electrostatic component term domi-

nates. The far-field components of the electric and magnetic fields are related by E. = -i7o-/ where ?7o
(= 120.) is the characteristic impedance of free space.

Assuming that Pr is the power (watt) radiated by the monopole whose effective height, he, is

small relative to the signal wavelength (i.e., he < 0.1 A), the rms value of the vertical electric field Ez at a

distance p (meters) is approximately given by (Ref. 8).

9.5P 1/2

Ez LO" (volt/meter)
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(a) Source Geometry
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(B) Ilectroniagnetic Fields

IglJ4111 5X.8 I. tC I ocil uiugzi ctic I icids of an E'lectric Dipole (Ref. 8)
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5.9 ABBREVIATIONS/ACRONYMS

cec Centicycle (one-hundredth of a cycle)

dB Decibel

deg Degree

El Earth-Ionosphere

GDOP Geometric Dilution of Precision

C1Hz Gigahertz

hr Hour

kHz Kilohertz

km Kilometer

mho/m who per meter

Mm Megameter

PPC Propagation Correction

rms Root-Mean-Square

TE Transverse Electric

TEM Transverse Electromagnetic

TM Transverse Magnetic

VLF Very Low Frequency

UT Universal Time
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to reflect the sun. We may even find ourselves casting shadows by the reflected light. A previously unre-

markable part of the scene has just become a major contributor of radiation incident on us. That is, the

object has now become part of an effective "path." The lesson is that it is always conceivable that some

unusual set of circumstances combine to reflect, refract, or focus electromagnetic energy along a path

quite different from what one ordinarily expects. With that in mind, one usually expects Omega signals

to follow a great-circle path.

A difference between the example with the windshield and Omega signals is the wavelength.

Although it is easy to find manmade components that are large with respect to light wavelengths, it is

difficult to find or assemble structures that are comparable in size to the 30 kmn wavelength of 10.2 kHz

Omega signals. This quite properly suggests that Omega signals will usually be received without the

sometimes troublesome reflections from structures often found at higher frequencies. However, it does

not ensure Omega reception via the great-circle path. Also, natural features, e.g., coastlines and the day-

night terminator, can easily be large with respect to a wavelength.

If there is a marked asymmetry between conditions right and left of a propagation path, the great

circle path assumption should be questioned. Basic principles of electromagnetics and optics, such as

Fermat's Principle*, do, indeed, apply to Omega signals. However, in the absence of extremely anoma-

lous conditions, one does not expect that path deviations would be sufficient to cause phase variations

much different than those expected on a great-circle path. Thus one expects the steady state propagation

calculations based on great-circle paths to be relatively accurate. However, if the day-night terminator

intercepts the path, the apparent diurnal pattern or direction of arrival could be different from that pre-

dicted by steady-state, great-circle calculations.

An important concept is that of the effective propagation path. From the hop theory of radio

propagation (Chapter 5, Section 5.1), it is apparent that no energy reflected directly over a receiver will

reach the receiver. Rather, the rays that contribute primarily to the signal at a remote point are those

launched and received more or less tangentially. For D-region ionospheric heights, a tangential launch

corresponds to a first ionospheric interaction at about 9 degrees of arc (1000 kin) from the transmitting

source. As this is an absolute limit in hop theory, a smaller figure, such as 6 or 7 degrees (700 to 800 km)

is expected for a typical path shortening. (In waveguide theory, calculations of the size of the first

*Somietimes referred to a Fermat's Principle of Least Time but used here in the more modem sense
wherein the path traced by a beam of electromagnetic energy represents a minimum, inflection, or
even a maximum in time. A modern statement is: Any path from A to B whose length is stationary
with respect to a variation of path, and only such a path, is an actual path from A to B.
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oblique Fresnel zone lead to similar results). Effectively, a portion of the first (or last) 6 degrees com-

prises the excitation (or de-excitation) region while in the mid-path the signal phase is modeled by incre-

mental phase velocity or wave number contributions along the great-circle path. The notion of an

effective path is developed more extensively in Chapter 9 (cf. Fig. 9.3-2).

The distinction between total geometric path and effective path is especially important when it is

remembered that 7 degrees of arc on an east-west path corresponds to about a half hour at the equator and

more elsewhere. Thus the distinction is especially obvious when considering diurnal phase change,

Figure 6.2-1 shows a portion of a hypothetical diurnal phase variation near sunrise on the eastern end of

an approximately east-west path. Once the terminator begins its transit through the mid-path region, the

diurnal rate of change will be on the order of 10 cec/Mm* depending on path details. For an equatorial

east-west path, the 15 degree/hour rotation rate of the earth corresponds to 1667 kin/hour. Thus the slope

of the diurnal change is 17 cec/hr but can be much higher for a north-south path. The consequence of a

half-hour error in estimating the transition onset time is indicated by the dotted line in F ig. 6.2-1. The

solid line shows the situation with the transition beginning with the start of mid-path illumination at

point B, that is, when the sun illuminates the area at the effective eastern path end. (Ref, I describes the

situation in more detail, especially in Fig. 4.)

Experimental evidence supporting the notion of an effective path may be obtained as follow:;,

First, examine the start of sunrise on a north-south path when the illumination occurs simultaneously at
0 •3M4

A B
100*

S 90

80

0600 0700

Time

Figure 6.2-1 Phase Behavior at Start of Sunrise on a iLong East-West Path

*Mm is the abbreviation for megamet~r, a 1000 km unit of distance,
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all points on the path, This time. corresponding to points A or B in Fig. 6 2-1, can he determined to an

accuracy of I to 3 minuitc using a continuous arialog recording, Then, compuLte he fsolar zenith angle
corresponding to this sturt of sunrise. [As cilculated, this angle corresponds to thc mornoirnt when the

sun's firht fceble rays strike the ionosphere from undernmath (Q8,.] Use this defining zenith angle to
detciminc wheic sunrise begins on an cast-west path, As expected, the answer turns out to be about 6 dc-

ircc= s shown in Tablc 6.2-1 (from Rcf. 1),

Table 6.2-1 Eid-Plth Size from I'hie Recordings

NUMBER OF SUNRISE
PATH MEASUREMENTS END-PATH SIZE•

(Days) (degrees of arc)

Norway - Now Yoik 22 0.I

Trinidad - Norway i8 7.0

Hawaii - Trlnldnd a3 .1

Hawaii - New York 31 2.7

Hawaii - San Dingo r 7.0

Now York - Trinidad 32 8,5

Now York - Hawaii 23 4,2

Median 22 A,1

6.2.2 Splrf!ic Spatia lehavlor On RadlfI 1'atlix

iHadial paths, ie,, thois directly oulwarrd from, stations, are the Ibost easily inalyzed, While of

little direct value to systvil• ealibatitwn, g .1ro i.,siJhlt ca.ll b_ guincd from examining siginal variation over

-1 fcw Y',pccific pittlif undeicr hilliplified hut ircal Cojidit 1ji1. "Jli iiWllel, thiat while path Orielntation, Itlfig-
net ic field, |f1(1i g:rotlId u)ldt!i.t ivi t y II •varIy al]Ong lic¢ pmiil, tihe vaiati't tli Js ic tat vilvy slow. |11 IIIeasLr-

illy, iglrillb, Illllg Iradial pailth,, it js Inore Convenient to exwiiI e sigitll ainlplitude ilither than phase,

While phase varies rapidly along at path and Is difficult to ineasure antd ref'crence to exact position, ampli-

tude is readily measured and vatietN uiore slowly ht thal it is CU.Si!y refelrceMd to ap)lroXuinate poSitions.
Furthcr, the charactcr of the amplitudc variation reiatls closCly to the character of' the phase variation; a

,imple .inplitude variation will correspond to a single dominant jizode and, hence, a simple phase

variation.

Figure (6,2-2 shows ninplintde variation !iteasuted on an aircraft flying fromt the La Reunion

fri'llmitfl!g, S• -t'ion on it S u,10wes l earing dutiin dVim cct.ndj., tlionst A' can h, se,,: variat•ioi is quit,

hiin'otht exe'pj)t it H diSIMI C i1Cr 11.00 kill l11ul!! 1h,1 t''l ittlliili yStlaioli, 'ihi,, range COFIrC.l(JIM IS rtoughly

1(o thu skywa•,: g idwa|'v inhI'l~L'?IiL exp~cted ).yv ray -h()p) lhteoty. Note that, Nithi, I lie region very
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Figure 6.2-2 10.2 kHz Omega La Reunion Signal Amplitude Along a Nearly Radial Path
(2351-253" Geographic Bearing) During Path Day (0705-13 10 UT)

close to the transmitting station, propagation is essentially by groundwave. At greater distances along

the path, a dominant first mode is established and variation is again uniform.

Figure 6.2-3 depicts a similar situation except that the path is nearer the magnetic equator and the

signal is at a higher frequency. The variation is more pronounced showing the presence of a slight com-
peting mode even out to a range of 2 Mm and beyond. The character of the amplitude variation indicates

effective interaction between a dominant mode and a single competing mode. In this case, it is possible

to relate peak amplitude deviations to peak or root-mean-square phase deviations. For the 5 dB maxi-
mum-to-minimum amplitude variation occurring at a range of about 2 Mm, an associated maximum

phase deviation of abuut 4 cec is obtained.*

Figure 6.2-4 is similar to Fig. 6.2-2 except that the signal amplitude is measured at night. The

severe fade at 400 km is sufficient to suggest the possibility of cycle slipping (cf. Section 6.3.8). How-
ever, as range increases, interference rapidly dies out. This is a good example of a mid-latitude path

becoming dominated by a single mode at night,

*C,.itputatkn is straightforward, however, a convenient nomograph is derived and given in Ref. 35.
It relates relative mode strength, size of observed maximum-minimum fades, peak phase deviation
and RMS phase deviation for two competing modes.
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Figure 6.2-3 13.6 kHz Omega Hawaii Signal Amplitude Along a Radial Path
(640 Geographic Bearing) During Path Day (1510-2340 UT)

Figure 6.2-5 illustrates a case of severe interference. It shows interference at night on a west-

bound path not on the geomagnetic equator but in the lower mid-latitudes. Interference between modes
is severe and the signal is considered unusable for navigation even though the amplitude is reasonably

high. It may be compared with computations shown in Fig. 5.5-5. While the curves show differences, as

might be expected from variations in flight azimuths as well as from routine night-to-night ionospheric

variations, both indicate severe interference.

6.2.3 General Spatial Behavior

This section addresses spatial variation of signal behavior particularly as is needed for syste

calibration. Discussion of these variations provides a basis for development of Propagation Corrections
(PPCs) as is discussed in Chapter 9. The interpretation developed here is appropriate for the explanation

of we il-behaved signals useful for navigation, that is, most Omega signals. A unified approach is used in
which all aspects of spatial variation are addressed simultaneously.

Spatial variation is best considered by first restricting other variations as much as possible. This

means selecting data free from the effects of geophysical disturbances. A second selection is by consid-

ering measurements during only two diurnal conditions: "day" and "night." In discussing propagation,
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Figure 6.2-4 10.2 kHz Omega La Reunion Signal Amplitude Along a Radial Path
(253' Geographic Bearing) During Path Night (1440-2105 UT)
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Figure 6.2-5 13.6 kH z Omie.-a 'Hawai i S ignal Amplitude Along a Nea. ly Radial
Path (273o--28l' Geographic Bearing) During Path Night/Sunrise
(1235-1840 UT, 0905-1425 UT, 0755-1525 UT)
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"day" means that an entire propagation path or paths is illuminated while "night" means that the path or
component paths are entirely dark. A further restriction is to those measurements corresponding to prop-
agation by Mode 1. From Section 6.2.2, spatial variation may be treated as if signals actually propagate
over great-circle paths. A further convenience is that the point-to-point variation of propagation param-
eters along typical paths is usually small. For example, even a change from sea water to land typically
corresponds to a change of phase velocity of only a few parts in 104. Also, for the selected day or night
periods, point-to-point ionospheric variations are comparably small. These are the required conditions
supporting a model incorporating path averaging wherein the resultant signal characteristics can be
explained by incremental variations attributed to characteristics along a path. (This method is also used
in the full-wave computational models mentioned in Chapter 5, Section 5.1.) In mathematical form, this
model not only provides a means of predicting signal characteristics, it also provides a means of deter-
mining the sensitivity of Omega signals to the various parameters through regression analysis on an

appropriate database (Ref. 2).*

Within the constraints of this model of spatial variation, it is important to realize that there is no
essential difference between a phase measurement and a phase-difference measurement. Both reflect a
mathematical combination of incremental phase shifts over a variety of propagation conditions. There
is, perhaps, a tendency to regard a single radio propagation path as a "thing" of unique physical impor-
tance while a phase-difference is considered a mathematical artifact. This is simply not true. Indeed, the
resultant phase over a simple path on the real earth represents propagation over a variety of conditions so
the measurement cannot be associated with any single condition - any more or less than a phase-
difference could. Our thinking perhaps gets muddled by oversimplifying to an idealized earth that is
both homogeneous and isotropic; the real world is neither.

Thus, in a sense, phase and phase-difference measurements are interchangeable as data for the
study of spatial phase variation. This is indeed fortunate as phase-difference measurements are easy to
make while direct phase measurements are extraordinarily difficult. Direct phase measurement requires

not only a local clock precisely synchronized to the transmitter, it also requires an antenna arrangement
free from coupling to local objects. Such coupling can distort phase measurements by nearly 90' but will
affect all signals similarly so that phase differences are not perturbed (Ref. 3).

*Applied to phase prediction over a signal path, the mathematical development referred to here is
covered in Chapter 9.
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A difficulty in making meaningful phase or phase difference measurements is the need for accu-
rate reference survey. Since Omega navigation utilizes signal phase or phase-difference, it is not surpris-
ing that measurements of these quantities are very sensitive to the position of the receiver. A hyperbolic
instrumental accuracy of one centicycle at 10.2 kHz corresponds to a displacement of 150 meters on the
baseline connecting the pair of stations. Even today, reference data on which maps are based may not be
that good. This is particularly true when it is remembered that the position of importance is the receiver

with respect to the station(s) which may be on different continents. Presently, the Global Positioning
System (GPS) provides the best reference.

Within the interpretive framework outlined above, each signal measurement is associated with

particular defined incremental geophysical/electromagnetic conditions such as ground conductivity,
geomagnetic latitude, path orientation, etc. Further, regression analysis of this set of measurements

reveals particular sensitivities of Omega signals to each of the various conditions. Essentially, this is the

means of calibrating the spatial variation of Omega signals. Two especially good features of the
approach are: (1) there is a means of improving calibration through acquisition of more data and repeated
regression analysis, and (2) the required path parameters, e.g., path orientation with respect to the geo-
magnetic field, are known. The latter circumstance is particularly desirable when contrasted with ap-
proaches requiring ionospheric electron de.. sity profiles that are not well known. An undesirable aspect,

perhaps, is that the entire system calibration problem is addressed at once. This makes it difficult for the
student to grasp the various aspects separately.

The results of regression analysis can, however, be displayed as phase velocity variations with
respect to the various parameters, e.g., ground conductivity. One can also display phase velocity varia-

tion as a function of direction for various geomagnetic latitudes. This shows that signal behavior is much
more sensitive to small changes in path conditions during the night than during the day and much more

sensitive near the geomagnetic equator. Regression analysis also was used to locate and evaluate veloc-
ity variations due to propagation under the auroral (or austral) zone (Refs. 4 and 5).

6.2.4 Diurnal Behavior

Unfortunately, Omega signals vary in time as well as in space. For a navigation signal attribute,
one would prefer something that varies only with position in a mathematically simple way. However, the

atial variation of phse depends on path orientation, ground conductivity, etc., in a rather complex

way. The effect of spatial variations can be simplified by selecting data for two clearly distinct periods:

path-day and path-night. The situation becomes more complicated if paths of mixed illumination are

considered.
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Figure 6.2-6 Diurnal Variation for a North-South Path (Balboa (Transmitter)
to Forestport, NY, April 1963) Near the Equinox, 10.2 kHz

as an effective forcing function, the effective ionospheric time constant during the day is shown to be six

minutes. We will see this number again and it is important as a measure of how fast the ionosphere could

respond to the unexpected as, for example, from a solar flare. Continuing in time, one proceeds through
the sunset transition returning to the nominal night level. In particular, Fii : 2-8 indicates that the night
level is not immediately reached but requires over an hour after the solar .. ,imination of the ionosphere

is ended, This suggests another means of measuring the ionospheric time constant at night. Figure 6.2-9
shows amplitude over the same path but not at the same time of year. It, too, exhibits qualitatively the
bchavior one would expect from using the north-south observation to model incremental changes. Note

that [he minimum signal amplitude occurs just after sunrise rather than in mid-day. Over a variety of
paths, the signal amplitude is about 4 dB below nominal day level for about an hour at the end of sunrise.
As one hour out of 24 is about 5 percent of the time, the sunrise fade is the proper 95 percent design point

for Omega signal amplitude (Ref. 6).
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Cilculltan~cs that pr-celudc adequate nicasurcrncnit of signals a1re those that yield an inadequate
signl -U-nhj~catio (SN14), The root catisc may hc low signal strength or high noise (or interference).

Thlewc onditionls a:re Nerious ill that Omega navigation may be precluded, but at least providc no misin-
foninat ions. It would be extraordi narily incompetent for any person or equipment to process phiase values
un~der condition% allowing inadequate measurement, Observability (in termis of SNR) is easily evaluated

4itI tc eceiver (Chapitcr 12),

MYi1n1l wlft inltc frience is potcntial'iy clangcrou% in that tile user cannot be guaranteed any rricanis to

kociltuit:i thle Condition locally, Self'intcrfcrL'nce includes modal interfercnce and long-path interferctiec
betw--ell sib-iaI6 mccived ove. tile Jolly ms well I%. tile short arcs of tile great-circle path. While this section

htItojlUCC% c:UOveage li11nltationl" based on physics, expectations, and obscrvations, Chaptcr 10 describes a
wkj~Cidetnt y ot CiVCI .tgr t(ook thait have been devloped for guidance re~arding signal predictijon,

CIA. Nol%e antd In~terference

An y p1 attm ni shbip. ait craft, or land vehicle - will Vgenerate both noise and interferecne.
Nukev mitd jitte:'cnce may also be gencrattcd by nearhy sources off the platform itself, Forcxample, arc
wclde:, inl %lipymd% tbile tro ubh-mcie, i% tire soniic quipmtenh used at aircraft gates. Additionally, light-
:uIlL 11S.okiated wvith tltumkcrstor Ii% contributes a backgr'ound noise level worldwide,

U1I ltew, mos~ i~:a to- o veecrape mscsesincfts consider only the thunderstorni-gencrated
1116C. v"wldct %ci v'ýk m a ygcICttvr1 bAck-gr'oUnd level, It is limaitistly impossihle to know in advance the

lilt )XtII ty to 11n ill L we'ldv (i t heOa CuM(LLkl a:iIIuplCifCe ions ol ii: instaillat ion, WorldwidelnoiSe data can be
olbt.iti1Cd 1tic'1, iC'C~ll ulbil'sol11UCI ~e, trolna tudrtn ctcrbwaprah(Refs. 10, 11, and 12).
01te1Ctn 1A.t'1 t1IL (I Ik-o flitundeISto: In -genetated no'ise is that it is highly i plljlSiVC, IILIdCJd, at processing

Vali ol at oion I ) Lill canl he obtained by dli sc:iminating against thc noise spikes (cf. Chapter 12). All
Wol Iwak i'im (ik. daatept evetit %Lalklica ktwaerages., Satkt ically, at somec place and time, whatever is

h~ilc~it td will Ice mcxcded,

.1 w d~t nc ~' I ciwilI t'ii 116atd i 'itctlcicmc sonelcul'corciteic. 'I'lteoi-cticalily, a hairmo,,nic of
.I locial ntlwcL IIcukLcIICYý tltU'l~t !XCeC(i( 11L level of.1an OuM~iie Signall and thuLScatr ph~aSe tracking i ri a

ucelvi '10 1% C.ts lc. 'WC I 'lijlcttllisa LI (ICnly vet y stalblv -C epecially onl vehicles *--and harnion-

iisLl(I 11111 Mcid ti1)ta withl j o ia.kis 1,111dwitttlt , ]lon taty, 111ý, IU to b tIOtdL,ol!UIiie



Generally, a discussion of how to reduce local noise and interference sources is rn,, of place in

this section. However, system personnel should be aware that the problems are quite rez ' N qile a prop-

er response to a user may well be "clean up the installation," this may not prove easy. Hcoý ,,:ver, locally

generated noise and interference can usually be adequately reduced.

6.3.2 Amplitude Limitations

The typical standard deviation of the amplitude, or "field strength," of an Omega signal at a fixed

time of day is about 1 dB. There is considerable day-night variation and a "fade" of about 4 dB at sun-

rise, but ordinarily the received field strength is very stable (Ref. 6).

Field strength is usually not only stable, but high. Attenuation rates are low - sometimes lower

than 1 dB/Mm. As will be noted in following sections, one can usually detect an increase in field

strength near the antipode of station due to focusing on the spherical earth. A significant limitation is

self-interference due to signal propagation over the long path more than halfway around the world.

One of the few circumstances that limits Omega usage due to field strength alone is when signals

propagate over regions of the earth's surface with extremely low conductivity. Only two areas of the

world have sufficiently low conductivity and are large enough to be notable limitations. From a signal

propagation viewpoint, Greenland can be well approximated as a bowl of ice about 3000 m thick. Atten-

uation rates can reach 30 dB/Mm when the ice pack is illuminated by the sun, This acts as a "switch" to

turn off Omega signals. Antarctica is similar to Greenland in this sense. A caution regarding theoretical

studies of signals over these areas is that the effective ground conductivities are not well known - espe-

cially as the skin depth of Omega signals over Greenland can reach 1 km. It is also true that the electrical

permittivity becomes important at very low conductivity and this, too, is not well known. (cf. Chap-

ter 5).

Several of the coverage "holes" speculated for Omega are in areas closely adjacent to Greenland

and Antarctica (Ref. 13). These are instances where a geometrically needed signal is severely attenuated

passing over ice while the noise comes from an equatorial direction and suffers little attenuation. Note that

the problem of signal reception at, say, the South Pole is essentially one of receiver design and clean instal-

lation. Noise and signals all come from outside the region and are affected equally.

6.3.3 Near Field

Within the near-field region close to stations, the modal structure is complex. In a sense, this can

also be thoight of as a modal interference region although it is best to think of the near field as an area in
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which the skywaves and groundwave interfere. An example of structure in this region has already been

presented (Fig. 6.2-4). This area is conventionally omitted from coverage. It is usually approximated by

a circle of radius 1 Mm centered on the transmitting station. Although the detailed size and shape does

vary from day to night, station to station, and frequency to frequency, this simple approximation has

sometimes been applied in coverage evaluations because the coverage area varies with the square of the

signal range; thus less than one percent of the possible coverage area is affected.

Signal use within the near field but closer to a station than the skywave-groundwave interference

itself is possible. Propagation within this region is essentially groundwave and thus quite stable and pre-
dictable. There are three complications: (1) signal levels are high, thus possibly causing phase shift with

amplitude in poorly designed receivers; (2) fix geometry often depends sensitively on position, thus

possibly causing problems in inadequately designed automatic receivers; and (3) at ranges les:s than it
wavelength, both the inductive and static field contributions need to be included in phase predictions, It

may be noted that station monitors routinely operate very satisfactorily at about one wavelength. Opera-

tional regions of predominantly groundwave reception include Honolulu and Pearl Harbor, Hawaii

(Omega Hawaii), the Bass Strait (Omega Australia), and Japanese and Korean coastal waters near

Tsushima (Omega Japan).

6.3.4 Modal Interference

Modal interference limitations occur exclusively on night paths, Beyond the near field, the first

mode is always dominant on short (< 20 Mm), full-day paths.

An example where modal interference extends great distances out from stations has already been

shown [Fig. 6.2-5]. Sometimes, as in the case of Liberia, the interference is sufficient that Mode I never
dominates at any range between certain westbound azimuths from the station, At other stations, Mode 1

may eventually dominate.

Interference is much more severe for equatorial stations than from those at high latitude, For

comparison, Liberia is on the geomagnetic equator, while Norway and North Dakota arc at high geo-

magnetic latitudes. A number of stations are sited near 21 0 geomagnetic latitude. For these, limitations

arise almost immediately when propagating westbound toward the geomagnetic equator, In these cases,

particularly at 13.6 kHz, exclusion of signai use also extends several thousand kilometers ca:;,ward and

toward the equator. These eastward limitations are genera!ly due to Mode 3 (second TM niode; see

Chapter 5), propagation; riot Mode 2 (first TE mode.; see Chapter 5) as is the more coinnion limitation.
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Mlod) I intcrfcrenccania .so arise ofla signal that isnornoinailly undisturbed after the ricac field, but

flhcn bccomcs distrhcd at sonic range, An vxamipk of thisi is the signal from North Dakota to the South

Pacific, 1)uc to thc iigh gcornagnictic latitude of ihe station, thc excitation of Mode I is much favorea

over Mode 2 and clean signals~piopagate over the North Pacific, However, ai thle azirnuth bccome's more

soutihwesterly and ranges extend beyonid liawaii ovcr the geomnagnetic equator, the second modle can

eventually dominate. While somec hivestigators favori explanations incorporating modal convcersion at

or near the, gcomancgltic eipiator, this is iont neccessary to explain fth: observed interference. A calcula-

tion tvinig pathl avcoiving (WKB) t lucInique;, explains the obscivations well -- at ]cast. at 10.2 kHz.

flowevcr, there are somte in:tanccs whvr, mtode cuiivcr,,ion unquestionably occurs -particularly dur-

ing trarisition-, onl the Iii-her-frequo-ney VLI' signals.

Modern fuLll-wave propagatioi, theory can yieldl predictions in cxccllent, agreement with ob-

servation, The probliem is that tile model pmranueto, parti(Iularly electron dcrnsity gradient ard hciglht,

miust be those that actually provailcd ona "iven day of observation, The "usual" Parameters are likely to

produce result% that alrz Some)What -wroi4ýý' compared with any specific set of observations. Calcula-
tions indicate that thle chiaracicýristic signal amplitudo miinima are morc severe if the ionospheric height is'

chosen higher. However, the ma~jor effect of varying ionospheric licight is to "stretch" the predicted

pattern horizontally. Thus, a height change could shift the computed minjima from, for example, ranges

of l, 2, and 3 Mmn to 1. 1, 2.2, and 3.3 Min, respectively, 03-ncrally, calculitions with relatively minor

changes inl thc ionospheric height can yield good agPreemcnt %-,ith observation, Thus, the important fea-

ture of computed signal profiles is thle prediction of any interference indications and the nominai mragni-

tude. The prccise location of thle interltercnco region is rarely of concern since, ifa minimum is located at

One point today, it will likely he somewhere else. tomnorrow a% the ioniospheric height fluctuates, H~ow-

ever, it will exisjt somewhere ill the arca.

6.3.5 Antipjode

The first of two coverage limitotions arising frrom th(- spherical nature of the. earth is the exiistence

of an antipodal region directly opposite cach transmnitting station (cf. Fig. 5.4-3), The signal from each
station arnives at its respective antipode froni all pathis and, indeed, a build up of field stren'ih i

*Sce Chapter 5 f'orian xpklanationl Of the-Se teChfii0uc;.S
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experimentally observed in this region as shown in Fig. 6.3-1.* The phase in the vicinity of the antipode

is, however, complicated. In the same way that the near field region around a station itself is eliminated

from coverage, an antipodal region is also excluded. The coverage guidance given in Chapter 10 indi-

cates that a circular region within 1 to 2 Mm of the antipode is excluded. The assessment aid PACE,

noted in Chapter 11 and described more fully in Appendix C, also uses an exclusion radius in this range

that corresponds roughly to the exclusion area employed for the near field.

6.3.6 Long Path

The second limitation introduced by the spherical shape of the earth is that for each receiving site

and each short arc of the great-circle path, there is a corresponding signal path over the longer arc. This is

a distinct limitation separate from the antipode in that the self-interfering signal is received over only one

60 0-30393
3-22-94
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Long-path Distance (megameters) from the La Reunion Station

Figure 6.3-1 Omega La Reunion 13.6 kHz Signal Amplitude (1080, 1520 long path
radials) on a Flight From La Paz, Mexico to San Diego, CA via the
La Reunion Antipode on 27 September 1979

*These data were measured as part of the North Pacific Validation Project. A flight was
cond.ucted from La Paz, Mexico (in Baja, California Sur) to San Diego, CA, via the La Reunion
antipode. An amplitude buildup when flying both to and from the antipode is marked. Detailed
analysis is complicated by bearing differences (on the two legs of the flight) and the fact that
antipodal measurements necessarily include propagation over transitional paths.
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path, the "long path." Owing to differences in attenuation between day and night and between westbound

and eastbound signals, this limitation can be severe. The limitation will usually occur during the short-
path day especially on west-bound paths near the equator. At times, the short-path signal from Liberia
can be dominated by a long-.path signal traveling 80 percent of the earth's circumference as compared
with only 20 percent for the short path. If the long-path signal dominates, lines-of-position (constant
phase contours) behave oppositely from the sense expected from vehicle motion. That is, when moving

away from the transmitting station, one is moving toward the source of the dominant signal.

Long-path limitations are the most important restrictions on Omega signal usage when the short-
path is fully in day. Signal coverage guidance indicates long-path limitations at 10.2 kHz which are par-
ticularly severe for Liberia (cf. Chapter 10).*

6.3.7 Modal Interference Signatures and Cycle Jumps
As already stated, modal interference can be particularly insidious simply because there is no

completely reliable and predictable signature. There are locations where given signals may have cycle

slips orjumps but, over a specific few days of observations, nothing unusual may occur. A marked spa-
tial interference pattern (approximately constant in time) may exist but an aircraft or vessel may be mov-
ing more or less at constant distance from the station and not experience anomalies. It is also possible to
be navigating in a region where Mode 2 is completely dominant. In Omega coverage nomenclature, this
is also referred to as a "Modal Interference Region" although there is no longer any active modal com-

petition. The "interference" in this case is with proper navigation. The phase velocity is not that

associated with Mode 1, so that Propagation Corrections (PPCs) ar not valid, and unpredictable cycle
slips or jumps may occur at sunrise and sunset transitions.

Certain indications, or characteristics, of modal interference may be used to validate coverage in
a region.§ These indications may also prove effective within a given receiver to protect against inade-
quate coverage guidance or detect anomalous propagation conditions.

One of the most obvious characteristics of modal interference is a variation of amplitude with
distance along a station radial. Four examples have been previously shown (Figs. 6.2-2 to 6.2-5). One

*Reference 14, a detailed study of signals available at one location, shows, on single displays for
each station, the theoretical long- and short-path field strengths for idealized day and night
conditions. Perusal of this reference will provide insight on not only long-path interference, but
liu"dal illiteifi'.l•urce in gn~lmia aU well as aillipudal field ;.tiength buildup.

§See Chapter 9 for a description of the ADUPDADI algorithms that are used to detect modal
interference (and other anomalies) in hourly phase, phase-difference, and SNR data.
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other case exists: that where Mode 2 becomes completely dominant. In this case there would be no sign

of modal interference after Mode 2 becomes dominant. In this case, phase would vary regularly, sug-

gesting that a navigator in the region at the particular diurnal period could not detect the signal limitation.

However, an investigator conducting a number of radial flights in adjacent regions would be able to iden-

tify the area as one of Mode 2 dominance and therefore not suitable for general use of the particular Ome-

ga signal. This is done by starting the analysis on a favorable radial from the station, that is, one where

modal interference is known not to occur. As other radials are then examined while the azimuth from the

station into the region is ,,aried, one notices first an increase in modal interference and then a gradual

decrease. This is explained as moving from a region of Mode I dominance, through active competition,

into a region of Mode 2 dominance. This approach is used in the regional validation program to identify

areas of modal interference, however, it requires amplitude measurements over a number of radials.*

Another tool for evaluation of modal interference is observation of diurnal phase variation. If

Mode 1 is completely dominant, a diurnal phase variation will be very regular, as shown in Figs. 6.2-6

and 6.2-S. If not, one may first notice some irregularities developing in the transitions and, if there is a

change in dominance, cycle jumps or cycle slips. How this happens may be explained theoretically un-

der idealized circumstances. Figure 6.3-2 shows an idealized amplitude and phase variation over a long

east-west mid-latitude path. As can be seen, the amplitude ramps upward during sunset to a nightiime

value slightly higher than the daytime value. Phase varies regularly over a complete cycle during the

transition. The phasor display in the center panel of the figure reflects this behavior. In this case, a

second mode might be said to vary from near zero amplitude during the day to a negligible amplitude at

night. The phase of this second mode would typically vary over about two cycles.

Let us now consider the phasor sum of contributions from two modes where they compete. Before

summing the modes, however, we must specify the relative phasing. This we cannot do since the relative

phasing depends on minor ionospheric variations along path which change from day to day. Hence, we

consider three possible phase relationships leading to behavior illustrated in Figs. 6.3-3 and 6.3-4.

Figure 6.3-3 illustrates the circumstance where Mode 1 remains dominant for three different val-

ues of Mode 1 - Mode 2 phase difference (day), Noticeable fine structure is seen on the transition and the

final night phase is somewhat perturbed by the interfering mode. However, these perturbations can usu-

ally be accepted operationally. Figure 6.3-4 shows the situation where Mode 2 can dominate at night.

Depending on relative phasing. the phasor sum may be such that the locus encircles the origin

*Sonmetimes, data from other than true radials can also be used, although, this is best done with caution

and only with supporting full-wave computations to multiple points along the path.
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Figure 6.3-2 Sunset Diurnal Variation - Mode 1 Only

anomalously, corresponding to a cycle jump, passes directly through the origin coiresponding to pei feet

anti-phasing of the component modes, or encircles the origin once, as is usual. Since the particular be-

havior depends on the relative phasing of the two modes and the relative phase value is essentially a ran-

dom qrantity, the occurrence of cycle jumps is random. The most extensive studies of cycle slippage

have bcee, c(,nducted by Taguchi using, especially, measurements in Kagoshima (southern Japan). Mea-

surements of Omega Hawaii at Kagoshima show cycle slips and jumps during transitions much as would

be expected for a dominant Mode 2 at night but dominant Mode 1 during the day.

Figure 6.3-5 (from Ref. 15), shows the occurrence of cycle slips and jumps on the 10.2 kHz

Umega Australia signal at Kagoshima. Kagoshima is roughly on the boundary between Mode 1/Mode 2

dominance at night. As can be seen, cycle slips and jumps occur throughout the year at night and much of

the time during transitions.
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The existence of simultaneous transmissions at several frequencies is of great valuc in detecting

modal inici fcrencc, both for analysis and icccivc-r signal proccssing. Thc addcd reduindancy alone

would niak-c these transmissions valuable for inornaly detection, However, the gain for detecting modal

interference is considerably greater bCCaulSe Of thle interrelationships of signal propagation at the various

freciumncics [cf. Section 6.5]. Modal iotcrfcrencc results fromn ccrtain resonance conditions in thle earth-

ionosphere wavcguide (see Chapter 5). Thus,,a given null at one frequency generally does not occur at

thielocitio~n (jrtimic of thiesamie nuill at adifferent frequcincy. It might happen that, say, thle fifth null ait one

ficquene~y is coincident with thle fourth of another, But there are still three more freque~ncies from11 eaCh
station. The probabili ty thatl Iic sanic characterof i nter1lunce1C oc urs on all freqencics hrum a Wtton at

the %aine lime and place is v.anishingly small

NVV 11ay, apply tlie iiut-rqemyJicdiet h eeto fmdlinter'frclelC from 1diurnlal
va .-tion, DIc)tcliom, i% Ilmor dilliLI tit ased on datai at a sirigln frequency alone a% such behavior (se
Q. 0-2( ~~) can) ;ppcdl shnIlitt to I mo ~.Ibde conild ibiat' 'us ofel ct or othc tfactois -- special!' if, the
dill ina) %amat i' 'uI 14H Q jlaw dirlerence froimi propiagat ion over t wu path% is being studied I low% ar, tA
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empirically developed techniques ari.ý now being reinvented in conIjunction withi the dcvclopmcnt of thc

Global Positioning System, GPS, Linder the general hecading of Receiver Autonomous Integrity Moni-

toring (RAIM).

6.3.8 Validationi Program

An experimental program was conduCted principally in tHie 1980s to "validate" Omega cover-

age, i~e., to Confirm or miodify thcen-cxisting coverage predictions (Ref'. 16). I'Ih; eff'out targeted seven

Sp~eCific Oceanic arcas in scquIcntial efforts conducted one to two ),cars apart, eachi incorporating dcdi-

catcd flihtls and alrcraft meiasturemients, Fixed-site Idtu -thised invasuremeiteoto wereccoord ir. itte wit lithe

11 ighit propram, Mlaritimec data were often uised. The pi ograin it, diSeuIIS(d fu111ither inl ChIipme S.

Validation analysis attetmpted to determine spatial boo ndaries Jbr inochil interfCerence and othert

I )undril iS btWeen LISeful Sigal,1SWand self-inter-fering signlals, such 11% long -pathl, I i,-ld Strengthi was al o

Iicaireatid to Oetenniuic CovcragC hi initations1 dueC to hielial -to-noise ratio, A n aj mr guidc to planiunimg ml i

Validations, and anlalysis wao, sigriril prediction uising full-wave mttodelso. While 11eas1uremlent occasionally

;imIlci~iIud '1011i va1ii 1 tiolpuii' IAII uVeLA4, ftlom thiosc pre-Cr-icd, thc ltheorlticýal minth~Od: XCVer lifiosty ver-ified,

'III aiufu validations ale exte'iisvely dO~ulicl1Icd atnd fomni ;in invaliable l t~dihae (Rels, 17, 18, 19,

20, 2 1, 22, and 23).

6A4 ANOMALOUS5 SIGNAL BIJIAAVIOR
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The se c %ciit% arc com mon. eslpcciaI 1), ncar thfe max i mumn of (lie ww~pti~r' cy c, le. evi.~a!'i

cal l, heyciC Iitile dcgradatiuil ill the i tilreii1 nt1ug kiei Niliol ICV It 'e atil)'I t till t IC95111 'I 'WI ie 111 ji

Allove that level, deviatiolns aRiOeiatcd with flaiies are domin;' it (LI, SeCO101 (J 4)i '116 01C)' 1h11Cr

iiinport ant fot anialysi s of navigat ion al Saf ety ii f 11 typilcal tfavtval liotil aevurif Ay.

6.4.1 Suddeni 11hiti Anwimisllk-h (SP'A%)

Suddent I'Iiaw Anom(,livi,t SIIAs,aii (tic obsie;ved re suill Onian (hney i, phase ii wa stIlIictit ul (if il

S11) that Occul on ulat least a poltionl d' (lie lldc j'luJagittivl pill j'*Ihi (Ii sumn ic C~ill, 1v(Cl tl ir. alle Uwd

initelVId11w11tealy. 'I lic excYCessVe XIIa.i~laii L'itlt%C'. ~iddItIII(IO1 Iiuliu"j'hici ii, iItiiI/attiol, thusi l''wei ifI. tillv
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We avealcad ~ei~(Setiit (,2A) that theli~ l'liu.Jwii IIu LA 11ti iC LUJINShAld, lilt% WCL L'XJILI

the ohsci vi:t! SP'A Io rclIc llitth ioninij'Iwi it; ie'.Jollo to 111c suildhil 'tilltlullL! I luiwe vvi, %, tthl 'at u~llir
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Results of thlis Study indicate that I rather abrupt phase variation occurs recahing it maximumn

Cf If eCt in I .1ou t SiX i I) tit C% Witt I illtal duration be ing about 45 minutes. Typical offsets are about 15 cec

on pat1ll% of avcialEt krllyh. Typical phaso ratcs of chmtnge during onset arc 3.5 ccc/lminutc with maximum

oh~l vd rtesof8 cc/ninuc.MaXimumII~ phase deviations of about one cycle are apparently quite rare.

1'ich typicatl rate of oceurrenecC if SPA% varied wit) sunspot number from a ncaily vanishing probability

lit low solarf alcivily to til occuri'rnec probability of about once per day (somewhere on earth) when the

hulispt ii ldi is about BS5,

6,4.7 Pola O~I il) Dip sturbanievs (P1CL)~

A I 'i'l, Ph~ [lhi t l'unlce is thv rcsuht on Omlcy~a Jllopapliltionf of it l'CA mven, As noted, this

di~ul'ai- INw &Weisd: (D ;IM1 hto1, CjIlit ed fly SoIlle solar flares that are direceted by the earth's mi agnetic field

i nto lit Awit. i and Anti eikml II.-jolos. 1 'li V ffeet is rstridCed to signl)IS pro; yatiI1g undCt the ionosphere

w-ithinl these eCLi'.1n'i, Unml ike % i yl wiCh traIvel 1111 onII 1ui to earth [11ilost iflstirtmaicously, protons take

floilii aok Ic Iuus to it day to leach fihe vicinity oll thle cart h., Compared with ii n S PA, the PCDI is, gradual

v"Iithe tit- I'awc vail oh' )i Correspon Iintip to the eii f'Ierentiai pio1101 fluox necar 6 NNeV (Ref, 25), After thle

'111 is '1l of theill, III% plotowi, tile Iiiiixiiiitii phaseC d~csm'ltion OA:cuIP sWithin a fe. lC% r 111,1" ilk' i'CCOV'i'y ma41)

t1akii one to tivi a 'Jay (-) (lnik'ei.

1 '6n aty v suiie% ol PCI vlef ec date froiu 1972 and 1975 tRcfs, 216 and 27), Of the:me, the 1972

Ntudý I% the Imei kynoptic %vith the 197.5 wvork addI si ip1i alyn'dlinotti ~els rbei

k ha J(.Ih i e~i slyiae'11h(- 197-1 work was based (II only 15ecmsosiv' in ue1969

tl~ ujiliitiJyI 7(, I*xstnP dat m ;It oneihmou samnpling, rate shoi' od 1we moore Ifal iiladequlalt to ieratly

cxpi~1tieeuim~ld .~iiistc,, I oweerth FCIC N1 Wii'alinatr of tile Pu'L) (tY':el f. l (minlega Signals is now

' t ill (Jliejb.; mhilse deviaition dtie to at I'1.l look,. v'ery imah lL Ih~~t of :ou SPA buit %V'illl

1111'. mscdic ill d.Iy% illl%:ad idf ell, of lniolallc, Ix". tit. le ttu' selt' tit evolution is alout iwo ordvirs olimanigni

tim'!' hlI-x i thoI fI'll Sf'iýs 'ypic~id dmi iti'm i It-.,,( to thitee da)S, I jll'4I ixi(UilI) j'b I'. CViatti',Iil

til ''u' 30) L vt tilt ho'tij 1'I thct 0iktS ii~~i.'J e hlIC ilil licaily ol'' Ly'(IQ oil lically' tlp'-~ iia Pths, Phlase
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Figure 6.4-3 E ffcct of a PCD on the Norway Station Signal Phase as Received in Hawaii

As with SPAs, the effects of PCDs on practical navigation arc best assessed on a ease-by-case
basis. For example, the approximate symmetry in signal arriva) azimnuths in thc polar region,. suggests
that navigation at the magnetic poles will be ncarly unperturbed by a PCD. The problemn will bc most
severe where use may bc made (of a trans-polar signal. This circumnstance is cspccially likely in the North
Atlantic or North Pacific, In these locations the usual solution is to heed notices and deselect thc trans-
polar signal. While the resulting geometry is less favorable, there is reasonable assurance that the signals
lised will not hc sivgnificantly pcitiirbed. Ani alternative is use of the Compositc Tcchniquc as described
inl Section 0,5,

6.4.3 Other Anomatlous Disturbannes

SPA" and lPC1s weC by far tile most chiaracteristic and imaportant distUtbances elnCOuntcred in

OmeIIga ISe. Oth'l-r anlOnltaLouS eflcts iniy also o)ccur -some irecognizedani(l othecrs not, Anything that
it I 1,:Lts ic rad i it io I i I 1C ide nit on the ionosi-he re or the -eomlagnet ic tfield, can cause a pervasive efIfect onl

'etal( ni l 'ni utirl~'bu t 111CM1ahhel ph ase devi ations are asso-ciated withI meacor shtm-'rs

(l~vf. 2 X). [It1cos havc becen moticed only during major showersiond o)lly wheni a path was onl tilt-, ladilig

sijde '4J thle cath diin it', teV0oluioti aro00nd theC stin (0600 locl id~)

14/?¶ ave pied~ictablhicelfeCO, whichat are fgnrcd In phaseC ptedeli')io) , thus ;Co.riirle tingth tlS5U-

illy, (h alidts. Ft"IC 'p 1's ( Al 10d iLb~~ilikojie ()])uI)(IItil tict to mlstdy iU1l~ Ii c-spolnsC to) IClai 'cy lo



variations in illumination (Ref. 29). Geomagnetic storms are generally pervasive events that can affect

Omega signals. These are caused by disturbances to the interplanetary magnetic field, resulting in a gen-

eral disruption of the earth's magnetic field. They may be accompanied by the precipitation of relativis-

tic electrons in the auroral zones, thus lowering the ionospheres in these zones. As these events lack a

characteristic signature and the magnitude is typically less than about two standard deviations of the

nominal scatter, they ai'e not typically recognized and do not particularly degrade nominal navigation. The

effect is mainly a lowering of the received signal phase which may be accompanied by some instability.

One notable aspect of some geomagnetic storms accompanying PCDs is that 'he effective polar

regions may be enlarged with the auroral zones moving toward the equator. In severe events, related

effects (such as aurora) have been observed as far from the poles as New Mexico.

6.4.4 Error Comparison

The relative importance of navigation as it relates to safety and efficient routing cannot be prop-

erly assessed as it depends on specific details of a given circumstance: traffic_ route structure, and, espe-

cially, the use of the information at hand. Operational results depend on what is done with information,

not the inherent quality of the information itself. Forexample, NOTAMs can influence action as well as

selt-consistency checks within receivers (RAIMv). While acknowledging that any error comparison will

necessarily be too general to be of any specific use, Fig. 6.4-4, from Ref. 31, shows the expected fix

errors due to various causes including typical day-to-day scatter, SPAs, and PCDs, but not predictive

errors. Predictive errors are large enough to obscure most of the SPA, PCD, and nominal errors. One

airline flew for tens of thousands of hcurs before ever noticing a deviation that could be associated with

an ionospheric di:sturbance,

6.5 COMPOSITE TECHNIQUES

As long as Mode 1 is dominant, phase changes tend to occur equally on all frequencies. The

phase changes may be either due to anomalous events., or nominal day-to-day diurnal changes. Sincc

SPAI, occur when the path is mostly inc day, Mode 1 is generally do'miinant. Also, signals that could be

alfected by l'Cl)s are usually Mode I-dominated sincc tuodul interldrence rarely occurs in the polar

rcLi() I where J'CDS originate. Thus the tendency for !,inilar phase changes on Oniega frcquency sig-

nal s is particuIarly y otable during SIPAs and P(D's. ELvCn spatial vaiiatio 's with gnu LIlIdJ L(induct ivity

tend to be highly correlated between frcqtuencics.

Conver tlllly, vzrva liu, are not only highly cort'elalcd, but arw nca.y 1h ..1e, lli. cctie,(ycle 1(,r

LClltL.y.Ic. 'i1P, me1Can, that thI( diffcIce fr,..equencieC (e.I .. 13.• -- 10.2 -3.1 l,A H it little aficctcd Iy
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anomalous perturbations, day/night variation, or even poor modeling of ground conductivity. Unfortu-

natcly, a phase error of, say, 1 cec at 3.4 kHz is spatially equivalent to a phase error of 4 cec at 13.6 kHz.

Further, the equivalence is not quite exact nor is it constant in space. Nevertheless, at certain times anl

under certain conditions, it is better to use the 3.4 kHz difference frequency directly rather than navigate

on the individual carrier frequencies.

A technique to exploil the dispersive correlation between different frequencies was developed by

JA. Pierce and called Composite Omega (Ref. 32). It is equivalent to an optimum linear combination of

phases at two or more frequencies but was developed from the fact that, for waJveguideS contai, Ing mostly

neutral partiich's, the product of tie signal phase velocity and group velocity is constant, Enmpirically, two

opi i inii.atio'ns are poissible: minimIinum sensitivity to diutrnal chang. and mininikini sensitIvitiv to anomlalous

varittiinfl, in grotunl endtiutivity. 'hC 1,0-m1cr opli izI/ation givs the posibility of' builld.i a rceiver

Wvitlmu.t cLhboIattC fO) ag~ltotilnl lncdictioilý,; t,'. latter optionl offlc., th1eC p)B) ,lJt of betler tCCUlIiC'y.
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One study indicated that the composite phase was more accurate than the phase of the best carrier

signal only in the Arctic regions under disturbed conditions (Ref. 33). However, Pierce made extensive

measurements in Cambridge, Massachusetts, indicating the composite phase is more stable. Undoubt-

edly composite techniques offer advantages under some conditions.

Closely related to composite is use of multiple frequencies for analysis. This method of analysis

is addressed in the following section.

6.6 MULTI-FREQUENCY MULTI-SITE OBSERVATIONS

Except for modal effects, one expects signal variations at Omega frequencies to follow each

other. Use of decorrelation has already been mentioned in Section 6.3.8 as a means of detecting modal

interference. This section provides some observations showing normal behavior and those resulting

from modal interference. Comparisons are made both between different frequencies over the same path

and also between observations of signals at the same frequency over reciprocal paths. Reciprocal paths

are those over which one transmitted signal can be observed near a second station while, also, the signal

of the second station can be observed near the first.

Three pairs of observed monthly data sets are to be presented - six data sets in all. Each set

(figure) contains the same type of information. At the top of each figure is a graph showing diurnal phase

variation of 10.2, 111/3, and 13.6 kHz. Curves are shown both for the predicted and for the observed

monthly average. Ideally, the difference between the observed and predicted phase should be zero. Any

non7ero ainount indicates there would be associated navigational error. Most likely these differences

would be due to prediction bias but, on a more limited set of observations, could be due to abnormal

propagation conditions. Also of special interest are the differences between observatiens at the same

time but at different frequencies. Under normal conditions, one expects these differences to be nearly

constant with, perhaps, some slow diurnal variation. Any fast hour-to-hour change suggests possible

interference. This is also true if the observed hour-to-hour behavior is particularly erratic; however the

diagnosis tends to be confirmed if the various frequeacies do not fluctuate togelher. One final feature of

the plots is that whe2n dat i are shown over two ends of a reciprocai path, they are displayed in lhe sane

.sense, namely with phase delay positive. Conventit aWlly, phase differences are shown in "alphabetical

orde., " e.g., B, n t B

Th1e first pFair considered is Norway 11nd I 1aw.aii. The plo! fron Norway sho's variat ioi of the

i awaii signal while that roml I lawaii sho,,s variations oi the Norwegian S',ignak (l:i L1rcs 6.6-1 and
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Figure 6.6-1 Phase of 10.2, 111/,1, and 13.6 kHz Hawaii Station Signals
Received at the Norway Station Monitor - July 1989

6.6-2). The several frequencies received at one site can be compared or, alternatively, those at the same

frequency can be compared at opposite ends of the path. In either case, variations of the several frequen-

cies are similar. There are no abrupt shifts from hour to hour beyond a maximum variation of a few centi-

cycles. This is as would be expected from a path which is Mode 1 dominant at all frequencies and in both

directions. Predictions on this high latitude trans-arctic path in local summer are generally good but with

some bias near 1600 UT when the sun rises on the north-south portion of the path near Hawaii.

Figure 6 6-3 shows North Dakota signals received in Liberia. Variation is generally smooth with

rather high prediction biases at night. This is a typical example of a plot in which all signals can be used

for navigation. Figure 6.6-4, which presents the reciprocal conditions of the Libcrian signal received in

North Dakota is quite different. Noon at mid-path is around 1500 UT so that signal variation during the

day is again smooth. However, the situation deteriorates as the Liberian end of the path becomes dark.

"The Liberian signals are unusable throughout most of North America at night due to modal interference.

This phenomenon i, suggested by the data in that many difference frequency averages were not com--

. rin g ....... ' ;. . . . .. .t ... . ; . . r. h ro.. C , the c onr.r p ,,,,. ,I; '.ru. ... frcq ,, .,, ivorar ,i

for 10.2 - 13.6 kl ,l aiLuptl y ,hi Its betcen 0600 and 0700) UT. "Faken togCthCr, !his' lxir of gures Ilus-

itr'thCe non|-reciprocity of modal interference,
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Figure 6.6-4 Phase of 10.2, 11'/'3, and 13,6 kHz Liberia Station Signals
Received at the North Dakota Station Monitor - January 1989

The third data pair is Japan and Liberia (Figures 6.6-5 and 6.6-6). When observed in Japan, the

Liberian signals all vary smoothly and similarly throughout the 24-hour day with the exception of a few

missing data points. The predictions biases are again quite large except at 10.2 kHz. These are the

characteristics of Mode 1-dominant signals albeit signals rather poorly predicted. The behavior of Japan

signals received in Liberia (Fig. 6.6-6) is quite different, Something is clearly anomalous--but what?

Su.ýpcrficially, miny of the jagged vtriations look similcr on the various frequencies. However, close scm-

tiny indicates this is not always so, For example, the downward shift at 0300 UT occurs at the higher fre-

quencies but not at 10.2 kHz. More clearly, correlation breaks down from 1700 UT on. The frequencies do

not vary together nor are they smooth. We suspect interferencc--but what kind? Depending on time of day,

we expect either modal interference or long-path interference on this path. Noon at mid-path is between

0800 and 0900 UT. The data at this time exhibit comparative stability but the diurnal behavior indicates a

Curvature in the wrnmg sense. In all likelihood, the long-path signals completely dominate those over the

short path at this time and are reasonably stable. At other times, Mode 2 or long-path may be either actively

competing with the short-path Mode 1 signal or may be dominant but differ from the Mode I prediction by

ThIC pr akc •5iPC ilCorithIi lane, the data by -choosing the appropriatc w1holC cycle v'ALue Vwhich, together
with the obse•ried fractional part, m11ust be within 50 ccc of the predicted value.
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The several figures in this section are illustrative of data from modern monitor operation. While

the hour sampling may seem relatively coarse and indeed does tend to obscure some diurnal behavior, it
is not a fundamental limitation. Details of diurnal variation depend on the details of solar illumination

which varies throuE2hout the year. Whatever conditions need to be investigated will, sooner or later,

occur on the sampled hour.

6.7 THEORY vs. EXPERIMENT

The title of this section was chosen to alert the reader that there may be differences between
theory ai .,hservation. As always, provided the observations are well made, the problem is theory, not
reality. As Einstein said, "No number of experiments can prove a theory true. But it only takes one to
prove it false." That said, theory and experiment complement each other well in this area. A few prob-

lems, however, deserve explicit mention.

Ground conductivity is not well known - especially in Greenland and Antarctica where ih is very
important. Also important in these regions is the electrical permittivity, which is not well known either.
Indeed, it is appropriate to modify conductivity maps to match observation especially in these regions

Full-wave computations assume a smooth ionosphere whereas the ionosphere is known to be
rough. Roughness will affect higher modes more than Mode 1. However smooth models have bee,. : _d
to predict observed amplitude measurements. Thus the ionospheric heights used to calibrate the models
are those for a smooth model, not a more realistic rough one, with the result that ionospheric heights may

be somewhat low.

Ionospheric protiles during transitions are unknown and may not simply be intermediate
between day and night. Also, when a terminator affects a path, severe asymmetries in the direction of

propagation may be introduced. This brings the great-circle path approximation into question, If the
change of impedance at the earth's surface/ionosphere is sufficiently abrupt, modal conversion is con-
ceivable. Modal conversion at the terminator unquestionably occurs at the higher frequencies in the
"VLF range especially near the equator, but the extent of its effect at 10.2 kHz is not clear. Modeling of the
transition ionosphere is an area of great challenge and promise for improving operational accuracy.

6.8 TRENDS

This section addresses general tendencies of Omega signals. However, the reader is cautioned

that the best approach in an)y specific situation is to check coverage predictions. Available predictions
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are discussed in Chapter 10. Also, full-wave codes may be executed for t, specific paths in question

using a variety of ionospheric profiies. As a result of the Omega Validation Prc, ram, there is an exten-

sive database of observations which may bear directly on specific questions.

Theoretical expectations for Omega are discussed in Section 5.5.3. Generalities on Omega
propagation are dangerous as very often one can find exceptions when observing some station on some

frequency at some time and place. With that caveat, some of the more likely features are givcn in the

following paragraphs.

Attenuation rates (cf. Chapter 5) are higher during the day than at night and higher to the west

than to the east. The differences can be quite marked. Equatorial attenuation to the east at night may be
less than I db/Mm while that for propagation to the west is over 6 db/Mm. Attenuation rates are also

higher with lower giound conductivity. A major case is propagation over extremely low ground conduc-

tivity such as Greenland and Antarctica where attenuation may be near 30 db/Mm during the day but

about half that at night. At many receiving sites, these circumstances combine to form an effective
"switch" to turn off a signal when it passes over the fresh-water ice during the Arctic (Antarctic) summer.

Phase velocity is not particularly sensitive to ground conductivity under most conditions. The
phase shift for a signal passing over the continental United States is equivalent to a distance difference of

only about 0.5 nm from that for the same signal passing over an equivalent region of sea water. However,
the dependence becomes very important at low ground conductivity. Phase velocity varies little with

direction during the day - only a few parts in 104. At night, the variation is marked, especially to the
west. However, the variation is moot in cases where a higher mode dominates.

Significant modal interference is restricted to propagation at night and to signals propagating to

the west near the equator. A region of Mode 2 interference typically exists on west-bound equatorial or
trans-equatorial signals. The area may be vast, as for the signals transmitted by the Liberia station which
lies close to the geomagnetic equator, or relatively localized as with North Dakota signals propagated

across the equator to Australia. An additional limitation sometimes occurs on propagation to the east,

particularly at 13.6 kHz, due to Mode l/Mode 3 interference. A particularly severe example is

La Reunion signals propagating to the central and eastern Indian Ocear.

Long-path signal dominance or interference (with the short path) -nay occur when the west-bound
short path is sunlit. It arises because the westbound attenuation rates during the day are high while the rates

for the eastbound signal at night are low. The most severe limitation is on the Liberian signal which is
dominated by tht long path over South America during short-path day - a 4:1 or 5:1 short-path/long-path
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length ratio. At 10.2 kHz the long-path La Reunion signal in the continental United States is virtually domi-

nant for the entire 24-hour day. The location of long-path boundaries is particularly uncertain.

SPAs and PCDs are both associated with rapid phase advances followed by slow recoveries.
However, the time scales differ by about two orders of magnitude with SPAs typically persisting for
45 minutes compared to a duration of two to three days for PCDs. SPAs are restricted to signals propa-
gating over the illuminated half of the earth; PCDs occur on signals propagating through the polar
regions. The probability of either event nearly vanishes during the minimum of the solar sunspot cycle.
During more active periods, about one SPA per day is observed somewhere in the world and perhaps one

PCD per month.

6.9 PROBLEMS

6.9.1 Sample Problems

1. An individual reports using the 13.1 kHz unique frequency from North Dakota for frequency
determination at a facility on Terminal Island (Los Angeles port area) for some years. However, the

signal routinely drops out between 0730 and 0800 (local time) every morning and is also lost intermit-
tently throughout the day. What is wrong?

Answer:

Since the problem has existed for a long time, station outages are not the problem. Also, the path
is benign. The location should be well beyond the skywave-groundwave interference region and
the daytime conditions argue against mo'dal interference. While the propagation conditions
could be further checked by fullwave calculations, the fixed time of occurrence strongly sug-
gests local interference. Propagation problems tend to vary with time of day and season and cer-
tainly do not follow the advent of Daylight Sa ,ings Time! Local interference is especially likely
near heavy equipment, as in this industrial a ca. It also likely to follow the local work schedule,
e.g., start first thing in the morning and recych hroughout the day on demand (compressors, air
conditioners). Tell the user to "clean up" the receiving site. (Note that, if there is a specific re-
mote source of interference not on the North Dakota azimuth, it may be possible to orient a loop
to null out the interference.)

2. Fishermen operating in the Labrador Sea several hundred miles west of Cape Farewell,

Greenland, report that they experienced a two- to three-mile error when using Norway. This was a perva-
sive problem throughout the month of June when they were fishing. What was the problem?
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Answer:

While it is true that people have been routinely flying over this area on trans-Atlantic routes for
years and nothing has been reported, the magnitude of the error is not such that it would necessar-
ily be noted in an aircraft. The fishermen, working in the area for a month, probably would no-
tice. The path from Norway to this area is a real prediction challenge. It passes somewhat
tangentially beneath the auroral zone which could be a cause of prediction error - but if so
would likely have been observed over much of the U.S. and Canadian east coasts. A key is that
the observations were made in June when Greenland is illuminated. Attenuation is very high.
But the fishermen did not report a reception problem - they reported a position problem. The
fact that the positional error was constant rules out long path interference, which is also ruled out
by general experience in North America.

The phase velocity over the Greenland ice mass is also highly anomalous. This brings up the
possibility of either of two fundamental problems. An al-rupt change in surface impedance
along a path can lead to modal conversion. This, in turn, could lead to interference and spatial
perturbation in their fishing area. However, like most interference problems, it would not be
likely to be steady over a large area.

The other possibility of a fundamental problem is an "off-path" effect that violates the usual
great-circle path approximation. Very possibly the signal is propagating east of the ice pack and
then rounding Cape Farewell to reach the fishing area. This type of condition has been observed
over waters off Antarctica and reported by Barr (Ref. 34). (Note: This example is hypothetical;
no such errors have been reported - but they yet could be.)

3. The tuna fleet reports problems off Ecuador and Peru using Liberian signals both during the

day and at night. What is the problem'?

Answer:
This problem is real and occurred before coverage limitations were widely understood. In that
area, the Liberian signal is modally disturbed at night and received by long path during the day. It
is useless and must be deselected,

6.9.2 Problems to be Solved by Reader

1. A user of a manual receiver in the U.S. Gulf Coast off Houston, Texas reports that the North

Dakota - La Reunion line-of-position varies backward. That is, lanes decrease as the user moves away

from North Dakota. What's wrong?

2. A user in southern Japan reports cycle jumps on Australia during the sunrise transition. The

location is east of the predicted nighttime interference boundary, that is, in an area predicted to be Mode 1

at all times. What's wrong?
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3. In central South America, an Omega user reports a problem flying in the daytime using Liberia.
The route lies to the east of the predicted long-path interference boundary. What's wrong?

4. A user reports generally weak signals when flying in the U.S. midwest in the afternoon in
August. What's wrong?

6.10 ABBREVIATIONS/ACRONYMS

ADI Anomalous Data Identification

cee Centicycle

C-layer Region of the ionosphere at altitudes between about 50 and 70 km above
the earth's surface

CCIR International Radio Consultative Committee

dB Decibel

D-region Region of the ionosphere at altitudes between 70 and 90 km above the
earth's surface

GPS Global Positioning System

Hz Hertz

kHz Kilohertz

km Kilometer

m Meter

MeV Million electron volts

Mm Megameter or 1000 kilometers

NOTAM Notice to Airmen

PCA Polar Cap Absorption event

PCD Polar Cap Disturbance event

PDADI Phase-difference Anomalous Data Identification

PPC Propagation Correction

RAIM Receiver Au.onomous Integrity Monitoring

RMc Root-tiiean-squared

S•"' Sudden Ionospheric Disturbance

SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio
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SPA Sudden Phase Anomaly

UT Shortened form of UTC

UTC Coordinated Universal Time

VLF Very low frequency

WKB Wenzel-Kramers-Brillouin technique for combining eigenstates on an
inhomogeneous path

WWV Call sign for time-disseminating radio station in Ft. Collins, CO
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CHAPTER 7

SYSTEM SYNCHRONIZATION PROCEDURES

Chapter Overview - This chapter provides an overview of the basic principles of
Omega system synchronization and the procedures used to synchronize the stations in the
network. Following the chapter introduction in Section 7.1, the principles of system syn-
chronization are reviewed in Section 7.2. These principles include both internal and ex-
ternal synchronization components, data sources, and the computational algorithm.
Section Z3 describes the operational procedures used to implement the weekly Omega
synchronization process. Section 7.3 also traces the improvement in system synchro-
nizationperformance as external measurements were incorporated into the e.ynchroniza-
tion procedure over a period of several years. Problems, including worked-out examples
and those to be solved by the reader, are in Section 7.4. Abbreviatiors and acronyms used
in the chapter are given in Section 7.5, followed by the cited references listed in
Section 7.6.

7.1 INTRODUCTION

7.1.1 Overview of Omega System Synchronization

Omega is a very low frequency radionavigation system composed of eight transmitting stations
located in the United States and six other nations. At each station, continuous-wave (CW) signals are trans-
mitted on five common frequencies and one station-unique frequency. The signal frequencies are time-
shared among the stations so that a given frequency is uansmitted by only one station at any given time.

The Omega signal transmission format is illustrated in Fig. 7.1-1. Across each of the eight rows in
the figure is a ten-second sample of the signal frequencies transmitted by a particular station. Important
features of this time/frequency multiplex format are:

"* Four common signal frequencies are transmitted: 10.2, 111/3, 13.6, and 11.05 kHz
"• One unique signal frequency is transmitted by each station

"* An interval of 0.2 second separates each of the eight transmissions

"* The transmission periods vary in length.

These features permit users to uniquely associate a given station and signal frequency as well as resolve
lanes with reduced ambiguity (compared to a single frequency) and provide multi-spectral information

on a given path.
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G-3 1907

1 2 3 4 5 6 7810 Secondsoi

Station 0.9 0.2 1.0 04.2. 1,1 .40.21 1,2 0o.2H 1.1 0o.2k 0.9 "b,020 1.2 0.21.4- 1.0 "10.21

A 11,8 F'L. 10.2 U 13.6 I 11.33 11, - 1.8 11.05

F 12.9- 12.9 11.05 12.9 I 12.9 L 10. 2- 12.1 If 12.1

G 11.33 13.0 U 13.0 U 11.05 13.0-L 13.0U 1JT LJ-
H-I 13.6 11.33 1 12.8 1 L 11.05 1.8 1. U ,1o J

Signal Frequency in kHz

Figure 7.1-1 Omega Signal Transmission Format

A more basic property of the system not evident in Fig. 7.1!-1 is that the signals transmitted by all
stations aie phase-sychronized. For example, the zero phase point on a given cycle of the 10.2 kl-z signal
transnmitted frorn Norway occurs (in principle) exactly 1.100O000 seconds before the zero phase point on a cycle
of the 10.2 kl-z signal transmitted from Liberia. For a sinusoidally varying Omega signal, the zero phase point
(dlo .ly related to the station epoch) is the point at wnfich the vertical electric field vanishes, in increasing fomn
negative to positive values, in practice, slight deviations exist in phase synchronism from station to station at the
submicrosecond jevel and even occasionally at the microsecond' lee

It is important to differentiate between the two commonly used meanings of the word "synchro-
nize." In connlection with receiver signal acquasition, synchronize (sometimes called pattern synchroniza-
tion) means to align the receiver with the Omega signal format at the scah qI seconds. In other words,
mtis-synchronization means an alignment error or more than about one second. System synchronization,
however, refers to alignment of signa~ls at the tticrosecond scale. Phase synchronization usually implies a
cycle-by-cycle match-up of two signal~s at. the same frequency. Most receivers are not independently
phase-synchronized to the transmitted signals, although they becom, e phase-synchronized, with the use
of control cixcuitry such as a phase locked loop (see Chapter 12).
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At any given common frequency, Omega signals from each station are synchronized to each other

to within an accuracy of about one centicycle, which is very nearly one microsecond (at 10.2 kHz).* More-

over, the stations arc also synchronized to within one microsecond of the UTC epoch (a specific time

marker). Time-synchronization at each station is measured with respect to the station epoch, the point in

time (repeated every 30 seconds) at which all station signal frequencies are aligned at the conmmon zero

phase point. Thus, the Omega epochs at all stations have an average value (the Omega system time) tnat is

well within one microsecond of the UTC epoch and a scatter of about 1 microsecond.

On a scale of seconds, however, Omega and UTC time formats are significantly shifted due to the

injection of "leap" seconds. At 0000 UT on 1 January 1972, the Omega and UTC formats were identical

(on the scale of seconds). Since that time, however, leap seconds have been introduced into the UTC

format on a nearly annual basis, but not into the Omega format due to substantial coordination and proce-

dural difficulties. Thus, as of 31 December 1993, Omega time leads UTC by 18 seconds.

In principle, the overall Omega synchronization methodology is based on the optimization of

two independent processes:

* Internal synchronization

* External synchronization.

Each of these processes is supported by a characteristic type of measurement(s) and historically different

objectives.

Internal synchronization is designed to keep the station epochs aligned as closely as possible.

This process relies on "reciprocal path" phase measurements between pairs of stations. For purposes of

basic radionavigation, it is important only that the signals at a given frequency are radiated simulta-

neously from each station's antenna, For hyperbolic navigation, the actual "time" of this transmission

epoch is unimportant since its value cancels out in the navigation processing. For mobile receivers oper-

ating in the rho-rho-rho mode of navigation, a sufficient amount of phase information is collected to
determine position/position change so that the difference between the transmission epoch and the

receiver's intcrnal time/phase is not needed but can be computed/estimated if desired. The mean of all

station epochs relative to UTC defines Omega system time. For internal synchronization, the perfor-

mance measure is the combined RMS error of each station epoch relative to Omega system time.

* Phase and time units arc often used interchangeably, since there is a one-to-one relationship between
the two quantities through the time measure of a wave period at a given frequency.
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External synchronization refers to the simpler process of aligning Omega system time with the

external UTC time base. This process is supported by measurements of station epoch relative to UTC as

derived from received GPS or Loran-C signals. Alignment of Omega system time and UTC is useful as an
alternative means of globally disseminating UTC epoch and for receivers relying on the interoperability of
multiple navigation system sensors (see Chapter 12). In principle, strict adherence by each station to an
external reference source obviates the need for internal synchronization. Because of possible failures in

external timing information, however, a more robust approach is used which retains both processes.

The system synchronization procedure involves a weekly cycle of collecting daily internal and
external measurements, computing and disseminating station phase and frequency offsets, and insertion
of the clock corrections by each station. Internal synchronization data consists of daily reciprocal path
measurements at two frequencies on four paths/station. External synchronization data comprise daily
Omega station epoch measurements relative to Loran-C signals (for some Omega stations) and GPS sig-
nals (for all stations). These data are processed by the synchronization computer program (SYNC3)
which is executed by both Japan's Maritime Safety Agency (JMSA) and the U.S. Coast Guard's Omega

Navigation System Center (ONSCEN). The program's weekly outputs, i.e., optimal estimates of the

phase and frequency offsets for each station's on-line and back-up clocks, are reversed (in sign) and

issued as both one-time and cumulative corrections. Each station then inserts these corrections at specif-
ic times over the following week according to an established procedure.

7.1.2 Historical Overview of Omega Synchronization

Prior to 1966, experimental Omega transmitting stations (see Chapter 2) operated in the master/

secondary mode in which one or more secondary stations synchronized their transmissions to the desig-
nated master transmitting station signal. Signal receivers within 10 to 30 km of the secondary station
monitored the master station transmissions and fed the information to the secondary station which trans-

mitted in a subsequent segment. This method of synchronization is similar to other wide-area radiona-
vigation systems, such as Loran and Decca. With the advent of precise cesium frequency standards,

independent synchronization of each station, known as the absolute mode, became feasible. The abso-
lute mode of operation enhanced the accuracy of the system because fewer propagation paths, each of
which introduced error, were involved in any combination of secondary station signals. It also improved
reliability, since the failure of any one station did not affect the capability of other stations to transmit

synchronized signals. During 1966-1967, a four-station network (Norway, Trinidad, Hawaii, and
Forestport) commenced operations in the absolute mode, an event that marked the beginning of thc mod-

ern Omega system (Chapter 2).
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During the first few years of operation in the absolute mode, the stations were synchronized

using a procedure developed by J.A. Pierce (Ref. 1). In this scheme, each station recorded the signal

phase of the other stations and subtracted the best estimate of the inter-station propagation times/phases

to determine the station's own phase correction. This method, however, contained an inherent instability

that allowed a station's timing error to grow. For this and other reasons (Ref. 2) a centralized piocedure

evolved in which all reciprocal paths in the network were analyzed to determine each station's phase

corrections. Initially, the analysis was conducted at the Naval Electronics Laboratory Center (now the

Naval Command, Control, and Ocean Surveillance Center).

In the early 1970s, synchronization control moved to the newly formed Omega Navigation Sys-

tem Operations Detail (ONSOD). More advanced processing of the reciprocal path data led to least

squares estimates of the phaSe offsets, computation of frequency offsets, as well as tracking the time

history of the on-line and off-line cesium standards. In January 1975, a more sophisticated synchroniza-

tion algorithm was developed and implemented as a computer program entitled SYNC2. This algorithm
was bascd on a Kalinan estimation technique applied to reciprocal path data using clock error models.

By inherently accounting for the dynamics of the timing sources, SYNC2 was more adaptive and accu-

rate than previous approaches. From 1970 to about 1976, system synchronization was conducted as an

internal process, with SYNC2 maintaining an RMS synchronization accuracy of 3 to 5 microseconds.
The systeln drifted with respect to UTC, however, at one time reaching a maximum of 29 microseconds

(Ref. 2).

Several methods of external synchronization were explored and tested prior to 1976. These meth-

od,, included Omega signal monitoring by the U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO), time transfer using televi-

sion stations, portable clock measurements at the Omega stations, and station monitoring of locally

available Loran-C signals. USNO monitoring continued but was limited by the uncertainty in the propaga-

tion corrections (PPCs) predicted for the monitored paths. Loran-C signal monitoring provided a more

ajccurate technique and was available at four of the Omega stations: Norway, Hawaii, North Dakota, and

Jap:in, Through an established network of monitoring and control, USNO maintained reasonably accurate

weekly records of the epoch of each Loran-C chain with respect to UTC. Thus, by subtracting the propaga-

tion time delay from the local Loran-C transmitting stations, UTC was transferred to the four Omega

stationms.

SYNC2 was utpgrided (to Version 2) in 1976 to incorporate Loran-C and other external measure-

eients into the synchronization algorithm. In October of 1977, Japan's Maritime Safety Agency (JMSA)
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assumed primary responsibility for Omega system synchronization computation and control. For pur.-

poses of redundancy and cross-checking, ONSCEN continued to perform a parallel computation of syn-
chronization corrections. SYNC2 was again upgraded (Version 3) in 1979 to address noted problems
(such as error covariance buildup) and incorporate other modifications.

In 1985, the availability of GPS satellites for sufficiently long daily periods provided a very con-

venient global source of UTC information. As a final revision, SYNC2 was modified (Version 4) to

incorporate GPS timing receiver measurements at all stations. By the close of 1988, operational GPS

measurements at all stations were fully incorporated into the system synchronization procedure and

long-standing timing biases in the stations not accessible to Loran-.C were removed.

The SYNC2 software was originally written in FORTRAN IV and hosted on a Honeywell 6000

series mainframe. Later revisions were made using FORTRAN 77 code and compiler. In about 1985,
the program was hosted on a Data General minicompt.,er and compiled and executed under AOS. In

1993, the program was restructured, rewritten in C, and renamed SYNC3. SYNC3 maintains much of

the original functionality of SYNC2, but exploits advances in computer technology, software engineer-

ing, and developments in the analysis of Omega data (Ref. 6).

7.2 SYNCHRONIZATION PRINCIPLES

The Omega system synchronization algorithm is structured to control two synchronization pro-
cesses inherent in system operations: internal synchronization and external synchronization. The inter-

nal synchronization process attempts to maintain simultaneous signal transmission by the stations to

permit navigation/position location for Omega-only receiving systems. Inevitably, there is a departure
from simultaneous signal transmission in which epochs from some stations are earlier or later than oth-

ers. In such cases, it is convenient to define a "pseudo-epoch" that is the mean value of all the station
epochs at any given instant. The evolution of these pseudo-epochs defines a time scale called Omega

system time (sometimes referred to as mean Omega system time). The process of external synchroniza-
tion seeks the coincidence of Omega system time with the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) epoch to

permit the dissemination of UTC and the inclusion of Omega into interoperable receiving systems with

multiple navigation sensors having a common UTC time base.

7.2.1 Internal Synchronization

Figure 7.2-1 illustrates the concept of Omrega system time relative to UTC. In Fig. 7.2-la, the
relatively shifted waveforms transmitted by each station indicate the variation from a common signal
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transmission "time." Transmission time is quantified by the identification of an epoch, the occurrence of
an actual, repeatable event, defined with respect to a universal time base such as UTC. Omega station
epoch may be defined (see Chapter 3 for a more precise definition) as the occurrence of the waveform
zero crossing as the signal increases from negative to positive values. Signal waveforms arid the
associated epochs for each station are illustrated in Fig. 7.2-l a relative to an arbitrary time origin. Actual
epoch shifts are typically only a few hundredths of a cycle so that no cycle ambiguity occurs. Fig. 7.2- l b
depicts a possible distribution of station epochs, the corresponding Omega system time, and the

associated UTC epoch.

The internal synchronization process relies on phase measurements made on reciprocal paths.
Reciprocal paths are sub-ionospheric propagation paths (over the surface of the earth) in which the loca-
tions of the transmitting station and receiver are (approximately) exchanged. Reciprocal paths for which
these measurements are available couple station monitors and remote stations. These measurements are
slightly complicated by the fact that they are referenced to the local transmitting station (and thus are

actually phase-difference measurements). Reciprocal path measurements are used because their differ-
ence approximates the difference in synchronization error between the stations at both ends of the recip-
rocal paths. To see this, consider reciprocal paths for stations A and B. The phase measurement at the
monitor local to station A is

O(B, Am) .- O(A, Am) (7.2-1)

where O(X, r) is the phase of station X at monitor Y, and the subscript rn identifies the monitor local to the

designated station, Similarly, the phase measurement at the monitor local to station B is

0 (A, B m) - t B, Bn) (7.2-2)

The actual phase 0 may be decomposed as a sum of three terms:

"* The predicted phase, 9pred

"* The error in the predicted phase, 6bpr,.ed

"o The synchronization error, 60*y,
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hi should be noted that the predicted phase (and its error) depend on the path, whereas the synchroniza-

tion error depends only on the station from which the signal was transmitted. With this decomposition,

Eq. 7.2-1 may be written

Oprcd(B, Am) + 6 0 pred(B, Am) + 60sync(B) - Opred(A, Am) - 60pred(A, Am) - 60sync(A)

(7.2-3)

Similarly, Eq. 7.2-2 may be written

Opred(A, Bin) + 6 0pred(A, Bin) + 6syn,(A) - pred(B, Bin) - 6 0pred(B, Bin) - bsync(B)

(7.2-4)

The reciprocal path value, R(A,B), is the difference in the station monitor measurements expressed by

Eqs. 7.2-3 and 7.2-4, i.e.,

R(A,B) = C + 60pred(B, Am) - 6 0pred(A, Bm) + 2(6sync(B) - 6 ,synch(A)) (7.2-5)

where

C Opred(B, A..) - pred(A, Bin) - (O/pred(A, Am) - Opr,,d(B, Bin))

The predicted quantities that make up C involve the nominal values and PPCs (defined in Chapter 9)

which are well-known so that C can be tabulated and subtracted from R(A,B).

The basic assumption in processing the reciprocal path measurements is that the differences in

prediction error on reciprocal paths, which for the above example is

6 95pred(B, Am) - 6 0 pred(A, Bin)

can be neglected. This is generally a good assumption, since the predictions for each of the two recipro-

cal paths differ relatively little (0 to 5 cecs) and therefore the errors differ even less (0 to 2 cecs). With this

assumption, the difference in synchronization errors between stations B and A is

B)- 6 yCh(A) 1 R'(A, B) (7.2-6)
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where R'(A,B) = R(A,B) - C.

Since the internal synchronization process relates to excursions of each station epoch from

Omega system time, the quantity obtained from the reciprocal path measurements (Eq. 7.2-6) may be

written

S -6 tAQ = 1R'(A,B) (7.2-7)

where 65 xg is defined to be the phase variation of station X's epoch from Omega system time. The sign

is defined so that if 6oxg- is positive, the epoch of station X is late with respect to Omega system time.

Effective reciprocal path phase measurement relations expressed in Eq. 7.2-7 are given for a

single time. To incorporate the dynamics of the process into the synchronization algorithm, daily phase

measurements over a week are processed to determine the (assumed linear) rate of change of phase

excursion from Omega system time as well as the (assumed linear) rate of divergence or convergence of

Omega system time from UTC. Since the time rate of change of phase is frequency, this independent set

of measurements is called reciprocal path frequency measurements. Here, the word "frequency" refers

to the time derivative of phase (a small fraction of a Hertz in magnitude) and not to the radiated signal

frequency. A relation similar to Eq. 7.2-7 for stations A and B is given for the reciprocal path frequency

measurements:

6fBt - /Aa=1R' (A,B) (7.2-8)

where the dot indicates time derivative and R'(A, B) = R(A, B) to a good approximation since C is a

function of the phase predictions that vary little from day to day (at the same hour) over a week.

7.2.2 External Synchronization

Measurements used for the external synchronization process are much more direct than the

reciprocal path measurements required for internal synchronization. The external synchronization data

consist of measurements of the difference between the Omega epoch and UTC epoch* at each station. In

the case of Loran-C, the actual readings are adjusted to account for the propagation time of the signal, the

coding delay, ;:nd the difference between the reference station chain timing and UTC as determined by

*When the two epochs are in perfect agreement at the microsecond scale, the Omega epoch leads the

UTC epoch by exactly 18.000000 seconds (as of 01 January 1994).
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USNO. For GPS timing receiver measurements, little or no adjustment or processing is required. Thus,
for example, at station X the external measurement is

E(X) = 6xt

Here, the variation is written in terms of phase, although it can also be written in terms of time through the
relation r = l/f++ 1 cycle = 100 centicycles (cec). The variation of each station epoch from UTC can be
decomposed into the excursion from Omega system time, 60bx, and the difference between Omega sys-
tem time and UTC, 60ou, i.e.,

E(X) = 6Ox0 + 695ou (7.2-9)

The dynamics of the external synchronization process are incorporated into the syikchronization algo-
rithm in much the same way as for internal synchronization. Daily measurements of E(X) over the seven
days of the computation week are fit to a straight line whose slope is the frequency offset of station X's
Cesium standard. Using the same decomposition as for Eq. 7.2-9 above yields

E(X) = 6fxQ + 6fou (7.2-10)

To isolate the quantities 6(50u and %ffU, the mean values of Eqs. 7.2-9 and 7.2-10 are taken over all
stations, resulting in the relations

H

60Qu= 1/8 L E(X) (7.2-11)
X=A

and

H

6fou = 1/8 > E(X) (7.2-12)
X=A

In deriving Eqs. 11 and 12, the definitions of Omega system time and Omega system frequency (see
Fig. 7.2-1) were invoked, i.e.,

H H

X=A X=A
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7.2.3 State Estimation

Using a state space formulation, the states of the system can now be defined and related to the

reciprocal path measurements. The first eight states correspond to 6(35xQ where X = A, B, .... H. The

ninth state is 6 0gu, which is the variation of the Omega system time epoch from UTC. States 10 through

17 correspond to the time derivatives of states 1 through 8, i.e., 6bxg = bfxg. These states correspond

to the variation of each station's frequency from the Omega system frequency, which is the mean of the

station frequencies. The last state is bfgu, which is the time derivative of the phase variation of the

Omega system time from the UTC epoch.

The reciprocal path data for one pair of stations is related to the corresponding two system states

as in Eq. 7.2-7. Similarly, the average of the external measurement aata is related to the ninth state as in

Eq. 7.2-11. In general, the measurement data vector, z, may be related to the system state vector, 60
(containing the 18 states) through the measurement matrix, H, as

z = 116' + V (7.2-13)

where v is the zero-mean measurement noise vector. Since there are about thirty reciprocal path phase

measurements (per signal frequency), the first thirty components (rows) of Eq. 7.2-13 yield the internal

measurements. For these components, the H-matrix contains Is and -ls in the first eight columns,
depending on the measurement set. The next component is just the average of the external measurement

data, i.e., Eq. 7.2-11. The subsequent thirty components are reciprocal path frequency measurements

similar to the example for two states given in Eq. 7.2-8. The last component is the Omega system fre-
quency offset measurement given by Eq. 7.2-12.

With the system as now defined, the optimal discrete Kalman estimate of the state vector at a

discrete time tk is given as

A A rA l

6 =k(+) = 6 k(-) + Kk Zk - Hk lk(-) (7.2-14)

where the "+" in parentheses refers to the state estimate at time tk after the measurements are made and

the "-" to the state estimate at time tk before making the measurements, The quantity Kk is the Kalman

gain which controls the relative importance of the new information in the measurement at tk (the brack-

eted quantity). In other words, the estimate of the state after the measurement is given by the state esti..

mate before the measurement modified by the new information in the measurement at t,. Th- Kalmr.n

gain is given by

Kk = Pk(+) HT R-1 (7.2-15)
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where Pk (+) is the covariance matrix associated with the state estimation error after the measurement at
tk and Rk is the covariance matrix associated with the measurement noise error (see Eq. 7.2-13), i.e.

P(+) = (6k(+) - 6 0k(+))(6(+) - 60k(+))T]; Rk = E(vkV P

Note, from Eq. 7.2-15, that the "magnitude" of the Kalman gain increases as the norm of Pk (+) increases

and decreases as the norm of Rk increases. This behavior follows from the fact that a large covariance
matrix norm means the system states are not well-estimated and thus, more weight is given to the most

recent measurement (high Kalman gain). On the other hand, a large norm for Rk means that the measure-

ments are very noisy and unreliable so that little weight should be given to the most recent measurement

(low Kalman gain). The covariance matrix is updated as

S= P -'(- ) + H T R['H,

This expression means that, for large measurement errors (large norm for Rk), the updated covariance
matrix changes little. For small Rk, however, the inverse of the updated covariance matrix is large

compared to the covariance matrix inverse prior to the measurement. This means that small measurement

errors lead to a reduction in the norm of the updated covariance matrix relative to its value before I he mea-
surement. Thus, the uncertainty in the updated state is reduced as a result of small measurement errors.

7.2.4 Computation of Synchronization Adjustments

The synchronization algorithm is implemented by a computer program designated SYNC3. The

overall SYNC3 structure consists of the following three components:

"• Input data preprocessor (PRESYNC3)

"* Computational cngine ( SYNC3)

"* Database.

The input data preprocessor and the computational engine perform the processing and both components
interface with the database. Several additional utility programs are included in the interface code

because of standard DOS memory constraints (< 640 kBytes).

The purpose of the input data preprocessor, PRESYNC3, is to read the input data from the, wee=t

status reports submitted by each of the eight Omega stations. Each station's weekly status report con-

tains the reciprocal path data for internal synchronization, external synchronization data and other
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operational information. PRESYNC3 reads this data from files on the hard disc, parses the data into data
structures, performs preliminary data reduction, validity and reasonableness checks, computes the tim-

ing measurements, and initiates the program to write the data to the database. A status report for each

station monitor is available after the data is processed.

The SYNC3 program is organized to process the daily measurement set via an optimal Kalman

filter to obtain the synchronization corrections (referred to as CORR and ACCUM). This procedure

includes the following stages:

"* Processing a week's worth of station monitor measurement data

"* Retrieving supporting data from the database

"* Comparing/verifying current week's cesium clock serial numbers with those of the
previous week

"* Processing the measurements sequentially to obtain the Kalman estimates

"* Generating the synchronization messages for each Omega station.

Any mismatch between previous and current Cesium clock serial numbers is identified and/or rectified

by tbe program, The iterative expressions presented in Section 7.2.3 are processed using Bierman's UD
algorithm (Ref. 5). SYNC3 provides eight predefined plots and seven predefined tables that can be
viewed interactively to permit analysis of the current data run. Further informition on SYNC3 operation

is contained in Ref. 7.

The SYNC3 software system runs on an IBM--PC compatible computer with an 80386 micropro-

cessor under the MS-DOS operating system. No extended or expanded memory' is required. The pro-

gram consists of approximately 15,000 source lines of C code developed using the Borland C++

compiler (version 3.0). The Paradox relational database (version 3.5) supports SYNC3 processing.

Most of the tables in the database are temporary tables used for plotting. Data is displayed and plotted
within Paradox while the C programs are running. The Paradox engine (version 2.0) is used to interface

the C programming language with the Paradox database.

SYNC3 permits six different input modes (combinations) for the station timing data. The initial

phase covariancc for a new on-line clock is I psec2 and the initial frequency covariance is 0.04 (psec/day) 2.
After the filter has reached statistical steady state, switching to an input mode with less data available for

several weeks does not affect the performance of the SYNC3 Kalman filter. During the period with less

available data, filter covariance begins to grow, but quickly decays when that timing data is available again.

Especially in the presence of GPS data, the phase and frequency covariance termns recover quickly.
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The principal outputs of the program are the updated state vector estimates (see Eq. 14). In particu-

lar, states 1 through 8 represent the estimated phase offsets (in microseconds) of the eight Omega stations

from Omega system time. The corrections implemented by the stations are just the negative values of the

resulting numerical outputs for the states. In similar fashion, states 10 through 17 yield the estimated station

frequency offsets (in microseconds/day) from the Omega system frequency. These output state values are

divided by -6 to obtain the four-hour ACCUM adjustments applied to the station on-line clock units. Note

that states 9 and 18 correspond to no actual adjustment or correction, but the measurements involving those

states are certainly used in computing all the other corrections/adjustments.

The output quantities described above, which are based on the Kalman estimation algorithm

presented in Section 7.2.3 apply strictly to the on-line clock units at each station. Each of the two station

back-up clock units serves as an immediate replacement in the event of failure of the back-up unit. To

minimize any weekly differences between the on-line and back-up units, both back-up units are aligned

("scoped") to the on-line clock unit once per day.* Remaining divergences from the on-line clock over

the period of a day are removed by adjusting (through the insertion of ACCUMs) the back-up clock units

at each station every four hours. Although the procedure is the same, the ACCUMs for the back-up units

are the result of a SYNC3 calculation separate from the Kalman estimates of Section 7.2.3. Instead, the

phase shifter readings over the nine-week period prior to the current date are fitted to a straight line using

a least-squares technique. The negative of the resulting slope (in microseconds per four-hour period) is

then the ACCUM correction for the particular back-up clock unit for the succeeding week.

7.3 SYNCHRONIZATION OPERATIONS

The weekly collection of data and calculation of station synchronization corrections constitute

one of the most important functions of Omega operations. As noted in Section 7.1.2, Japan's Maritime

Safety Agency (JMSA) has led the operational generation of system synchronization corrections since

about 1977. The Omega Navigation System Center (ONSCEN) performs back-up calculations of syn-

chronization corrections to ensure computational accuracy and integrity.

The overall synchronization process consists of determining the station phase and frequency off-

sets and applying the computed corrections at each station. The phase and frequency offsets are obtained

*New Timing and Control Subsystem equipment being installed (May 1994) at the sttions includes

the Omega Signal Generator (UMNUbN) and the Omega Signal Controller (OMSCON). Instead of
using the oscilloscope method, alignment of the back-up clock units to the on-line units is now made
by inserting the difference in the OMSGENS into the OMSCON. All information regarding these
differences is transmitted to t Le other subsystem units via a communication ring.
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from daily reciprocal path phase measurements and satellite timing measurements. A.s noted above, this

weekly data is independently processed by both JMSA and ONSCEN to verify the final results. JMSA

issues directives to the stations where the corrections (some of which are applied throughout the week)

are initiated within a few hours of receipt.

7.3.1 Measurement Input Data

The internal synchronization process is supported by reciprocal path data that is obtained from

station monitor phase data. The phase data at each station monitor is collected for four remote stations

whose phase is referenced to that of the local station. The remote transmitting station and monitor

receiver constitute a path (actually, a shorl path), which, together with the measurement time, define a

path-time. Both the paths and the path-times are carefully chosen to be anomaly-free, i.e., the predicted

signal behavior is not modal, long-path, etc. (see Chapters 5 and 6) so that the data can supply maximum

information on station synchronization differences. In most cases, path-times are chosen so that the path

lies fully on the day side of the earth (although long-path reception is sometimes a danger when the short

path is fully illuminated). In selecting or revising path-times, the principal criterion is that the random

phase error (standard deviation over a month's worth of daily measurements at a fixed hour) be as small

as possible. Additional information is provided by using phase data at both 10.2 and 13.6 kHz, which is

averaged prior to processing by the Kalman filter.

Table 7.3-1 shows the measurement path-times for both internal and external synchronization

data. The station monitors are listed across the top and the remote stations whose signals are monitored

are given in the leftmost column. F)L the internal measurements at the Omega stations, the phase is

always referenced to the station locP, )e station monitor. Note that the first eight rows are symmetric

about the diagonal from upper i, , ,,.,wer right. This symmetry arises because of the need to make

measurements at both ends of a reciprocal path at the same time. In some cases, daily measurement times

(UT hours) change throughout the year, especially on polar paths, where path illumination changes sub-

stantially over the year. In the case of Loran-C and GPS measurements, the receiver is located at the

Omega station itself. Note that Loran-C measurements are available at only four stations, whereas GPS
data is recorded at all stations.

The synchronization data is compiled by each station and submitted to JMSA and ONSCEN every

Monday in the form of a weekly station data report. Tius report presents the daily measurement data, both

internal (10.2 and 13.6 kHz phase for four path-times) and external (Loran-C and GPS), for the eight days

from the previous Monday to the most recent measurement. External measurement data, whose daily mea-

surement times are given in Table 7.3-1, arc in units of maicroseconds. All other (phase) measurements are
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Table 7.3-1 'Path-times for Synchronization Measurements

TRANSMITTING - ___ STATION MONITOR

STATION NORWY LIMER HAWAI N$DAK REUNI ARGE2 AUSTS JAPAN

A 1300 0500 1100 1800
(Oct-Mar)

1700
(Apr-Sep)

B 1300 1600 1000 1500 1

Q 0500 2000 2400 0100
(Oct-Mar)

1700
(Apr-Sep)

D 1600 2000 1700 1100
(Oct-Mar)

2200
(Apr-Sep)

E 1100 1000 1800 0500

F 1500 1700 1800 0900

G 2400 0500 0900 0400

H 1800 0100 1100 0400
(Oct-Mar)

2200
'Apr-S_ .:.p)

Loran-C 1200 1800 0400

GPS 0816 0846 0916 0616 0646 0716 074

given in 0.01 cycle (centicycle (cec)) corresponding to the given frequency. The report also provides the

phase shifter (clock) readings in microseconds for the on-line and each of the back-up (primaiy and sec-

ondary) clock units. The readings are made after the back-up clock units are aligned to the on-line units
(see Section 7.2.4) for the current Monday. The remaining portion of the report describes any anomalies

or discrepancies from routine operations, including:

" Cesium status changes - any change in precedence (on-line, primary back-up, sec-
ondary back-up) is noted, including the changed units, date/time of change, and
phase shifter readings at the time of change.

" Off-airperiods-- normally refers to periods when transmitter operation has ceased
so that no reciprocal path measurements are available but clock units remain active
so that external measurements continue as well as ACCUM insertions for all clock
units.

"* Reduced power periods - generally do not affect synchronization measurements.
"* Signal anomalies - reports of any sudden ionospheric disturbance or polar cap dis-

turbance events during the week, including starting and ending times as well as the
time of peak disturbance; reciprocal path data is excluded during these events
although external data is presumably unaffected.

Further information regarding message format and content is given in Ref. 4.
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7.3.2 Computational Output Data and Directives

The calculation of synchronization corrections commences after all weekly station data reports

are received by JMSA and ONSCEN. The computation is not lengthy, but requires careful checking of

inputs and outputs and possibly several re-executions. The central result of the calculation is the updated

optimal estimate of the state vector. The first eight states describe the phase/time excursions of the sta-

tion clocks from Omega system time. To offset these excursions, the negative value of these computed

state values must be inserted into each station's on-line clock unit. The directive message from JMSA to
each station contains the correction value in microseconds, which is entered into all on-line and back-up

clock units at the next designated insertion time following receipt of the directive message. Table 7.3-1
gives the allowed insertion times for each station. The insertion times for each station differ so that sys-

tem users do not experience a sudden "jump" in phase/time that might lead to ajump in a position track.

Similarly, states 10 through 17 define the frequency excursions of the station clocks from the

Omega system "frequency." Thus, even though, in principle, the corrections from the first eight states

reset the system, the non-zero drifts in the clocks imply that the stations will begin to diverge from syn-

chronization soon after the corrections are made. The negative values of the frequency excursion states

(States 10 through 17) are intended to offset the expected divergence. It is not feasible to implement a
continuous time-linear phase change into the clock units, so the frequency offset is approximated as a

series of incremental phase changes at fixed time intervals. This is the basis for the four-hour ACCUM

insertions. For a given station's on-line clock, the ACCUM is computed as the negative of the corre-
sponding frequency excursion state (in microseconds per day) divided by six (since there are six four-

hour intervals in a day). The ACCUM values for each station clock unit are also contained in the JMSA

directive message. Insertion of these values (which may or may not differ from the previous week's

ACCUM values) commences at the first insertion time of the next UT day following receipt of the direc-

tive message. Table 7.3-2 indicates the six insertion times at four-hour intervals for each station. As

noted above, these are staggered to "smooth out" an. change in Omega system time. Also shown in

Table 7.3-2 are the daily alignment or "scoping" times at each station, when the back-up clock units are

aligned with the on-line units (see Section 7.2.4 and Chapter 3).

7.3.3 Synchronization Performance

As a system, Omega has remained well-synchronized throughout its operational history. Inter-

nally, the system has been synchronized to within about 5 microseconds since a centralized operations

center was set up in 1971 under the auspices of the U.S. Coast Guard's Omega Navigation System
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Table 7.3-2 Daily ACCUM Insertion and Scoping Times
UT HOUR'-- YIII

10001 02 103 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 119 20 2112 23

S16t 16 16 16 16 16

B 16 46 46 46 46 46
c 16 16 11 16 16

SOD 46 46 46 46 46

_E 16 16 16 16 16

F 46 46 46 46 46

G 16 16 16 16 16

L "H 146 46 46 46 46

For each entry, the number refers to a measurement 16 (46) minutes afterthe hour at f,- fou of the c>.! inn. ACCUM insertion
tirros occur at all indicated times; scoping times are designed by a shaded entry.

Operations Detail. Prior to that time, only two of the currently operating stations were transmitting and,
in practice, the sy:,tem was more experimental than operational, including the synchronization method.

Also during this periou, the system was not intentionally referenced to any external time scale.

Between 1971 and 1976, external synchronization was an ad hoc process that roiied on USNO
mcasurements of the North Dakota signal and portable clock measurements. Determining the Omega sys-

tem time offset relative to UTC from the USNO data was inaccurate due to the uncertain propagation del1y
(computed from the available PPCs) between the station source and the receiver. A substantial bias error, i a
the PPCS could therefore have resulted in a fixed offset for many months. On the other hand, portable click

mcasuremcnfts were very accurate but were made relatively infrequently due to the considerable logistics
and cost involved, Though accurate initially, the effect of the portable clock measurement would begin to

decay one week after the measurement was made and the routine weekly data sources (with their built-in

bias,.s) would again "steer" Omega system time after a few weeks. As noted in Section 7.1.2, Omega sys-

tein time deviated by as much as 29 microseconds from the UTC epoch during this period.

Beginning in 1976, Loran-C timing equipment was installed at four of the Omega tiansmitting

stations; Norway, I lawaii, North Dakota, and Japan, This equipment is used to detect the sig ial from the

L,(oran-C station closest to each of the four Omega stations and compare its epoch with the local on-line
clock unit. Before being used in the synchronization algorithm processing, the Loran-C timing data is

corrcctcd for thic following effecs:

"* Deviation of the cliain master station epoch from UTC

"* ECI) (at master station)
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"* Emission/coding delay (if signal is from a secondary station)
"* Propagation delay (including ASF) from Loran-C station to timing receiver anten-

na at Omega station
* Antenna factor 1800 phase shift (5 jtsec) for loop antenna)
* Antenna-to-receiver cable delay
* Multi-coupler delay
* Receiver delay
* Time to standard zero crossing (nominally 30 [tsec).

Except for the first correction, the above corrections are essentially fixed from week-to-week so that
they are lumped together as a single correction term. The deviation of the chain master station epoch
from UTC varies daily and is published in the USNO Series 4 Bulletin.

Since the combined accuracy of these corrections is within a microsecond, the four (northern
hemisphere) stations making the Loran-C measurements have been held to UTC with an RMS error of
about one microsecond (Ref. 2). Before 1985, however, it is now believed that the southern hemisphere
station epochs, which were not externally referenced, deviated from UTC by as much as 3 microseconds

(Ref. 2).

The discrepancy between the stations with and without external data sources can be traced to the
PPCs. The only "connection" between these two types of stations is through the reciprocal path mea-
surements. As shown in Section 7.2.1, the reciproca7 p;,,th measurements isolate the station pair synchro-
nization difference only to within the difference of the rciprocal path PPC errors. Though small, these
errors are characterized as mostly biases (random component is small). Thus, they can persist for
months, undetected by the internal synchronization measurements. Evidence for these biases cmergcd
during the relatively infrequent portable clock visits to the stations and, in fact, efforts were made to cor-
rect these PPCs based on concurrent portable cloctk measurements at several stations. These efforts were
not entirely successful due to the relatively short-term portable clock visits.

More direct indications of the biases between the externally linked and internally linked stations
were obtained when GPS timing equipment was installed at all stations during the period 1985 to 1988.
Figure 7.3-1 shows a plot of the daily differences between UTC epoch and the Liberia station epoch for
the last three months of 1985 (Ref. 2). The data in the plot is taken from measurements of Liberia's
on-line clock unit relative to GPS (which is essentially aligned to UTC). These measurements were not
incorporated into the synchronization algorithm until Monday, 4 November 1985, when all measure-
ments (internal and external) for the previous week were processed. The weekly computation was per-
formed on Tuesday, 5 November, and the corrections were issued later that day. The next insertion time
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Figure 7.3-1 Variation of Liberia Station On-line Clock Epoch with Respect
to UTC During Period When Liberia GPS Measurements were
First Included in Synchronization Computation

following Liberia's receipt of the directive message was on 6 November 1985. The Liberia correction
was large (about -3 microseconds) and the measurements shown in the figure reflect this correction,

Figures 7.3-2 and 7.3-3 provide more insight on the dynamical behavior of synchronization
corrections. These figures display synchronization data from the period when GPS measurements from
the Argentina station were first incorporated into the weekly synchronization computation. Figures
7.3-2a and 7.3-2b show the first eight states of the system synchronization model, i.e., the on-line clock

*This is opposite to the convention in which epoch difference A-B implies that A starts a counter and
B turns it off; in this case, positive A--B means that A is earlier than B.
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Figure 7.3.3 Omega System Timec and Station Epoch Relative to UTC
for the Period 21 December 1987 to 04 January 1988

unit at each of the eight stations rclativc to Omega system timc. The sign convention for the time epochs
is such that positive values mncan tile station on-lint: cock unit is late (i.e., occurs at a later arid therefore
greatcr UTC time value) with respect to Om-ega systein tiJli:%C*

The weekly computation was pcrformcd on Day 8 of the plot, i.e,, Monday, 28 December 1987,
using new data recordcd daily from 2 1-28 December 1987. This data did not incluide OPS measure-
ments fromt Argentina, liowever, the synchronization computation on lIhe next Monday, 4 January 1988,
did inClude Argentina GPS data recorded daily from 28 D)CCCm~bcr 1987 to 4 January 1988. At this t irric
tile synchronliiatiori algorihmul "knew" that thc on-line clock unit at the Argentina station was about
3 microseconds late witht respect to the UTC cpoch (see F-ig. 7,3-3b an~d F~ig. 7.3-4), Moreover, this new
iniformamtioni nieait that 0Oincgit systeml timec wits also late with respect to U'IC, but not as late as the
Arge~ntinai station (sce Fig~s. 7.3-3a and 7-3-31A. flhile~ u11pr~right pancl of F'ig., 73,'-2b shows thc Argen-
tina station epoch with respect to U'lC shuifting Iromia somewhat negiiti Vc Value On D)ay 8 to a large posit ive
viilic oni Day 9, Note that tli.% does not reflect an actual chanige in time epoch but rather a drawatic increase
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in the accuracy of the information regarding the position of the Argentina station's epoch. Also note that the
discrepancy with respect to Omega system time continued to widen throughout the week up to the weekly
computation date, Day 15 (4 January 1988). This happened because the directive information (corrections
and ACCUMS) for that week were the result of calculations based on data from the previous week which
did not include Argentina GPS measurements. Thus, the ACCUM insertions drove the Argentina on-line
clock in the direction (toward later times) that the previous data indicated.

The new information regarding the Argentina station epoch had ramifications throughout the sys-
tem since knowledge of Omega system time had changed significantly. With respect to UTC, however,
Figure 7.3-3b shows that little changed at those stations (A, B, C, D, H) for which GPS/Loran-C external
measurements had been recursively processed by the algorithm over an extended history. On 4 January
1988, the new correction/ACCUM computations based on the Argentina GPS measurements were

issued as JMSA directives and implemented by the stations after this date. These corrections (and, to a
lesser degree, the ACCUMs) are responsible for the dramatic shift in the Argentina station epoch with
respect to UTC shown in Fig. 7.3-4. By May 1988 GPs measurements from all stations were being used
in the synchronization computation and Omega system time generally fell within 0.5 microsecond of
UTC (Ref. 2).

Argentina - UTC4" G-37328T

3-22-94

On-line clock unit corrected based on
Sprocessing of previous week's GPSS1 measurements for the first time.

C

U

-2-

-3-

1 10 20 301 10 20 301 10 20

Day/Month of 1987, 1988

Figure 7.3.4 Variation of Argentina Station On-line Clock Epoch with Respect
to UTC During Period When Argentina GPS Measurements were
First Included in Synchronization Computation
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7.4 PROBLEMS

7.4.1 Sample Problem

1. The following table gives accurate external data on offsets of each station's on-line clock
unit relative to UTC (60Xu) in microseconds.

Station 5XU (Pec)

A -3.3
B +2.2
C -0.6
D -0.2
E +1.5
F -3.8
G 0.7
H -1.1

a. What is the offset of Omega system time relative to UTC?
b. What is the offset of the Norway Station relative to Omega system time?

Answer:

a. Eq. 7.2-11 shows that adding all 60xU and dividing by 8 yields 6gbou, the offset of
Omega system time relative to UTC, i.e., -0.575 microsecond

b. From Eq. 7.2-9, we see that

6 0AU = 6OAa + 60OU

From the table above, 6 0AU = -3.3 gisec and from part (a), 60'pu = -0.575 jisec. Thus,

6AQl -= -2.725 psec.

7.4.2 Problems to be Solved by Reader

1. With the data table in Problem 1 of Section 7.4.1 and a similar table for 8fxu, is sufficient
information available to estimate the projected state vector and thereby issue directive mes-
sages? If so, why are reciprocal path measurements still used?

2. Suppose the synchronization computation results in the estimate:

A

6fB. = -0.32 psec/day

What is the appropriate ACCUM directive for Station B?
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7.5 ABBREVIATIONS/ACRONYMS

A Norway
ACCUM Accumulative correction value inserted every 4 hours

AOS Data General's Advanced Operating System

APR April

ARGE2 Argentina's station monitor

AUST$ Australia's station monitor
B Liberia transmitting station
C Hawaii transmitting station; also a programming language
C++ An object-oriented programming language
CW Continuous wave
cec Centicycle
CORR Weekly phase correction inserted into all clock units at each station
D North Dakota transmitting station
DEC December
E East (referring to coordinates); l..a Retini,-n (referring to transmitting stations)

F Argentina transmitting station
FORTRAN FORmula TRANslation code; an older version was designated as IV, newer version is 77
G Australia transmitting station

GPS Global Positioning System
H Japan transmitting station
HAWAI Hawaii's station monitor
IBM-PC International Business Machines personal computer
JAPAN Japan's station monitor

JMSA Japan's Maritime Safety Agency

kHz Kilohertz
LIBER Liberia's station monitor
MAR March
MS-DOS Microsoft Corporation's Disk Operating System
N$DAK North Dakota's station monitor
NORWY Norway's station monitor
OCT Oclober
ONSCEN Omega Navigation Systcm Ccntcr
ONSOD Omega Navigation System Operations Detail
Paradox A database management system produced by Borland
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PPC Propagation correction
PRESYNC3 Input data processor to SYNC3
REUNI La Reunion's station monitor
RMS Root- mean.-squared
SEP September
SYNC2 Name of Omega synchronization program used from. 1975 to 1993
SYNC3 Name of Omega synchronization program used since 1993; also the name given to the

computational engine of the synchronization program
UD Upper Diagonal
USNO US. Naval Observatory
ur Shortcned form of UTC
UTC Coordinated Universal Time
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CHAPTER 8

DATA COLLECTION/ANALYSIS/PROCESSING PROCEDURES

Chapter Overview .- This chapter describes the Omega signal data collection and
analysis efforts that support the mission of the Omega Navigation System Center
(ONSCEN). Section 8.1 reviews the goals and history of the Omega Signal Monitoring
Program in terms of its two components: the Long-term Omega Monitor Program and
the Omega Regional Validation Program. The network of land-based signal monitors
supporting the Long-term Omega Monitor Program is described in Section 8.2.
Section 8.3 explains the procedures used at ONSCEN for processing, analyzing, and
storing the signal data recorded at the network monitors. Finally, Section 8.4 presents
an overview of the Omega Regional Validation Program and the individual regional
projects that make up this program. Problems, including worked-out examples and
those to be attempted by the reader, are included in Section 8.5, Abbrev4ations and
acronyms used in the chapter are given in Section 8.6 and references ciiCd in the chapter
are found in Section 8,7.

8.1 INTRODUCTION

8.1.1 Omega Signal Monitoring Program

Signals radiated at the current Omega frequencies have been received, recorded, and analyzed
since well before the Omega system was declared operational, These early recordings demonstrated the
repeatability and usability of the signals for navigation (see Chapter 2). As Omega grew into an opera-
tional system, signal monitors formed an integral part of the system configuration, playing key roles in
signal performance evaluation, station integrity checks, and system synchronization.

In the early 1 970s, an Omega Signal Monitoring Program was established by the Omega Naviga-
tion System Operations Detail (ONSOD) with two broad objectives:

0 Develop and maintain a worldwide, long-term (multi-year) Omega signal data
collcction activity using land-based monitors for system performance evaluation,
system synchronization, station signal specification integrity, propagation correc-
tion (PPC) model calibration, and operational data analysis

a Implement a series of short-term regional data collection activities using both air-
and surface-based monitors to supplement the worldwide land-based monitor data
in verifying/validating Omega signal coverage predictions

The program to carry out the first objective is referred to in this chapter as the Long-term Omega Monitor
Program and the corresponding program to implement the second objective is termed the Omega
Regional Validation Program. A time-line for the Omega Signal Monitoring Program, indicating major
sub-programs and other events, is shown in Fig, 8.1-1.
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Figure 8.1-1 Omega Signal Monitoring Program
Phases and Activities

True to its name, the Long-term Omega Monitor Program has continued from the early 1970s to

the present (1994). Until about 1978, the program utilized, for the most part, signal monitor equipment

developed by or for U.S. Navy Laboratories. As stations were constructed and brought on-line in the

mid- 1970s, station monitors were established at sites 20 to 50 km from the transmitting station antenna.

These monitors were used for testing initial signal transmissions and synchronizing the signal epochs at
each station to a common reference time. At that time, the "non-station" monitors were a collection of

experimental receivers, used for a variety of special-purpose applications.

In the late 1970s, ONSOD launched an effort to develop a receiver system, specially designed to

monitor Omega signals. The resulting units, built by Magnavox and designated as the MX 1104 series,

serve as the basic measurement instrumentation for the modern long-term monitoring program. Until

the late 1980s, the data was recorded with MFE cassette tape recorders on tapes that were mailed month-

ly to ONS OD. The monitor receivers designed for use at the Omega stations are MX 1104 units modified

to operate in the high signal environment of the local station and perform precise single-path timing mea-

surements. These units include both LS (local site) and MS (monitor site) receiving systems. Based on

earlier studies of phase error models (Ref. 15), monitors were located at sites spaced at intervals of about

1500 km, corresponding to a correlation distance obtained from phase error measurements. The plan/

schedule for establishing sites and deploying these monitors was guided partly by the need for
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diversified data to calibrate the PPC model and partly by tile needs of the Omega Regional Validation

Program. The network of fixed monitor sites reached a maximum size in the mid- 1980s and the decline

in subsequent years stemmed from a need to consolidate existing data (in preparation for a re-calibration

of the PPC model) and the completion of the regional validation program. Since the latLer 1980s, a re-

duced monitor network of approximately 20 to 25 sites has operated to support system synchronization

and performance evaluation through operational data analysis.

8.1.2 Long-term Omega Monitor Program -- Data Acquisition

The network of fixed Omega monitors consists of receiving systems whose measurement data

serve two broad purposes. The two purposes are uniquely identified with the following two types of

monitor sites:

" Station monitors (in the vicinity of a transmitting station) supplying information used
for system synchronization and performance evaluation/operational data analysis

" Remote monitors (distant from any transmitting station) providing data used for
system validation and PPC model calibration/refinement.

Whereas the station monitors form a generally fixed network (although the sites are occasionally relo--

cated by no more than a few tens of kilometers), the remote monitor site configuration changes in

response to PPC model calibration or validation program needs. Figure 8.1-2(a) illustrates the network

of 56 fixed monitor sites (filled circles) that existed at the peak ot the MA 11 v4 Monitor Deployment

Program (see Fig. 8.1- 1). These sites include both the station monitors and remote monitors used to sup-

port earlier validation/model calibration efforts. In most cases, a site established to support a regional

validation project can also be used as a data source for subsequent PPC calibration work. When a

regional validation project is completed and the focus shifts to another region, the previous site may be

retained, if its data is deemed critical for PPC model calibration or system performance evaluation. For

example, the monitor site in Tahiti was established to support the South Pacific validation effort but,

because it was set up in the absolute synchronized mode of operation and is well separated from other

remote monitor sites, it was retained to monitor and evaluate system performance for several more years

following the validation tests in the South Pacific.

After the last regional validation project (Mediterranean), the monitor network was reduced in

size and scope to reflect the needs of a mature system, i.e., inter-station synchronization data reporting

and operational data analysis, with less emphasis on PPC model calibration and signal coverage valida-

tion. To satisfy these needs, the station monitors became the "nucleus" of the reduced monitor network,
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which is supplemented by additional monitors. Because of their unique location or accessible time/

frequency support equipment, these additional monitors provide data that serves as a sensitive indicator

of system operational performance. Figure 8.1-2(b) illustrates the 22 site locations (triangles) for the

reduced monitor network as of June 1992.

The signal data measured by the MX 1104 monitor is recorded on a disk recorder collocated with

the monitor. This data includes signal phase and signal quality number (related to signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR)) at the three Omega frequencies of 10.2, 111/3 and 13.6 kHz. Ancillary data, such as error codes

and time constants is also included with the signal data. Normally, the data is recorded every hour on the

hour, although occasionally it is recorded more frequently. A block format, providing signal phase and

quality number for all eight stations and three frequencies, is used for the recorded data. A month's

worth of data that has been recorded hourly is collected on diskette and mailed to ONSCEN.

Upon receipt by ONSCEN, the data blocks are validated, edited, re-formatted, combined with

other blocks, and stored as sketched in Fig. 8.1-3. Diagnostic procedures are applied to validate the data,

including immediate checks regarding block header information and later checks involving plots of the

processed data. Data block editing may occur in the re-formatting procedures, although the data values

themselves are not altered. The data is formatted and stored so as to b- accessible to PPC model calibra-

tion routines and operational data analysis.

The procedures for handling data used to support system synchronization are somewhat differ-

ent. At each station, 10.2 and 13.6 kHz phase data on selected paths at designated "control" times (see
Chapter 7) are read from the monitor display (measured at the MS unit) and sent via message to Japan's

Maritime Safety Agency (MS A) and ONSCEN. As explained in more detail in Chapter 7, this data helps

to detcrminc the relative phase offset of the received station signals. The data recorded on disk at each

station monitor has the same format as that for the remote monitors. Figure 8.1-3 illustrates th'ý data flow

for both the station monitors, which provide data to support both system synchronization and non -opera-

tional objectives, and the remote monitors, which support only non-operational requirements.

8.1.3 Long-term Omega Monitor Program - Data Analysis

The data analysis conducted as part of the Long-term Omega Monitor Program is, of course, tied

directly to program objectives and goals. As discussed in Section 8.1.1 and indicated in Figure 8.1-1, the

principal program objectives in the "post-validation" period are to support both system synchronization

and performance evaluation. Performance evaluation is mainly accomplished through operational data

analysis but the evaluation results sometimes indicate the need to re-evaluate and re-calibrate the current
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PPC model, This need is shown in Fig. 8.1-3 in terms of remote monitor data that is used to support PPC

rrodel evaluation/calibration efforts as well as operational data analysis.

The particular type of monitor data re-quired to support PPC model calibration is mostly phase,

although quality number/SNR data is required for identification/rejection of anomalous data, Both

phase data (from monitors whose phase reference is very precise) and phase difference data (from moni-

tors whose phase reference is reladvely imprecise) may be used for model calibration. Before applying

the model calibration procedure, the data is screened to eliminate suspected anomalies, i.e., those with

timu profile signatures characteristic of modal interference (substantial presence of higher-order modes;

see Chapter 5), long-path (signal arriving via the longer of the two great-circle arcs connecting a stationi
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and receiver), low SNR, etc. The data is then down-sampled since the model cannot be simultaneously
calibrated over all measurements (which amount to at least several hundred thousand). Finally, the data

is laned, i.e., assigned the estimated whole cycle value for the particular measurement. The resulting
data is then used to calibrate the linear PPC model coefficients. Certain non-linear parameters intrinsic

to the PPC model are determined from continuous data usually obtained from strip chart recordings at

the station monitcrs.

Virtually aill hourly data recorded at both station and remote monitors is used in operatioial data

analysis (ODA). The ,-,, idea is to provide a time profile of phase and SNR data serving as a reference
to validate newly acquired. data, diagnose monitor equipment problems, investigate user-reported anom-
alies, and evaluate syster, performance. Prior to entry into the referencu database, the raw data is re-for-
matted, edited, and laned. The reference information includes, for each monitor site, plots and statistics
for the average diurnal phase and SNR profiles over each month at frequencies of 10.2, 111/3, and 13.6
kHz. Predicted phase, computed using the most recent PPC model, is also included in the reference in-
formation. With this comprehensive information on the Omega monitor sites, operational data analysis
can be applied to 1,etermine the extent of degraded signal behavior, e.g., month-hour combinations for
which signa) -exhibit modal interference, long-path dominance, or low SNR, as well as the relative de-

gree of position error.

8.1.4 Regional Validation Program

In general, the validation of Omega system performance in a given region consists of confirming
or modifying, if necessary, predicted signal coverage, system availability, and position accuracy in the
region. To test the accuracy of the system predictions, various types of measurement data are required
including signa' amplitude, signal phase, electromagnetic noise, and phase/position accuracy at most of
the common Omega frequencies. To determine the appropriate coverage information, measurements
are made using Omega monitor receivers on a mix of fixed and mobile platforms. Some signal coverage

parameters, such as SNR, are equally well determined at either fixed or mobile monitors, while others,
such as modal interference, can be unambiguously determined only from recordings on rapidly moving

platforms, i.e., aircraft.

The validation regions aie typically ocean areas including portions of surrounding land masses
encompassing some 50 to 7.5 million square kilometers. The enormous size of these regions together
with the need to measure the signals from eight stations at four common frequencies over 24 hours dur-

ing all months of the year greatly constrains the scope of any experimental program with limited re-

sources. Thus, the validation projects focused on locations, signals, and times that were expected to be
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critical, in the sense of marginal coverage, availability, or position accuracy. Where po, iHe, measure-
ments were also made under conditions in which the model predictions are expected to be weak, be.ause
of either necessary model simplifications or uncertain geophysical parameters,

The validation program was carried out region by region over a 14-year period from 1977 to
1991, as indicated in Table 8.1-1. During this period, the project goals, approach, methods, and measure-
inent technology evolved considerably. When the program was initiated in 1977, the immediate objec-
tive was to determine whether Omega would serve as a suitable replacement for Loran-A (whose
phaseout was being considered) in the western Pacific Ocean area, Later, the program objectives were
generalized to include testing the predictions of the model-based coverage diagrams, In particular, it
was recognized that the coverage parameter describing modal interference could not be determined from

fixed monitor sites (since its effects can mimic those of high noise conditions) so that the predictions of
moda, interference could only be tested with measurements on airborne platforms used in the regional
validation projects. Thus, the later validation projects emphasized airborne measurements along radial
paths from stations whose signals weie expected to exhibit modal interference for certain hours of the
day. Validation of modal interference (MI) predictions is ficilitated by the relative insensitivity of MI to
time of year, i.e., month (although it does depend strongly oa time of day) so that the measurements could
adequately test for modal predictions over the typical project span of a few weeks.

Table 8.1-1 Omega Regional Validation Projects

PROJECT/REGION TIME PERIOD-

W6stern Pacific Ocean -- I 1975-1978

Western Pacific Ocean - II. 1986-i1990

Noith Atlantic Ocean 1978-1980

North Pacific Ocean 1977-1981

South Atlantic Ocean 1980-1983

Indian Ocean 1983-1987

South Pacific Ocean 1985-1987

Mediterranean Sea 1987-1991

From beginning of short-term data collection to final documentation,
" Tho second phase extended work done during the first phase by Including vatidation of
Omega Australia signal behavior as well s, measurernnnt/analyaii, of modal insar orenco
and long-path propagation or' all signals in thi region,
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Measurement data for the validation projects were obtained using a variety of equipmcnt and

platforms. The platforms included both shori-tcrm (a few days to several weeks) and long-term ground

sites, sbipboard installations, and dedicated aircraft, As part of the Long-term Omega Monitor Program,

the long-term monitor ,incs were usually established with the dual purposes of supporting the validation

project for tho. region in which the monitor was located and providing new data for PPC model calibra.

lion. The cquipment used in the validation program varied from project to project but generally con.

si.,tcfl of MX 1104 rcccivcrs (ground sites), MX 1105 receivers (shipbornc unitv), specially configrircd

reccivcr systems for the aircraft test bed, Cesium standards (for stable time reference), and suppoiting

navigation equipment used as a position reference for both air and marine craft.

The ana!ysis for cach region was typically carried out by first synthesizing tile da•t from the vari-

ous platforms and receivers that were located in common geographic rc.gions/cclls and recording the

same station signals ist approximatcly the bate ltine. The data wits cxtensivcly processed and comrpared

wifh predictions from tlheorcticA! modcls, Duritng the coordinated tests, when all recciver/•hatforil,

werc concurrcntly opriatting, ground sic data was oftcn collected at 6-minute intervals, ralrthan houir.

lV. Thi, permittcd detection of Icnporal lly anomilout cvents, such aIs s1 uddcn pJlhae 1ano0malis (SI'A,),

and lane slip% due to quasi -paralld patl-terminator ,eondition;,

As each regional validation project was comlpleted, a final reporl was ptihlislhed dcscribilig the data

collection cifort and a sumnary of the y.,tcn) performance In the rcgion including any variarices, floll thie
standard predictions (s,'e Refs, 2 throuLgh 9), In addilio• to analyis of tihe ceully controlled test (latl, the

docunIicI included operafional reporls fronm both niitArine and air user• to vet ify tile operational capabilities

implied by the test results, In most eases, aprlrovil of the finladl ipon't was followed by at brieftnote in the

I.ederal Register thia 1._ dr...,-natd wg ion had n' d'rg,_l ,1 wlidatiozi .Mid was "declar'ed , 11r.,.l 11*1-1

Omega na•yigati ot," In th1is way. the varlidathion prograim bccamine it vclidelv lo extend m, stcpby-siup thle

by:item's,, officially d&clared oqprational aeua,

M.2 LONGTIITNM OMEGA SIGNAL MONITORS

8,2.1 Objecflven

l-or plulposes ol ,c l iprlik)l, the terill "iotj' -lnill (Omilegpa signal illoilitil" l ul'r", collecttively to

the Signal 11ni n itorn Cqtuipyn lplml, tilt- fixed Frotund site lo,'-wi~n/'acuilit y, mid til,: iccoidcd data ,ts%•tlLIt•itcd

with i( the ic,;t;,ll:atim,, ;•omlrihltibutu t I I- ] olnyJ-temiCwll( l it M0u1itito I'uI_'my'11111, It votliltra', tt' tlts
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shorter-term goals of the Regional Validation Program monitors, the objectives of these long-term moni-
tors arc to provide signal data to support:

* Fvaluatlon/tracking of transmitting station perforrnance

* System synchronization
* PPC model calibration/rcfincment
* Assessment of Omega, signld covragi and accuracy,

The first two objcclive,, of the long-tcrmfl monitors listcd ate opcrational in nature and will prob-
ably reinain as objectives throughout the liltcimc of the Omega Moniitor Program. The last two objec-
tives support long-term prograin, to improve Omega accuracy (through improved phase prediction) and
signal coverage specification; the continued ncd for thcse prorari, s is periodically evaluated by the
Omega Navigation System Center,.

8.2.2 Iixtorhul Development

lhe 1906 Oinega Iniplenientalion Committee Report (see Chapter 2) recommended placement
of Omega signal mionitor i•is at tranmltling mtations to dctcrmine hynchronization offsets, In the late
19t)0 rand e;rly I970,2, monitor•; not co-locatcd at tramianitling Witiouii., were used for research purposet,
including determination of signal structure and iotiosplicic parameters, and utilization proccdures. for
navigation, Latcr, as transmitting wttltouS came on lline. theCNC imojiLors were used to verify that suffi'cient
signal combinations were uvailable to declare the Om1ncga Navigation Sy,;tvm opcrantionp within specitic
regioni., The station nionitors servcd the dual putpo,,( of Om)uega sys:eain pcrforminice monitoring and
trrtnsmilttcr synchrotallut-on,

II plunnilg, the deployment of the non-sltaticn nonittoi s, an ihportant comside,'ltion k thie ideal
iparatirn of the monitor sites, Lirmiled r,,,,urrces clearly coiistr1 lin ii," lower limit on .sit separation, but
Intei'silte disttnmmecs ut c too•l l a!rge prechlur at g~loball chauaterizutton of timal behaior A quantitutive

ttusls for Oire scpqratlon wag holight which could be modified by logi';tlcal, poilitical, and econonical
consideru'lonx, Th.- primn' consideration for selecting i quantitative ba•;e, or model, wvvs the phasec error

rculing l'oam use of the PP1CA, Thus, the Ideal spatial diatribution of niouitor sittc wv,; bared on the
tipautitl '.orrelation ot phas, ie tdictiomi crrorK, hIhse prediction error data fro:nm rxistirng monitor sites
haviig a range ,of ln:r•site distant us were used to deiermine a corre~ltio'r "Cutoff' distance (usual!y re-
fvi red to as, himply, corrclation dittaricc). The coi relation distance, which is indepcndcnt of direction
fronm the amjmdtw sLkc, thu%, definw-I the radiu of a circle ourrounding each monitor site as illustrated i;)
lMy. U2- 1. A':cording to tlie corruclatton mudel, points Inside each cir,.,lc would yield phase errors whicb
arc ,ea.Unably v,'l curr:l,'tcd wtf01 tho:,1W Of the monitor 1r10 at ith 01cClle" of thC ,ircle,
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Figure 8.2-1 Exampie Monitor Site Spacing and
Signal Correlation Distance

To determine a set of monitor sites for a region, circles (with radius equal to a correlation dis-

tancc) are, drawn about1 inlitial points in the region and theni "shuffled" until the total overlap and uncov-

ered region is mirtimized, Within each circle, several candidate monitor sites are selected based on

logistical/pohtical considerations, amount and quality of probable technical support, estimiated degree

of clcctror'nagnc~c interference, and projected co~sts. Subsequent negotiations with host nation govern-

meot officials and private parkis determine the actual location of the site, duration of the Monitoring,

data sharing arrangemeots, ctc. Figure 8.2-1 illustrates application of the method to the Indian Ocean
region (focusing on major trade routes) using a correlation distance of 750 nm (1389 kin). Circles are

centered on probable site locations.

finpleime;tation of the- mocnitor plan proceeded slowly throughout the 1970s, primarily because

of a scarcity of operational monitoring equipment, a lack of uniformity among the available monitor

equipmient, and data recording in the formr (if strip charts, thus requiring time-consuming, labor-inten-

sive irianual data entry for subsequent proces.qing. Just prior to the. introduction of the "standard" mnoni-

tor receivcr (described below), long-term Omega rnoniit~ors, consisting of equipment from a variety of

uiian ufjct urcot, n~umtberedl ab~out twenty.
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Magnavox Advanced Products and Systems Company was contracted by the U.S. Coast Guard

to develop an Omega receiving system to accurately measure phase without performing any of the usual

navigation functions. The result was the MX 1104 monitor receiver which detects signal phase on three

frequencies (10.2, 111/3, and 13.6 kHz) and provides an estimate of "single-path" signal phase. The
MX 1104 also outputs data in a phase-difference format. As a replacement for the earlier hodge-podge

of equipment, the MX 1104 served as a cormmon sensor for monitoring and permitted compilation of a

uniform and consistent database. Following acquisition and deployment of the MX 1104 receiver, the
network of Omega monitors expanded until the mid 1980s, when a total of 56 monitor sites including
eight station monitor sites were operational (see Table 8.2-1 and Fig. 8.1-2(a)).

As the collection of phase and phase-difference recordings (referred to historically as the MAS-

TERFILE) became dominated by the more consistent MX 1104 data, the resulting database could be
reliably used for its intended applications. In the late 1970s, the most important of these applications was
the calibration of the propagation correction (PPC) model. The PPC model is a semi-empirical phase

prediction model based on both theory, which provides the analytical structure, and observed data,
which ties the model to precise numerical values at known positions and measurement times. The PPC

model structure was developed by a Naval Electronics Laboratory Center (NELC; now called Naval
Command, Control, and Ocean Surveillance Center or NCCOSC) group headed by E. Swanson
(Ref. 11). A version of the model was calibrated at frequencies of 10.2, 111/3, and 13.6 kHz in about 1971

using data mostly from measurements made in the 1960s (Ref. 12). By 1980, a sufficiently diverse

amount of historical and recent (MX 1104) data had been assembled to perform a re-calibration of the
earlier model, which had been slightly revised. The data consisted primarily of phase difference data on
signals at the three principal frequencies from the existing Omega stations (as well as from earlier, cxper-
imental stations), but excluding the Australia station, which was not yet on-air. The model calibrated

with this data (known as the 1980 PPC Model) has been widely used in constructing published PPC
tables as well as for algorithms utilized in Omega receiver/processor software (Ref. 13).

Following the 1980 PPC Model calibration, the Long-tern Omega Monitor Program continued

to acquire data in support of PPC model development and calibration, but other applications also began

to make increasing use of the data. The regional validation program, which began in 1977, generally
relied on aircraft measurements and short-term monitoring using both land-based and marine platforms

to validate predictions in the region of interest. Beginning around 1980, data from monitor sites near and

within the validation region of interest were included in the overall analysis and interpretation effort.

The long-term Omega monitor data analyzed included SNR, for comparison with coverage predictions,
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Table 8.2-1 Omega Monitor Network Sites: January 1987

MONITOR LOCATION MONITOR LOCATION
SITE SITE

ANCHO Anchorage, Alaska, U.S. KHART Khartoum, Sudan

AREQU Arequipa, Peru KURE2 Kure Island (U.S.)

ARGEN Trelew, Argentina LEWIS Butt of Lewis, U.K.

ASCEN Ascension Island (U.K.) LIBER Brewerville, Liberia

ATEX$ Austin, Texas, U.S. MARCU Marcus Island (Japan)

ATTU$ Attu, Alaska, U.S. MCMD$ McMurdo, Antarctica (U.S.)

AUST$ Carrajung, Australia MOMB2 Mombasa, Kenya

BAHR2 Manama, Bahrain NEA$M Nea Makri, Greece

BELEM Belem, Brazil NEWZ$ Lower Hutt, New Zealand

BERM2 Bermuda (U.K.) N$DAK Dickey, North Dakota, U.S.

BORIN Borinquen, Puerto Rico, U.S. NORWY Hestmannen, Norway

BRISB Brisbane, Australia NOSC4 San Diego, California, U.S.

BUEN2 Buenos Aires, Argentina PERTH Perth, Australia

COCOS Cocos Islands (Australia) PRETO Pretoria, South Africa

CUBI$ Cubi Point, Philippines RECIF Recife, Brazil

DARWI Darwin, Australia RES02 Resolute Bay, Canada

DIEGO Diego Garcia (U.K.) REUNI La Reunion Island (France)

EAST$ Easter Island (Chile) RIO$3 Rio de Janlero, Brazil

FAIRB Fairbanks, Alaska, U.S. SAM02 Pago Pago, American Samoa

FARN2 Slough, U.K. SANTI Santiago, Chile

FROBI Frobisher Bay, Canada SARD2 Sardinia (Italy)

GIBRA Gibraltar (U.K.) SINGA Singapore

GRAND Rio Grande, Argentina SRIL$ Colombo, Sri Lanka

GUADA Honiara, Guadalcanal, Solomon Is. ST$HE St. Helena Island (U,K.)

HAWAI Wahiawa, Hawaii, U.K. TAHIT Tahiti (France)

HOKKA Hokkaldo, Japan TOUL$ Toulon, France

INUV2 Inuvik, Canada WASDC Washington, DC, U.S.

JAPAN Tsushima, Japan YAP$$ Yap, Western Caroline Island (U.S.)
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and phase/phase-difference, whose diurnal behavior yields clues regarding the presence of modal inter-

ference and long-path signal propagation. This data quickly became an integral part of the regional val-
idation data collection effort and, later, the selection of new deployment regions for the long-term

monitors were based on the regional validation schedule, Following the commencement of operations at
Omega Australia in 1982, the monitored data for this signal was rapidly processed and analyzed to deter-

mine its time-dependent navigation utility in various parts of the world.

After reaching its peak size in the mid- 1 980s, the network of Omega monitors began to be scaled

back in the late 1980s, This was partly due to a reduction in the scope of both the PPC model calibration
database compilation and the regional validation program. Two important contributing factors, howcv-
er, were that the buildup of measurement data began to exceed the capacity of the designated processing

system and (partly because of the data overload) equipment failures were frequently not detected for
extended periods of time, Thus, the long-term Omega monitor program in the late 1980s became fo-

cused on fewer sites with higher-quality data that was more rapidly processed, At monitor sites where

precise UT time was available, exact single.path phase errors could be computed, leading to better csti-
matcs of Omega position accuiacy. The operational objectives, including system synchronization, PCD

detection, and system performance evaluation were also re-emphasized, As of June 1993, the Omega

monitor network comprised a total of 22 sites (see Table 8.2-2 and Fig. 8,1-2(b)),

Table 8.2-2 Omega Monitor Network Sites: June 1993

MONITOR LOCATION MONITOR LOCATION
SITE SITE

ALEXD Alexandria, Virginia LIBER Monrovia, Librria

AREQU Arequipa, Peru MCMD$ McMurdo, Antarctica

ARGE2 El Tehuelche, Argentina N$DAK Dickey, North Dakota

AUST$ Carrajung, Victoria, Australia NEWZ$ Wellington, New Zealand

BUIEN2 Buenos Aires, Argentina NORWY Utskarpen, Norway

COCOS Cocos Island, Australia NOSC4 San Diego, Californila
HAWAI Wahiawa, Oahu, Hawaii PRETO Prctoria, South Africa

HOKKA Hokkaido, Japan REUNI Riviere des Plules, La Reunion

INUV2 Inuvik, NWT, Canada TAHIT Tahiti, French Polynesia

JAPAN Ozaki, Tsushima Island, Japan TOUL$ Toulon, France

LEWIS ]f3utt of Lewis, UK. IJSNO$ USNO, Washington, DC
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8.2.3 Omega Monitor Modes and Data T7ypes

Currently, the Long-term Omega Monitor Network comprises MX 1104 receiver systems, each

of which consist of a receiver/processor unit, an antenna coupler unit, and a disk recorder unit. A crucial

part of the receiving system is the reference oscillator, or clock, associated with the receiver/processor
unit. The accuracy (stability) of the clock (oscillator) defines the mode of monitor and the type of data ob-

tained. The reference oscillator internal to the MX 1104 has relatively low stability, but external oscillators

of higher precision are easily attached to the MX 1104, effectively bypassing the internal oscillator.

The three basic monitor modes/types are listed in Table 8,2-3. Although mode and type are used
synonymously, "mode" generally characterizes the stability of the reference oscillator, whereas "type"

(numbered 1, 2, or 3) usually refers to the resulting data (see Chapter 9, Section 9.4.2). Note that the table

contains headings for both frequency and time references. ForTypes 2 and 3, the distinction is immateri-

al, but for Type I data, the clock employed by tw.. receiver in making the measurement must not only be
stable, but synchronized to UTC. The three types of data are defined as follows:

Type I - Phase data referenced to a highly stable clock (such as a Cesium frequency
standard) and phase/time-synchronized to the Omega station signals

Type 2 - Phase data referenced to a highly stable clock (such as a Cesium frequency
standard)

Type 3 - Phase difference data, i.e., differences in signal phase between pairs of station
signals accessible to the receiving system

Type 1 data is available at only a relatively few sites where external equipment, such as a cesium frequen-

cy standard or a satellite timing receivers, are available to maintain phase coherence and accurate time

reference. Phase/time synchronization can be maintained through external means because the signal
waveform transmitted by each Omega station is synchronized (approximately) to Coordinated Univer-

sal Time (UTC), which serves as a reference for most high-precision standards and navigation satellites.
This type of data is the only source of phase error (observed phase - predicted phase) information over a

single station-to-receiver path. Type 2 data, which is somewhat more common than Type 1 data, permits

analysis of siagle path diurnal phase behavior (since it is referenced to a stable source), but not single
station phase error. Type 3 data results when no high-stability reference (1 part in 1012 or better) is

coupled with the receiver/processor so that only phase-difference measurements are meaningful.
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Table 8.2-3 Omega Monitor Modes/Types

MOnE FREQUENCY REFERENCE TIME REFERENCE

(TYPE) DEVICE STABILITY EPOCH UNCERTAINTY

(1) Absolute Cesium* < 10-12 UTC 1 microsecond

(2) High-Stability Cesium* < 10-12 (none)
Reference

(3) Low-Stability Crystal < 10-7 (none)
Reference

The Cesium Standard is the most common device satisfying the listed stability criterion, but other standards,
such as Rubidium, which satisfy the stability criterion, are also used.

For the purposes of PPC model calibration, Type 2 as well as Type 3 data on single paths must be

differenced, since an "exact" datum* is required to determine the linear model coefficients. The phase-

difference rnmeasurements are less desirable, from the viewpoint of PPC model calibration, than the absolute

mode measurements providing single-path phase data, since differences introduce additional noise (day-

to-day fluctuations (at a fixed hour) on two paths) and reduce observability by subtracting modeled phe-

nomena common to the two paths. Some Type 1 data was used in PPC Model calibrations prior to 1990,

although it was extremely small compared to the phase difference component.

Type 2 data can be used directly (without differencing) for system performance evaluation and

signal coverage analysis. Such analysis is possible because, aside from a fixed (unknown) offset, the

reference phase diverges negligibly from the transmitted phase over a period of days or weeks. Thus, the

diurnal behavior of a signal can be analyzed for signs of modal interference or long-path. Type 1 data

also permits this kind of analysis, and, in addition, allows direct measurement of single-path phase error,

since the reference phase offset is effectively zero. A collection of single-path phase errors at a monitor

site can be used to directly determine the position error that would be incurred by a receiver operating in

the range-only navigation mode in the vicinity of the monitor site.

An important source of Type 1 data is the station monitor receiver. In terms of equipment avail-

able at the site itself, the station monitors actually operate in the low-stability reference mode, i.e., the

receivers are equipped with a medium-precision crystal oscillator so that only phase-difference mea-

surements can be accurately made. For the station monitors, however, one of the paths is the very short

*The precision implied hcrc rcfcrs to the fractional part of the cumulative phase, which is the only

meaningful part of the measurement; the integer part is generally predicted reliably from assumed
wave number values (see Chapters 9 and 4).
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one (15 to 50 km) from the local station to the station monitor. This path is so short that the phase is

assumed to be well-approximated by the free-space phase (although recent measurements indicate that

this approximation may be less accurate than previously assumed (Ref. 14)). Since the phase for this

short path is assumed to be a known constant (independent of time), the phase difference data is easily

adjusted to describe entirely the path to the remote station. Htigh time-resolution data from strip-charts at

the station monitors are used to establish the nonlinear parameters of the PPC model which govern diur-

nal phase behavior and other time-dependent features.

8.2.4 MX 1104 Monitor Description

Figure 8.2-2 is a functional block diagram of the principal components of the Magnavox

MX 1104 receiver system. The principal components of the system are:

"* Antenna coupler unit

"* Receiver/processor unit

"* Data recording unit.

The antenna coupler unit consists of a whip antenna which senses the signal (and noise) in a rela-

tively wide bandwidth, a pre-amplifier which amplifies both signal and noise, and a shielded cable,

which transfers the signal from the antenna to the receiver. The antenna, which is of the E-field "blade-

type," has an approximate bandwidth of 4 kHz and is mounted vertically. This antenna orientation is

chosen so that the receiver responds preferentially to the linearly polarized, vertical Mode 1 electric field

of the Omega signal. The pre-amplification boosts the signal (and noise) to overcome losses in the long

cable (50 to 100 m).

The principal functions of the receiver/processor unit are to filter and amplify the signal, perform

signal detection and tracking, extract and process the signal phase, and display the data. The receiver is
of the "RF-tuned" type in which the signal is processed at its received frequency, rather than down-

converted to a lower frequency prior to processing, as in heterodyned-type systems. The RF-tuning

method was selected to eliminate phase distortions due to frequency down-conversions.

The receiver "front-end" is designed primarily to reduce/eliminate noise and isolate the signal

without introducing "self-noise." This is accomplished by passing each (station/frequency) signal through

a 100 Hz bandpass filter, a 100 mV/m limiter, and a multi-stage amplifier. The signals are associated with

the appropriate Omega station through a signal acquisition/synchronization process in which the pulse
widths at each frequency are measured and compared to the transmission format. The bandpass filter
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Figure 8.2-2 Magnavox MX 1104 Omega Receiver Components

rted0• .es the flat-spectrum noise and the liaaiter excludes the high noise level impulses ("sferics")o The
multi-stage amplifier is designed to minimize intermodulation products (internal phase noise).

In the detection stage of the receiver, the analog signal is first converted to a digital form using a
8-bit A/D converter. The time base for the resulting digitized signal is provided by the (internal or external)

reference oscillator/clock which is typically at a frequency of 1 MHz. The "phase" of the signal is initially

measured as the number of clock pulses from a reference point/interrupt to the next zero-crossing of the

digitized siptnal. In the "absolute" mode of operation, a 120 mV calibration signal, which is generated by

the receiver and injected at the antenna via a separate cable, is used to correct for the delay time through the

anter, na cable and receiver. The calibration signal is injccted into the time/frequeitcy slut cuncbponding to

an operator-selected station whose signal is expected to be very weak and unusable.
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The phase of each signal (identified by station/frequency) is controlled by an individual phase-

locked loop. Each phase-locked loop is second-order to provide feedback control for both phase and

phase rate of change. When averaged over several cycles, the phase-locked loop yields a smoothed esti-

mate of the phase, depending on the time constant selected for the loop (1 to 5 minutes). In the most

common mode of operation, the time constant is determined from the loop "error," i.e., the diffc,ence

between the estimated and measured phase over one loop cycle. Thus, if the loop error is large or doesn't

converge, the signal is "noisy" and the time constant is extended; conversely, a small loop error means a

stable, noise-free signal and a short time constant. The cosine of the loop error (phase angle) is averaged

and becomes the so-called "linear" estimate of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). See Chapters 4 and 12 for

additional information on phase-locked loops.

Phase and other data measured by the MX 1104 is sent to "he receiver display, which is refreshed

every 10 seconds. The display allows several options for data presentation, including selected phase

difference readings, phase with respect to the reference clock for one or more stations/frequencies, and

SNR, both as a linear estimate and the "true" value (in dB). The receiver-internal conversion from the

linear estimate of SNR to its value in dB is obtained from a calibration of the receiver using a fixed signal

level and variable noise level. Since the flat-spectrum noise generator used in the SNR calibration does

not include "impulsive" noise, the dB-value form of the SNR datum may not be valid in the presence of a

large impulsive noise component. This is true even though the receiver limiter "cuts off' large impulsive

noise spikes since the noise level statistics (which influence the SNR calibration) change with the inclu-

sion of the impulsive component. Finally, the receiver also displays diagnostic data such as error codes

and estimates of internal oscillator drift.

The fixed-format data sent to the recorder is processed (averaged/smoothed) substantially more

than the data displayed on the receiver CRT. The recorded phase and SNR data are the result of filtering/

smoothing the instantaneous data values over the internal time constants. Phase data transferred to the

recorder also passes through a tiiangular filter that weights each data group one time constant before and

after the recording time by one-sixth and the data at the recording time by two-thirds. This filtering re-

moves anomalous shifts in the data which may occur at the time of recording. Until the late 1980s, a
cassette tape recorder was an integral part of the monitor equipment suite. A cassette tape typically held

one month's worth of hourly phase and SNR data on the three primary Omega signal frequencies. To

improve the reliability and maintainability of the recording function a disk recording system was ac-

quired for all monitors beginning about 1989.
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8.2.5 Monitor Site Operations

A uniform set of prcccdures have been established by ONSCEN for routine operations at all

long-term monitor sites. These procedures include:

* Identification of monitor operational status

.6 Communications with ONSCEN regarding monitor operations or equipment
malfunction

0 In the case of an equipment malfunction, identification and removal of defective
component

Removal/replacement of data disk and submittal to ONSCEN.

These procedures are intended not only to make monitor operation as simple and routine as possible, but

also to ensure uniformity of data collection and minimize operator-induced errors.

Long-term Omega monitors are frequently installed at a facility where other electronic equip-

ment is also being operated. This arrangement is advantageous since the facility normally maintains

proper environmental control (e.g., temperature and humidity) for electronic equipment and the person-

nel assigned to oversee the monitor are generally familiar with radio-type equipment. Oversight person-

nel are requested to make daily spot checks of the monitor equipment to insure normal operation.

If a problem with the monitor equipment is noted, diagnostic error codes may be entered from the

keyboard to determine the general nature of the problem and, in sonic cases, the identificationi ..mber of

the faulty board. The problem symptoms and diagnostic results are communicated to ONSCEN usually

by message or facsimile. ONSCEN's response may be a request to return a component, make an adjust-

ment, or perform another diagnostic test. Returned components (normally circuit boards) are immedi-

ately replaced with functio-iing units to minimize monitor off-air time. ONSCEN sends the defective

components to the manufacturer for repair or replacement.

At the end of a month, the data disk from the recorder is mailed to ONSCEN. A supply of disks is

retained at the monitor site facility so that a new one can be inserted immediately after removing the old

-ne. This procedure ensures a minimal loss of data during data transfer. The disk capacity is actually

,ufficient to hold more than a month's worth of data, but the monthly period is retained because:

* The capacity of the earlier cassette tape recorder unit was only slightly more than

a month's data

* Longer periods increase. the possibility that an undetected receiver error may render
the data useless over a greater length of time.
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Because some of the monitor sites ely remote, the mailing times vary from a few days to several

weeks. As a result, ONSCEN attempL. to screen the data quickly for any apparent receiver error so that

the site can be notified of the error and the procedure for correcting it as soon as possible. The most

direct way to detect an error is io scan the header line of the block format. Codes identifying system-de-
tected errors are inserted in column six of the header line. These error codes, which are listed in

Table 8.2-4, also appear on the MX 1104 display but may not be noted by monitor site personnel. Fre-

quently, receiver malfunctions are not detected by the system. These errors are usually only determined
through an analysis of the data itself. Some typical 'rrors that may be detected in the data are: no diurnal

variation in the phase for all channels may indicate a broken antenna wire, or incorrect diurnal variation
on each cha.nnel (not physically realizable for the indicated station/frequency'), an indicator that the re-

ceiver has probably become de-synchronized.

Table 8.2-4 MX 1104 Error Codes

ERROR PROBABLE CAUSE CORRECTIVE ACTION
CODE

01 Checksum failure for the PROMs on Replace Board 3
Board 3 (Memory Board)

"02 Failure of Control Processor Unit (CPU) Replace Board 4
on Board 4

03 Instability of 5 MHz Oscillator Replace 5 MHz Oscillator

04 Failure of digital interface self-test on Replace Board 7
Board 7

08 Checksum failure for the memory (daughter Replace the daughter board on Board 7
board) on Board 7 (digital interface)

8.2.6 Current Monitor Network

The currenlt Omega Monitor Network comprises the 22 monitor sites listed in Table 8.2-2 and

portrayed in Fig. 8.1-2. Nearly a third of these sites (8) are station monitors, which effectively operate in
the absolute mode, as explained in Section 8.2.3. Of the remaining 14 monitors, four are operated in the
absolute mode, providing "Type (1) data. Four other monitors operate in the high-stability reference

mode (using Cesium standards) and the remaining six are low-stability reference mode monitors, utiliz-
ing only the internal MX 1104 oscillator. This network of monitors provides a good mix of monitor

modes and a reasonably uniform geographic dispersal of sites.
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Although the data from the current network sites may see some use in the support of PPC model

improvement and signal coverage verification, most of its application will be to support systemn synchro-
nization, system performance evaluation, and anomalous evernt detection. System performance evalua-
tion requires a quantitative determination of: (1) how tightly each station maintains synchronization
with respect to system timeJUTC, (2) the adherence of each station's transmitted waveform to the signal
specification, and (3) the relative amount of unscheduled off-air time. For synchronization, the station
monitors provide system-internal measurements of phase as a critical adjunct to external time reference
measurements. High-resolution data from the station monitors on certain polar paths is constantly
checked for possible polar cap disturbance (PCD) events. A positive PCD indication on one path must

be confirmed by positive indications on all polar paths before a PCD warning is publicly issued, Data
from certain station monitors can now be readily accessed by modem. This data is acquired through the
Remote Data Acquisition (RDA) system, recently implemented by ONSCEN and USNO. The RDA
system, comprising a digital communication system and interface units, can retrieve/display phase,
phase-difference, SNR, antenna current, and station timing information relative to GPS. The most re-
cent data may be accessed as well as data for any hour over the preceding 45 days. Phase-difference data
averaged over a five-day window (within the preceding 45 days) may also be obtained,

8.3 MONITOR DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS

Monthly Omega signal data from the long-term Omega monitor sites are collected and pi ocessed
by ONSCEN. Although monitor site personnel occasionally request permission to copy and analyze the
monthly data prior to submittal to ONSCEN, most of the data collection and analysis is performed by
ONSCEN staff. This single focal point for the data processing and analysis activities ensures uniformity
and minimizes errors in the resulting data.

An illustration of the steps in the overall data processing procedure is portrayed in Fig, 8.3-1.
Sections 8.3.1 and 8.3.2 describe the functions shown in the figure.

8.3.1 Initial Data Processing

Each monitor data file (resident on the data disk forwarded to ONSCEN) comprises a series of

monitor data blocks which are normally recorded each hour on the hour. These data blocks contain sig-
nal data valid over the duration of approximately one time constant prior to the recording time,

An example of a monitor data block is portrayed in Fig. 8.3-2. Each block contains seven lines of
character data. The header line (line 1) contains eight information fields as described in the figure. The
descriptions are generally self-explanatory, Field five designates the presence of the triangular filter (see
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Figure 8.3-1 Monitor Data Proccssing aind A nalysi.

Section 8.2.4). The error codce for Field Nix arc given in Tablc g,2-4, Nole that l'Vi th1 Atoor; i vminitors,
Fields five and six are reversed and two digits arc allowed for an expanded set of error codes. The sta-
tions are listed in positional order so that, for examplc, if the hignal from Station C (llawaii) is being
recorded, u C would be shown in the third position; if C Is not being rccorded, arn X would uppear in the
third position, and, finally, if C were chosen as the calibrate channel, it Y would appear in the third posh-
lion. The time constants (I to 5 minutus) foi ciach signal arc ticd ti thi samc positional ordcr. lor
example, if a Y appeared in tilhe ixth position in the reocivcd signal list, a I would appear in the blxth
position in the time constant list, since the calibratc signal is strong and rcquires only the shortebt po,-
siblc time constant to detect its phase.

Each of thr next three lines contains the signal phase data for the eight Omegu ,tations aLt i _ing1c
frcquency, i.e., Line two for 10.2 ktl, datti, Line three for II 1 / k) lz datta, and Line four for 13,6 ki lz data.
Each line contains eight three-digit phase values correiponding to the station signal list glv(n in the
headcr line. As noied in the figiire, the rightmost two digits are the plhim, values (with rcslpcct to the
reference oscillator) in centicycles and the leftmost digit Is the lane value, The 1aeC value digit I1 arbi-
trarily assigned by the receiver, and has no Inhcrent physical icaning. With a hlgh-staibility ,cfcrenec
oscillator, this lane value cac be used to track lane chalcS bhetwece any two hourh P's long as the recciver
is jiOt i'vurtu iud ina Oht intcrim) and thus trace out tile Corect diurnal phase variation (coriccl to withinl till
undeterrnined phasc bias), With a low-stability rcf'rence oscillhtoi, this prmccdurc caum only htc ipplJcd
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to dL/fr'l-I'llt ill the(- 1.11C vniuchi bCtWCCI two SIU1111I% rCCordCd Concuurrently, In thcsc catscs the entire
tlhre-diglt phase values are dirfetrcriccd (ushing I (X00ý-comnple me lt aritin~ctic).

Siliilhirly, CUChI of the ftinal tIrl= line,% contains thc ''hignahl qultIity" izidcx for each of' fihe threc
fr-cqucimcr in tile same or'Jcr us p~hase. 1Luch linec Lontains~ eight two-digit valucs corrcepondirig to the
1.tutlo-i, Signal is I.t gi Yell In the header liIne, 'ihcvc indic~es are eli e with re spect to thie so-called "l inear''
si.ale (0OU99) for hignal quality, As notcol inl Scctlon 82,14, thecsc values ae Just the averaged cosine of the
)(Uop elrror i-cloulting froim the p~hase lock loo1)p eocssing.

As first mtej lIn muitot ittodat prJ)OLC1.C11 f~ile..I data block lieadei ]ill(iwIs scmmcid by a _ ie-picc.ssti.
tlt1tl1C tW d1Ctcc _ '% L~ 11.111S, V or exam~ple, the control stiti t chiaracter. mlay lie absenit of' tile sit!" 11)
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code may not match that for the originating site as indicated by the mailing label. The pre-processor also

checks for the correct number of characters per line and the total number of lines in the data block.

Where possible, corrections for data block crrors are implemented manually. If an error introduces an

ambiguity that cannot be resolved, the data block is rejected.

Normally, the recording time in the header line is checked to see if it is on the hour (i.e., 00 min-

ute.,) and if the hour increments correctly through subsequent data blocks. Occasionally, however, other

recording times are valid. For example, during certain validation tests, the data is recorded every 10 min-

utes over a period of a few days, The calibration channel assignment is 11so checked to ensure that it is

not inadvertently changed over the month. Sometimes, however, ONSCEN directs the site to change

calibration channels, based on analysis of the data or on operational requirements. Since the triangular

filter ensures a more stable measurement of signal parameters, the filter field in the header line is

checked for an ON status for most monitor operating conditions. Any non-zero error codes are noted and

pissed on to ONSCEN technicians who monitor the equipment/component history at each site. Based

on the indicated error code, historical data, and other information, ONSCEN communicates an additional

inquiry or coriective action to the monitor site. Finally, the calibration channel quality number is checked

to see if it exceeds 90, A smaller number might indicate excess noise or a damaged antenna cable.

8.3.2 Data Formatting and Storage

For each monitor, the raw data blocks for a given month and year which are accepted by the pre-

processor program are combined and refbrmatted, as illustrated in Fig. 8.3-3. The data is processed by

means of a software utility (known as Program CRUNCH) which allows the following output format

options:

", Raw data (no processing)

"* Separate phase/SNR/frequency files

"* Parsed data files,

The format for the raw data is illustrated in Figure 8.3-2, This option simply retains the original

data format and effectively involves no processing.

The format for the second option, which is illustrated in the upper right portion of Fig.8.3-3, orga-
nKie the raw data for a given monitor/month/year into SiX files specified by frequency (10.2, 11 1/,, or 13.6

kl lz) and data type (phase or SNR quality number). Thus, for example, file HAWAI0392.S2 contains SNR

qiuality number data at 111/3 kHz from the HAWAII monitor site collected during March 1992. Within each
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G-36233
12-7-93

Hour
012 ..... 23
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SS.. S, Da 3 : : : :
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PP...., P B PP .....

Hour 23: pp .... P :SS .....SS.. S
SS..S HPP .....
SS-.. S

13.6 APP .....

LEGEND H PP .....
P= Phase Day2: ........

S = SNR Quality No. : : :

M -" Monitor Site Code Day 31: ...............
N - Month
Y.- Year

Figure 8.3-3 Monitor Data Reforniatting Options

file, the data is listed as 24 columns, corresponding to UT hour, and 28 to 31 groups of eight-row data corre-

sponding to station signals A, B, ... , H for each day of the month.

The parsed data file format is illustrated in the lower right portion of Fig. 8.3-3. Each of these

files contains both phase and SNR data for all frequencies for each day of a given month at a given moni-

tor site. The corresponding filenames, e.g., REUNI1191, for this data format contain all the necessary

information so that no file extension is needed. The data in each file is again arranged in 24 columns and
28 to 31 groups of rows corresponding to day of the month. Within cach group of rows, the data is for-

matted as three subgroups (corresponding to frequency) which is further divided into eight two-row
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units. Each two-row unit corresponds to a station signal with the first row containing the phase data and

the second row containing the SNR quality number.

The files described above constitute the basic structure for storage of monitor data, Although

subsequent processing stages may be considered as data analysis/applications, two procedures, imple-

mented by programs ODAEDIT and SNRAVG, are routinely and systematically applied to the data, The

inputs and outputs for these two programs are illustrated in Fig. 8.3-4. Note that not all of the program

output options are routinely selected.

ODAEDIT processes the separate phase/frequency files according to an input file of selection

options. These options include the desired phase-difference pairs (sometimes called "LOPs") at a given

monitor site. The phase-difference values are obtained by differencing the appropriate raw signal station
phase data which is referenced to the internal (or external, if present) receiver clock. The monitor site

name and month/year is input to the routine via the list of input filenames.

The XEVENT files shown in Fig. 8.3-4 supply information on anomalous event occurrence so that

measurements made concurrent with these events may be appropriately flagged, The event-concurrent

measurements are flagged - not deleted - so that subsequent analyses may choose to delete or accept

these measurements, based on an assumed level of user knowledge regarding event occurrence. The

particular events for which the XEVENT files provide information are Sudden Ionospheric Distur-

bances (SIDs), Polar Cap Disturbances (PCDs), transmitting station outages, and monitor outages. Sig-

nal data recorded concurrently with these events are flagged as shown in Table 8.3-1. Other flags are

0-16230
LOPs 2.,.94

Month/Yea

S Phase Files OADTFlagged Phase Files

.P1 ,P2 ,P3 .PR1IPR2 .PR3

PPC~s Master DataNomninals NFile

-------------------------------------

SNR Files SN.RAVG Flagged SNR Files

.S .S2 .S3 , SlAV .S2AV .S3AV.sl sz~s I \ ........... s.a....

Times 'SSNR Plot Files
,S1AVPLT .S2AVPLT

".S3AVPLT

Figure 8.3-4 Routine and Special-Purpose Data Processing/Storage
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assigned as a result of ODAEDIT processing. When evaluating the statistics of the daily measurements

taken at a given hour (for a given monitor site/LOP/frequency/month/year), two types of outliers arc

identified. The Q-flag is assigned to a measurement if either of the following conditions hold:

"* The measured value is more than two standard deviations from the mean of all pre-
viously unflagged measurements at the given hour

"* The measured value is more than eight centicycles from the mean of all previously
unflagged measurements at the given hour.

Table 8.3-1 Daily Measurement Flags

FLAG DESCRIPTION

S Measurement concurrent with an SID event

P Measurement concurrent with a PCD event

D One of the two stations making up the LOP pair was off-air at the time of the measurement

M The monitor was not operational at the time of the measurement

a Outlier (more than two standard deviations or eight centicycles from the mean unflagged value
at the given hour)
Data from a set of unlagged daily measurements which are too variable (standard deviation >
15 cec)
Insufficient data (fewer than 7 unlagged daily measurements for the month at a given hour)

If an outlier flag is assigned in the processing, the statistics are re-computed until either no outli-

ers are assigned or if fewer than 7 unflagged daily measurements remain (for the given hour). When the

re-computation cycle is completed, an L-flag is assigned to all remaining measurements if the standard

deviation of the remaining unflagged daily measurements is 15 centicycles or greater, If, after the above
flagging proeccures are applied, fewer than 7 unflagged daily measurements remain for the given hour,
the I-flag is attached to all remaining measurements for that hour.

The ODAEDIT output which i,. routinely produced consists of data files containing both

observed and predicted information for a given site/LOP/mnonth/year/frequcncy. In each file, the data is

again formatted as 24 columns, corresponding to UT hours 00-23. The information given in each row

includes, for each UT hour,

"* The number of unflagged daily measurements

"* The mean LOP value, averaged over the unflagged daily ,neasutements

"* The predicted LOP values, computed for Days 7 and 22 of the month and averaged.
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The filenames for the output data files consist of a five-character monitor site name, two-digit month,

two-digit year, and the two stations making up the LOP. The file extension contains the characters "PR"

followed by the digits 1,2, or 3, indicating 10.2, 111/3 or 13.6 kHz, rcspectively. When files with com-

mon site/LOP/month/year are combined for all three frequencies, the resulting information is used to

generate plots and special tables.

Like ODAEDIT, SNRAVG processes the separate SNR/frequency files according to an input

file of selection options. These options include the station signals for which SNR is desired (usually

excluding the calibrate channel) at a given monitor site. No SNR differencing option is available for this

process. The monitor site name and month/year is input to the routine via the list of input filenames.

Two types of files are output by SNRAVG. The first type, which is written only for special-

purpose applications, has a monthly block format (24 columns with the rows corresponding to days of

the month), consisting of observed SNR quality numbers for a given station at a site/month/year/

frequency. Following each block, two rows of data are provided which contain, for each UT hour,

"* The number of unflagged daily measurements

"* The mean SNR quality number for the given station, averaged over the unflagged
daily measurements.

Each file contains eight such blocks (with the two summary rows appended to each block) corresponding

to the eight station signals (including any station which happens to serve as a calibrate channel). This

type of file is used for data analysis and is given a filename which consists of a five-character monitor site

name, two-digit month, and two-digit year. The file extension contains the characters "SXAV," where

"X' is 1, 2, or 3, corresponding to frequencies 10.2, 111/3, or 13.6 kHz, respectively.

The second type of file, which is routinely written by SNRAVG, contains only the information

listed in the two rows appended to each station signal block in the SXAV-type file (see the two bullets

above). The file thus consists of eight pairs of rows, each pair corresponding to a station signal. This se-

cond type of file is used for ODA plotting and is given the extension "SXAVPLT," where, again, "X".is 1,2,

or 3, corresponding to frequencies 10.2, 11113, or 13.6 kHz, respectively. Because the SNR quality number

has a nonlinear relationship to the SNR expressed in dB, the averaged quality number, converted to dB, is

not the same as that obtained by first converting each SNR quality number to dB and then averaging.

Aggregation of all .PRX and .SXAVPLT files for a given site produces a series of plots and spe-

cial tables which collectively serves as a hard-copy "dossier" of information for a given monitor site.

This is deicribed further in Section 8.3.5.
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The predicted LOP values at a monitor site are simply the difference between the nominal LOP

value (which depends on frequency) and the PPC (which depends additionally on time). The PPCs cur-

rently used (1993) are based on the 1980 PPC Model (see Chapter 9). Since the nominal LOP value

contains the full cumulative phase difference information (in units of nominal wavelengths), the pre-

dicted LOP value has an integer part (number of nominal wavelengths) and a fractional part. The

observation, however, provides valid information only on the fractional part. Thus, the observational

data is "laned" by assuming that the full predicted value is within 0.5 cycle of the observed value at each

hour. This assumption allows an unambiguous assignment of a full lane number (integer part of the phase

value in cycles) to the observation for each hour. To reduce data storage, the minimum lane number over

the 24-hour monthly average is subtracted from each laned observation average. This also ensures that

all observed LOP averages are positive.

The principal reason for applying the procedure described above is not to establish correct lane,

but to correctly juxtapose the hourly observed LOP values so that the shape of the diurnal is physically

reasonable. For example, if the fractional part of the monthly average observed LOP value at hour h is

0.47 (cycle) and the value at hour h+l is 0.98, then, without a priori guidance, one wouldn't know

whether the phase increased by 0.51 cycle during the hour or decreased by 0.49 cycle (to -0.02 cycle

which is equivalent to 0.98 cycle) over the same period. In this case the predictions (using the PPCs)

supply the overall guidance, with the basic assumption that the predictions are within 0.5 cycle of the

observed phase or phase-difference value. When this assumption is invalid (as occasionally happens on

transition paths longer than 10 Mm), the LOP diurnal behavior is not correct. An alternative is to use the

third least significant digit in the raw data. As noted in Section 8.3.1, when the phase values in a data

block are differenced (to construct an LOP value), this third digit retains its validity as a lane reference

from hour-to-hour or day-to-day. in unusual circumstances, where the propagation conditions change

faster than the receiver time constant, the receiver may "slip" a lane and thereby yield the wrong third

digit value. Another possibility is that the receiver may be shut down (powver off) and restarted between

hourly measurements, thus resetting the lane number difference relationship.

An optional output of the ODAEDIT program is a series of specially formatted monthly blocks of

data making up the"Master Data File." This output format is used primarily for PPC model calibration and

in response to special requests. The blocks contain the daily measured phase (two digits) at each UT hour

for a given site/LOP/frequency/month/year. Each block corresponds to a unique file having a filename

consisting of the five-character monitor site name, followed by the month (two digits), the last two digits of

the year, and the two letters of the station pair (LOP). The file extension consists of "MF," followed by a

single digit: 1 - 10.2 kHz, 2 - 111/3 kHz, and 3 - 13.6 kHz. A sample file block is shown in Fig. 8.3-5.
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The header line of the file block (see the sample block in Fig. 8.3-5) contain the year, month, fre-

quency, and monitor site name. The two characters corresponding to the station signa,, iake up the phase
difference measurement are followed by a third character indicating the station "local" to the monitor. A
zero in the following field indicates the measurement was made "on" the tJT hour. The character in the
following field is a block flag indicating the quality of the data block as a whole. This flag is no longer used
by ONSCEN in assessing data quality. The following real number is the nominal value of the LOP in cycles
at the appropriate frequency. The nominal value is followed by the normal illumination depression (NID)
in units of centicycles, The use of the NID in the 1980 calibration is discussed in Chapter 9. The NID is
followed by the monitor site's latitude (positive is North) and longitude (positive is East) in degrees. The

next 23 columns give the day/night flags for UT hours 00 23. "D" means both of the paths making up the
LOP are fully illuminated (in day); "N" means both paths are in night. The last two figures in the header
line are the day phase "error" (cecs) and night phase "error" (cycles), respectively, where "error" refers to

the difference between the averaged observed value (separately for each "D" or "N" day/hour measure-
ment) and the nominal value. These two values are no longer used by ONSCEN.

The next two rows in the Master Data File block list the PPCs (1980 PPC Model) for each UT

hour for the first and second half-month (the 7th and 22nd of the month). The following rows list the raw
phase-difference data (in cecs) for each UT hour and each day of the month. The next two rows provide

the number of unflagged measurements for each half-month at each UT hour. The phase errors
(observed - predicted; in cecs) for each hourly set of unflagged measurements for each half-month are
given in the next two rows. The final two rows yield the standard deviations (in cecs) for each hourly set
of unflagged meaqurernents for each half-month.

ODAEDIT also provides as a "printer" output the information in a given Master Data File Block

with additional statistics and data summaries, as shown in Fig, 8.3-6. Much of this information is specially
prepared for use with the 1980 and earlier PPC model calibrations but is no longer used by ONSCEN.

8.3.3 Quarterly Monitor Report

To assist in managing the Long-term Omega Monitoring Program and coordinating the activities

of the monitor installation teams, the data processing staff, and the data analysts, a report is prepared
each quarter, providing the most recent information on the monitor program. This report, which is pub-

lished by the Analysis and IRM Branch of the Signal Analysis and Control Division at ONSCEN, was

formerly published monthly, but as monitoring activities have become more controlled, less frequent
reports are needed. The distribution of the report coincides with a meeting of all Signal Analysis and

Control and Engineering Division personnel with monitor-related duties.
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Figure 8.3-6 Sample "Printer" Output of Master Data File Block

The report commences with a map showing the locations of all active monitor sites. This is fol-
lowed by a summary report of monitor site activities for the last 12 months (see the sample summary in
Fig. 8.3-7). The activities are indicated by a table of monitor sites (rows) and the immediately previous
12 months (columns). Abnormal activities are listed as codes in three separate categories:

"* General - monitor site established/disestablished; equipment status, etc.
"* Data Disk Received - data not recorded on-hour, receiver mis-synchronized, less

than 7 days of good data, etc.
"* Data Disk not Received - late delivery expected, equipment problems suspected, etc.

The summnary report is followed by a site-by-site list of communications with each monitor during
the cuarter. The communications items concern mostly reports on equipment health status, replacement
componen~tsshipment status, requests to insert appropriate calibration channel, ID codes, etc. The commu-
nications report is followed by a status report. on monitor site installations and/or remnovals. The monitor re-
port usually concludes with a list of spare MX 1104 monitors and their operational status. During the final
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1991. 1992

J J A S O N D J F M A M J
U U U E C 0 E A E A P A U

SITES- JD CAL 9LK CODE L G F -T Y C H A R E X H
ALEXD- 90 (H) ABS * E6 * * * * * * * * * * *
'AREQU- 02 (A) Cs5 * * * E6 * * * * * * * * *
.ARGE2+ 65 (A) Int * * * * * * * * * * * * *
AUST$+ 22 (A) Int * * * * * * * * * * * * *
BUEN2- 10 (A) Cs5 * * * E6 E4 E4 E3 E3 E8E* * E6
COCOS- 15 (D) Cs5 NO * * * * * * * * * * * * *
HAWAI+ 29 (F) Int * * * * * * * * EO* * * *
J{OKKA- 31 (F) Int E6 * * * * * * E6* * * * *
INUV2-" 32 (F) Int * * E6 E4 E4 E4 E3 E3E0E0* * *
JAPAN+ 33 (B) Int * * * * * * * * * ** * *
LEWIS- 24 (C) Int NO E4 E4 E4 * * * * * E7EO* * *
LIBER+ 45 (C) Int * * * * * * * * MV
LIBE2+ 43 (H) Int INPE0* * *
MCMD$.- 44 (B) Int * E7 E7 E7 E7 E7 E7 E7 E7 E7 E7 E7 E7
N$DAK+ 51 (E) Int * * * * * * * * * * * *
NEWZ$- 50 (B) ABS E4 E4 E4 * * * * * * * * * E6
NORW2+ 54 (G) Int NP * * * * * * * * * * * *
NOSC4- 52 (B) Int E4 E4 E4 * * * * * * * * * *
PRETO- 68 (H) ABS * * * * * * * * * * * * E6
REUNI+ 38 (D) Int * * * * * * * E6 * * * EG ES
TAHIT- 66 (B) Cs5 NO E4* * E4* * E6 E6E* * *
TOUL$- 85 (C) Int NO * * * * E6 * * * * * * * *
USNO$- 99 (H) ABS * * * * EO * * * * * * *
DATA DISK RECEIVED --------- 19 18 19 19 18 19 21 21 18 17 21 21 21
DATA DISK NOT RECPIVED---- -.A - 3 - 3 -1 -A 4 5 -1 -1 -1

TOTAL OPERATIONAL SITES-- 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22

LEGEND

GENERAL
MV= Monitor site was moved
NP= New Monitor site position.
NO= Site equipment not owned by ONSCEN
WD= Site withdrawn - Equipment returnsd to ONSCEN
E5= Awaitin5 return of equipment - NOT counted as operational site

DATA DISK RECErVED
E1= Data no good, out of sync
E2= Data not recorded on the hour or within (+/- 6 min.)
E3= Data no good, possible equipment problems
E6= Less than one week of usable data received for the month
E8= Data no good, incorrect format or no data on tape

DATA DISK NOT RECEIVED
EO= Data disk not received, reason unknown
E4= Data dip.: not received, known equipment problems
E7= Data disk not received, expected later

Figure 8.3-7 Sample Monitor Data Summary Report
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quarter of the year, a special table at the end of the report summnaizes the data processing over the calendar

year, including the fraction of "good" data received and processed.

8.3.4 Diagnostic Analysis

Although many of the malfunctions of the Omega monitoring equipment or operator errors can be

detected by observing the receiver operation or scanning the error codes in the raw data header block, a siz-

able fraction of such errors remain undetected. To identify these problems and ensure phase data integrity,
predicted and observed phase/phase-difference data are sampled and plotted. Specifically, the phase/phase-
difference data provided in the .PRX files (see Section 8.3.2) are plotted as a function of UT hour.

A sample phase plot for the "G-D" LOP at the North Dakota station monitor is presented in

Fig. 8.3-8. To within a constant phase bias, this plot shows the phase profile on the single path from the
Australia transmitting station to the North Dakota station monitor. The "0" values in the figure plot

correspond to the observed phase data with lane numbers obtained from the corresponding predicted
values. The "P" values in the figure are predicted phase values obtained by subtracting the appropriate

PPC (from the .PRX file) from the nominal value. This procedure automatically yields a full lane count

for the predicted value and the lane number for the observed value is chosen so that it is within 0.5 cycle

N$DAK G-D (0) FEB 91 10.2 kHz 46.560 98,639 Observed (0) Predicted (P) Both (--) G-36556
203.25 12-10-93

203.00

202.75

202.50

S202.25 O -oo p p
0 P o

"' 202.00 0 P
S..... P O

201.75 P *00

S201.50 P

S201.25 .. . . ... .

201.00

200.75 1... . . . .. . . . . . I I , I . . . . . I

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
N N N N N N D D D D D

UT

Uiguile 8.3-8 Sample Phase Plot for Data Diagnosis: Observed and Predicted
10.2 kflz Australia Station Signals as Received at the North Dakota
Station Monitor - February 1991
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of the predicted value. Where the "0" and "P" values overlap (are rearly eo ial), a "=" appears in the

figure plot. Monitor name, LOP, time (year, month), frequency, and monitor location (latitude, longi-

tude) are displayed at the top of the plot. The plot abscissa (labeled "GMT") also indicates the "LOP

illumination" in which both paths of the LOP are in day ("D") or both are in night ("N").

A data plot such as this is useful for rapidly diagnosing certain types of monitor problems. For

example, the observed values could lie along a straight line, parallel to the abscissa, thus not following

the diurnal variation indicated by the predictions. This condition might indicate, for example, a severed

antenna connection. Another possibility is that the "0" values could trace out a "sawtooth" shape, hav-

ing an envelope which tends to follow the predictions. This result might suggest a malfunctioning oscil-

lator with a "drift" rate greater than 1 cec/10-second Omega pulse. In other cases, a normal diurnal

profile may be obtained, but not at all like the predicted diurnal variation. In these cases, the receiver has

become mis-synchronized so that, for example, A - D, B - E, etc. This possibility is easily verified by

consulting plots of other LOPs at the same site/month/year/frequency.

8.3.5 Operational Data Analysis

Operational data analysis (ODA) refers to a rather general set of activities, procedures, docu-

mentation, and databases that are used to provide information mostly on observed Omega signal

behavior at the long-term Omega monitor sites, Specifically, ODA information is used to support.

* Omega system performance evaluation

* Reference/archive functions

* Signal usability classification

* Monitor fault analysis.

ODA supports Omega system perfonnance evaluation by providing data that can be used to de-

termine: (1) the utility of the "signal in space" from each transmitting station at the monitor sites, and (2)

the reliability of signal transmission, in terms of off-air fraction (as measured, not as reported), and con-

sistency/continuity of signal level and phase stability. Although the monitor sites represent a small spa-

tial sample compared to the actual global usage, the data from these sites provides a useful chetck on the

signal coverage predictions (see Chapter 10). Evaluating station reliability based on the monitored sig-
nal depends on the first item of performance evaluation listed above, i.e., the utility of the propagated

signal. Station performance is best evaluated by combining the ODA information with direct inform,-.

tion, such as antenna current levels, obtained through a remote data access (RDA) link to each station.
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As a refcrcnce/archive sourcec, ODA information can bc used to identify anomalous signal prop-
agation paths at a monitor site, Two commonly employed tcchniqucs arc frcqucncy tracking and rccipro-

cal path analysis,

Frequency tracking refers to comparison of measurcd or predicted phasc/phase-dilffrenes val-
ues at several frequencies. Frequency tracking is built on the assumption that, when Omega signal prop-
agation to a monitor is not sub *ject, to self-interference, the measured diurnal signal phase for a given
station will only differ fromi frequcncy to frequency by a bias, i~e., by a frcquency-dcependent shift.

Reciprocal path analysis is bascd on the assumption that the observed phase at either cnd of a
"44reciprocal path" should be nearly identical except for an isotropic (di rcction-decplendcn) propagation

effects. Examples of reciprocal path mcusuremients are phase nicasureenictts of'] lawaii at the North Da.
kota station monitor and measurement of North Dakota at the Hawaii station monitor. The unisotropic'
propagation effects are generally smlall and are (approximately) incorporated into the 11PC Model, Thu'%,
reciprocal path difference mcasurements and predictions at the same frcquency shoul1d track closcly. It'
they do riot, an anomalous path condition such as modal interference or long-path piopagation is
indicated.

8.4 OMEGA REGIONAL VALIDATION

By the late 1 970s, the Omega Navigation System transmitting station network, with scven of the
eight stations operational, was nearing completion. At this timec, tile U.S. Coast Guard and LJ.Navy
initiated a wide-ranging program to validate the predicted coverage, accuracy, and availability of the
Omega system, The overall validation effort, termied the Omega Regional Validation Prograrm, was~
designed to determine worldwide systemn effecti veness through investigations of Omega performance in
the seven regions portrayed in Fig. 8.4-1: the Western Pacific, North Atlantic, North Pacific, South
Atlantic, Indian Ocean, South Pacific, and Mediterranean,

During its life, validation program objectives evolved as insight into Omega signAl propagation
increased. For example, the initial validation project in the Western Pacific sought :o detcrmine whether
sufficient signal was available to declare the system operational there, and whether Omega could replace
the LORAN-A system in the region. Also the initial validation projects (sec Table H. 1-I) placed cniphia-
sis on SNR and GDOP as measures of system availability and cffectivencss and onl the collection of local
phase data for PPC model refinement. However, by the mid- 1980s the significant Comiti bUtion Of 11 u0dal
interference and long-path signal dominances phase intericrence onl Omega signia usability had become
apparent and usc of the Omnega Navigation Systcem had shown that, at least foi ieceivilig systemns using
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information. These data must necessarily be collected in a somewhat con:rolled environment, i.e., under

carefully planned test conditions.

Figure 8.4-2 provides an overview of the methodology employed in the seven regional valida-

tion projects, First, theoretical models are employed to predict signal levels, SNRs, and phase behavior

within a region. Next, spatial boundaries outlining area of significant signal behavior are determined.

Such areas include regions of marginal signal coverage or high prediction uncertainty, e.g., modal signal

region. Based on this theoretical guidance, test plans are generated for data collection using short-term

land, ship, and airborne monitor platforms. These data as well as data from long-term Omega monitor

sites are then analyzed and used to confirm/modify existing signal coverage predictions. Finally, a re-

port is produced which, documents the project including the test plan, data sources, analyses, and results.

Signal G-36521
Models 12-7-93

Generate
Theoretical
Predictions

IPredictions

Identify
Spatial

Boundaries

Test Plan

t- H Monitor Platforms:
Collect Land-based
Data Shipborne

Airborne

-I Test Data

Long-term Omega Assess
Monitor Data Performane Covorage Models

Performance

Validation
Report

Figure 8.4-2 Overview of Validation Project Methodology
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Four types of monitor platforms were used to provide validation project data:

0 Airborne
a Shipborne
0 Short-term land-based
* Long-term Omega monitor sites.

The first three types of platforms were used to collect data over the comparatively short duration (few

weeks/months) of an individual validation project targeted for a specific region. The last platform type

refers to sites of the Long-term Omega Monitor Network used to supplement the data collected from the
short-term platforms.

Table 8.4-1 summarizes the types of data collected for the validation projects and indicates typical
platform instrumentation, Data collected by airborne platforms include signal amplitude and noise mea-

surements from caiibrated receivers (see e.g., Ref. 7) as well as position-fix accuracy (see e.g., Ref. 4) from

comparison of Omega and INS-derived position. In some cases Cesium reference clocks were used in
combination with the Omega receiving system to measure singie-path signal phase behavior. Signal ampli-

tude and background noise data were also obtained from short-term land-based sites using calibrated

receivers while Long-term Omega monitor sites provided SNR and phase/phase-difference data. Finally,
shipbome receivers supplied SNR and position-fix data (through comparisons of Omega and TRANSIT-

derived position -- Ref. 5). Ship and airborne transits through a validation region also served to sample the

spatial coverage of individual Omega station signals accessible to the region.

Figure 8.4-3 shows the flight paths used by the test aircraft for the Western Pacific (Phase II)

Omega Validation Project. The configuration of these flight paths was strongly dictated by the predicted
spatial modal interference patterns for the Japan and Australia transmitting stations.

Table 8.4-1 Validation Test Data Summary

PLATFORM TYPICAL INSTRUMENTATION DATA

Short-term land- "Calibrated" MX 1104 receiver Signal amplitude/phase
based site VLF atmospheric noise

Shipborne MX 1105 receiver SNR
Position-fix accuracy

Airborne Calibrated receivers wave analyzers, Signal amplitude/phase
high-precision frequency standards, and SNR
operational navigation receivers VLF atmospheric noise

Position-fix accuracy

Long-term Omega MX 1104 receiver Phase/phase-difference
monitor site SNR
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China
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Hong Kong 1 *. Hawaiian

Philippine Islands
Sour Sea Guam

na Philippines

Sumatra

Djakarta Indonesia P1Mob
Darwin•

* Amplitude measuring equipment added to long-term monitor sites
0 Short-term monitor site operated for 3-4 weeks

o Aircraft maintenance/operating bases

Figure 8.4-3 Western Pacific Oitiega Validation Test Program
Aircraft Flight Paths and Fixed Monitor Sites

8.4.2 Documentation

As a part of each Regional Validation Project, a report was issued documenting test procedures,

data, models and analyses, and results (Refs. 2 through 9). The content and scope of these reports

changed over the period of the Validation Program in consonance with the changes in the goals/em-

phases of the validation effort. In the remainder of this section, summaries are given for each of the seven

Validation Projects.

Western Pacific - This project was conducted in two phases as indicated in Table 8.1-1. The

main goal of the first effort (Ref. 2) was to determine if Omega coverage and accuracy was adequate to

repl;he LORAI.,-A in t!h regicn. This question was answered in the affirmative. Evaluations were

made of phase and position-fix accuracy for the region and a map was developed showing LOP coverage

at 10.2 kHz. The second phase of this effort (Ref. 9) was undertaken after the Australia transmitting
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station became operational. Data collection and analyses focused on validating theoretical predictions
of the extent and location of self-interference areas within the validation region. In the main, the theoret-
ical self-interference predictions were found to be correct. Recommendations were made for changes to
the boundaries of several modal areas based on the data analysis.

North Atlantic - This effort (Ref. 3), like the Western Pacific Validation Project, was initially
planned to evaluate Orn.ga as a replacement for LORAN-A in the region. With completion of the LO-
RAN-A phase-o-,:t, the effort was redirected to focus on determining Omega performance in the region.
It was found that Omega signals did meet marine/aviation navigation requirements by using a combina-
tion of 10.2 and 13.6 kI-Iz signals to provide adequate coverage for this area. Data collection resources
were concentrated on times (hour/month) consistent with available theoretical coverage predictions,
i.e., local summer noon and local winter midnight. Sufficient data were obtained to locate the predicted
eastern boundary (through the eastern U.S.) of the modal interference area associated with the Argentina
station. Modal and long-path boundaries (through the North Atlantic airlanes) were also located for the
Liberia and La Reunion station signals, respectively.

North Pacific -- This validation effort (Ref. 4) showed that Omega provides excellent naviga-
tion fix accuracy and coverage in the region particularly north of Hawaii. This is achieved through a
combination of good GDOP and exceptional signal coverage both spatial and temporal. As part of the
analysis for this effort, models were developed describing modern Omega receivers. These enabled the
coverage results, validated in this region for local summer noon and winter midnight, to be extrapolated
to all months and hours. The effort also confirmed the predictions of modal interference associated with
the Hawaii station signals and the long-path behavior in this region of signals from the Argentina trans-
iaitting station.

South Atlantic - For this effort (Ref. 5) theoretical coverage predictions were available for an
expanded set of hours/months - 0600 and 1800 UT and February, May, August, and November - at
10.2 kHz. Data collected for the validation indicated good Omega coverage and accuracy at both 10.2
and 13.6 kHz. Analysis of self-interference of signals from the Liberia station suggested corrections to
the predicted modal signal boundary for these signals.

Indian Ocean - This effort (Ref. 6) was the first in which theoretical predictions of self-interfer-
ence were available at both 10.2 and 13.6 kt Iz. Emphasis was placed on evaluation of total Omega system
pcrfor-manec at all frequencies. Good Oinr.ga cuvcwage aid accuracy were found in most of the region. The
data confirmed theoretical predictions of 13.6 kHz modal signals from the Liberia station and supported the
need to generate a more densely sampled set of modal predictions for 10,2 kHz Japan signals.
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South Pacific - For this effort (Ref 7.), greatest emphasis was placed on validation/correction of

self-interference predictions -- particularly interference associated with trans-equatorial and low-latitude
signal paths. Analyses of the collected data indicated that Omega signal availability and accuracy were

adequate for navigation purposes. Relative to self-interference, the data confirmed most predictions of
modal signal behavior at 10.2 and 13.6 kHz and suggested small changes to the near-station modal
boundaries associated with the Japan and Hawaii station signals. Adjustments were also suggested for
the predicted boundaries for long-path propagation, but accurate placement of the boundaries could not

be determined based on the available data.

Mediterranean --.. This final validation project provided ONSCEN with an a opportunity to uti-
lize the Omega system availability methodology/model (see Chapter 11 and Appendix C). Frequency-

tracking analyses for the data collected during this validation effort confirmed the self interference
predictions for both 10.2 and 13.6 kHz signals, and the effect of the "Greenland shadow" on reception of

the North Dakota station signal in the eastern Mediterranean. The data also confirmed that sufficient
signal combinations were available in both the eastern and western Mediterranean for navigation pur-

poses, From analyses of the GDOP and phase errors associated with these signal combinations during
the times at which they are available, Omega was found to meet the system design goal (2 to 4 nm posi-

tion accuracy) with a 95% availability in both the eastern and western Mediterranean.

8.5 PROBLEMS

8.5.1 Sample Problems

1. Briefly discuss the conditions under which a signal could exhibit self-interference. Why
would differencing reciprocal path phase data serve to indicate self-interference?

Solution:

a. Modal interference and long-path-dominant signal propagation are the most
common forms of self-interference. Both types of interference depend on the
direction of propagation of the signal, i.e., if the effect occurs on a given transmit-
ter-receiver path, it generally does not occur if the transmitter and receiver are
reversed. If propagation is normal, the signal phase recorded on the two recipro-
cal paths appears very similar. Thus, the reciprocal path difference will result in
small values. Because of the direction dependence, however, if one of the recip-
rocal paths exhibits self-interference, the other reciprocal path is not likely to, so
that differencing will yield large values over the time period of interest, e.g., over
a diurnal period.
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2. Suppose you are a project leader in the Regional Validation Program and have arranged
for equipment to measure Omega signal amplitude aL several short-term land-based sites.
You need to measure the noise in some bandwidth, but can only use an MX 1104 receiver,
since the amplitude-measuring equipment cannot make the required measurement. With
only simple, inexpensive attenuators (devices that reduce signal amplitude) at your dis-
posal, how can you use the MX 1104 to measure noise in the signal bandwidth, at least for
those cases in which the SNR is not too low?

Solution

a. If the variable signal attenuators are connected between the pie-ar,'plificr and the
receiver front-end, they primarily act to reduce the signal level since the noise in
the signal bandwidth is assumed to be dominated by vhe signal. By adjusting the
attenuators, the output SNR, as estimated from the output of the phase-locked
loop, can be set to 0 dB (or some specified positive number). This means that the
signal and noise levels are equal in a 100 Hz bandwidth and since the signal am-
plitude is independently measured, the noise level (100 Hz BW) is readily deter-
mined.

8.5.2 Problems to be Solved by Reader

1. Raw MX 1104 phase data from a monitor site shows a value of 649 at hour 01 and 497 at
hour 02 on a single-path measurement without a stable clock reference. If no predictions
are available, can you tell whether the phase increased or decreased during the hour? If
predictions were available and showed a phase increase, how would you reconcile this with
the observed data? Would such a discrepancy normally occur with phase-difference mea-
surements? Why?

2. Most Omega receiveis employ a PPC model for adjusting received signal phase. De-
scribe why signals affected by self-interference cannot be corrected by this model. What
can a user do about signals with self-interference?

8.6 ABBREVIATIONS/ACRONYMS

PPC Propagation Correction

ONSCEN Omega Navigation System Center

SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio

ODA Operational Data Analysis

UT Universal Time, i.e., Greenwich Mean Time

Jisec microsecond
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PCD Polar Cap Disturbance

dB decibels
LOP Line-of-Position
XEVENT File containing time/duration of anomalous events during which all signal measure-

ments are flagged
SID Sudden Ionspheric Disturbance
GDOP Geometric Dilution of Precision
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CHAPTER 9

SIGNAL PHASE PREDICTION MODEL

Chapter Overview - Omega navigation is fundamentally based on measurement of the
Omega signal phase, but this phase mus, be "corrected"for signal propagation effects be-
fore it can be used for navigation. This chapter explains the need and basis for the sig-!
phase corrections, Aizown as Propagation Corrections (PPCs), and describes the prediction
model used to calculate the PPCs. Section 9.1 summarizes the major technical issues in the
chapter and provides a brief historical sketch of PPC model development. The basic rela-
tionships among cumulative phase, received phase, lanes, and distance over the earth are
explained in Section 9.2. This section also discusses how the received signal phase is trans-
formed into the "nominal'" phase model through use of the signal phase predictior model,
often referred to as, simply, the PPC model. Section 9.3 presents an overv'iew of PPC model
structure and computational flow in terms of path definition, sub-model classification, and
temporal modification. Calibration and evaluation of the semi-empirical PPC model with
respect to signal phase measurements at Omega mnonitor sites are described in Section 9.4.
Also in this section, the signal prediction pcrformanrce of various PPC models with respect to
several measurement databases are compared and discussed Section 9.5 is an appendix
which provides a thorough treatment of the PPC model, including its semi-empiricalform,
representation of basic physical processes, and spatiaL/temporal structure. Problems, in-
cluding worked-out examples and those to be attempted by the reader, are included in Sec-
tion 9.6. Abbreviations and acronyms used in the chapter are given in Section 9.7 and
references cited in the chapter are found in Section 9.8.

9.1 INTRODUCTION

9.1.1 Basis for a Signal Phase Prediction Model

The principles of Omega signal usage for navigation are based on the premise that the phase of a

signal received from a transmitting station is closely related to the station-receiver distance (see Chap-

ter 4). Ideally, changes in Omega signal phase, as measured on a moving platform, bear a fixed linear

relationship to corresponding changes in the position of the platform over the surface of the earth. With

this idealization, navigation and positioning are relatively simple procedures that involve only the signal

frequency and station locations, in addition to the phase measurement.

In the case of Omega, however, signals propagate to very long ranges and are substantially in-

fluenced by spatial and temporal variations in the electromagnetic and geophysical properties of the

earth and ionosphere. These effects on the received signal phase lead to a marked departure from a linear

dependence on distance, thus greatly complicating use of the signals for navigation. To make the signals
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usable for navigation, the complex propagation effects must therefore be eliminated or reduced.

Assuming that this elimination or reduction is possible, how can it be most reliably and effectively

achieved? Over the years, several methods have been developed for eliminating or reducing the complex

signal propagation effects on navigation and positioning. These methods may be categorized as:

I Internal - Corrections are derived from the characteristics of the received signals
(at one or more frequencies)

* External - CorTections are derived from external sources.

One of the internal methods that was used in earlier-generation receivers consists of simply

subtracting the signal phases at two of the frequencies (e.g., !0.2 and 13.6 kl-Iz) transmitted from the
same station. To eliminate propagation effects, this procedure (which is similar to the method for

resolving lanes) relies on the aqsumption that propagation effects at the two frequencies are completely

correlated. In reality, the propagation effects at the two frequencies are only partially correlated, so that

the complexity of the resulting signal is lessened but far from eliminated. A related, but improved
internal method is to take the appropriate linear combination of the signal phases at the two frequencies,

i.e., the combination that minimizes the variation over 24 hours (diurnal variation). This technique,

known as Composite Omega (Ref. 1), reduces the diurnal variation, but does little to reduce the spatial

variation, i.e., the wide range in phase behavior exhibited by equal-iength paths during the same time

period over substantially different electromagnetic and geophysical environments.

The external methods used to reduce the effects of the propagation path environment on signal
phase include primarily real-time corrections (broadcast locally) or Dredicted corrections in the form of

published tables or algorithms. Real-time corrections are provided 'y differential Omega systenis (see

Chapter 4) in certain local areas. These corrections are supplied to the receiver via a data link (usually an

LF beacon) based on the processing of observed signals at a central, surveyed monitor site. Corrections
are accessible to receivers in the local area, i.e., within about 200 to 500 nm of the monitor site. Predicted

phase corrections, known as propagation corrections or PPCs, are available as published tables or
computational algorithms. PPCs are computed from semi-empirical models of VLF signal phase,

incorporating both signal propagation theory and observational data from worldwide monitor sites.

PPCs are generally considerably more accurate than the internal methods described above but less
accurate than real-time differential corrections (in the local areas where they apply). Compared to

differential corrections, PPCs have the advantage that they apply globally (with varying degrees of

accuracy). For these reasons, application of PPCs is currently the most common method of reducing the

undesired effects of the signal propagation environment on the received Omega signal phase.
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9.1.2 Principal Features of Propagation Correction (PPC) Models

A PPC m~de1 Is ýs:-,raiallv a description of how the phase of the Omega signal changes with

disiance and time bd;ween the gtnn ration of the signal at the transmitting station and its detection at the

Orn,:ga rec:eiver. A complete theoretical dcsclription of the propagation cf the signal, accounting for its

intermediate interaction with the c~rth and ionosphere signal 2-nvironrnent is noL only extraordinarily

complex, but also ;nSUFFIicintly accurate for rhase prediction. This inaccuracy is due partly to the

assumiilon,ý and approxim-itions made to dernvi expressions for the field quantities and partly to the

,a ncertainty iiin hephyýsical vatlues ofgoundlion p~ ere electromagnetic parameters. The other extreme

v a purely erbpirica) approach, ini which only mcasurcmner-.ts of-.'gnal phasc at fixed points in space and

time ire used: it is, not reliable wh-n exei'ded beyond the spatial and temporal specifications of the

wcusioremler's. Intermeldiate between these two types of m-odels is thke semni-empirical mo-lel, which

Colmbinle., all thle eSselLIaL Celemen~ts of signal propagation theory with actual mecasuriements )f signal
phs.A sen-mnpirical model is wveil-sulted for Omega signal phasc calculations, since it is

substantiall>, simpler and geicrally more accuraie than a purcly theoretic;al calculation arnd it.ý range of
zppiieation is much ýVreate~r than a purely cinpirical model.

A-., mn tionel In Sc~ctiun 9,.1. 1, the 11PC iB ý,.predi.:tcd time- ant' space-Aependent quantity which,

v, heni cunibineld wjha phase ineamirenent, remloves illocic urplexie's arnd non-li naritizs dueý to
interaction of the ipa wit the. prolpajation u!)-vironnilent. InI t-ic P1C tratisforras the

measured phas,' VALIe M110 o1ne that f*.%lklw thle. SO-cadlld -110[1 -e variation.'' This

mean', thatii; at e.it v records, phas'- datta at i ncvcaingl '1v di 'iai Iitting station and

tOW ;AppjIiwpniitcl'I i';pplied at ra~jont, the resultvqý rilia.ýC.v wi distiuce with slope

y ll~i y the run-iiln.11vil wvc uiiih)Ci. Ii the norililinl inodel of phl. -,1011. 11he cLTUlUt tiVC signa.

phds is" a~c liea , t itac;i tile Ianii ov stilt itaiiui Ior altI possible rece i er loca; t )ns and

tili. IT~ l_ 'C model Owthn, aIttcrnpl. tu c11a-r i jtrzc- th1v \~ rit1i601 of t ic act-,I'l (e Xpccýted) ph ase from

thi- coriacspoding nominid 11,phse.

liccalvse the noall ;ld p'lialse ImIAke ui ii ist (about 99"),t . : lj itvý phase fol typical

))atils, Iý i~ll utj; a' J ill 1gi. 9. 1 -1 , tile I 'V C k a I~ld Ci I ' ,, v tif aryilig fimi-i .bou( --2.0 to
4 2.0) CL les at 10.2 UI (/ and 4lightly Illon. forfi t qjwe '~L~ I, b crc . 'I hus, thl IlPC Canl be Iltyi;'ui of a"

, aIeývjctlo:i that ( 111111.t1, 1111: "pei ~aloll" jr'siie byI 111C depar,1 t1-1c Qf Ohe 1in ['bas I10111 Ili

11011,10i pim \ (see I ii. Oi,) l-lo ! haive pvmw;,oy ~ h& VerO'VIJ(i.-aniT lotc~a mucoL~muecc S-:that ,5)

k- Ij)IlIICd V-111101.; J'rC, ck.oW ld' ifl fo.roi.lt tJ(t, it &i-, wTere Ilt lilt L~ike, OiraLourd lrwt
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Figure 9.1-1 Comp)arative Spatial Variation of Nominal Phase and PPC

effectively be used as a navigation system, since precise knowledge of position Would bc necessary to

compute the PPC which, in turn, is, used to compute position! Bucause of the relatively low sensitivity to

spatial position. the PPC can be applied to measurements with position uncertainties as large as 65 km

with practically no resulting position accuracy degradation.

Keep in miind that the PPC is apredicte.2 quantity and thus, when combined with an actual phase

mncasuremencrt, does not always remove the phase nonlinearitics due to propagation effcct., These

imperfections !.-ad to PPC errors or phase prediction errors in which combination of the erroneous PPC

ý,nd the phasc mneasuremnent iesult in anl ificorrL~ct nomnitin phase- vaflue that, in turrn, produces

navigation/position errors. Anc exact PPC difft-rs fronti he usual 11PC definitiorn in that it k~ tile result of a

meiasuremelvt of actual signal phase (e.g., at a mionitor site) subt--actcd from- the nominal signal phase.

Thus. in Fio. 9, 1 -1, the curve nwaiked Total Phase is the predicted l)'uise when the PPC curve (shown

along the bottoi axis) is predicted, but the Tatal Phase is the observecd 1phasc when the 111C curve

T1PCiwodls arc st'-.i:turcd to represent thc prce'ictcd phase variatic i (fromn ti-e nomninal pkase)t

it UiianlIifitcd signial at a ji Sc, ptoilit' dipjacc andti tlile as iidtuble soui of incrculivnwtl phase values, lir st,

thec pith ovci Inc LW li, between Ilth Irans. n itter and receiver, k broken into path segmients, alout 65 kill

j! Icyn hyiicericu hase viir i aon at rah.cnetis expressl ti s a sumi of L u -ent lplaltc

ý1 II Ol',~L dUV to Varuu F MlFeCIA11 -j~i-/t -11),C ( I. ecc~ Is, UChI asý gr, (Lnd C( I)'lItmP I nd lelatiVc



sun angle. These component phase variations, def.ned as sub-models, are products of mathematical
functions (functional forms) of the governing parameters (such as geomagnetic bearing angle) and
linear model coefficients. The total phase variation for a path is the sum over the incremental phase
variation at each segment of the path.

The mathematical functions specified by each sub-model are approximate representations of the
analytical/observational behavior of the phase as obtained from theoretical calculations or experimental

results. These calculations are based on an important class of full-wave models, known as
waveguide-mode models, in which the signal field is expressed as a sum over the modes of the
waveguide. In most cases, the "dominant" mode is the lowest phase velocity transverse magnetic mode,
which is usually known as Mode 1 (see Chapter 5). Except fr signals that propagate over very short

paths or along westerly d :rected nighttime paths, the Mode 1 component usually dominates the total
signal behavior at Omega frequencies. It also happens that Mode 1 signal phase behavior (in terms of
quantities such as ground conductivity and geomagnetic field components) is much simpler than that for
higher-order modes. For these two reasons, the functional forms used in PPC models are approximations
to the Mode I behavior derived from waveguid -mode models. This is an important point, because it
implies that, where (in both space and time) Omega signals are not adequately represented by Mode
1-dominated behavior, PPCs cannot be applied. This is the principal reason why signal coverage
products (see Chapter 10) portray 'modal" regions and times (those for which the signals from a given
station are not expected to be dominated by Mode I behavior) as unusable for Omega navigation.

Because Omega signal phase on a transmitter-receiver path differs dramatically between
path-night and path-day, the functicnal forms for the sub-models arc separately specified for "local
maximum day" and "local maximum night." This means that separate functional forms are obtained as
approximations to waveguide-rnode model calculations for shortpaths in which the local ionosphere haF,:

SMinimum Effctive Reflection Height -- corresponding to local maximum day,
when the sun is directly above the local ionosphere

* Maximum Effectiie Reflection Height -- corresponding to local maximum night,
when the sun is directly above the antipodc' of thte local ionosphere.

l or in'tcrmcdiate times (or, equivalcntly, stu angle), a linear combiiation of the local maxiRium day and
local riaxi[1um .1night sub-.mtdels are invoked. Thc linear cembination is implemented through
jatCrpo1io; )r c voluti~O furmct ioi, thwt depend on severml parameters in addition to sti angle. The
charactrcr ,tics of th~esf,, Icuos are il,,•pont, since p-.ie can change rapidly over periods of less tIl

• I iIUI. I

*P()If oit lrf t!)c •ill oppoSlite to (tirough the center ol the etArth) the point In qtlcst in.
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As defined above, a sub-model is the product of a functional form (one or more mathematical
functions including the domain of application) and a linear model coefficient, The linear model

coefficients are not known a priori and are inserted into the semi-empirical model framework to
partially account for the errors incurred in approximating the full theoretical model structure. Thus, for

cxample, if the linear dependence postulated by the semi-empirical model were completely correct and

in full agreement with noise-free measurements, the coefficients would all be unity (or a single, fixed

number). Because the linear model does not fully describe the phase variation in terms of the
geophysical and electromagnetic parameters in the signal propagation environment, the linear model

coefficient set is not characterized by a single number and must be determined through calibration,

Model calibration consists of determining the appropriate linear model coefficients (and, in sonic cases,
embedded nonlinear parameters) that best "fit" a large number of phase or phase difference

measurements recorded at Omega monitor sites throughout the world, Thus, although it is structured by

theoretical princiles, the semi-empirical PPC model is strongly "data driven," which heightens the nccd

for high-quality data in the calibration, When fully calibrated (i.e., when all coefficients arc

satisfactorily determined), the model performance is measured by the RMS phase prediction error over

measurements both inclusive and exclusive of those used in the calibration, If the model is sufficiently
robust, i.e., if the calibration data represents a suitable cross section of the expected operating

environment, the test performance will be comparable to the calibration performance.

9.1.3 Historical Development of PPC Models

The importance of PPCs was recognized from very early in Omega's history. J.A. Pierce was the
first to propose simple corrections based on day/night considerations (Ref, 2). The Naval Electronics

Laboratory (now known as Naval Command, Control, and Ocean Surveillance Center (NCCOSC))
began an extensive theoretical and experimental investigation of Omega signal propagation prediction

in the 1960s, which laid the groundwork for a sendi-empirical Omega phase prediction model.

ER. Swanson of NOSC led the development effort which resulwed ini a model based on path
segmentation and waveguide-mode theory (Ref. 3). A rudimentary form of the model was produced in

the late 1960s but the first widely d"ssewrinated model documentation appeared in 19"74 (Ref. 4) after the
U.S. Coast Guard had taken ovcr responsibility for Ome.a system cnginecring, operations, and user
support. In 1980, a major re-calibration of the 1974 1'1'C model structurc was umdertaken usinig

thrcc-fricq'icncy data acquired fitra it glob;l distribtution of ,nonitor sites (Ref, 5) The only major

change to the model structur, was the addition of a long-term time sub m)odel. This suh)m•odel was
intended to calpture lih effect of assuLmJed i)ll0sjh(.lC re l"atlcrillg" (i1rcre;dSCd ioni i1tiomm) by a fi •Zd

pert t cm ita',c C tCach yea,1 ({dUe t.' a conrC'. , dinig growthl in riduLtcial emrmisk N)iI!) t111% , leadlig to•i f
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long-term exponential increase in phase variation. By 1989 this sub-model had exceeded the projection
of its calibration time frame (Ref. 6), i.e., continued use would have lead to increased, rather than
reduced, phase prediction error. As a result, the Omega community was notified that the sub-model
should be effectively deleted (Ref. 7).

The PPCs based on the 1980 PPC model calibration showed a significant improvement over
those of the 1974 model. However, subsequent usage and experimentation revealed some shortcomings
in addition to those that may be clue to the predicted long-term ycar-dependent variation. Most of the
reported la,'ge errors resulting from the model's predictions were associated with transition paths, i.e,, a
sunrise/sunset terminator lies between the transmitter and receiver. The source of these large errors was
found tobe in the specification of the sunrise/sunset phase onset time. In other words, all-night or all-day
phase behavior (for a given path) changes relatively little, but if the patla is undergoing sunrise or sunset
transition, the changes in phase can be large and sudden, An error in specifying the time of onset for
these changes can lead to large phase errors during and beyond transition as shown in Fig. 9.1-2, The
transition onset time specified by the 1980 PPC Model is believed to have a large uncertainty because;

"* No explicit transition sub-model with calibration coefficients is invoked
"* No transition phase data was used for model calibration.

Pha.u G .1 IW
9'-2S- 92
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Because of these limitations in the 1980 PPC Model, the Omega Navigation System Center

(ONSCEN) initiated an effort to develop a new PPC model structure. The result of this effort is referred
to as the 1993 PPC Model. It is specifically tailored to fit observed transition (where the path is part night

and part day) phase profiles through the use of sunrise/sunset onset/recovery time parameters (Ref. 8).
The 1993 PPC Model has been calibrated for 10.2 kHz signals using mostly 1988 data from 16 monitor

sites uniformly distributed over the globe (Refs. 10 and 20-26). Though based on a set of path-limited

measurements, the calibration results give preliminary indications that the 1993 PPC Model is accurate

and robust.

9.1.4 Use of PPC Models

A candidate PPC model/algorithm undergoes rigorous testing and evaluation and, if successful,
is authorized by ONSCEN for use by the general public. The existence of a new PPC model is generally

communicated through informal channels, e.g., papers presented at the International Navigation

Association (formerly the International Omega Association; see Chapter 2) or at navigation-oriented

symposia. Upon request, ONSCEN provides a package containing a documentation of the PPC

inodellalgorithm, a hard copy of the source code, copies of the executable and source codes in magnetic

medium, and a program user guide (Ref. 27).

Om:ga receiver manufacturers make up an important segment of PPC model users. The
manufacturers' software engineers normally revise the algorithm only to the extent that the code "fits"
the particular computing environment used by the receiver/processor. For example, the spatial

reol,ition of the ground conductivity map may be reduced due to data storage requirements or an

exponential-type functional form m-y he approximated by a piecewise linear function. The basic

structure of the algorithm is usually unaffected by these changes, however.

9.1.5 Outline of Chapter

The basic concepts involving cumulative phase and distanc-, over the earth aie outlined in

Section 9.2. This section includes a discussion of the nominal phase model and multi-frequency PPCs.

Section 9.3 presents an overview of the generic structure of the PPC model. The description is

intentionally general, making it ,pplicable to most, if riot all, PPC model-s in use, Included in this section

are the structural compon,,ts of PPC models, including sub-models, path domains, and time

dependence,

PPC rnodel calibration is covered in Section 9.4. This section covers datil preparation, linear and

nonlinear model parameter dctermination, and model performance.
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A more detailed description of PPC model structure is included as an appendix in Section 9.5.

This section addresses the physical basis for a generic PPC model and the technical issues involved in its

development.

Section 9.6 contains problems related to the material presented. Both sample problems (with

solutions) and problems to be solved by the reader are given.

Abbreviations and acronyms are briefly defined in Section 9.7. References called out in the

Chapter text are listed in Section 9.8.

9.2 BASIC CONCEPTS

Omega propagation corrections (PPCs) are those predicted phase values which, when applied to

the Omega signal phase measurement, provide a linear phase versus distance relationship. The

relationship of the "true" signal phase to the measured signal phase is explored in Section 9.2.1. The

PPC is a computed quantity that provides an estimate of the actual. received phase at a given location and

time with respect to a reference, or nominal, phase. The nominal phase model is described in more detail

in Section 9.2.2. The PPC is described in terms of the "true" and the nominal phase values in

Section 9.2.3.

9.2.1 Signal Phase and Laning

Given that an Omega transmitting station generates a signal at a precisely controlled frequency,

i.e., A sin(2:rft) ; [ A = amplitude f = frequency; t = time ]

then the signal observed at some distant point is given by

B sin (2.rr(ft -- o)) ; [0 = phase]

where IBI < IAI. For a plane electromagnetic wave having a source at r = 0, the phase is given by

S-- k • r [ k = wave vector ; r = position vect',r ].

The magnitude of the wave vector is called the wave number and is equal to the reciprocal of the

wavelength (A)*, iLe.,

I k I = wave number = 1/A (9.2-1)

*An allernative definition of the wave number used in many texts is k -- 2.,rf/c = 2cr/A.
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The electromagnetic field of the Omega signal propagates as shown in Fig. 9.2-1 in the comparatively

thin shell (about 0.01 earth radius) between the earth and the ionospheric D-region. Thus, the wave may

be treated as confined to the surface of a spherical earth, so that, between two points on the surface, the

wave travels along the arc of a great circle. In the plane of the great circle, only a single angular

coordinate is required to define the point of phase measurement and corresponding we- - number, so that

the phase is given by

,0 = kO r0 [ k0 =angular wave number ; ro = O RE] (9.2-2)

where 0 is the angle (in radians) subtended by the transmitter-receiver path at the center of the earth and

RE is the earth's average radius. A similar expression is obtained for the phase of a signal propagated

over a non-spherical (e.g., spheroidal) earth.

The expression for phase, given by Eq. 9.2-2, is sometimes known as the cumulative phase.

Thus, for example, if the wavelength is 30 km and the distance from the transmitting station is 3015 k1m,

the cumulative phase is

4 = (1/30) (3015) = 100.5 cycles

G-32141
9-Z 1-92

Great-Circle
Path Omega

ITransmitter
Phase Front

Section of Earth's
Ionosphere Surface
(D-Region)

Propagation of Ornera Signals Confined to
Shell Region Betwe-'. Earth's Surface and
IonosphEric D-R•f•,_

Figure 9.2-1 Idealized Propagation Environment for Omega Signals
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The cumulative phase is composed of an integer part (100 in this example) and a fractional part (0.5 in
this example). Since cycles of a single-frequency wave "look alike," an Omega receiver cannot directly
measure the whole number of cycles developed by the wave over the path from the transmitting station,
i.e., the integer part of the cumulative phase.* Thus, in the above example, an Omega receiver would
measure 0.5 cycle (or, equivalently, 1800 or ;r radians) but the same measurement would result if the
integer part of the cumulative phase were 2, 87, or 234 cycles. This can be illustrated by noting that the
received signal is alternately expressed as

B sin (2.ir(ft + n + a)) = B sin (2(fr + a))

for any integer value of n. These findings may be summarized by noting that

0 In terms of wavelength, the cumulative phase is composed of an integer part (whole
number of cycles) and a fractional part

* The Omega receiv- - measures only the fractional part of the cumulative phase
* Since the total cumulative phase is important for navigation/positioning, the integer

part must be obtained from external information.

The external information referred to includes approximate knowledge of the transmitting
station-receiver path distance or, in the case of moving receiver, precise knowledge 'the. transmitting
station-receiver distance at qii earlier time.

If a market is made at the station and at each wavelength on the station-receiver path, the spatial
intervals between mark ers serve to define lanes, over which the phase varies from 0 to 2nr radians (see
also Chapter 4), More generally, a lane is defined as the largest spatial interval (a signal wavelength, in
this case ) that can be unambiguously related to a difference in phase measurements at a single frequency.
Over the two-dimensional surface of the earth, these lanes form annuli, one wavelength wide, that are
centered at the transmitting station. Lanes can be numbered or otherwise identified so that the problem
of determining the integer part of the cumulative phase is equivalelt to the problem of determining the
appropriate lane. The uncertainty regarding the integer part of the cumulative phase i.s known as lane
ambiguity.

As an example of the application of PPCs, consider two successive measurements of the phase of
a transmitting station signal using a receiver attached to a moving vehicle (see Fig. 9.2-2). Suppose !the

*In principle, one could infer the number of cycle,, from the pulse envelope arrival time measurement
(assurming the Omega receiver is tinle-sync ironized to the station timing standard) but, bccause of the
narrow bandwidths involved, the rneasurcmcnt is very imprecise.
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Figure 9.2-2 Application of PPC's to Two Phase Measurements

two raw phase measurements are labeled 951,02 and that 0 is made when the vehicle is at distance r1
from the transmitting station and 02 is made when the vehicle is at distance r2 from the transmitting
station. When the appropriate PPCs (which are functions of position and time) are added to each raw

phase measurement, i.e.,

0 1' = 01 + PPCI ; 02' = 02 + PPC2,

the resulting phase change is proportional to the change in distance from the transmitting station, i.e.,

02' "- @l1' = k(r2 - rj). (9.2-3)

The proportionality constant k is the wave number, defined by Eq. 9.2-1. In general, the raw
phase measurements, 02 and 0 1, do not have a difference which is proportional to the the station range
difference, r2 - rl. If the range difference, r2 - r, does not exceed a wavelength, there is no lane
ambiguity, and no external information is required. The relationship expressed by Eq. 9.2-3 permits the
straightforward application of navigation or position-fixing procedures (see Chapter 4).

9.2.2 Nominal Model
The reduction of the phase measurement to a linear function of distance can be traced back to the

time when navigational charts were used for manual plotting of Omega lines of position (lines of
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constant phase difference between two stations' signals). It is much easier to plot these lines of position

(LOPs) if the phase (difference) is linearly related to the distance (difference) from the transmitting

station. The partit.ular wave number used to construct the charts is known as the "nominal" wave

number, which is simply the ratio of the cumulative "idealized" phase developed by a signal to the

distance over which the signal is propagated.

In free space (a vacuum with no other interactions), the wave number is given in terms of signal

frequency () by

ko = f/c (9.2-4)

where c = 2.99793 X 105 km/sec is the speed of light (in vacuo). The nominal wave number is given in

terms of k0 as
kNOM -= 0.9974 k0

which is an intermediate value between observed night and day 10.2 kHz wave numbers* on seawater

paths. For modeling purpose,., the numerical value of the nominal wave number is not critical; it is only

important that the value be "near" the average over all time and space conditions. As a practical matter, it

is important that all navigation algorithms used in conjunction with PPC algorithms use the same value

of kNoM for the assumed nominal wave number. Reference 19 supplies information regarding the origin

of the numerical value of kNoMiko.

Note that the nominal wave number depends only on frequency (through Eq. 9.2-1) and is

independent of space and time or any other parameter. In the example leading to Eq. 9.2-3, the fixed

wave number k has a value equal to kNOM. Table 9.2-1 lists the nominal wave numbe.rs for the common

Omega frcquencics.

Table 9.2-1 Nominal Wave Numbers for the Common Omega Frequencies
1 WAVELENGTH NOMINAL

(kHz) (LANEWIDTH) WAVE NUMBER
(kin) (kin-1)

10.2 29.39' 4 0.03394

11.05 27.1305 0.03676

111/3 26,4523 0,03771

13.6 22.0436 0.04525

*kNOAI is actually much closer to thie average day wave number; this is the basis for the laning pro-
cedure discussed in Section 9.4.
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The nominal phase is a cumulative phase defined as

ONOM = kNoM D (9.2-5)

where D is the distance between transmitting station and receiver over the earth. D is usually computed
with a fair degree of precision since the nominal phase makes up about 99% of the total cumulative

phase. As a result, D is computed as the transmitting station-to-receiver distance over an ellipsoidal

model of the earth.*

9.2.3 PPCs as Corrections to the Nominal Model
With the cumulative phase (g5) and nominal model as described above, the PPC at position, r,

time, t, and frequency, f, is given by (the origin of the coordinate system is assumed to be at the
transmitting station)

PPC (r, t,f,) = ONOM (r,j) - / (r, tf,) (9.2-6)

where the nominal phase is given by Eq. 9.2-5. Note that, for a fixed frequency, the PPC and the

measured phase both depend on the vector position coordinates (indicated by r) and the time, t, whereas
the nominal phase depends only on the range, D, over the surface of the earth from the transmitting
station. For a spherical earth, the range, D, is given in terms of I r I and the earth's radius, RE by

D = 2 RE arcsin(IrI/(2RE))

Since the nominal phase accounts for about 99% of the predicted phase, the PPC has a typical magnitude
between -2 and +2 cycles. The PPC is usually specified to a resolution of 0.01 cycle (centicycle (cec)),
which is well below the PPC accuracy (5 to 12 cec) and is on the order of the phase resolution of most
receivers. This resolution also corresponds approximately to the system synchronization error (1 cec

1 lisec at 10.2 kHz).

As noted in Section 9.1 2, the PPC is usually defined as a predicted quantity, so that the
cumulative phase, 0, appearing in Eq. 9.2-6 is the predicted phase. If 0 is chosen to label the observed
phase, then the PPC, defined by Eq. 9.2-6, is exact. Of course, when an observed value of 0 is used, the

integer part must be obtained from external sources.

In contrast to the nominal phase which is computed using the nominal model described in
Section 9.2.2, the expected phnic istalUcd .. a vcry colplcx m ,odel describe:in Sction 9.3. Th;i

*A reference spheroid, such as WGS-72 or WGS-84, is commonly used.
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model accounts for the various electiornagnetic/geophysical properties of the earth and ionosphere
which influence the wave propagating between the transmitting source and the receiver. In this model,

as in the real world, the properties of the path are not constant but vary along the path, i.e., the path is said

to be inhomogeneous. Since the wave number, k, depends on the electromagnetic properties of the

earth's surface and the ionospheric D-region (which serve to reflect VLF waves), k also varies along the

path. Thus, for a real, inhomogeneous signal path, the expression for the cumulative phase is given by

f k(r)ds 
(9.2-7)

where r is the position vector for some point on the path and ds is an element of path length. The

integration contour, C, corresponds to the signal path over the surface of the earth between transmitter

and receiver. If the wave number is constant over C, then Eq. 9.2-7 reduces to Eq. 9.2-2. For real paths,

the wave number is most strongly influenced by the local illumination condition of the ionosphere, i.e.,

day or night. If the point on the surface of the earth identified by position vector r is in local day (i.e., the

sun is a few degrees below the horizon to directly overhead), then k is normally slightly smaller than its

nominal value. For points on the path in a local night condition, k is larger than its nominal value. Other
local parameters, such as ground conductivity and certain components of the geomagnetic field, also

affect k but to a smaller degree.

Figure 9.2-3 shows a typical diurnal (24-hour) observed phase profile (measured with respect to

a precise time or frequency standard) in which the path illumination conditions, nominal phase, and two

sample exact PPC values are identified. The figure illustrates the higher (retarded) phase during path

night and the lower (advanced) phase in path day with a total diurnal shift of about 0.65 cycle. Since the

phase is a function of effective ionospheric height, which varies with the relative sun angle (solar zenith

angle), the observed phase exhibits a "bowl-shaped" profile during the day with less variation at night.

The phase profile change, from day (night) to night (day) behavior during path transition when the

sunset (sunrise) terminator cuts the path. The figure illustrates the time independence of the nominal

phase and the consequent time dependence of the exact PPC values. Note that if the observed phase

profile shown in the figure were the same as the predicted phase for all 24 hours, then the exact PPCs

would be identical to "regular" PI'Cs, since the PPC, or prediction, error is zero.
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Figure 9.2-3 Typical Diurnal Profile of the Phase of an
Omega Signal Recorded at a Fixed Site

9.2.4 Applicability of the PPC Model
Although the model for the expected phase (known as a PPC model) is fairly comprehensive, it is

limited to certain signal path propagation conditions, including

* Short-path propagation, i.e., the signal must arrive at the receiver via tile shorter of
the two great-circle arcs joining transmitter and receiver

"• Mode 1 dominance, i.e., the signal behavior must be effectively described by the
signal's Mode I component (in a waveguide-mode model of VLF signal
propagation (see Chapter 5))

"* Off-path effects, i.e., the signal must not be significantly influenced by geophysical
conditions laterally displaced from the short great-circle path.

The first condition is frequently violated when the receiver is west of the transmitting station and the
short-path is fully illuminated by the sun. The second condition holds for most daytinme paths (except for
very short paths (<1,000 km)) and easterly propagating nighttime paths. The condition is nearly always

violated for westerly propagating nighttime paths transiting the geomagnetic equator. The third
condition holds for most paths and times except, for example, those for which the path and terminator
cross at a very shallow angle or the seawater portion of the path passes close to a low conductivity region

(e.g., Greenland).

The propagation conditions for which the PPC model is not applicable are identified by modern

signal coverage products described in Chapter 10. Since the PPC model computes corrections for any
given path and time, these coverage products should be consulted to determine the usable signals prior to

calculation of PPCs.
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PPCs into the composite phase value. Single-frequency PPC model calibrations do not maintain the

composite phase invariance.

Based, in part, on the above reasons, it is preferable to perform multi-frequency PPC model

calibrations using primarily the same phase measurement database (paths and times). The size and

diversity of the database, as well as the number of frequencies, is determined by the scope of the

measurement program and other practical considerations. As a general rule, however, the greatest

diversity in paths, times, and frequencies is the most desirable from the viewpoint of PPC model

calibration.

9.3 OVERVIEW OF PPC MODEL STRUCTURE

The models used as the basis of PPC calculations have evolved with the increase in knowledge of

VLF wave propagation effects and ionospheric processes. Diurnal changes were recognized from the

earliest experiments as the principal contributor to phase variation on a fixed-length path. In the Omega

Implementation Committee Report (Ref. 2), which served as the primary basis for development of the

Omega system, a need and procedure were outlined for the development of diurnal phase corrections by

means of "compensation graphs." Later, the Navy Electronics Laboratory (now the Naval Command,

Control and Ocean Surveillance Center (NCCOSC)) identified additional phenomena contributing to

the variation of the phase from a fixed (path length- and frequency-dependent) value. Based on results

from complex, theoretical models of wave propagation, these effects were quantified and linked

together within the framework of a semi-empirical model. This semi-empirical model was calibrated

using recorded measurements of the signal phase from the relatively few Omega stations in existence

prior to 1972 (see Chapter 2). In the 1970s, as new Omega stations were constructed and signal

monitoring programs initiated, the database of phase and phase difference measurements was greatly

expanded. Consequently, the PPC model was refined and re-calibrated several times during this period,

although its essential semi-empirical character remained largely the same. Development of a PPC

model is more than of academic interest, since the phase prediction (PPC) error is the largest component

of the Omega position error budget. Thus, in a very real sense, the semi-empirical model used to

compute PPCs is a central determinant of Omega system accuracy.

The essential features of PPC models have changed relatively little during the evolution of the

Omega System and are not extraordinarily complex when reduced to a set of procedures, analytical

expressions, and computational flows. However, the development of existing model structures,
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including the rationale for path domains, temporal structure, and the relationship to full-wavc

waveguide-mode models of signal propagation, requires a lengthy discussion that may distract the

reader from the basic ideas of phase prediction. As a result, this section presents a brief ovcrvicw ol the

structure and computational flow for a generic PPC model, and the details of the model structure and the

basis for its development are addressed in Section 9.5.

Figure 9.3-1 illustrates the overall structure and computational flow for a gcneric P'i'C model,

The figure indicates that the basic elements of the PPC model structure and computational scquence tllay

be organized in terms of the following functional categories:

" Path Definition - Set-up of path between transmitting station and receiver and
definition of path domains

" Sub-model ClassiJ.Lu;ion/Calculation - Assignment of sub-model,, to the
appropriate path domain

" Temporal Modification - Multiplication of excitation and p•h•asc veloity
sub-models by evolution/diurnal functions tiht depend on tieic

PPC Calculation - Aggregation of modifiecd sub-model contributions and
sylthsis with reference and nominal phases to deilrmilei phil .c viiifiti,,i'.i,,d P'J'C.

L - -. .. -- - -

P~ath !)'.-finition - _-

S Functional l Or - 1 [ r ar,,,. -
Form"-"s I -- l'.•.. ,, ,, la

SIb-Model I --•.) t =Clssifiealion i-_ . . . I-

Linear Model 
Ox- - ' - -- -I -- 1

CoeffiI-nts -ill-i i
Groutid -W'ave Lxcilati,)n I'hale Velocity I~volu nn'ii/l )urral h'.efoiei orDomain Sub-Modcl Domain Sub-Model Domain SUb.Model uitirin CalulaliuR1i
I lculation I Calcul-on I lulalln-T

'Product 'iriiiiio /'Ivau

-0 Sum I ' • I'low!_t'
+ 4,7

Figure 9,3-1 Overall PPC Model StHowcture/Cofmmpultu' i'llal lJw
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Figure 9.3-3 Model of a Typical Path Segment

The w, vc field associated with the transmitted signal and sensed by the Omega receiver interacts

with the eiirth's surface and ionosphere (the waveguide boundaries) in a way that depends on the relative

position along the path, Path domains arc those portions of the path that have similar wave-boundary

interact ion, and, therefore, invoke the same sub-models. The domains are referenced by the type(s) of

;,ub-modcl., invuked therein, i.e.,

"* Ground-wave domain

"* Excitation domain

"* P'hasc velocity domain.

As shown in Fig. 9.3-4, the ground-wave domain comprises the two end-path regions. [In some

of the PPC Model literature, the end-path •gion near the transmi, ter is called the excitation region and

tihe end-path region near the receiver cat I the de-excitation reyion.] Since, in tiiif domr.ir, thz wAve

n,:iy, intwuict,, with the ealth's surfa., lower boundary of the earth-ionosphere waveguide), the
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Figure 9.3-4 Path Domains/Segmentation CorrespondingI
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corresponding sub-models depend only on ground conductivity. The size of the ground-wave domain is

fixed in most PPC models but in the 1992 PPC model, the extent of this domain varies with the local

illumination condition and frequency. This somewhat indirect dependence of the domain definition on

time is expressed in Fig. 9.3-1 by the dashed arrow of the time input to the path definition.

The excitation domain shown in Fig. 9.3-4 comprises that region of a path where the

Mode I-launched wave first (or finally) sets up the field structure that characterizes its general behavior
in the earth-ionosphere waveguide. The nomenclature derives from the waveguide-mode model of VLF

wave propagation in which a source wave is "excited" (to various degrees) in the earth-ionosphere

waveguide. The degree of excitation depends on the signal wavelength and frequency, the size (height)

of the waveguide, and the electromagnetic properties of the internal medium, and the boundaries of the
waveguide. Thus, an excitation phase is said to be introduced in the propagated signal field where the

wave first "sees" the ionosphere. Reciprocal arguments show that an excitation phase is introduced near

both the transmitting source and the receiver.

For the vast majority of paths used in navigating with Omega signals, the phase velocity domain
constitutes more than 80 percent of the path. This domain corresponds to the mid-path region (scc

Fig. 9.3-4) where the signatl interacts with both the ionosphere and the earth's surface. In this domain, the
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phase/unit path length is specified by the wave number, as in Eq. 9.1-3. The phase velocity depends on
three parameters (which are, in general, coupled): ground conductivity, geomagnetic latitude, and
geomagnetic bearing. Included in the phase velocity sub-models are those that describe the local wave

number behavior in spatial regions with "anomalous" ionospheric height profiles, i.e., the auroral zones
and polar caps.

For each path segment in a particular domain, the sub-models appropriate to that domain are
computed as the products of functional forms and linear model coefficients. Functional forms are simple
analytic forms that approximate the theoretical dependence of signal phase on geophysical arid
electromagnetic parameters, such as ground conductivity or geomagnetic latitude. Line,- model
coefficients are introduced to partially account for the approximation and linearization error incurred in
establishing the functional forms. The linear model coefficients are determined by comparing the
expression for the model prediction with the observed phase data (see Section 9.4).

Time dependence is introduced through those sub-models that characterize the time-varying
ionosphere. Since ionospheric properties are required for sub-model calculation in the excitation and
phase velocity path domains, only sub-models in these domains are modified to account for universal

time, as shown in Fig. 9.3-1. Modification occurs through multiplication of the sub-model by the
evolution/diurnal function. This function is effectively a means of interpolating between sub-models
defined for "local maximum day" (sun directly over the segment) and "local maximum night" (segment
at opposite point of the globe from local maximum day). The function depends on the local sun angle,
known as the solar zenith angle (computed from the input year, month, day, hour, and minute) and certain
non-linear parameters that arc determined from calibration/experimentation (see Sections 9.4 and 9.5).

The sub-models for the ground-wave domain and the modified sub-models for the excitation and

phase velocity domains are combined to produce the predicted phase variation for the input path,
frequency, and time, as shown in Fig. 9.3-1 .* To obtain the predicted cumulative phase for the path, the

phase variation is combined with the reference phase, which for some models is the free-space phase and

for other models is the nominal phase (see Section 9.1). The reference phase provides the principal
information regarding the integer part of the cumulative phase in cycles. Note that the reference phase
depends only on basic path information (transmitting station and receiver coordinates) and frequency.
Finally, the PPC is computed as the difference between the nominal and predicted cumulative phase for
the path/frequency/time.

*Note that the phase velocity sub-models are multiplied by -1 prior to combining with other sub-modcls
as shown in Fig. 9.3-1 and explained in Section 9.5.
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9.4 PPC MODEL CALIBRATION

The PPC Model, described in Sections 9.3 and 9,5, normally specifies the model structure,
including the path segmentation, the types of sub-models used and where they are invoked, etc., but not

the actual values of the model coefficients or embedded parameters. Comparison of the model with

recorded phase measurements determines the numerical values of the model coefficients/parameters.

In this section, calibration of the PPC Model is explained by first outlining the overall calibration

procedure. The nature and collection of the data that serves as input to the calibration procedure is then
described. The model calibration itself is then presented as a three-step procedure:

* Preparation of model calibration database

"* Implementation of the model calibration procedure

"* Evaluation of the PPC model performance.

These topics are covered in general terms in the five sub-sections below.

9.4.1 Specification of Model Calibration Procedure

The basic idea of model calibration is to adjust certain free parameters/coefficients so that the

predicted phase "best" matches the observed phase. Recall from Section 9.2.3 that the principal aim of a
PPC model is to accurately predict the observed phase for a given path/time. Thus, if 5 (path,time) is the

observed phase for a given path/time and 0(path,time) is the predicted phase, then, in ge.,eral,

0(path,time) = 0(path, time) + v(path, time) (9.4-1)

where v is the prediction, or residual, error for the path/time. The "best" 0 is one that minimizes the

function

MF= Iv 12= > 10- 12

path/time path/time

where the sum is over all path/times in the calibration database. If 0 is taken to mean a vector of observed
A

phase values (for a given collection of path/times), 0 is the corresponding vector of predictions, and v is
the associated residual error vector, then the minimization function, MF, may be written

MF = v T V A)". (9.4-2)
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The predicted phase vector may be written

,0 = H (Zl,Z2 .... ) C+00 d(9.4-3)

where His the measurement matrix, z1, z2, . . . are embedded (usually non-linear) parameters, C is the

coefficient vector, and 00 is the free space phase vector. The elements of H are functions of the path

parameters and time, in addition to the embedded parameters. In contrast, the elements of the free space

phase vector, 00, are a function only of signal frequency and path length. The objective of calibration is

to choose the parameters z1, z2, ... and the coefficient vector, C, so that

MF = • (H C + 0p0)')1 (t (H C + 0p0)) (9.4-4)

is minimized. Since H's dependence on the embedded parameters is highly non-linear, there is no simple

analytical scheme to find the z1, z2, . . . that minimize ME Normally, these parameters are determined

using a combination of physical considerations and comparison of phase predictions (using candidate

sets of reasonable parameters) with observations under the same conditions.

For a given set of embedded parameters, the coefficient vector, C, can be determined as a least

squares estimate, i.e., one that minimizes Eq. 9.4-4. The form of the weighted least squares estimate for

Cis

C = (HT RRT R H) 1 
1HT RT R (9.4-5)

where R is a diagonal weighting matrix associated with the observation vector vp. In response to a change

in the embedded parameters Zi, z) ,.• ,the measurement matrix, H (zI, Z2,... ) changes, C changes as
A

prescribed by Eq. 9.4-5,and the predicted phase, 0, changes in accordance with Eq. 9.4-3.

9.4.2 Description of Phase Measurement Data

The observational data employed in PPC Model calibration generally comprises fixed-site

measuremenits of signals from Omega transmitting stations. These measurements are of three kinds,

depending on the type of reference oscillator, or clock, associated with the signal receiving system:

(1) Phase data referenced to a highly stable clock (such as a cesium frequency standard)

and phase-synchronized to the Omega station signals

(2) Phase data referenced to a highly stable clock (such as a cesium frequency standard)

(3) Phase difference data, i.e., differences in signal phase between pairs of station
signals accessible to the receiving system.
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Type 1 data is available at only a relatively few sites where external equipment, such as a cesium

frequency standard and a satellite signal receiver are available to maintain phase coherence. Phase

synchronization can be maintained tiirough external means because the signal waveform transmitted by

each Omega station is synchronized (approximately) to Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), which

serves as a reference for most high-precision standards and navigation satellites. This type of data is the

only source of phase error (observed phase - predicted phase) information over a single station-to-

receiver path. Type 2 data, which is somewhat more common than Type 1 data, permits analysis of single

path diurnal phase behavior (since it is referenced to a stable source), but not single-station phase error.

Signal receiving systems are limited to phase difference (Type 3 data) measurements when no highly

stable reference (better than one part in 1012) is available. For data of Types 2 and 3, only the difference

in single-path phase error can be used for model calibration.

Since receiving systems providing Types 2 and 3 data are less sophisticated and require less

attention than those providing Type 1 data, most of the data used in calibrations of PPC models have been

of the phase difference type. These types of measurements are less desirable than Type 1 measurements

providing single-path phase data, since they are inherently noisier (incorporating day-to-day

fluctuations (at a fixed hour) on two paths) and reduce observability by subtracting modeled phenomena

common to the two paths. Some Type 1 data has been used in PPC Model calibrations prior to 1990,

although it has been extremely small compared to the phase difference component. In contrast, however,

the Type 1 data used for the 1993 PPC Model calibration accounted for more than 50 percent of the

calibration database.

An important source of Type 1 data is the network of monitors associated with each Omega

station. Like most of the Omega monitor receivers at remote (non-station) sites, the station monitor

receivers are equipped with only a medium-precision crystal oscillator so that only phase-difference

measurements can be accurately made. For the station monitors, however, one of the paths is the very

short one (15 to 50 km) from the local station to the station monitor. This path is so short that the phase is

assumed to be well-approximated by the free-space phase (although recent measurements indicate that

this approximation may be less accurate than previously assumed (Ref. 13)). Since the phase for this

short path is assumed to be a known constant (independent of time), the phase difference data is easily

adjusted to describe entirely the path to the remote station. Figure 9.4-1 depicts the locations of the

current (1994) Type 1 monitor sites, including the 8 station monitors, Lower Hutt, New Zealand, and

Pretoria, South Africa. Similarly, Fig. 9.4-2 shows locations of phase difference monitor sites that were

operational in January 1987.
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Figure 9.4-1 Site Locations for Type 1 Omega Monitors -- 1988

To establish the implicit parameters that govern many of the time-dependent features of the
model, high time-resolution data is required. Historically, this data has been obtained from continuous,
paper strip-chart recordings of phase or phase difference. This data permits detection and tracking of
rapid changes in phase (phase difference) that may accompany the onset or recovery of path transition.
Because this data is most readily susceptible to manual scrutiny, comprehensive analysis of all such data
is impractical.

The linear model coefficients can be systematically determined by means of a process often
called "regression." In this scheme, a relatively small number of coefficients (e.g., 20 to 60) are
determined from a database consisting of several hundred to several thousand measurements. Inspection
of phase measurements from a variety of paths suggests that data recorded at hourly intervals provide
sufficient time resolution of the typical diurnal phase profiles, while providing independent
measurements. As a result, hourly data have served to provide the principal database for determining
linar model coefficients since 1971. For coi-siste-cy, th..e u -e 'ecored "on the UT

hour, so that they represent an average over a receiver time constant (typically 1 to 3 minutes).
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Figure 9.4-2 Site Locations for Types 2 and 3 Omega Monitors - January 1987

9.4.3 Preparation of Model Calibration Database

When the data of the type described in Section 9.4.2 becomes available, preparation of the model

calibration database can proceed. This preparation task is crucial to the model calibration procedure and

involves a substantial effort, which can be broken down into three primary stages:

"* Identification and screening of anomalous data

" Down-sampling and secondary editing of data

"* Attaching appropriate lane number to data samples.

Descriptions of these three stages follow.

Identification and Screening of Anomalous Data - Since the PPC model is composed of

sub-models that are based on short-path Mode 1 signal phase behavior, it is critically important to ensure

that, to the extent possible, phase data used to calibrate the model result from measurements of
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short-path Mode 1 signals. The phase data must also result from measurements of signals whose

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is high enough for adequate phase tracking. Signal data that do not meet

these requirements are referred to as anomalous data and must be eliminated from the database to avoid

corrupting calculation of the coefficients of the Mode 1-based PPC Model.

Identification of anomalous data is difficult and, in many cases, requires an experienced analyst

to evaluate individual diurnal plots of phase or phase difference. For relatively small calibration efforts

(e.g., a few hundred observations), such manual editing is feasible, but for larger efforts (e.g., those

exceeding a thousand observations), the assistance of an automated procedure is necessary. For the 1993

PPC Model, an Anomalous Data Identification (ADI) algorithm is used that employs both theoretical

predictions of signal behavior and certain statistical descriptors (known as "data indicators") of the

observed data. Based on approximately one month's worth of phase or phase-difference data at a given

hour and the two neighboring hours, ADI classifies the data as either normal or anomalous. If

anomalous, the data is given a path quality assignment based on the the data indicators and the signal

prediction appropriatc to the path, as shown in Table 9.4-1 for single-path phase data. If conflicts arise

between the data indicators and the path prediction, override tests are performed at neighboring hours to

confirm tho observational findings.

Table 9.4-1 ADI Phase Data Indicators for Anomalous
Path Quality Assignments

SIndicator I DI Criterion For Anomalous PathData In r(DI) Anomalous Assignment Quality Assignment

Day-to-day standa1d deviation of Value > 10 cec Modal (Mode competition)
phase at a fixed hour or Low SNR

Day-to-day average phase (bias) Value > 20 cec Modal (Higher-order mode
error for path-night hours dominance or cycle stip)

Slope of hour-to-hour phase profile Sign of slope opposite to Long-path
for path-day or mixed-path hours that predicted

Day-to-day average SNR at a Value < -25 dB Low SNR
fixed hour

Down-sampling and Secondary Editing of Data - Averaging of selected data, such as that

specified for several of the data indicators, is necessary to reduce the originally supplied database to a

manageable amount of information for the calibration software. Thus, it is not necessary to have the

calibration database specify data for each day (and all 24 hours), since the phase at a fixed hour changes

litile from day to day. I lowever, there is a slow change in phase throughout the year (at a fixed hour), so

that, for example, averaging h .1i I., phase over 60 days would eliminate much of the annual variation. A
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(integer part of the phase) to the observed phase or phase difference. Laning arises because

measurements of signal phase normally refer only to the fractional part of the phase. The integer part of

the cumulative phase (lane) is almost never directly measured and therefore, theoretical predictions
(assumed correct to within a cycle) are normally used.

In some applications, the lane number associated with the signal phase is not critically important,

but, for model calibration purposes, attaching the correct lane number to the fractional part of the signal

phase is absolutely crucial. This can be understood by noting that mislaning by a single lane is the same
as injecting a 100 cec error into the data, thus significantly altering the computed coefficients and greatly

increasing the RUMS fit error.

Normally, lanes (for the case of phase measurement) are counted as the number of free-space
wavelengths (1/k0 ) or nominal wavelengths (1/kNoM) from the transmitter to the receiver over the
surface of the earth. The cumulative phase (see Eq. 9.2-6), measured in units of cycles or lanes, is thus a
large number (100 to 600 for typical 10.2 kHz paths), whereas the scale of interest for PPCs is from about

-2 to +2 cycles with a resolution of 0.01 cycle (centicycle).

Moreover, the actual phase measurements provide information on only the fractional part of the
cumulative phase, so that the integer part must be estimated based on knowledge of the free-space or

nominal phase and other information. This estimate is combined with the known fractional part to give
an estimate of the cumulative phase (correct to within an integer number of lanes). From this number, the

free-space or nominal phase is subtracted, thus providing a relatively small number between about --2.xx
and +2.xx cycles for use in calculating the linear model coefficients.

The basic goal of laning, then, is to correctly assign the integer part of the cumulative phase to the

measured fractional part. In all known laning techniques, the assignment is primarily based on the
assumption that the nominal phase is a good approximation to the cumulative phase over daytime paths.

For the 1980 PPC Model calibration, the lane assignment (closest to the nominal) is made for the daytime
portion of the diurnal phase or phase difference profile and then tracked through successive differences
to establish the lane assignment for other portions of the profile. The laning algorithm for phase data in

the 1993 PPC Model calibration assigns the closest nominal lane for path/times having a maximum path

solar zenith angle (MPSZA) of less than 70'. For path/times with larger MPSZA, the previously laned
measurement that is "closest in time" (see Ref. 10) determines the lane assignment. The relative diurnal
differences for phase difference data are generally smaller than for phase data, so that phase ditterence
laning is more robust. The 1993 PPC Model calibration algorithm for phase difference assigns
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"reference lane values" to Lach of the paths in a given path pair, depending on its path illumination

condition (day, night, or transition).

9.4.4 Inmplemenatation of the Model Calibration Procedure

As explainied in Section 9.4.1, PPC models are calibrated by determnining two type% of

parameters: linear model coefficients and non-linear embedded parameter% associatcd with tile tinic

variation. The linear model coefficients arc calculated by mean% of aI system~atic rompuJ)ationalh

procedure, whereas the embedded parameters are dicter-mine.d by emfinpi kida meniw.

The linear model coefficients are often referred to a% tile day/night corfficicnlis 10a1ce thecy
provide a measure of the relative contribution of cach sub-niodcl for local mitAiiniui day and local

maximum night (see Section 9.5). In the 1980 PPC Model calibration, hcpairatc caklvilatiolns of the dliy
and night coefficients were required since~ tile corresponding day and night d&itabase% itic entlicly

separate. Only a single cxccution is necessary for the day/night coefficient calculation inl the 1 993 1'i11C

Model calibration scheme since the time dependence iS ind~udcd inl thle // matrix (%cc Eq. 9,4,3),

Both 1980 and 1992 model calibrations determined coefficients thaut inintinil'd tlie nican squilic

residual error (see Eqs. 9.4-2 and 9.4-4) and thus evaluatedi the expression, 14q 9.4-5. for thle coefficicnt

vector, C. For the 1980 calibration, the obscrvation vector, 0, has only a few hundred vkmcniet. (%IIcc thec

time dependence was completely remnoved from the calibration input) so thait Ilhe colculatioui of' C Is
straightforward, In the case of the 1993 calibration, thle num~brr of elcmei~is in 0) 1s alivit an oidCi of
magnitude larger so that calculation of C is non-trivial, Thc manjor cwinputat lontil piobleit Is the hmullix
inversion appecaring in Eq. 9,4-5. With a database Of abuh~t 21500 datat uinit, thle 19)93 iP1C Model

calibration used a high-end workstation and anl elficicilt SVI) algol ilhimn to calculatle C,

PPC model calibrations arc usually performed for both weighted and unwcigh tedI mcw~mcuicit

sets. The resulting calculations of C generally dilffcr significiantly only If thle memuurcnicnt data is

relatively scarce or if the distribution of weights falls into widely separate domini, lim Te weightjng 1-
impleenirted by use of the diagonal uinatrix R~, appearing1 in 1,4. 9.4 5, m ill~ 01 980 colilkbionLIJ, 111C
elements of the diagonal weighting matrix R r1R were chosenl to lie thie luimhifilm1 of mcsnet (t

different times) averaged to obtain the calibration data Unit, F0 0o t199C illi t0I I ~C~~~t%11t~

diagonal weighting matrix R are given by

Ri (J-(Minl(ai. I5)/l57)umi/mui ; i 1,It2, . ,n ; u m pnuiniw of daiii iinif-,
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u~imr a,, % file I(NS %,III ltioti of [lie dally 1111.1C filicaburn~ci (in CCus) fruii) it beht-fiuling lincear raump

to file duidy p1haw% mraicdinc ifl for tile ha11"l F iiulthhout vol c.4pnnd ing to fil e I'll dataI unlit, filI,.I til e

itull vh of untiftggcd djily mcaliurcumvits fut thIei I'll dtita unitI, ~Pmil I% thec umax Imumi number of' days In
thc !inlf- Iloiith 'I hIl % %Cijhtlily, reflcci il both, Ihel datta varl tioji ovcr the d ays offl'c Ihnd f-month at a fi xd

hour and thc relative tiumber of gmwalutiamnenti,

Ill addItiog, to th1C iomplnJed Cxocflickllt, coe flocint v~tiIIIItiof var'aivueh fire calculiatd to

dvtli enlne tlhe depece of uncelu hulty aboImULl wi-thd W1111 CIRfi ieheIItCCI, Ill tile 1980 Clilibrationl, thce

CmInlultioI, vau Iihll ab U'A4 ml it it g'riicrioeu toI retiningy ort Cli nulnutirg hinlledertill hulb unodt!l%, eg.,,

btimmiatI(Ii da %lilt il-- EvoJIJUVIamai t ofe I 9~mui2 ahi w iitoai ja stimvde t Ile dupbof dctciiitig ht

th I~IJIII3111d %I ell MILIeul C1ib11C 11% phil I o ilt! ~ %e aur I r ulwaeiid a)biudb ~di

t1~ J'Calg, il~i, I theL tef ki li ebi tit VIil l alivc CXCvvd'% cit talt.1i thi~c~hiold, life corlvponding
~ ul Ii~illi ni to hij~eaitl u~btl~l, l, tii~Luitex, tlihiille IWII~btl~iI FIVeI It Alighithy difletentl I.et

Uloflo-Iu v~id cko'thaIle .i'f Ckttth chap ht~i~tol"1111y. Ill hildh calvi.. ihic coefc~lkentii werc fixed at

Inl jie~lfoiu ing Il (11111)1 at lo), it 14 oiften IICCc'Ilafy to Ilk (wi ''I: Ce/c) CCi tuiin vcdilicients find
9''i het' u Iwi I ie Ne i w Chu'.k1to, Ili t Ilre (ktlcf~ll ltidlii 1toughi theC kaim-milairch procedle aind theC Choseii

dwit Act, ),o nam1 c cxitIJ 1 If a I cvuow, caidiiatluio itll has % Ct~il~itiljdd that coelhflcicim assoc~iated with olle
wil tulca muhI wioi ?JIi-havc hlilh L.oci I Ickilt chtilliitiolI ViaJ iiiiiC. tlie %C cue fI Iciciit% Would like ly bec fixed at

fhicol etleal valtieb In huhlCiepiCIo VACLuti' PI" Whieni it li xtui c of fice itd fixed coci icirnts fire Pbpccified,

tile dIII 10 loSi'II 1ty of theC Lill h l atkiut pi~ ohlrutI I I k wduced by [le11w nwiitw of lixed coci'icienlth, Ill thi case.
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9.4.5 PPC Model Performance

The performance of a PPC model is usually measured in terms of its predictive accuracy. For
certain applications, other performance criteria, such as executable code size or algorithm processing

speed may be importanL or even critical, but for most applications, the correct prediction of phase is the

primary performance issue.

Recalling the discussion from Section 9.1.2, practical implementation of the PPC is possible

only because the spatial variation of the PPC is small compared to that for the nominal phase. Thus, the
PPC may be applied with little or no error with position uncertainties as large as 65 km. Usually this is no
problem, since necessity of lane resolution limits the position uncertainty to well within 65 km;
however, it does provide a practical lower bound for PPC accuracy (-0.1 - 1 cec).

Compared to spatial variations, temporal variations of the phase constitute a much greater

limitation on the PPC accuracy. The prediction degradation is not primarily due to noise (which also has
spatial and temporal variations) but presumably to day-to-day fluctuations in the ionosphere. These
variations are characterized by the standard deviation of the observed phase over about 15 consecutive
days (hadf-month) at a fixed hour; this standard deviation is referred to as the random component of

phase error, This component was computed as part of the 1993 PPC Model calibration (see Section 9.4.3
and Ref. 10). The error in the predicted phase as measured using a stable, synchronized reference source
at a known, surveyed monitor site for a given time is referred to as the bias error and is defined as

BIAS ERROR = OBSERVED PHASE - PREDICTED PHASE

The bias error may be viewed as an average of the observed minus predicted phase values over an
approximate 15-day period at a fixed hour. From this viewpoint, the random error is a measure of the
scatter about the bias error (average value), assuming the predicted phase for a half-month is adequately
represented by the prediction at the "mid-point" (7th and 22nd day of the month).

Atmospheric noise at VLF originates primarily from lightning discharges associated with

thunderstorms. These discharges act as "wideband" VLF radiation sources that propagate to long

ranges, as do Omega signals, The noise sensed by an Omega user's antenna reduces the effective
signal-to.noise ratio (SNR) in the receiver's front-end bandwidth and causes an error in the phase
dttected by the receiver. The phase error due to a finite SNR* is generally much smaller than either the
bias or random components of the phase error as shown in Fig. 9.4-4. The data in the figure is derived

*The relationship between phase error standard deviation and SNR is given in Ref. 15, Appendix A.
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Figure 9.4-4 Phase Error Components for the 10.2 kHz Liberia Signal
at the Norway Station Monitor Site - April 1988

from hourly measurements of the 10.2 kHz Omega signal phase at a monitor site near the Norway station

during April 1988. The bias error is computed based on the 1980 PPC Model predictions and the random

error is the standard deviation of the set of approximately 30 measurements at each UT hour, The phase

error due to noise is derived from concurrent SNR measurements, which effectively indicate the noise

environment over a receiver time constant (1 to 5 minutes). The general property indicated by the figure

is that

BIAS ERROR > RANDOM ERROR >> ERROR DUE TO NOISE

As a result of this property, the phase error due to noise is usually neglected in compilations of phase error.

For the bias error, the RMS statistic is most commonly used for performance evaluation or

comparison, although other statistics, such as mean error and relative fraction of "large errors" (e.g.,

those with magnitude greater than 20 cec) are also used. The random error is defined as a standard

deviation so that it may be combined (in a root-sum-squared sense) with the RMS bias error to yield a

total error.
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Table 9.4-2 compares the phase prediction performance of several PPC Models as measured

over several different databases. The figures in the table that indicate performance over the 1980 or 1971

calibration databases are obtained from Ref. 5. The entries for the "selected MASTERFILE" database is

from Ref. .6 and the performance figures for the 1992 calibration database are from Ref. 10. As rioted

in the table and in Section 9.4.3, the category of day paths includes those whose maximum solar zenith

angle is less than about 74'.* Similarly, night paths are those having a minimum solar zenith angle of

about 99'.

The Pierce model contains only two sub-models (base velocity night and day) and the figures

shown are based on the original phase velocity estimates (see Ref. 5) although two sub-model fits to other
databases yield slightly different coefficients and slightly improved performance figures. The 1976
European "model" is really the 1971 model specialized to the European theater so that predictions in

Europe exhibit good performance (see Ref. 9) wli le the global prediction accuracy is low, The Megatek
model (Ref. 17) is a highly simplified PPC model but is unique in that it includes an empirically derived

frequency dependence and an algorithm to reduce SID-induced phasu errors (see Chapter 6). With some

Table 9.4-2 Performance Comparison of PPC Models on Day
and Night Paths for 10.2 kHz Omega Signals

PPC MODEL DATABASE RMS BIAS ERROR (cec)

PPC____M__DEL_ D BDay' Night.

Pierce (Approx.) 1980 Calibration 13.4 14.3

1971-NOSC 1971 Calibration 6.2 4.9

1971-NOSC 6.9 10.0

1976 European 14.0 10.4

1979 Interim 1080 Calibration 7.3 12,7

11980-NOSC 5.7 6.3

Megatek (Approx.) 13.6 15.0

1980-NOSC Selected MASTERFILE 1 7.7 10,8
1980-NOSC 1992 Calibration 7.8 7.5
"Day paths are defined as those with a maximum mid-path solar zenith angle of

less than about 740.
§ Night paths are defined as those with a minimum mid.path solar zenith angle of

greater than about 990.
f" Phase difference data samples (20,000.riay end 30,000-night) from a subset of tho

ONSOD MASTERFILE (1982) comprising 3 path pairs from each of 16 monitor
sites; anomalous datr removed,

*•For path-pairs associated with lhki, diffrClullc iiua.-UwciliCit (acuouiiliiig fv iihioSt of the datit hii

Table 9.4-3), both paths must inect the maximum solar zenith angle requirement for day or the , mini-
mum requirerncnt for night.
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exceptions, the table shows that PPC model performance on day paths is better than that for night paths,

reflecting the greater inherent instability of the nighttime ionosphere. It is important to note that the last

two sets of performance figures in the table include the additional scatter due to randor, erroi. Thus,

whereas the first seven sets of figures in the table include only a few hundred data points that represent

average values over the appropriate illumination condition, the last two sets contain several thousand

data points, corresponding to individual measurements. The difference in the 1980 PPC Model

performance figures for the 1980 and 1992 calibration databases is accounted for by a 4 to 5 cec time
variation of the observations averaged to form a data point in the 1980 calibration database. Time

variations in this range were computed for the 1992 calibration database,

The figures in Table 9.4-2, which apply mostly to phase difference measurements, indicate

performance for day and night paths but exclude the illumination condition with the largest path

population - transition. Although day, night, and transition conditions are roughly equally represented

among single-path phase measurements, data involving transition paths (all paths not conforming to the

day or night definition) make up a large fraction (about 75 percent (Ref. 16)) of all phase difference

measurements. This is because, on average, a pair of paths occupies a larger longitude interval than a

single path and is thus less likely to be contained within a day or night hemisphere. Thus, Table 9.4-2,

like many of the early papers documenting PPC model performance, does not indicate system

performance over a representative set of illumination conditions.

In contrast, Table 9,4-3 lists performance figures for measurement databases including samples

for all illumination conditions. The data units specified in these databases are not time-averaged, as arc
the data units in the first seven entries of Table 9.4-3, and include diurnal sampling intervals of I to 6 UT

hours. The database labeled "Magnavox" (Ref. 18) is a collection of 122 phase difference data units

.selected from a sample of 3 to 4 path pairs from each of 15 monitor sites (those in the ONSOD

MASTIhRFILE in 1985) recorded tt 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UT. The data unit consists of a 15-day

(half-month) average of phase difference measurements recorded at one of these four UT hours, so that it

does not include the full time vvriation implicit in the other figures in the table. The rather large RMS

errors listed for this database miay be due to the inLIusion of anomalous measurement data that was not

explicitly removed. For the other entries in Table 9,4-3, the RMS prediction error is generally much

greater than that given in Table 9.4-2 because:

a The prediction error for measurements involving transition paths is suhstantially
greater than for those involving all-day or all-night paths

a When sam1lpled tiuiiforinly over hour, the number of'phase difference measurements
involving transition paths is much larger than for other path illuminations,
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Table 9.4-3 Performance Comparison of PPC Models Under All

Illumination Conditions for 10.2 kHz Omega Signals

PPC MODEL DATABASE RMS BIAS ERROR (cec)

1980-NOSC Selected MASTERFILE* 13.6

1980-NOSC 17.5

1985-Magnavox Magnavoxs 12.3
1 980--NOSC 12.819809NOSC 1993 Calibration 8

1993 8.7
Phase difference data samples (200,000 measurements) from a subset of
the ONSOD MASTERFILE (1982) comprising 3 path pairs from each of 16
monitor sites (all hours); anomalous data removed.

§122 phase difference data units (each unit representing an average of
about 15 measurements at a fixed hour) from a subset of the ONSOD
MASTERFILE (1985) comprising 3 to 4 path pairs from each of 15 monitor
sites at 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UT; anomalous data apparently not
moved.

A direct comparison of the performance of the 1980 and 1993 PPC Models with respect to path

illumination condition using the entire 1993 phase database is shown in Table 9.4-4. The first column

lists the random error, which represents the time variation of the measurements over about 15 days at a

fixed hour. The second and third columns show the 1980 and 1993 PPC Model results for RMS bias error
and the total error, which is root-sum-squared combination of the random and bias errors. In this case,
day paths are defined as those having a maximum solar zenith angle of about 980, which, therefore,

includes many paths classified as transition in earlier PPC Model documentation (e.g., Refs. 4 and 5).

Table 9.4-4 Performance Comparison of 1980 and 1993 PPC
Models by Path Illumination Condition Using the
Entire 1993 Phase Database for 10.2 kHz Signals

PATH RMS BIAS ERROR/
ILLUMINATION RMS RANDOM TOTAL ERROR (cec)

CONDITION ERROR (ceo) 1980 Model 1993 Model

Day* 4.4 11.3/12.1 7.3/8.5

Night, 5.0 10.2/11.4 7.0/8/6

Transition" 6.2 14.4/15.7 9.2/11.1

24-hour 5.3 12.1/13.9 7.9/9.2
* Day paths are defined as those with a maximum mid-path solar zenith angle

of less than about 980,
C Nigl hi pallis art defin ud as thosu with a minimum mid-path soiar zenith angle

of greater than about 980.
tTransition paths are definad as those which are not classified as either day

or night.
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Thus, the performance of paths satisfying the day illumination condition is reduced relative to that

computed for the earlier day-path definition (maximum path solar zenith angle less than about 740). Of

the three path illumination categories, night paths exhibit the best performance since their phase profiles

show the least temporal variation and the anomalous path/times (most commonly occurring during path

night) are removed.

The RMS error figures for the 1993 PPC Model are significantly lower than those for the 1980

PPC Model partly because the 1993 Model was "fit" to a subset of the database* for which the

performance figures are given. To test the robustness of the 1993 PPC Model, bias and random errors

were computed for a database containing different observations than those in the calibration database. In

this test database, the paths were the same, but the observation times were different than those in the

calibration database. Performance figures for the 1993 PPC model on this database are within 0.5 cec of

those shown in Table 9.4-4.

9.5 APPENDIX: DEVELOPMENT OF PPC MODEL STRUCTURE

Though PPC models have evolved as the Omega system has developed, many essential features

of these models have changed relatively little. In this suction, a generic PPC model structure will be

described, although, where appropriate, specific models will be identified.

9.5.1 Physical Basis of the Model Structure

The PPC, as described in Section 9.2, is defined as the variation of the "true," or expected, phase

from the nominal phase (see Eq. 9.2-7). Thus, the calculation of the PPC involves the calculation of the

nominal phase and the expected phase. The nominal phase, as described in Section 9.2.2, is calculated in

a straightforward fashion, although it may involve computatic L- distance over an ellipsoidal earth.

Thus, determination of the PPC involves predominantly calcu'", of the expected phase. VLF signal

phase, as measured over long signal paths, is a complex fun( - ,., ,umerous parameters, thus requiring

a model of the propagating wave interacting with the earth-ionosphere electromagnetic environment.

The clearest understanding of the model structure is obtained by first considering the spatial
"picture," i.e., a representation of the signal path between a source (transmitting station) and a point at

which the signal field is sensed (receiver at or near the surface of the earth). One can use a variety of

models, or paradigms, to describe the signal field structure as the propagating wave interacts with the

earth and ionosphere on its way from the transmitting source to the receiver. In this development, it is

* The 1993 PPC calibration database comprised a set of measurements that are about 10 percent of

the total database size.
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convenient to use both the "wavehop" and "waveguide-mode" representations of signal wave

propagation (see Chapter 5) to guide the physical picture and understanding of the process.

The electromagnetic wave launched by the Omega antenna has approximate cylindrical

symmetry (with a vertical axis of symmetry) near the antenna. At greater ranges (e.g., more than about

10 km) from the antenna, the wave takes on a more spherical character. Finally, when the wave begins to

interact with the ionospheric D-region (at ranges greater than 70 kin), it locally resembles a plane wave

(see Fig. 9.5-1). A plane wave is characterized by a wave vector, k, (see Section 9.2.1), in addition to the

signal frequency. In the wavehop model, a plane wave reflects from the ionosphere (via a scattering
process) and from the ground as it propagates between the earth and ionosphere (Fig. 9.5-2). Since the

wave has a spherical character prior to interacting with the ionosphere, there is a nearly continuous

spectrum of wave vectors corresponding to plane waves interacting with the ionosphere. However, only

certain wave vectors give rise to "self-reinforcing," or resonant, field structures in the earth-ionosphere

waveguide (see Chapter 5). These wave vectors make up a discrete spectrum that is directly associated
with the spectrum of waveguide modes. As shown in Fig. 9.5-1, the wave vector which makes the
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Figure 9.5-1 Plane Waves as Approximations to Spherical
Waves When Encountering the Ionosphere

"j C -3214.

Figure 9.5-2 Continuous Spectrum of 'Wave Vectors Associated with
Plane Waves Prior to Interaction with the Ionosphere1
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smallest angle to the ground is associated with the mode which normally survives to the longest ranges,
Physically, this may be understood by noting that this wave suffers the fewest reflections from the

ionosphere and the ground for a given distance o',er the earth. Each reflection reduces the wave energy

so that the wave with the fewest reflections will generally have the greatest amplitude at a given range.

The wave vector with the smallest launch angle (relative to the local tangent to the earth) is identified

with "Mode 1," the lowest phase velocity TM mode (see Chapter 5). The properties of this mode, as

noted in Sections 9.1 and 9.2, is the primary basis for the PPC model structure.

The point at which the Mode 1 wave vector intersects the ionosphere (see Fig. 9.5-3) is important
because it determines the net ionospheric effect on the phase for all receiver locations "downstream" of

the intersection point (known as the first point of ionospheric interaction (FPII)). Reciprocity arguments

can be used to show that a similar wave vector configuration exists at the receiver. Thus, as shown in
Fig. 9.5-3, a "Mode 1" wave vector is incident at the receiver from the ionosphere at the last point of

ionospheric interaction (LPII). Between these two points of ionospheric interaction (which constitutes

the majority of most paths), the wavefronts spread so that both upgoing and downgoing waves are

present and the net wave vector is locally parallel to the ground.

Based on the above discussion, one can see that the portions of the ionosphere associated with the

end-path regions, i.e., between the transmitting source and the FPII and the LPII and the receiver, will

have little or no effect on the signal phase. In the end-path regions, only those electromagnetic properties
of the earth's surface (i.e., ground conductivity) influence the signal phase detected at the receiver. For

that portion of the path between the end-path regions, i.e., the mid-path region, both the ionosphere and

the earth's surface influence the signal. Since the ionospheric properties (such as conductivity) change

from day to night (and with relative position of the sun), time dependence of the signal phase is

G- .- 32144
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controlled by the ionosphere and, in particular, that portion of the ionosphere in thc mid-path region.
Since Lhe geomagnetic field controls, to a large degree, the dynamics of the charged particles in the

ionosphere, the local properties of this field in the mid-path region also greatly influence the phase at the

receiver. The effects of the ionosphere and the earth's surface are thus conveniently organized in terms

of "domains," which are presented in Section 9.5.4.

9.5.2 Path Definition and Phase Calculation

For the inhomogencous paths encountered in the use of Omega signals, the predicted phase is

expressed by the integral form given in Eq. 9.2-6, Actual calculations approximate this integral by a sum

over p:.," ,egments, i.e.,
q•=•ki A ri4) >(0n5.1)

where k• is the wave number for segment i and d ri is the length of the path segment. Figure 9.3-2 s i ws

the segmentation for a typical path. An individual segment, which is shown in more detail in Fig. 9.3-3,

is approximately 60 km in length. In the end-path regions, the segment serves to specify only the ground
conductivity, since the Mode I wave vector is not influenced by the ionosphere in these portions of the

path, For the mlid-path region, the segment is associated with the local properties of both the earth's
surfacc and the !)-region of the ionosphere, which serve as boundaries of the space in which the signal is

propagated.

In the waveguide-mode model of VLF signal propagation, each segment may be considered a
h1fMogPceous rectangular waveguide, i.e., one in which the boundaries are approximately straight and

the icopl'ysical/clectromagnctic properties of the boundaries are approximately constant (see
Cha•'ter 5). In th0i% homogeneous waveguide, the total clectromagnetic field may be expressed as a sumr
of 111odal coniponents, each of which has an associated phase and amplitude which are known functions

of the boundary parameters. The vertical component of the electric field is expressed as a product of

scvetal complex quantities with a resorltant amplitude and phase, The resultant phase is the ,.urn of two
terms: a "phase velocity" term (equivalent to the wave number expression for the phase defined in

liq. 9.2-6) anid an excitation term. The excitation factor describes the efficiency with which the mode is
excitcd by die waveguide. Thus, using the waveguide-mode model, the expression for the phase
(Eq. 9.5-1) it; modified tc include the excitation factor phase, oe, i.e.,

ki J (9.5-2)

In p'rinciplc, k, arid 4), for the mid-path segments are derived from the modes of the honmogeneous
waveqgtodc "cprcsented by tbc segmcnat. The specific parameters associated with the signal modes are
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Figure 9.5-6 Effective Auroral Zone for VLF Propagation

Because the analytical form of the signal phase behavior in terms of the boundary parametersobtained from theoretical models is quite complex, sub-models have been developed to simplify and
isolate the phase dependence in terms of one or two geophysical and electromagnetic boundary

parameters. The basis for this simplification is that the wave number and excitation factor phaseappearing in Eq. 9.5-2 are fairly well approximated by reference or nominal values, e~g., k0L
approximates the cumulative phase over a path of length L (k0 is the free-space wave number) to within a

few percent when the signal is Mode 1-dominated. For the conditions under which this approximation is
reasonable, first-order corrections to the wave number and excitation factor phase may be used. To
clarify this procedure, suppose that the wave number for a given segment is a function of one

lower-boundary parameter (ground conductivity, o) and one upper-boundary parameter (dip angle, I, of
the geomagnetic field vector with respect to the local horizon). Then, to first order, the wave number is

expressed as

kkk +(j) AC + (L) A/ (9.5-3)
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where ko is the wave number for sonic initial conditions (c~g,. .cawater coniductivity. 'crodili iingle), I le
partial derivatives of wavc nunmber (cvaluatcd at tile initial conditions) fire dceti'iiled frion theoictIchl

calculations, and A'7, A/ arc incremental change.,. in conductivity and dip anugle, ircspc~tlvily.

In actual practice, the "first-order" terni%, e~.g, the seccond find third lcrml, of Eq. 9.3-, fire

obtaineu using entities known as sub-niodels, A t~ub-niodcl dcscribres the Ilicoretlciil phasec vitirlitthon
(from the refercnce valuc) duc to one or two gcophyslcal/ckectromiagrictIl boundwty panic~iwteis, To
facilitate thc calculation, thc description is given in teriis of fwec Ihnalfol-11, which Bic lalniytlk oi

tabular functions approximating the indicated thcorctical bchavior, TIIls opproximtatllon ctior Ond tili
linearization cri-or implicit in Ltj. 9-5-3 is ant least partly accounted flo bly 1111rap Itmldrl 'niJ" Irfill Ititl
Multiply each functional formn. TIhe sub-miodcls 1arc thu-S i np1Clic filned 11% the produlc of file 11111011111.1
forms and the linear miomc coefficients. The llincisr mnodcl vcfficlcns life doteimbiicd 1)y cummvmllwmjii time
expression for thie niodcl prcdiction, with filc Obywrved phase data. Once letCmCIIII 111 tie. he inar mlodel
coefficients indicate thle relative contribution of thie assocluted sub-miodel 10 tile fotall phulaw vat flatlioi

First, consider tife hub-nnodels associated Wili thile walvc uiinummihe 0I C, mhmuoe depenmdifi: (II patil
length) in Eq.* 9.5-2, Motivated by 14q 9,5-3, the wiave maumllibef hIm (11C I"'1 seCmi'vgit, A, i% jx'CpmVad I'l
tcrnis of thc sub -models a%sociatcd Withi CaicI approprfiatl nyscm/icmt igitm p11am lmmmtci, fir,,

whcrc 4,1 is the referencc wave numb11er lit SC)gumenlt 1, 111Ck im walve numimber lvi tlim 01 bull mmodc tit Oice
P"' segmient and the surnii s over id I sub-inmodels 11ppIfial-eII 10. hrelmmment I, '1111,111, I AIj 9,5 1 be~ommme

For thle mud-path scgncrits, teli wave nutmahe sub -model s arc obtinend ft oi p~ic'kIc cniCulmm' orms of
Modc I signal paramecterS, N)CC if kal ly pIIhase veIoc IIty. IPlot (II tabtil lit s i t1 if' ModC I pimw sC veocity (I')
arc usually inn terms of' the rdadvil ye phas c vlocity villimntlonm (1,10111 tihe I re-Avict.w Wave pmoinlll
velocity) per unit wavelength, ixe.,

oh,/ - W)A

Wvhere , i% tile hilred, s ~l(iv IILPII(h i aein) d I !t' !it. III.E bull. re (i'uldlol La I'i. I -ito. Uii 0 71 '1 tub111al4I iiv

(whiChl hItS WavC mmikimtwme Lnimt.) 1% cofmpmutned ans ii unoiol~tl~ 4-'iftieeo' yiu i 'a wn te S U5IL I minted
Wvilli C~inCllh Ntii-u1idCi, 'I1 lumIV tIoMR- al11 f0'.,j Hin at btlicil ied 11S lip I)XhIm nIoIsIH11 (111%,41l0111! (11it 11e1il
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Now, the phase velocity vi appearing in Eq. 9.5-6 is typically close to c, e.g., for daytime north-south

paths over seawater, vi is about 1.004 c. As a result, the magnitude of vi Ic - 1 is typically much smaller
than 1 so that Eq. 9.5-6 implies that CF1 << k0 .With this result, the denominator of Eq. 9.5-7 may be

expanded to yield
ki = k0(l - CFi/ko +... ) (9.5-8)

Thus, to a good approximation, ki is given by ko - CFi. In general, there are a number of phase velocity

sub-models, e.g., those associated with different ground conductivity values or ranges of geomagnetic

bearing. Thus, Eq. 9.5-8 is generalized to the form

ki =ko- CjF0  (9.5-9)
j

where the sum is over the phase velocity sub-models applicable to segment i. Comparison of Eqs. 9.5-4

and 9.5-9 suggests the use of the free-space wave number ko as the reference wave number. The

comparison also indicates that ki= - Ci Fij so that Eq. 9.5-5 becomes

ko L - Cj Fij Ari+ (9.5-10)

where L is the path length. The phase due to the ground-wave sub-model is a function of path length and

thus also may be expressed as a wave number form (Eq. 9.5-9).

The excitation factor phase is not a function of path length but has a relationship to the excitation

sub-models which is similar to that for the phase velocity sub-models. Thus, precise calculations of
Mode 1 signal parameters also include excitation factor phase as a function of the appropriate
geophysical pdlmneters such as ground conductivity and path bearing (geomagnetic). Approximations
to these functional relationships by simple functions or data tables give the functional forms for the

excitation sub-models. Thus, for the jth excitation functional form and the ith segment

where the prime indicates quantities (linear model coefficients and functional forms) belonging to the

excitation sub-models. Thus, Eq. 9.5-10 becomes

qb=k0 L - Cj Fij J ri + _ C' F',(.-1
koL-~CjFy.~r 1 +>i~j(9.5-11)
9j-4
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9.5.4 Sub-model Domains

As noted above, the wave field associated with the transmitted signal and sensed by the Omega
receiver interacts with the earth's surface and ionosphere (the waveguide boundaries) in a way that
depends on 'he relative path position. Path domains are those portions of the path that have similar
wave-boundary interactions and therefore invoke the same sub-models. The domains are referenced by

the type(s) of sub-models invoked therein, i.e.,

* Ground-wave domain

* Excitation domain

* Phase velocity domain.

As shown in Fig. 9.3-4, the ground-wave domain comprises the two end-path regions.* Since, in
this domain, the wave only interacts with the earth's surface (the lower boundary of the earth- ionosphere
waveguide), the corresponding sub-models depend only on ground conductivity. Table 9.5-1 (from
Ref. 8) lists the ten conductivity levels and corresponding conductivity values (in mho/m) which are
believed to adequately characterize the worldwide surface conductivities at VLF Also listed are the
corresponding permittivity values relative to the permittivity of free space.

Table 9.5-1 Earth's Ground Conductivity Levels and
Associated Conductivity/Permittivity Values

LEVEL CONDUCTIVITY RELATIVE

(mho/m) PERMITTIVITY

1 (Ice Cap) 1.ox1o-5  10.0
2 3.2x10- 5  1010
3 1.0x10'4 15.0
4 3.2x1 0-4 15.0
5 1.0X10-3 15.0
6 3.2x10- 3  15.0
7 1.0×10-2 20.0
8 3.2x10-2  20.0
9 1.0x10-1  45.0
10 (Seawater) 4.0 81,0

The size of the ground-wave domain is fixed in most PPC models but in the 1993 PPC model, the
extent of this domain varies with the local illumination condition. This is because the point of interaction
between the Mode 1-launched wave and the ionosphere (see Fig. 9.5-3) depends on the ionization
protile of the local ionosphere, i.e, the effective wave reflection height at the point of interaction, Thus,

*In some of the PPC Model literature, the end-path region near the inaiirnitter is called the excitation
region and the end-path region near the receiver called the de-excitation region.
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the point of wave-ionosphere interaction depernds on the local time at or near the interaction point. As a

result of this dependence, the distance from the transmitting station (or the receiver) to the first wave-

ionosphere interaction point typically ranges between 350 and 850 km, The precise range of this interac-

tion point is an implicit parameter in the 1993 PPC Model and is discussed further in Section 9.5.6. A

simple bias sub-model is invoked in this domain (and in all other domains) to align thc zero-point of the

diurnal phase with the nominal wave number.

In the 1980 PPC Model, the ground-wave domain extends to about 700 kin, independent of the

local illumination condition. In this regime, a "base velocity" sub-model is invoked which is similar to

the 1993 bias sub-mrodel in the Sense that it serves as a correction to the nominal phase, In an carlicr

version of the 1980 model, a long-term year-dcpendent sub-miodel was also in-s ,ked in this domain,

Table 9,5-2 compares the ground-wave sub-models for the 1993 and 1980 PPIC Models, This

table indicates the portion (path segment) of thc domain in which each type of sub-model is invoked, thle

type of functional form used for the sub-model, and the intended effiect capitured or dvscribcd by thec

sub-model, In the 1993 PPC Model, the cumulative ground-wave phase is well-approxiniatcd by a liii-

car function of distance (see 1ý1g. 9.1-b)*, so that the functional form (ir'oked at Cach scgiiient) is

constant.

Table 9.5-2 (round-wavc Sub-mock'ls

Sub-Model Wre,..Type of Ilflect Captured
Category Weet-'td runci Ianal Form by Sub-model

1980 1 All segrn, ts Tawe veloclty term; eirmglar to bias term In
Model 1003 PPC Model'

1 Ground-wavo phass contribution for e@ch of
1 993 - -_ AlAip frgo* Constant 7 conductivity level@

Sub-odeldooonot strictly describe ground-wavo phase contributions, rather It represents a path-langth-dependiont bias

commnon toaldomains,

Theexctatondo-maini comprises that region of at pathi where thle Mode I -aunchud wavc first (or

finally) Sets Lip thle field structure which clmaractcrize6 its general behavior in the earth-ionosphiere

waveguide, The nomnic Iatuire derives from thle wavcguidc-inudc model of VLI, wave propagation ill

which a source wave is "excited" (to var-ious degrees) ill the ca'th-ionospheic wavcguid, 'The degree of

excitation depends onl the hignal wavelength/frequency, the isizc (hecight) of tile waveugiide, itind thle

*.l Fii jg. 9.5-9 (from Ref, 14), tile grouwild ave phasme is plottled ats it I'm~Cti~r Of 10giltiitiliii c distatIICC
asa Ii fnctiOnl of liinear distance, howe ver, tile lphlise tehavior. is very iiceu'ly lI mewl
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electromagnetic properties of the internal medium and the boundaries of the waveguide. Thus, an ex-

citation phase is said to be introduced in the propagated signal field where the wave first "sees" the iono-

sphere. Reciprocity arguments show that an excitation phase is introduced near both the transmitting

source and the receiver.

9-24,92
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J 100 _

I0 1 200 500 1000 2(M 3X0 W

Distance (kin)

Figure 9.5-8 Ground-wave (Norton Surface Wave) Phase over
Seawater as a Function of Distance from Source

For the 1993 I'PC model, the excitation domain is taken to be the segment within each end.path

region which borders the mid-path region (see Fig. 9.3-4). At these segments, the Mode 1-

launched wave begins (or chris) its local interaction with the ionosphere, Thus, the excitation sub-mod-

els exhibit a coupled dc-p,cidence on the ground conductivity and the ionospheric parameters, including

geonajgnetic latitude and bearing. "Coupled" means that the sub-model functional form cannot be writ-

ten as a product of functions which depend only on one of the parameters, e.g.,

Fj (aY, 1) rd g(aj) h(l) =* 1 and I are coupled with respect to P' where a and I are the ground con-

ductivity aid niagnetic dip tingle used in Eq. 9.5-3.

The excitation domain for the 1980 PPC model includes the entire end-path region. The ground

conductivity throughout both end-path regions is assumed to contribute to the excitation of the signal,

although the ionospihcric c•ontribution is computed at isolated points in the end-path regions. Thuls, thc

conductivity.-dpendent excitation sub-niodel (which is de-coupled from the ionosphere-dependent
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forms) is summed over each end-path region but invoked at the segments bordering the mid-path region.

The excitation sub-models which depend on the geomagnetic field quantities (geomagnetic bearing and

dip angle) are invoked at the second and next-to-last segments of the path. The excitation domain

sub-models for the 1980 and 1993 PPC Models are compared in Table 9.5-3.

Table 9.5-3 Excitation Sub-rmodels*

Sub-Model Where Invoked Type of Effect Captured
Category Functional Form by Sub-model

I Last segment in xmtr. endpath Power-law dependence on conduc- Excitation factor phase due to ground
region and last ,egment In rcvr. tivity level (1-10) averaged over conductivity throughout each end-path
end-path regionb end-path region segments region

1980 2 Constant Separate bias term for excitation factor
SSecond path segment and phase dependence

next-to-last path segment Bilinear combinations of Pm and /for Mode 1 excitation factor phase due to
various ranges of Pm geomagnetic field (6m and )

Constant and Fourer-type functions Mode 1 excitation factor phase behavior
oons and Om in terms of Pm and Om for day and night

at each of 7 conductivity levels

1993 2 Last segment in xmtr. endpath Products of Fourier-type functions of Mode 1 excitation factor phase behavior
Medel region and first segment In rcvr. Pm and Om In terms of Prm and Om for day-only at

end-pati region each of 7 conductivity levels

3 Products of Fourier-type and Mode 1 excitation factor phase behavior
Gaussian functions ofPm and Oe. In terms of ,m and em for night-only at

each of 7 conductivity levels

In this table, Pm is the geomagnetic bearing measured clockwise from geomagnetic north; Orm Is the geomagnetic latitude assuming an
earth-centered dipole representation of the geomagnetic field; / is the dip angle (see Fig. 9.3-6).

1Sub-model is actuaily computed over each complete end-path region but invoked (i.e., included in the phase calculation) at segments
bordering the mid-path region.

For the vast majority of paths used in navigating with Omega signals, the phase velocity domain

constitutes more than 80 percent of the path. This domain corresponds to the mid-path region (see

Fig. 9.3-4) where the signal interacts with both the ionosphere and the earth's surface. In this domain,

the phase/unit path length is specified by the wave number, as in Eq. 9.5-1.

In the 1993 PPC Model, there are two kinds of phase velocity sub-models: those that depend on

ground conductivity and those that do not. For the conductivity-dependent phase velocity sub-models,

the phase variation (through the wave number or phase velocity) depends on three coupled parameters:

ground conductivity, geomagnetic latitude, and geomagnetic bearing. This coupling increases the

number of phase velocity sub-models required for characterization of the phase variation, although the

increase is partially compensated by limiting the number of effective conductivity levels to seven. The

conductivity-independent sub-models are those that describe the local wave number behavior in spatial

regions having "anomalous" ionospheric height profiles, i.e., the auroral zones and polar caps.
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The coupling between the conductivity and ionospheric parameters is assumed to be weak in the

1980 PPC Model, so that separate sub-models are specified for conductivity and other parameters in the

phase velocity domain. Because of the strong coupling between the dip angle and geomagnetic path

bearing, however, the corresponding sub-models are coupled in the 1980 PPC Model. The sub-models

for the auroral zones and polar caps are identical for the 1993 and 1980 PPC Models. Table 9.5-4 pro-

vides a comparison of the phase velocity domain sub-models used in the 1980 and 1993 PPC Models.

Table 9.5-4 Phase Velocity Sub-models*

Sub-Model Where Type of Effect Captured
Category Invoked Functional Form by Sub-model

1 All segments Constant "Base velocity" tepm; similar to bias term in
1993 PPC Model

Products of Fourier-type functions Mode 1 phase veiocity (wave number)
of Pm and power-law functions of behavior in terms of fP and Ifor seawater

All segments in mid-path region (0.9-0.573111) cond.
1980 3 Constant Phase velocity (wave number) variation
Model (from seawater) at each of 7 cond. levels

4 Segments with l0ml > 1 radian Gaussian forms centered at 2 em- Auroral zone ionospheres at lOml = 650 and
values with same effective widths 690 with the same 1-a width of 2"

5 Segments with 1lm> > 1.0821 radian Linear form Increasing toward Pola, Cap ionosphere increasing in height
pole poleward from l0ml = 620

1 Constant "Bias term" for correctioV to free- space
wave number reference9

2 Constant and products of Fourier- Mode 1 phase vel. (wave number) behavior
type functions of Pm and 0. In terms of Pm and Om for day and night at

each of 7 conductivity levels
3 All segments in mid-path region Products of Fourier-type functions Mode 1 phase vel. (wave number) behavior

1993 of Pm and em in terms ofPrn and 6m for day-only at each
Model of 7 conductivity levels

4 Products of Fourier-type functions Mode 1 phase vel. (wave number) behavior
of Pm and exponential functions of in terms of Pm and 0m for night-only at each
OM of 7 conductivity levels

5 Segments with l0 ml> 1 radianI Same as 1980 PPC Model Same as 1980 PPC Model
6 Segments with 10ml > 1 .0821 radian

* In this table, fm Is the geomagnetic bean'ng measured clockwise from geomagnetic north; Om Is the geomagnetic latitude assumirg an earth-
centered dipole representation of the geomagnstic field; Is the dip angle (see Fig. 9.3-6).

§Sub-model does not strictly describe phase velocity contributions; rather it represents a path-length dependent bias common to all domains.

9.5.5 Time Dependence

Up to this point, the discussion of the PPC model structure has primarily focused on the "spatial"

component of the predicted phase calculation, For the boundary parameters of interest at Omega

frequencies, the time dependence is introduced solely through the action of solar illumination of the ion-

osphere. The only time-dependent quantities mentioned so far, the effective ionospheric reflection
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height and the extent of the ground-wave regions, are dependent on the local solar illumination. Thus,

the sub-models which depend on the ionospheric height (i.e., those in the phase velocity and excitation

domains) contribute to the time dependence of the predicted phase. Because Omega paths are typically

long and the phase variation is highly sensitive to the local illumination condition (or ionospheric

height), the time variable is of equal importance to the space variables in the prediction of signal phase.

The excitation and phase velocity sub-models described in Section 9.5.5 contain approximate

forms for the components of the signal phase as a function of one or more geophysical/electromagnetic

parameters. As derived from theory, these sub-models are given for two extreme states of the

ionosphere:

* Local maximum day (sun directly overhead)

* Local maximum night (sun directly overhead at the antipode (opposite point on the
earth)).

For intermediate states of the ionosphere, special functions (known as evolution or diurnal functions)

appropriately combine the above-defined local maximum day and local maximum night sub-models.

These intermediate states correspond to different times of day/year* in which the relative earth-sun

position causes different ionization profiles in the ionosphere. The functional forms for local maximum
day and local maximum night are sometimes very different and sometimes the same, depending on the

functional behavior of the phase in terms of the underlying geophysical parameter. The linear model

coefficients for local maximum day and local maximum night are nearly always different, however, to

capture the differences in the day and night phase behavior.

To understand how the day and night sub-models are combined to produce a phase prediction at

an arbitrary time, a greatly simplified model is considered to illustrate and clarify the underlying

procedure. This simplified model specifies:

A single mid-path sub-model with:

functional form FD and linear model coefficient CD for local maximum day

functional form FN and linear model coefficient CN for local maximum night

A single segment of length Ar for the mid-path located at the equator during one
of the equinoxes

An end-path region fixed in size with no sub-models invoked.

*The quiet ionosphere has a relatively slow systematic change from day-to-day (at the same hour) over
a year; random day-to-day fluctuations about this long-term variation are significant, however, and
result in a random phase error of about 3 to 6 cec.
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Using this simplified model and path, the predicted phase at the receiver (relative to the phase of the
transmitted signal) when the sun is directly overhead (local maximum day) is

OD = kNOM Ar + CD FD (9.5-12)

and 12 hours later (at local maximum night), the phase prediction is given by

'5N = kNoM Ar + CN FN (9.5-13)

where kNoAf is the nominal wave number (see Section 9.2.2). Since the phase velocity is greater for day
paths than night paths (see Chapter 5), the day wave number is smaller than the night wave number (re-
call from Section 9.5.3 that phase velocity = frequency/wave number). Thus, the day phase, OD, is
smaller than the night phase, ON, by an amount known as the diurnal shift. If the single sub-model in-
voked on the single mid-path segment is chosen to be the bias (1993 PPC Model) or base velocity (1980
PPC Model), then FD FN = 1, and the diurnal shift is given by

ON O- D = CN - CD (9.5-14)

For times other than local maximum day or local maximum night, the cumulative phase for this path is

given by

kNoM Ar + (Cv - CD)f+ CD (9.5-15)

wheref is an interpolation function that varies with the solar zenith angle, i.e., the relative degree of solar

illumination on the ionosphere of the 1-segment path (see Fig. 9.5-9). Note that, for consistency with
Eqs. 9.5-12 and 9.5-13, the functionfin Eq. 9.5-15 must have the value 1 for local maximum night and 0
for local maximum day. The functionf is called the diurnal function in descriptions of the 1980 PPC
Model and is related to the evolution function defined by the L.,A•3 PPC Model.

The diurnal function shown in Fig. 9.5-10 for 10.2 kHz was obtained (Ref. 11) by means of a
simplified photoionization model coupled with experimental observations. The function is plotted in
terms of cosx (Z = solar zenith angle) and is divided into three illumination catcgories: night, transition,
and day. The constant value (f = 1) at night means that no night variation in phase is predicted by this
model for local solar zenith angles (X) varying from 1800 (local maximum night) to about 99'. A steep
decline in the function occurs during transition, which is defined for X = 990 to about 740, although this
latter number varies with frequency. During transition, a "dynamic" diurnal function and sunrise/sunset
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"dum " t tra" w 1,;0,o il •okcd in th, 1980 P1PC Model, The dynamic diurnal function, g, is obtained from a

dli t'relitfiIl rclhtioi allulogous to a continuity cquation for free clectrons/ions in the ionospheric

1) iegiou,* Tihe "suitic diurnal functioa,f" serves as the driving function for this dynamical relation.

Also included it the dyanmical relation for g is an impulsive-type forcing function describing the

dymunics of weakly attached clectrons which are rapidly injected into the transition ionosphere. The

'IJ 1 3t1C tU t !ditlf ity CV JIMaI 1(3 LP.C! (l as the basis for this Calcula ttion assum1 s a linear electron loss depen-

dI tleC , whlC ili, I JI(US! C U ITClIit work ,uggCsts a quadratic loss dependence (Ref. 12),
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time profiles for these injections, known -is "dump Schedulc,,s," are ;pccificd separatcly for sunrist, and

Stnset. 1)uring the day ilhmninnation, the diurnid function is gi•.vn by a decie.,ising linear function of

cosy, approaching zero for normally illuminated day. This portion of the diurnal function (which has a

substantially smaller blupc tihan that for transition) gives ric to the familiar "bowl.-shapcd" daytimc

phase profilc for a full (multi-,cgmeni) path illustrated fn Fig, 9.2-3.

For tile 1993 1P1C Model, scparatC Jilytine and nighttimC evolution ftunctions are defincd, The

daytitme Cvolution function (E/)), illustrated in Fig. 9.5-1 lit tor 10,2 0I 1z, describes the time variation of

sub-'models associated only with daytime pha,,c bchavior, while the nightti me cvolution function (EN,),
iilustrated in Fig. 9,5-) ib, describes the time variatioln of sub-models associated only with inigh•.ttiOe

phase behavior, Thc daytime evolution function "turns on" at a threshold solar zenith angle X'1/// of

98W0, which was deteruinled floiul analysis of continuously ret•orded data. The steep rise between

X X7,,,X711 and y --8, ,3" (cosX - 0, I *) is better lit by a linear functioln than by the logarithm of a Chap-

man function (.ta discumed in ROc', 8). -;;i,.wn x - 84Y3" and y - 0' (cosx = J), the cvoltution func-

tion behaves linearly with cosy, ,ticget.ing multiple layers or it broad Spectrurn of pholoionization

Cnerete',. TIh, i iihttinlLe evolution fm i.... ,n varies I incarly with cosX f roni x = 180'5 to X X7u// based

ont observed "clean" (Mode I -tominant) nighttime phase behavior awjl satellitc data on solar radiation

scattered through the geocorona (Ref, 8). For sub-models which apply to both daytime and nighttime

ionospheres (salme functional formni), the two Cvohution functions are linearly combined to yield

LA0 - ' 8 oI.,- o09c' O 'N

wlere ol =: 0,69315 and a2 = 0, 1 178, '1hi.t formi resembles the diurnal function when plotted as a function

(of cosx.

As noted above, the diurnal and evolution functions depend on certain experimentally deter-

mined parameters, For the diurnal function, these include day and night time constants, and the sunrise/

sunset dump schedule profile, Thc evolution functions depend on three implicit parameters: (1) the

threshold solar zenith angle, (2) the daytime ionospheric response time, and (3) the nighttime ionospher-

ic response time; these are a subset of the more general onset/recovery time parameters (ORTP) which

control the time dependence of the phase, The remaining ORTP define the size of the end-path regions,

and thus cffcctively, the size and position of the ground-wave, excitation, and phase velocity domains.

•The breakpoint for EIp (see Figure 9,5-11 a) varies with frequency; thus, for 10.2 kHz,
1k,, (cosX = 0, 1) = 0.5850, for 111/3 k ltz, F0 (cosx = 0,05) = 0,5850, and for 13.6 kI lz,
1Fý) (cosy = 0,0) = 0.5850,
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Figure 9.5-11 Evolution Functions for 10.2 kflz Used in 1993 PPC Model

9.5.6 Summary of Model Structure

The PPC model structure may be summarized by inspecting the general expression for the path

cumulative phase, incorporating both spatial and temporal effects. The simple model/path considered in

Sec. 9.5.6 to illustrate the time dependence of the phase, given by Eq. 9.5-15, is easily generalized. For a

model containing a mix of separately or identically defined local maximum day and local maximum

night sub-models and a multi-segment path, the phase is obtained by inserting the time-dependent form

of Eq. 9.5-15 into the time-independent expression for the phase given by Eq. 9.5-11. The resulting

expression for the predicted cumulative phase for an Omega signal at a given frequency for a specified

path at time t is given by

0W)= koL - E [(CIV FNI - CDJ D) f1(t) + CDJ FDJ] Ari
i j

- [CNL ( FN(,j - CDi) FDj fi(t) + Cj, FDj + Cj Fij A ri

(9.5-16)

In the above expression, the first term gives the free-space contribution, which accounts for about 99%

of the cumulative phase. The first double sum specifies the contribution from the phase velocity domain,
with index i referring to the path segment (and thus, indirectly, the spatial coordinates) and index j

identifying the particular sub-models. Note that the linear model coefficients for local maximum day
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(CD) and local maximum night (CN), are associated with sub-model j but independent of segment

(spatial position). The functional forms for local maximum day (FDij) and local maximum night (FN,),

however, depend on both spatial position and the invoked sub-model. The diurnal function,f, depends

on the time, t, and the spatial position of the path segment through the solar zenith angle. Since the phase
velocity sub-models have the dimensions of wave number (andf is dimensionless), they are multiplied

by the segment length, Ari. The second double sum in the above expression gives the contribution from

the excitation domain. This portion of the expression is similar to that of the phase velocity domain

except that different (and far fewer) spatial segments are involved and, of course, the sub-model

functional forms are different. Also note that the path segment length is not included as a factor since
excitation is not a "wave number-like" quantity. The last double sum represents the ground-wave

domain contribution in which the sub-moaels are explicitly time-independent since the Mode

l-launched/received wave does not interact with the ionosphere in this domain. The sub-models in this

domain behave as wave numbers and so must be multiplied by the path segment length, Ari.

9.6 PROBLEMS

9.6.1 Sample Problem with Solution

1. An aircraft is flying due east at 400 knots (nautical miles/hour). An Omega receiver
on board the aircraft measures the phase of a 10.2 kHz signal transmitted from a
station located exactly southwest of the aircraft's current position. Assume that
phase measurements are effectively made every 2 minutes with respect to a stable
oscillator/clock.

a. Do the successive phase readings increase or decreaSe?

b. What is the lane width of the signal?

c. How many times per hour would the aircraft cross lane boundaries?

d. For fastest crossing of lane boundaries, which direction should the aircraft
travel (maintaining the same speed)?

Assume that the PPC at the first lane boundary crossing is 5 cecs and the PPC at the
next lane boundary crossing is 10 cecs.

e. Does the phase measured by the receiver at the second lane boundary crossing
change by more than one cycle or less than one cycle with ,espect to tile phase
measurement at the first lane boundcary crossing?

f. Using the free-spce wave number, find the actual distance the aircraft Iravels
when the measured phase change is one cycle,
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Now, hincc thc nominal phasc values at the lane boundaries differ by a cycle
(by definition), Eq. 9.6-2 yields

02 - 01 1.0 - 0,05 - 0.95

'I hus, thc mcamsurcd phase values differ by less than a cycle.

f, Slnmc wc arc told that the measured phases at the successive lane boundaries
differ by ofC cyce!, 4q, 9,6.1 yicldk

02' - 01' m 1.0 4 0.05 - 1.05 (9.6-3)

lor fie p'c-r In which the aiterrft track and tihe signal propagation differ in
ditc,lcni by an angle, 0. lq. 9,2-3 becomes

4,/ -40' - k (1, - r) co.O

"I IIhi% jlit, C:,UlleN with L'q+ 9,6-3 yields

k (r2 - r,) cos 0 - 1,05, (9.6-4)

Simeilc the wave litmiiiii, k, miay bc approximated by the free-space wave
numuuibcr, k-, wtitl 0 r. 45", 14, 9.6-4 bccomcs

I, - . 1.05 / (k0 / 12),

AO kjusi thc rcciprocal of lh¢ Ircc-hpacc wavelength (computed in (b)), so that
l1q, 9,6-5 become

12- r- 1,05 - (29,3915 kin) - r2 - 43.64 km

9,61, lrehbeii•s to be Solved b1) Studesit

1, Still )OW 1 ItCTCiV ,.Id111d ; trimmltt._!i!g btlttioui (both on the surface of a spherical

Co. tit) hLvr LIU hCplh &.ti•do of 6(J0'
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b, If thc idluis of thr hplicrwal caith Is assumed to be 6367 kiii, what is the
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of 1IIr. c11tlb? 'llid Is ile palth length,
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f. What is the nominal value of the cumulative phase at the receiver?

g. If, at a given time, the exact PPC is known to be zero, what is the observed
value (in principle) of the cumulative phase at the receiver?

The cumulative phase can be separated into an integer part and a fractional part.

h. Which part can be measured by a conventional Omega receiver that is
phase-synchronized to the transmitted signal?

2. Suppose a researcher wishes to add a set of sub-models describing the effects of a
Sudden Ionospheric Disturbance (SID) to the 1993 PPC Model.

a, To which path domain would these sub-models primarily apply?

b. Would other path domains be affected?

An SID effectively depresses the daytime ionosphere, thus making the path even
more "day-like" than normal. Assume that the functional form is taken to be a
constant and the linear model coefficient is positive.

c. As a term in the expression for predicted phase, what is the sign of the resulting
sub-models?

d. Assuming the sub-models only apply to segments having ground conductivity
levels of 7 and 10, how many sub-models would be needed?

9.7 ABBREVIATIONS/ACRONYMS

ADI Anomalous Data Identification

D-region Ionospheric layer 70 to 90 km above the earth's surface from which
Omega/VLF signals are scattered/reflected

FPII First Point of Ionospheric Interaction

kHz Kilohertz

km Kilometer

LF Low Frequency

LOP Line of Position

LPII Last Point of Ionospheric Interaction

MASTERFILE A master database of phase and phase-difference measurements
resident at ONSCEN

MPSZA Maximum Path Solar Zenith Angle

NCCOSC Naval Command, Control and Ocean Surveillance Center
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NID Normal Illumination Depression

ONSOD Omega Navigation System Operations Detail

ONSCEN Omega Navigation System Center

ORTP (Sunrise/Sunset) Onset/Recovery Time Parameter

PCD Polar Cap Disturbance

PPC Propagation Correction

RMS Root Mean Squared

SID Sudden Ionospheric Disturbance

SNR Signal-to-noise ratio

SVD Single-valued Decomposition

TM Transverse Magnetic (waveguide mode)

UT Universal Time (short for UTC)

UTC Coordinated Universal Time

VLP Very Low Frequency

WGS-72 World Geodetic Spheroid reference published in 1972

WGS-84 World Geodetic Spheroid reference published in 1984
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